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'Hit the gym' you've heard it a million times, here are 18 Rules
on how to build a killer body, drug free. [Long]
281 upvotes | March 12, 2014 | by [deleted] | Link | Reddit Link

Hey Guys, The Red pill has changed my life so I'm trying to give back. The following is a condensed
version of this website written by Casey Butt Ph.D. I wanted to cut down what he said to a paragraph
for each rule but each rule is just packed with so much information it became impossible. below is my
version, mostly his words but I have rearranged some stuff. This shortened version of the document,
is 30,000 chars long when I started out, I envisioned <10,000. I have failed in my goal, to deliver a
short version, but there is just too much important stuff, that I couldn't justify leaving it out. If you
have time to read this, go print out the original it's only 4 times longer, and keep it handy, if you want
to get big you have a long way to go.

Background / Why this information is trustworthy.
Casey Butt has been in the body building game for decades. On his website you can find links to his
e-book, if you are inclined to buy it. They are tons of resources on the site for measuring and
calculating body and diet measurements. He presents all his Rules himself on the link above with
greater depth. I printed them off and ended up with over 30 pages of text. Casey on himself; "If you
sense that as arrogance and don't like my attitude then I don't care either - leave my site and read
some bullshit elsewhere that you find more pleasant. I couldn't care less who likes me, doesn't like
me, approves or disapproves of anything I say here. But remember this: I've been there, got the T-
shirt, learned the hard way and I'm here to help."
Steriods
The elephant in the room. I'm no doctor but I believe if used correctly they can be safe, and you will
reach your goals faster. To use or not to use is not the point of this post henceforth Steroid talk will
be considered off-topic.

Rule #1 Don't Be Mislead by 99% of What You Read on the Internet or in Magazines and
Books
The vast majority of what's in popular "print" is, for the most part, useless to you. Supplements and
special 'tailored' programs are bullshit. The fitness industry revolves around getting the most money
out of suckers. Most of the people who write the articles "you couldn't scrape a teaspoon full of
muscle off of 'em." If you believe anything else, then you are a naive fool who needs to grow up and
get with the real world. Beginners and experienced trainees alike simply cannot tell what's
appropriate for them. You have about as much in common with the average pro bodybuilder as you
do with a lowland Gorilla. Look at people like Jay Culter anything he sells to look like him is 99%
bullshit. He is on a lot of drugs. Conversely if you won the genetic lottery, you may oneday look like
Reg Park a pre steroids era bodybuilder.
If someone on an internet discussion board who calls himself "buff-, flex-, doctor-, professor-,
extreme-, huge-, etc" and uses a fake photo in his profile gives you advice or makes claims,
remember one thing - he's probably weaker and fatter than you. Most personal trainers' credentials
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come from a weekend seminar which they attended. If they don't look like they know what they are
talking about they don't 99% of the time. Be very careful whose advice you take seriously. Your
training success (or failure) may depend on it.
Rule #2: Avoid Exercise Machines
Since life started on Earth, all living creatures have been lifting their own weight against gravity.
That is what our bodies are designed for and have evolved to do. No Machine can replace you
pressing, pushing or pulling your own body. Adding weights enable you to 'increase' gravity.
Machines try to sell you on tailor resistance curves and removing the awkwardness of lifting. It's
bullshit. Your body isn't designed for tailor curves, and your muslce fibres at the ends of the
ROM(range of motion) are only capable of a fraction of the force of the mid-range. Tailored
resistance, in likely to decrease overall growth, by unnecessarily fatiguing fibres in states of
elongation, rather then working at the mid-range. Squats, Deadlifts, various Presses and Rows are the
lifts that spike testosterone and growth hormone release the most. Past studies show; ery act of lifting
an unguided (i.e. "free") weight recruits more muscle fibers than performing the same movement on a
guided machine.
Rule #3: Genetics DO Matter - But WHO CARES!
Some people will progress much faster than others. But there's nothing you can do about your genetic
inheritance - so GET OVER IT. Remember the story of the tortoise and the hare. Everyone can build
an impressive physique. If you stick with it you WILL progress, you can improve yourself incredibly.
One thing is for sure, you won't know until you try and you won't get anywhere complaining about
your "bad" genetics.
Rule #4: Don't Train More Often Than Three Days Per Week If You're Trying to Build
Maximum Muscle Mass and Strength
For brevity, I won't go in to when you would want to train more then 3 times a week. This is about
getting as big as fast as possible, 5-6 days/week programs are usually weight-loss programs and not
optimal for building muscle mass. To build maximum muscle mass [training 3 times a week] all that's
needed and is, by far, the best approach for most genetically typical drug-free trainees trying to get
bigger and stronger. Unless you are very genetically gifted, you do not have the hormone levels or
joint structures to train more often and make maximum progress in size and strength. Everyone
knows you build muscle when you are resting so let your body rest. Reg Park, pictured above trained
3 times a week. At his peak, he weighted 230lb(104kg) of solid muscle. He was the first person ever
to bench 500lbs (226kg.) How many men do you know that can bench 5 plates? Zero? Still want to
train 6 days a week? It's your life.
Rule #5: Do Mostly Compound, Multi-Joint Exercises
The core of your routine should use of large masses of muscle and the movement of several joints.
Those exercises stimulate a lot of muscle and cause your body to release anabolic hormones. That
means stuff like Squats, Deadlifts, Bent-Over Rows, Bench Presses, Overhead Presses, Dips, Stiff-
Legged Deadlifts and Pull-Ups. If you fill your routine with isolation exercises, you are wasting your
time in the gym. (more on that in Rule #6) Putting hard work into the compound exercises, on the
other hand, and you will be rewarded with the fastest muscle growth possible. Places to use isolation
exercises; abs, lower back, rotator cuff muscles. Still aim to use free weights to train these muscles.
Rule #6: Keep Your Workouts To An Hour Or Less, Most Of The Time
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Testosterone levels (the body's main anabolic hormone) start to decline after about 45 to 60 minutes
of intense weight training and catabolic (muscle destroying) hormones such as cortisol start to
increase. Prolonged training requires the adrenal glands to produce elevated levels of epinephrine,
cortisol and aldosterone. Over time, excessive training results in decreased adrenergic receptor
sensitivity (making fat loss difficult and fat gain easier) and adrenal fatigue (as evidenced by
fluctuating average daily body temperatures, decreasing blood pressure, low energy, joint pain and
muscle loss) If those symptoms sound familiar, maybe time to cut down the length of your workouts.
Practically all modern natural bodybuilding champions obey this guideline. 90% of your muscle mass
will be built in hard workouts that last =<1 hour. If you must go for longer (not recommended). Don't
think you can get away with eating like a mouse. One of the necessities of hard training is a big
appetite. Big weights = big feeds.
But some drug-free bodybuiders train for 3 hours. 1) Genetics, if you won the lottery, you would
know and wouldn't be reading this. 2) Short-term pre-competition bodybuilder routines aren't going
to build maximum muscle. 3) Bodybuilders are often portrayed as super humans, people lying about
how long the pros train for to reinforce this. 95% of people reading this have no reason to work out
longer then an hour.
Rule #7: Strive For Perfect Exercise Form
Cheating your reps builds nothing but ego - not muscle. If you have to cheat that means the weight's
too heavy for you to lift properly. Cheating does not make a muscle contract harder because you can
use heavier weights. When you start deviating from proper form you open the door for a potentially
serious injury. Advanced trainer (lifting for 2+ years min.) can get away with 'controlled cheating'
you should avoid it like the plague. To keep bashing on about Reg Park, he cheated on form
consistently by his 30's his body was riddled with nagging injuries. He recovered by going back to
strict form and went on to win Mr. Universe again.
Rule #8: Ignore The Guy Next To You
Don't be insecure. Don't focus on another guy at the gym. He's not you, you're not him. Don't start
cheating so you can use more weight. If he's using bad form and cheating a lot then that's his mistake.
Remember the tortoise and the hare. If you work hard enough, long enough, and never, never, ever
quit, you'll get there too - well-built, safely and with proper form. HAVE PATIENCE!
(part 1 of 4)
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How to deepen your voice ... and boost confidence, ground
yourself and more (works in minutes)
169 upvotes | April 24, 2014 | by wakethfkupneo | Link | Reddit Link

Someone's just asked a question about making your voice deep and I see the same question every
now and then. Instead of having replies buried in a random topic, I'm making a thread that can be
easily seen and linked to.
We're all aware that deep voice makes us manly, sexy, pleasant to hear etc (just listen to Hollywood
sex symbols, CEOs and other 'Alpha males'). Many of us, unfortunately and for various reasons, tend
to speak in softer voice (I've had the same problem), which feels unpleasant and emasculating. No
wonder people keep thinking of it and asking for advice over and over.
I found this exercise almost by accident. At first I didn't even think of it as a way to deepen voice.
Being a big fan of Elliott Hulse I was watching this video, the exercise looked interesting and I
decided to give it a try. To my big surprise, after finishing, i noticed that my voice is much deeper
and I wasn't even trying. After some time, by the end of the day it got back to the old softer tone (the
whole time I wasn't trying to force anything) but I was now intrigued how come that only few
minutes of exercising gave such a stunning results. I did it again and got the same result, not to even
mention how I felt more relaxed, grounded (indeed) and more confident. I was hooked since then and
was doing this little exercise whenever I felt like.
I can personally attest that after some time you get used to talking with deeper voice and now I even
find it hard to purposely talk the old way. Do it enough times and it will have lasting effect. And
confidence and grounding (if you're into bioenergetics) are there as well, you can just feel it.
IT'S NOT ABOUT VOICE, IT'S ABOUT BREATHING.
Here's the video: How To Breathe Into Your Balls Like A Boss (gotta love Elliott's terminology). The
exercise starts around 4 minute mark, but watch the whole thing. Pay special attention at Elliott's
voice at the begging and how it immediately gets deeper after the exercise, he even starts talking
much slower (typical description of how alpha male talks: deep and slow). From what I've learned
from Amy Cudy's famous Ted talk, i wouldn't be surprised that this also boosts testosterone levels,
but that's just my wild guess.
Try it yourself, you won't be disappointed.
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TIL "The male privilege"
149 upvotes | April 24, 2016 | by bigeyedbunny | Link | Reddit Link
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"Rape culture" in a nutshell
119 upvotes | January 10, 2017 | by cryobabe | Link | Reddit Link
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Least Masculine Society In Human History Decides
Masculinity Is A Growing Threat
98 upvotes | January 17, 2019 | by Rugby11 | Link | Reddit Link
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wing-threat
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28 years of a man's life completely lost, because a woman
falsely accused him, based on a dream she had
95 upvotes | April 12, 2016 | by bigeyedbunny | Link | Reddit Link
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The hard naked truth about marriage (comics with 3 cool black
people, one is very handsome)
94 upvotes | July 25, 2016 | by bigeyedbunny | Link | Reddit Link
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RP Do's and Dont's I have learned in the last month
93 upvotes | October 9, 2014 | by LazarusTRP | Link | Reddit Link

If you are going to grow as a Man, you must know that your undertaking will be long and difficult,
marked with failure and most people in your life will tell you to just throw in the towel. Why?
Because THEY threw in the towel. Fuck them. Make them rue the day they underestimated you.
Backstory: I am 32, single with no kids and currently weigh 275 lbs. I found out my wife was done
with me in late May 2014. When I found out she was leaving, I weighed 315. So I have lost 40
pounds since then and will never stop working toward a better, healthier body. I look great, I feel
amazing and most importantly I am MOVING FORWARD instead of standing still. ALWAYS BE
PUSHING.
The following is a list of things I am doing daily to follow the red pill literature and also a list of
things I am AVOIDING to help me accomplish my goals.
What I do:

Exercise AT LEAST once a day, twice is the goal. That might sound like madness to some new1.
red pill acolytes, but try it before you knock it. I am not saying act like Rocky training for his
fight with Drago. I ride my bike when I wake up for 3 miles, trying to do the whole circuit in
under 15 minutes (or 4 songs). I also go to the gym each night and do 20 minutes of intense
treadmill, 15 minutes of intense stairmaster and either the bike or extra treadmill until I hit 45
minutes. If you aren’t uncomfortable and sweating, you are doing it wrong. If you are seriously
out of shape and need to walk real slow at first to get yourself going, fine do it. But remember
the goal: Heavy breathing and sweat all the time. Otherwise you really aint doing shit. Just
started weight training, and I am gonna go slow since I care more about weight loss than
muscle growth currently. But trust, it is heavy in my future plans.
Read every day. Last week I read Bang by Roosh. Right now I am reading the 48 laws of2.
Power by Robert Greene. Great book so far that I highly recommend. I have Mystery Method
on my desk as my next book and I just ordered The Art of Seduction by Mr. Greene, The
Rational Male by Rollo Tomassi (this guy knows his shit), and Emotional Intelligence by
Daniel Goleman. The purpose of the Emotional Intelligence book is solely to work on my
emotional poker face and master my ability to be a goddamn Oak tree in the face of a women’s
shit tests and melt downs. I recommend reading for at least an hour a day. It truly can help with
women too, as you always have fodder for small talk (hat tip to Roosh for this one; check out
his book reviews section).
Practice your hobby/passion at least 2-3 times a week. I am a bass player and this means I have3.
value that I can demonstrate to others via performance. Practicing and learning new techniques,
scales, chords, etc. is helping me grow. It also keeps me busy so when bitches hit me up, I am
not “available.” Remember, you don’t want to be available all the time to a women, it signals
you have nothing going on and therefore will invest an inordinate amount of time and energy
into your relationship (gag). Instead, “make your mission your priority” (see the 16
commandments of Poon by Roissy for more details). If you are student, hit the books or go
meet people in your field. If you don’t have any hobbies, I don’t have any sympathy for you
because that means you are one of the boring Betas who make my job easier :) Every man is
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interested in something – dive head in, get your hands dirty and create meaning in your life. I
know my office job certainly isn’t leaving me filling fulfilled. It’s just a paycheck. To a
women, that means I am passion-less office drone. So surprise yourself and get heavy into what
you love. People will notice.
Take your appearance seriously. Brush your teeth daily, get a nice haircut every other week, get4.
some new clothes every 3-4 months. Money is not an excuse man. I live in LA and I see broke
ass kids all the time looking fresh to death. If it’s important to you, you will make it a priority.
And women will see it. You don’t need a new wardrobe over night or an extreme make over.
You are a Man who is finding himself and learning his tastes. Find Men around you that you
respect, that you see are successful with women and study them. You will notice they wear a
time piece; their skin isn’t as greasy as rest of the guys in the office. Their clothes seems to fit
them in a way yours don’t -nothing is too tight or too baggy. Their body language
communicates they are comfortable and relaxed no matter where he is. Keep studying. Notice
that their effortless banter with waitresses and secretaries is made easier by fresh breath and the
fact that there isn’t moss growing on his teeth. He packs his lunch with proteins and veggies or
makes healthy choices and doesn’t get Wendy’s 3 times a week. Bitches notice this. He washes
his car on the reg, no matter how big a piece of shit hoopty it is. Remember the Frame: I am the
Prince. Well, if you were really a real prince, you would LOOK like a prince.
Have fun, everywhere. Be the party. Make a boring night more interesting. People love it when5.
someone has the balls to push a rudderless ship in ANY direction. At least you tried! Why be
miserable because you are in traffic or waiting in line at the market? Strike up a conversation
and get laughing. Keep your fucking phone in your pocket. No one appreciates another Beta
retreating to the comfort of his smart phone instead of acting. No one remembers the “really
cute guy with his shoulders slumped and his face staring at his phone.” Everyone remembers
the charismatic guy who made the usually boring time at the laundry mat go by really fast.
Approach strangers if they interest you. Man or woman. I walked up to a 90 year old man at the6.
market on Sunday and started talking to him about his baseball cap; I bought the same type of
hat for my gramps because my gramps was at pearl harbor on a battleship and is proud as fuck.
So I got him a hat with his ship name and number a few Christmases’ ago. The old guy in the
market, whose name is Art by the way, was genuinely happy I stopped to talk to him and guess
what? Mad bitches watching me, wondering why a hot young guy in gym clothes is shooting
the shit with an old man in the middle of a grocery store on Sunday morning.
Make empowering music mixes to work out to and to listen to on the way to work and when7.
going out. This is no joke. This shit works. I can literally feel the “power” - the undulating
waves of Alpha when I hear certain parts of certain songs. It can also have a useful kinetic-like
effect in that the same mix I play when going out or working out is the same mix I fuck chicks
to and the same mix I listen to on the way home after fucking a bitch. It internalizes the music
and ties it to the powerful feelings you have after you just destroyed some chick and left her
weak in the knees. The next time that song comes on, you will get a boner or be transported
back to that moment of victory. Try it. I will be making some posts with the music I have been
using lately. So useful.

What I don’t do:
Number 1- I don’t watch TV. TV is bad for multiple reasons, red pill-wise. It is filled with shows and
advertising that subliminally reinforces the status quo of feminist primacy by displaying bumbling
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idiot dads being cowed by their bitchy, controlling wives and bratty fuck face kids. I know I’m not
the first to notice or comment on this but it is a real problem because it makes you comfortable with
those archetypes because you see them so often. Don’t get comfortable. Always challenge yourself
and the ideas that you are presented with as “truth”. Have a natural curiosity about people and the
world; it will help you immensely. TV is also is filled with ads for delicious and tempting new fat
guy foods like Bacon stuffed pizza and pretzel burgers. So it will tempt you when what you really
need is a mindset of SACRIFICE, not COMFORT. Lastly, TV is filled with sneering Irony, mocks
sincerity, and allows us to live a hermetic existence by watching others live interesting lives but not
compelling us to turn off the TV and GO LIVE an interesting life. Go read David Foster Wallace’s
essay “E Unibus Pluram: Television and U.S. Fiction” (takes 2 seconds to google) for an amazing
analysis of how irony became entrenched in television and U.S. pop culture, turning sincerity into a
joke. The article also discusses the voyeuristic qualities of TV watching and how that allows us to
escape from ever having to experience some of the most rewarding parts of being a Human. Here is a
great quote:
If it’s true that many Americans are lonely, and if it’s true that many lonely people find in television’s
2D images relief from the pain of their reluctance to be around real humans, then it’s also obvious
that the more time spent watching TV, the less time spent in the real human world, the harder it
becomes to not feel alienated from real humans, solipsistic, lonely. – David Foster Wallace
Number 2 - I don’t play video games. I was a pretty big gamer for a while there (40K+ Gamerscore
on xbox) but guess what? When I met my ex-wife in college at age 22 and was super alpha, I hadn’t
playing video games since I was 15. Too busy partying. But once I moved in with my girl, I got the
Halo 3 edition console and was a permanent couch potato up until about six months ago. Combine
that with shitty eating habits, no exercise and an office job and you have a recipe for Beta Bitch tits.
Number 3 - I don’t care about food. Put another way, I reframed by view of food from a
pleasure/reward vantage to a fuel only vantage. How did I accomplish this? I took a moment and did
some soul searching. I noticed that I am an emotional eater and that when I am stressed out I binge on
certain really bad foods, like pizza and ice cream. I would start to eat badly and that would turn into
eating badly for a whole weekend, then a whole week. Eating fast food literally makes me sick now. I
ate some greasy ass pizza hut pizza last weekend (2 slices!) and it ruined my Saturday night. It was
like putting peanut butter in a gas tank. I felt thick, lethargic, couldn’t concentrate and all I wanted to
do was take a nap. That is what the old Lazarus would have done, taken a nap after eating 5-6 slices
of pizza. Disgusting. Now food has a whole different meaning since I started exercising and eating
right. My entire attitude has changed. Exercising first thing in the morning and putting on positive
Male music gets my day started right. A healthy breakfast fuels me until my lunch salad. Once I go to
the gym again at night, I feel like I could conquer the world. Try it; it’s crazy what endorphins and
testosterone combined with a non-shitty diet will do for your mental state. You will think clearly, act
quickly and be ready to take all comers.
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The First 18 Day BecomeaMan Program
85 upvotes | March 1, 2015 | by SpaceCrunch | Link | Reddit Link

The First 18 Days

Day 1, Get a Gym
Day 2, Your New Workout Plan, Start it!
Day 3, Say No.
Day 4, Talk to Ten People
Day 5, Break Up With Your Friend Girl
Day 6 + 7, Learn and Introspect
Day 8, Hobby Time
Day 9, Begin Your Diet
Day 10, Continue
Day 11, Start Sprint Training
Day 12 + 13, Invest Time Reading
Day 14, Get on a 5-6k Calorie Diet
Day 15, Stop Entertaining Others and Start Entertaining Yourselves
Day 16, Learn to Defend Yourself
Day 17, Read a Book
Day 18, Undertake a Campaign
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None of this will help, until you fix this
82 upvotes | June 5, 2015 | by MrFicks | Link | Reddit Link

No amount of PUA, Red Pill, or Alpha articles will help you until you fix this one core issue.
You have a fear of abandonment.
This is the one thing holding you back in every aspect of your life.
Symptoms:
-You are way too agreeable -You avoid confrontation (leads to you going ape-shit at the smallest
infraction) -You get shit on by your friends constantly; You are at the bottom of your social hierarchy
-You get crippling anxiety in social settings (leads to withdrawl) -You immerse yourself in your
career but never advance like you should -You earn far less money than you should -You are afraid
you will be "found out"; You are a fraud and don't know shit -You are stuck in a job that is going
nowhere -You fall into a routine and are afraid to try new things -You don't approach women you are
attracted to -You may have even convinced yourself that you have Asperger's -You put other people's
needs before your own
How your fear of abandonment developed:
At a young age, your emotional needs were not met at some point. This ingrained a belief that you
were somehow unworthy or defective. More importantly, you developed an irrational belief that this
was your fault. You further developed this line of thinking into:
-If I am a pain in the ass, then they will abandon me. -If I have needs, they will abandon me. -If I ask
for anything, they will abandon me. -If I am liked by everyone they will NOT abandon me.
How to put yourself on the path to recovery:
Think back to your childhood. Focus on the times you remember being upset. Focus on the times you
remember being in pain.
Here's an example:
You were upset because you wanted to hang out with your father but he wasn't around because he
was always working.
Now, relive these experiences from the perspective of an adult.
New perspective on the example above:
Of course my father was working all of the time! He wanted me to have a better life. I want the same
thing for my kids! It wasn't my fault and I am certainly not defective!
As you start to put an adult perspective on all of these painful childhood experiences, you start to
realize how IRRATIONAL your fears of abandonment are.
NO ONE IS GOING TO ABANDON YOU!!
Start repeating this any time you experience rejection or are feeling depressed. You will quickly start
to laugh at your old self and how irrational you used to be.
You will start to realize how much you have been self-sabotaging yourself out of fear of
abandonment. You were preventing yourself from being successful out of fear that people would
figure you out as a fraud (and abandon you). Complete bullshit!! This is what will break you free.
As a result, you will: -Finally feel like your true self -No longer be afraid to ask for a promotion or go
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on job interviews -No longer be afraid to approach women (you'll still get anxious, but won't give a
shit if it turns out bad) -Assert yourself at work -Stand up for yourself -Become more sociable and be
open to new experiences -Start your own business without making up bullshit excuses about how it
won't work
Most importantly, you will start getting your own needs met. This is the key to truly being a man.
This post was heavily inspired by Dr. Glover's "No More Mr. Nice Guy" -- READ IT! Even if you
are in denial that you are a nice guy, READ IT! It is a true game changer.
After that read these two books:

"Feel the Fear and Do It Anyway" along with the companion book "Feel the Fear And Beyond"1.
by Dr. Susan Jeffers -NOTE: This book is excellent for getting you to work through your fears.
It will help you to grow in leaps and bounds.
"When I Say No, I Feel Guilty" by Manuel J. Smith -NOTE: The first few chapters are a little2.
heavy on the shrink shit. But once you get into the sections on Fogging, Negative Assertion,
and Negative Inquiry, the book really starts to pick up. You'll have fun applying these
techniques to people trying to manipulate you on a daily basis.
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Tired of being a loser
81 upvotes | February 3, 2014 | by lcville100 | Link | Reddit Link

I'm 24, still in college, jobless, broke, out of shape (ex-athlete), and apparently i'm boring to hang out
with. My friends talk about me behind my back, and apparently I'm sometimes weird, and sometimes
boring, but I can sometimes throw in good one-liners. I know they keep me around to laugh at me.
None of them think I'm cool. And when I ask them about their opinion of me, they say "your a nice
guy". I'm tired of being the "nice guy". I want to be the cool guy, the funny guy, the awesome guy.
My problems are all in my head, I know it, but I'm having serious trouble fixing them. I've been
trying to better myself for the past year, but it seems like I've fallen back into a worse version of my
former un-confident self.
I spend way too much time watching youtube videos and playing video games. I used to watch a lot
of porn, but I quit watching porn and masturbating 3 weeks ago. I thought my porn addiction was the
cause of my lack of confidence, but I find myself still nervous around girls, still quiet around a new
group of people, and still uninteresting/weird in conversation.
I had a decent corporate job at a big company, and things were working out, but I found myself
hating my manager and feeling way too much stress and pressure from a very simple and menial job.
I wasn't making friends at work either for some reason, even though I was regularly being approached
by my coworkers. For some reason I couldn't keep their attention and I would usually seem awkward
in conversation. The biggest thing I hate about myself is that I'm sometimes awkward in conversation
because I let my nerves get to me and I can't think clearly for an appropriate/funny response, so I
kinda quiet down and end the conversation awkwardly. Anyway, I quit my old job because I couldn't
handle feeling so awkward all the time.
I know I have a "people person" hidden somewhere inside of me, but I am struggling to break out of
my shell.
How does one regain confidence after taking so many huge hits to their self-esteem?
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14 Traits Men/Leaders should Have & Practice
69 upvotes | July 14, 2014 | by [deleted] | Link | Reddit Link

I am currently studying quite a bit and doing research in order to pursue my goal of becoming a
USMC officer. I did some extra research into the 14 Leadership traits stated by the USMC and I
believe all men would benefit practicing and valuing these 14 traits. It also comes with suggestions
for improvement with each trait
1.JUSTICE Definition: Justice is defined as the practice of being fair and consistent. A just person
gives consideration to each side of a situation and bases rewards or punishments on merit.
Suggestions for Improvement: Be honest with yourself about why you make a particular decision.
Avoid favoritism. Try to be fair at all times and treat all things and people in an equal manner.
2.JUDGMENT Definition: Judgment is your ability to think about things clearly, calmly, and in an
orderly fashion so that you can make good decisions.
Suggestions for Improvement: You can improve your judgment if you avoid making rash decisions.
Approach problems with a common sense attitude.
3.DEPENDABILITY Definition: Dependability means that you can be relied upon to perform your
duties properly. It means that you can be trusted to complete a job. It is the willing and voluntary
support of the policies and orders of the chain of command. Dependability also means consistently
putting forth your best effort in an attempt to achieve the highest standards of performance.
Suggestions for Improvement: You can increase your dependability by forming the habit of being
where you're supposed to be on time, by not making excuses and by carrying out every task to the
best of your ability regardless of whether you like it or agree with it.
4.INITIATIVE Definition: Initiative is taking action even though you haven't been given orders. It
means meeting new and unexpected situations with prompt action. It includes using resourcefulness
to get something done without the normal material or methods being available to you.
Suggestions for Improvement: To improve your initiative, work on staying mentally and physically
alert. Be aware of things that need to be done and then to do them without having to be told.
5.DECISIVENESS Definition: Decisiveness means that you are able to make good decisions without
delay. Get all the facts and weight them against each other. By acting calmly and quickly, you should
arrive at a sound decision. You announce your decisions in a clear, firm, professional manner.
Suggestions for Improvement: Practice being positive in your actions instead of acting half-heartedly
or changing your mind on an issue.
6.TACT Definition: Tact means that you can deal with people in a manner that will maintain good
relations and avoid problems. It means that you are polite, calm, and firm.
Suggestions for Improvement: Begin to develop your tact by trying to be courteous and cheerful at all
times. Treat others as you would like to be treated.
7.INTEGRITY Definition: Integrity means that you are honest and truthful in what you say or do.
You put honesty, sense of duty, and sound moral principles above all else.
Suggestions for Improvement: Be absolutely honest and truthful at all times. Stand up for what you
believe to be right.
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8.ENTHUSIASM Definition: Enthusiasm is defined as a sincere interest and exuberance in the
performance of your duties. If you are enthusiastic, you are optimistic, cheerful, and willing to accept
the challenges.
Suggestions for Improvement: Understanding and belief in your mission will add to your enthusiasm
for your job. Try to understand why even uninteresting jobs must be done.
9.BEARING Definition: Bearing is the way you conduct and carry yourself. Your manner should
reflect alertness, competence, confidence, and control.
Suggestions for Improvement: To develop bearing, you should hold yourself to the highest standards
of personal conduct. Never be content with meeting only the minimum requirements.
10.UNSELFISHNESS Definition: Unselfishness means that you avoid making yourself comfortable
at the expense of others. Be considerate of others. Give credit to those who deserve it.
Suggestions for Improvement: Avoid using your position or rank for personal gain, safety, or
pleasure at the expensive of others. Be considerate of others.
11.COURAGE Definition: Courage is what allows you to remain calm while recognizing fear. Moral
courage means having the inner strength to stand up for what is right and to accept blame when
something is your fault. Physical courage means that you can continue to function effectively when
there is physical danger present.
Suggestions for Improvement: You can begin to control fear by practicing self-discipline and
calmness. If you fear doing certain things required in your daily life, force yourself to do them until
you can control your reaction.
12.KNOWLEDGE Definition: Knowledge is the understanding of a science or art. Knowledge means
that you have acquired information and that you understand people. Your knowledge should be
broad, and in addition to knowing your job, you should know your unit's policies and keep up with
current events.
Suggestions for Improvement: Suggestions for Improvement: Increase your knowledge by remaining
alert. Listen, observe, and find out about things you don't understand. Study field manuals and other
military literature.
13.LOYALTY Definition: Loyalty means that you are devoted to your country, the Corps, and to
your seniors, peers, and subordinates. The motto of our Corps is Semper Fidelis!, (Always Faithful).
You owe unwavering loyalty up and down the chain of command, to seniors, subordinates, and peers.
Suggestions for Improvement: To improve your loyalty you should show your loyalty by never
discussing the problems of the Marine Corps or your unit with outsiders. Never talk about seniors
unfavorably in front of your subordinates. Once a decision is made and the order is given to execute
it, carry out that order willingly as if it were your own.
14.ENDURANCE Definition: Endurance is the mental and physical stamina that is measured by your
ability to withstand pain, fatigue, stress, and hardship. For example, enduring pain during a
conditioning march in order to improve stamina is crucial in the development of leadership.
Suggestions for Improvement: Develop your endurance by engaging in physical training that will
strengthen your body. Finish every task to the best of your ability by forcing yourself to continue
when you are physically tired and your mind is sluggish.
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Why it's important to say No
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School Shootings Aren't Due To Toxic Masculinity, But No
Masculinity
67 upvotes | February 23, 2018 | by Rugby11 | Link | Reddit Link
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I'm Quitting Porn
67 upvotes | March 21, 2021 | by TheOnlyWeslet | Link | Reddit Link

I'm 17 and have been regularly viewing porn since I was 13. On Tuesday, March 16 I quit. I hope to
never go back. It ruins how I see other girls and makes me paranoid whenever anyone touches any of
my technology. That day, was one of the happiest days of my life, as my crush asked me to banquet. I
haven't been able to stop thinking about it, and it has kept me away from porn. I haven't even wanted
to jerk off this past week, when previously I would once a day at least. I hope this lasts, I hope I ride
this high forever. Its an addiction, and while i didn't feel as guilty as a probably should have, I know I
will now. She would be disappointed if she knew. My parents would be disappointed. Everyone I
love would be disappointed in me. I don't want to ruin those relationships. I love them, and that's why
I'm quitting porn. Tomorrow will have been a week since.
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Go home Feminism. You're drunk
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"Fake it till you make it" - A Primer
63 upvotes | September 10, 2015 | by LazarusTRP | Link | Reddit Link

As requested by /u/bubudeamon, here is a breakdown of some tips/thoughts on the red pill mantra
“Fake it til you make it.”
“The whole world shines shit and calls it gold” – The Wire
"We are what we repeatedly do. Excellence, then, is not an act, but a habit." – Aristotle
As soon as you discover the red pill network, you are inundated with the expression, “Fake it til you
make it.” It is a cliché, but goddamn, it is the key to success. Since a lot of men enjoy nuts-and-bolts
specifics, I will give some details on what I literally did on a daily basis to “fake it” until I made it.
Hopefully some of these are helpful to you.
Remember all men must shape and craft themselves into men. We are not born men; we are made
into men by how we respond to adversity and our ability to realize our ambitions. It can be daunting
but luckily you have an ace up your sleeve: Everyone in the whole wide world is full of shit.
Everyone is projecting a persona that they would like the world to buy. So project the persona of the
man you want to be and soon…you will become him. It’s almost like hypnotizing yourself.
Fake it til you make it is essentially telling you to model success. I recommend you read Tony
Robbins’ book Unlimited Power or anything on Neuro-linguistic Programming. Basically we are all
running on mental programing right now. It may be programing you don’t like (such as my
programing tells me to eat 5000 calories a day, play video games all night, and never approach
women) but it is programing nonetheless.
You can change your programing. You do this through action, not solely through thoughts/”positive
thinking.” So the three keys things to fake it til you make it are

Observe1.
Act2.
Calibrate3.

Observe. Find examples of behavior/attitude/state that you want to emulate. Study carefully all of the
tiny little things that are happening (sub-modalities) at the moment and make careful note of them.
Act. Recreate the behavior/attitude/state that you liked.
Calibrate. See if the new behavior/attitude/state that you are enacting is coming across as sincere.
You can best see this though using the reactions you get from people.
Then just rinse and repeat. If you are not coming across as intended, compare your version of the
behavior/attitude/state to the one you modeled and try to find why you found your model to be
authentic/sincere, and why you are not coming off as authentic/sincere.
Here are some examples of actual things I used to do/still do to get in state:

Do pushups to get that pumped up feeling you get after doing pushups lol1.
Watched a shit ton of movies/videos of actors/men I respect. Studied their mannerisms, their2.
body language, their gait. I recommend older movies, as modern movies have a lot of fruity
guys employing feminine body language where old movies contain tons of macho bastards lol.
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Visualize yourself succeeding before you attempt something, step-by-step. If you are about to3.
go on a date, stop for a moment and see yourself and the girl meeting, talking, having some
laughs, you touching her leg, you kissing her, you banging her, etc. Literally see these things in
your mind. Each step. The more detail (sound, specific shit like envisioning your room) the
better. A lot of men do better with a road map, so create your roadmap before you head out for
the evening.
At the gym I don’t stare at girls (hell I don’t hit on girls at the gym at all, that place is my4.
temple and I don’t shit where I eat). Instead, I stare off into space and envision the body I want.
I see the ripped and lean version of me that I am trying to create. Even though I don’t look like
that yet, I am seeing the change I want to create. I change it up too: one day I am at the beach
walking along, another I am riding a horse or at a club. Sometimes I am wearing a suit,
sometimes, a tank top or no shirt. The point of the variety is it forces me to visualize that
version of myself each time. Sometimes I forget but I usually do this for at least 30 seconds
each time I go to the gym.
Dance. I dance at the gym, sometimes while driving. It doesn’t matter how long or what you5.
do. It could be a few silly steps or humming to yourself. You are not doing it to impress the
people around you; you are doing it to prove to yourself that you are not afraid of the judgment
of strangers and care more about being silly/having fun because it pleases you. You may get
some strange looks. Mostly these people are amazed you arent afraid to be silly. A lot of times
they will smile and feel a little freer themselves. I know this because when I have seen these
kind of people in the world, they make me happy. Like when im in traffic and I see a guy or girl
laughing their ass off to the radio or smiling a big ole smile. It makes me smile. So be a positive
force.
Whistle a jaunty little tune when walking down the street.6.
Try different combinations of pickup lines with vocal tonality/facial expression/body language7.
to see what works best for you. For example, saying “Hey” while making a serious face and in
a low tone may work on certain types of women, but a more upbeat “Hey!” with a smile and
some crows feet from smiling with my eyes work better on another women. There are endless
combinations.
Don’t scan the room/gym/coffee shop with roving eyes for the whole time. Walk in look8.
around and then do what you came to do in that room. Women observe, men act. Study the
room the next time you are out. Notice all the insecure guys are either on their phones/looking
down, have an angry look on their face or are scanning the room like they are trying to find
Sarah Conner. The “cool guys” are IMMERSED in whatever they are doing. If they are taking
shots, hitting on a girl, talking to their buddy about something they did, they are actively
engaged. They are not scanning the room to see if anyone has noticed them.
Smile at strangers when we make eye contact. Say “hi” to strangers when you have smiled at9.
one another and made eye contact.
Sing along to songs in the car when driving places.10.
Listen to my “power” songs. These are songs that were playing while dope shit was happening.11.
Now when I hear these songs I instantly am transported back to that memory and smile like a
champ. Some of the songs have positive lyrics, some are literally just the song that was playing
at the club when I made out with a chick or had a blast with my buddies.
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Pay attention to my posture, stance, resting facial expression and gait when out in public. You12.
only have to do this once in a while once you get down the look you are going for. Check out
CH or Rollo for info on Command Presence, Alpha stance, amused mastery, and masculine
body language/expressions/vocal tonality/gait. When you look and sound like the real deal, you
feel like the real deal. I have had women who were out of my line of sight turn around and be
attracted just from hearing the sound of my voice.
Make eye contact with myself if I see my own reflection and smile. This one is weird but I13.
mention it because it is the exact opposite of what I used to do when I caught my own gaze at
the gym (look down like a turtle). I still see guys at the gym who can’t bring themselves to look
at themselves. They seem like they are timid. Timid is bad. You don’t need to be Narcissus,
staring at your own reflection for eternity, but you should be able to take an assessment of
yourself and see the good and what needs improvement.
Talk to myself. I give myself praise when I do something good (like make out with a girl or14.
jump out of a plane) or change the subject when I start having negative thoughts by saying
“stop that, were not gonna do that.” Then I think of something positive instead. Sometimes I
literally push my hand across the sky, as if I was literally pushing away gray thoughts so the
sunshine of positive thoughts can come through.
Make a list of awesome but small victories I have made recently (anything from a girl at the15.
gym flipping her hair and smiling at me to fucking 2 girls in the same day) create mental
images of these moments. Recreate them in vivid technicolor with sound in your mind so you
can recall them when needed (all this is in Unlimited Power). These will pump you up, get you
feeling invincible. Stack as many as you can. Then, when you are in a shitty mood you can play
this "highlight reel" in your mind. I swear, it takes me out of the funk every time by reminding
me what an awesome guy i am with concrete examples.
Study people and identify behaviors that you should NEVER do and catch yourself when you16.
are doing them. That is the only way to stop the behavior. For example, I noticed I used to do
that thing heavy people do which is constantly pull down the corner of your shirt or hoist up
your pants. Now that I am not fat anymore I don’t really need to do this but the behavior was so
ingrained I had to consciously stop myself each time until this behavior was minimized.
Similarly, I used to touch my face a lot. I learned that is because I was insecure and by touching
my face I was subconsciously comforting myself, assuring myself that I look ok. Well guess
who else does that shit a lot? Women lol. So doing this means you are literally putting out
feminine body language. Alphas don’t give a shit if they have a booger hanging out let alone
that they just pissed themselves. Remember don’t take yourself so seriously, no one gives a shit
about you (and this is a good thing! Lol), they are all too wrapped up in their own world
thinking “what are people thinking about me?” Alphas naturally get catered to because they are
handsome/charming/athletic. People praise them for doing retarded shit or call them geniuses
for bringing chips to a party all the time, so they have an inflated sense of self-worth. Copy
that. Tell yourself you are better than every other guy out there. Believe it. Yeah its narcissistic
and unrealistic but who gives a shit? Once you have actual confidence, you won’t need to do
this and that is the whole goal!
Have an opinion on every topic. Even if it’s the unpopular one, don’t be a neutral. Doesn’t17.
mean you have to be serious or well read. Most loud mouths don’t know shit about what they
are talking about, but ill be damned if the women aren't watching them enthralled. Nobody
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likes the milquetoast guy lol. Practice starting off your sentence/reply with a curt "Let me tell
you something..." People always perk up when they hear this one haha.
Don’t get defensive/touchy. You are going to piss people off occasionally. If you have any18.
balls, you learn to stand your ground. Fuck em if they cant take a joke. Remember an alpha
acts, a beta reacts. So if you say something controversial, people you are talking to have to
react to your statement. If they react negatively, get angry, call you a jerk, etc. you have a
choice. If you get defensive, you look whiny and are reacting to them. If you refuse to enter
their frame, you win. So refuse to enter their frame by mocking their frame, or reframing, or
changing the subject. The key is don’t admit you are wrong lol. Sometimes all you need to do is
break out the shit eating grin and keep your mouth shut.
Develop a shit eating grin and smirk. These are useful tools because they show you don’t let19.
things bother you. Or at least they don’t let the other person know it bothered you (never give
em an inch, they don’t deserve to know that what they said/did affected your state). So if
someone says something totally rude or a girl tells you to fuck off during an approach,
remember to smile not scowl.
Remember there is nothing more beta than impotent rage. Most angry people are just trying to20.
demonstrate power by getting you to react to their anger/follow their frame. A real man would
have kicked the guys ass by now if it was a real insult/issue, right? And I am not advocating
violence. But think about how women and white knights are nothing but hot air, just paper
tigers. Be a real tiger. If a little sissy boy tries to get into argument with you, laugh in his face
and keep doing whatever you were doing, don’t give him the time of day or treat him like a real
threat. That is what he wants. And he isn’t a threat, he’s a bitch. Same thing with guys at bars
shoulder-checking/bumping into you because you are talking to the girl that they didn’t have
the balls to approach. It’s a pretty pussy move to shoulder check me for your failure to act. If
you react, they feel vindicated in some way; so I just ignore or smirk. Of course there is a time
to stand up for yourself, but only you will know when you have been pushed too far.
Sometimes I blow out sets on purpose. This is to try out new game techniques, or see what kind21.
of reaction I get so next time I know what not to do lol. If I act like a jackass or piss a girl off it
is because it makes me laugh, because it is fun. You’re not gonna win em all. Learn to be ok
with being rejected or disliked. It’s not your job to be the goddamn nice guy. Also you may
have heard, women don’t really like “nice guys” lol
Similarly, remember “it’s not personal.” The girl who just stone cold rejected your approach22.
doesn’t owe you shit. You are a man; you need to grow a thicker skin. If a little girl turning you
down ruins your evening, you have a long way to go. You are a catch, you are a prince. So if
they aint buying what you are selling, don’t get mad. Just move along to the next potential
customer. Because when you know you have a quality product, it will sell itself. If you have a
shitty product, you need to lie and shuck and jive to trick women. So create a quality product
(yourself) and you will can expect and demand quality women.
Remember, there is a lot of power in silence. Sometimes not reacting at all or a deadpan23.
reaction, or a reaction that is only raised eyebrows are all that is called for. I have to remember
this one alot because i am naturally verbose. Kind of how you never ask a women if you can
kiss her, you just kiss her because you both are feeling it. Some things don't need to be
verbalized.
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Don't be needy.24.
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How To Have Memorable Sex
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List of blogs for men
62 upvotes | March 1, 2016 | by delux_bg | Link | Reddit Link

For men:
http://www.artofmanliness.com/
http://thequintessentialman.com/
http://markmanson.net
http://www.howtobeast.com/
http://www.dangerandplay.com/
http://www.charismaoncommand.com
http://www.menprovement.com/
http://www.knowledgeformen.com/
http://theartofcharm.com/
http://www.returnofkings.com/
http://illimitablemen.com/
http://therationalmale.com/
Video content:
http://actualized.org/
https://www.youtube.com/user/Under21convention07/
https://www.youtube.com/user/phuckmediocrity/
https://www.youtube.com/user/elliottsaidwhat/
https://www.youtube.com/user/CharismaMatrix/
https://www.youtube.com/user/charismaoncommand/
Let me know if im missing more valuable content, thanks!
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The naked truth about the "male privileges"
61 upvotes | August 13, 2016 | by bigeyedbunny | Link | Reddit Link
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Hunter S. Thompson On Finding Your Purpose
60 upvotes | October 9, 2014 | by redbluepilling | Link | Reddit Link

This sub has had little activity lately, and I doubt this post directly addresses a monthly challenge, so
feel free to delete it, but otherwise, it may be invaluable for the few that visit this sub on the topic of
becomingaman. I've bolded some parts, but don't disregard the rest. In becoming the men we wish to
be, we find ourselves questioning the paths we've taken and which to choose going forward. We aim
to be the best man we can be in line with our abilities, experiences, and desires. This eloquently
addresses that.
In April of 1958, a 22 year-old Hunter S. Thompson wrote a letter on the meaning of life when asked
by a friend for advice. What makes his response all the more profound is the fact that at the time, the
world had no idea that he would become one of the most important writers of the 20th century:
…
April 22, 1958
57 Perry Street
New York City
Dear Hume,
You ask advice: ah, what a very human and very dangerous thing to do! For to give advice to a man
who asks what to do with his life implies something very close to egomania. To presume to point a
man to the right and ultimate goal — to point with a trembling finger in the RIGHT direction is
something only a fool would take upon himself.
I am not a fool, but I respect your sincerity in asking my advice. I ask you though, in listening to what
I say, to remember that all advice can only be a product of the man who gives it. What is truth to one
may be disaster to another. I do not see life through your eyes, nor you through mine. If I were to
attempt to give you specific advice, it would be too much like the blind leading the blind.
“To be, or not to be: that is the question: Whether ’tis nobler in the mind to suffer the slings and
arrows of outrageous fortune, or to take arms against a sea of troubles … ” (Shakespeare)
And indeed, that IS the question: whether to float with the tide, or to swim for a goal. It is a choice
we must all make consciously or unconsciously at one time in our lives. So few people understand
this! Think of any decision you’ve ever made which had a bearing on your future: I may be wrong,
but I don’t see how it could have been anything but a choice however indirect — between the two
things I’ve mentioned: the floating or the swimming.
But why not float if you have no goal? That is another question. It is unquestionably better to enjoy
the floating than to swim in uncertainty. So how does a man find a goal? Not a castle in the stars, but
a real and tangible thing. How can a man be sure he’s not after the “big rock candy mountain,” the
enticing sugar-candy goal that has little taste and no substance?
The answer — and, in a sense, the tragedy of life — is that we seek to understand the goal and not the
man. We set up a goal which demands of us certain things: and we do these things. We adjust to the
demands of a concept which CANNOT be valid. When you were young, let us say that you wanted to
be a fireman. I feel reasonably safe in saying that you no longer want to be a fireman. Why? Because
your perspective has changed. It’s not the fireman who has changed, but you. Every man is the sum
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total of his reactions to experience. As your experiences differ and multiply, you become a different
man, and hence your perspective changes. This goes on and on. Every reaction is a learning process;
every significant experience alters your perspective.
So it would seem foolish, would it not, to adjust our lives to the demands of a goal we see from a
different angle every day? How could we ever hope to accomplish anything other than galloping
neurosis?
The answer, then, must not deal with goals at all, or not with tangible goals, anyway. It would take
reams of paper to develop this subject to fulfillment. God only knows how many books have been
written on “the meaning of man” and that sort of thing, and god only knows how many people have
pondered the subject. (I use the term “god only knows” purely as an expression.) There’s very little
sense in my trying to give it up to you in the proverbial nutshell, because I’m the first to admit my
absolute lack of qualifications for reducing the meaning of life to one or two paragraphs.
I’m going to steer clear of the word “existentialism,” but you might keep it in mind as a key of sorts.
You might also try something called “Being and Nothingness” by Jean-Paul Sartre, and another little
thing called “Existentialism: From Dostoyevsky to Sartre.” These are merely suggestions. If you’re
genuinely satisfied with what you are and what you’re doing, then give those books a wide berth. (Let
sleeping dogs lie.) But back to the answer. As I said, to put our faith in tangible goals would seem
to be, at best, unwise. So we do not strive to be firemen, we do not strive to be bankers, nor
policemen, nor doctors. WE STRIVE TO BE OURSELVES.
But don’t misunderstand me. I don’t mean that we can’t BE firemen, bankers, or doctors —
but that we must make the goal conform to the individual, rather than make the individual
conform to the goal. In every man, heredity and environment have combined to produce a
creature of certain abilities and desires — including a deeply ingrained need to function in such
a way that his life will be MEANINGFUL. A man has to BE something; he has to matter.
As I see it then, the formula runs something like this: a man must choose a path which will let
his ABILITIES function at maximum efficiency toward the gratification of his DESIRES. In
doing this, he is fulfilling a need (giving himself identity by functioning in a set pattern toward a
set goal), he avoids frustrating his potential (choosing a path which puts no limit on his self-
development), and he avoids the terror of seeing his goal wilt or lose its charm as he draws
closer to it (rather than bending himself to meet the demands of that which he seeks, he has
bent his goal to conform to his own abilities and desires).
In short, he has not dedicated his life to reaching a pre-defined goal, but he has rather chosen a
way of life he KNOWS he will enjoy. The goal is absolutely secondary: it is the functioning
toward the goal which is important. And it seems almost ridiculous to say that a man MUST
function in a pattern of his own choosing; for to let another man define your own goals is to
give up one of the most meaningful aspects of life — the definitive act of will which makes a
man an individual.
Let’s assume that you think you have a choice of eight paths to follow (all pre-defined paths, of
course). And let’s assume that you can’t see any real purpose in any of the eight. THEN — and here
is the essence of all I’ve said — you MUST FIND A NINTH PATH.
Naturally, it isn’t as easy as it sounds. You’ve lived a relatively narrow life, a vertical rather than a
horizontal existence. So it isn’t any too difficult to understand why you seem to feel the way you do.
But a man who procrastinates in his CHOOSING will inevitably have his choice made for him
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by circumstance.
So if you now number yourself among the disenchanted, then you have no choice but to accept things
as they are, or to seriously seek something else. But beware of looking for goals: look for a way of
life. Decide how you want to live and then see what you can do to make a living WITHIN that way of
life. But you say, “I don’t know where to look; I don’t know what to look for.”
And there’s the crux. Is it worth giving up what I have to look for something better? I don’t know —
is it? Who can make that decision but you? But even by DECIDING TO LOOK, you go a long way
toward making the choice.
If I don’t call this to a halt, I’m going to find myself writing a book. I hope it’s not as confusing as it
looks at first glance. Keep in mind, of course, that this is MY WAY of looking at things. I happen to
think that it’s pretty generally applicable, but you may not. Each of us has to create our own credo —
this merely happens to be mine.
If any part of it doesn’t seem to make sense, by all means call it to my attention. I’m not trying to
send you out “on the road” in search of Valhalla, but merely pointing out that it is not necessary to
accept the choices handed down to you by life as you know it. There is more to it than that — no one
HAS to do something he doesn’t want to do for the rest of his life. But then again, if that’s what you
wind up doing, by all means convince yourself that you HAD to do it. You’ll have lots of company.
And that’s it for now. Until I hear from you again, I remain,
your friend,
Hunter
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Wolf Mentality: Win at Life
60 upvotes | March 28, 2016 | by WolfMentality | Link | Reddit Link

Feeling alone? Feeling like you have no motivation?
Welcome to the first day to the rest of your lives…
I impulsively felt a desire to write this because, like you, I am going to win in life. I want to inspire
you to do the same.
Winners win because they attack EACH and EVERY day with their passion moving towards their
goals. You are sitting there wondering why things aren’t going your way… I know this because if
they were you would not be on this forum.
You’re being a b*tch. Plain and simple. You want to be a man? Good. You are moving one step
closer just by reading this post while all of the other competition out there remains asleep and falling
behind. We are NOT directly concerned with our competition because our biggest enemy is within
OURSELVES. What separates us from everyone else is that we are a master of our own minds.
Conquer your mind and you will conquer the world.
You hate your body? Change that.
You hate when girls reject you? Improve your game.
You hate that you’re not achieving your goals? Work harder.
It is so easy to place blame on everyone but ourselves. Why? Because it hurts less. Why assume
responsibility when you can blame someone else for the outcome?
“I haven’t been promoted because my boss doesn’t recognize my efforts” You’re being a btch. “I
can’t go to the gym because I don’t have a car” You’re being a btch. “That girl rejected me because
she’s [insert excuse]” No, you’re being a bitch.
Excuses are for b*tches. We all suffer from making excuses, every single one of us. With time being
our most valuable asset in life, no one uses every second to the fullest potential. BUT, that is where
self-improvement comes in and the perpetuating desire to succeed DRIVES US FORWARD.
“Perfection is not attainable, but if we chase perfection we can catch excellence.”

Vince Lombardi

The reason you don’t have motivation is because you DO NOT know what YOU want in life. You
can sit here and read all of this motivational material, but you will never fully act on it. Why?
Because you don’t know where the f*ck you are going. My mentor once told me, “Plan your work,
then work your plan” If you don’t know where you are going in life, any path will take you there.
Men change their circumstances, they adapt, they create their lives based on what they desire. Take
time and figure out what you want. Your life is a train, people will board the train and people will
leave. Understand this. Trains continue moving forward, they don’t stop when things get in their way.
My ex-girlfriend and I split a few weeks ago. She told me to never speak to her again. Did the train
stop? To think I’d compromise my success and progression is absurd. Has she heard from me since?
Absolutely not. Has she been trying to contact me? Of course.
Create a life people desire to be a part of. They are coming along for the journey, they do not make or
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break it. When you have a purpose that strong, you will be well on your way to becoming the man
you see in the mirror when you wake up. I want you to become that person.
I need to get back to what I am working on, but I’ll leave you with this. Take responsibility and you
will regain the power to change your life in ways you have only DREAMED of. Stop making excuses
for your current circumstances and start taking action. No one feels sorry for you, I have my own
areas to improve, so do you. Become self-aware and recognize where you need to improve. Lastly,
change your perspective on improvement; every day is a battle in itself. I see far too many people
who are using this forum as an emotional tampon because they lost their motivation after a month.
Again, you haven’t associated your action with purpose. Stop focusing on tomorrow, and focus on
the present. Today is the youngest you will ever be and you cannot take that time back.
See you at the top or from the top.
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One more woman that falsely cried rape after getting a cold
shoulder, gets sentenced to 9 months
59 upvotes | August 19, 2016 | by bigeyedbunny | Link | Reddit Link

http://buzzhubb.com/woman-cried-rape-getting-cold-shoulder-belfast-nightclub-jailed-nine-months/
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100 Books Every Man Should Read
59 upvotes | June 1, 2017 | by torero5 | Link | Reddit Link
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Famous rapper gets custody of his daughter and monthly
support payment of $ 2,000 from his ex-wife
57 upvotes | January 18, 2017 | by cryobabe | Link | Reddit Link

http://thelibertarianrepublic.com/rapper-ludacris-wins-custody-of-daughter-and-2k-monthly-child-sup
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The top 5 powerful suppression techniques behind the obsessive
mantra "Check your privilege!"
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Wife of Johnny Depp loves to hit him when he's at his lowest
and saddest: the second day after his mum passed way, she goes
after his 400 million dollars wealth
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"Rape culture" in the West is as real as "Witchcraft in Salem"
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Why Women Can Never Bring You Happiness
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My reading list for 2016 to becoming a better man
54 upvotes | January 5, 2016 | by delux_bg | Link | Reddit Link

Hey, if you have any suggestions on better arrangement for the list or any suggestions I'm happy to
hear them!

Core:
The Power of Now
Stillness Speaks
New Earth
The Four Agreements
How to Stop Worrying and Start Living

Self-Control:
Eat That Frog
No Excuses - Self Discipline
The Willpower Instinct
The Power of Habbit
Mastery
The War of Art
Think and Grow Rich
The 7 Habits of Highly Effective People
Emotional Intelligence
Emotional Intelligence 2.0

Confidence & Self-Esteem:
Love Yourself Like Your Life Depends On It
Instant Confidence
The Six Pillars of Self Esteem
Antifragile
Psycho-Cybernetics

Social Skills & Charisma:
How to Develop Self-Confidence And Influence People
How to Win friends and Influence People
How to Start a Conversation and Make Friends
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The Conversation Handbook
Speak like a leader
Charisma on Command
The Charisma Myth
Likeability factor
Power Cues
Your Speaking Voice

Masculinity & Seduction:
No More Mr Nice Guy
Models
Mode One
The Way of The Superior Man
The Manual
The Book of Pook
The Way of Men
The Manipulated Man
BANG
Get Inside Her
Natural Game
Gorilla Mindset

Mastery, Influence & Power:
48 laws of Power
The 33 Strategies of War
The Art of Seduction
Mastery
The 50th law
Influence - Science and Practice
Influence - The Psychology of Persuasion

Body Language:
The Definitive Book of Body Language
What Every BODY is Saying
Spy The Lie
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Others:
Meditations
The Prince
The Art Of War
1984
Brave New World
Fahrenheit 451
The Alchemist
The Secret
Man's Search for Meaning
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Why Modern Men Should Care About Fitness + How To Get In
Great Shape In 90 Minutes A Week
54 upvotes | October 25, 2016 | by jayfhoward1 | Link | Reddit Link

You wanna look good.
You don’t need to look like the next Mr. Universe. You don’t need to win the world strongman
competition. You want that lean “Hollywood” body. You just want to look good for you girl, have
your clothes fit right, and feel strong and athletic.
I get it, me too.
I believe that men these days need to be strong, need to be healthy, and hey, a body that looks good
on the beach ain’t a bad byproduct.
We’ll get to the "looking good" part at the bottom of this post. But I believe we need men who take
care of themselves, and who understand that a healthy, strong body makes us better friends, better
lovers, better creators; better in all aspects of life. So let’s first discuss WHY we should care about
our health and fitness, shall we?
Then we can talk about HOW to actually get in great shape. Settle in, this is a meaty post with
actionable steps to look and feel great for the average fellas.
A FEW REASONS I THINK MEN THESE DAYS SHOULD FOCUS ON CREATING A
STRONG, HEALTHY BODY:

Because, quite simply: if you can, you should. If you’re reading this on your phone or your
computer, you’re blessed enough to have the time and resources to take care of yourself. If you
have the ability to be healthy, I personally believe it would be irresponsible, and even
ungrateful, to ignore that blessing. It’s simply the right thing to do. The focus and hard work it
takes to improve yourself is an act of gratitude, and a refusal to waste the good things you’ve
been given.
You’re ready to get after it, every day. Men today are tired, bored and uninspired. Many of us
stay up late doing unimportant things, we skip workouts because we’re too lazy, and we walk
around all day half asleep, with low energy. Being in great shape physically allows you to
perform at a high level throughout the day. But you already know that.

You know those days where you wake up early to get a workout in, or eat a healthy lunch, makes you
feel more on top of things, with more energy, even more creativity.

It’s an investment for when you grow older. If you invest in your retirement (you should be)
why the heck would you not invest in something even more foundational: your health? When
you get older, don’t you wanna be that old guy who can play football with his grandkids, travel,
and be generally active? The majority of seniors in our country are obese and unhealthy. Make
the investment.
You can use your body if you need to. I want to be in shape so that I can perform at a
respectable level, any time and any where. If friends want to go surfing, I can keep up (which
basically means just barely not drown…but still). You need me to move some heavy boxes? No
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problem. And while I don’t claim to be the next Bruce Lee, I know that if something goes
down, I’m physically equipped to handle it and protect myself and those I love.
You’re more confident. You look good. Your clothes fit better. Your face looks leaner, your
jawline more angular. You’re not embarrassed to take off your shirt at the beach. We should
never find our worth in what we look like- but you can’t deny the effect it will have on your
confidence.

THERE’S SOME THINGS YOU DON’T. FREAKING. NEED. TO GET IN GREAT SHAPE
I’ll shoot you straight. You DON'T need:

Supplements: You don’t need them. Trust me. If somehow there was some magic fat
burning/muscle building/Superman pill out there, you’d have many more people looking
amazing. There’s not. If you think that fat burners, whey protein, some fancy pre-workout drink
or some other supplement concoction is going to be a game-changer, you’re wrong.

What most people don’t know is that true professionals within the fitness industry constantly mock
the people who spend a ton of money on supplements. Think about that. They guys who have their
entire career and lifestyle focused on fitness legitimately laugh at people who think supplements will
make any real difference.
I really only use two supplements: fish oil for it’s long term health benefits, and branched chain
amino acids, which is a very well-studied form of broken down protein. Both are cheap and widely
supported by science, and both are non-essential in my opinion. Throw everything else out.

Cardio: This might be one of the most prevalent fitness myths out there. Guys think that if they
want to lose fat, the best thing to do is hop on a treadmill and trudge along for a couple of hours
a day. All this will do is make you feel run down, hungry and sore, and will provide very little
weight loss benefits. Using cardio as a way to burn calories is wildly inefficient- a half hour of
moderate cardio might only burn 200-300 calories (the amount of one candy bar or small bag of
chips).

In addition, studies show that people tend to overestimate the amount of calories they burn, and
significantly underestimate the amount of calories they eat. They put in an hour of cardio to burn 500
calories, and then they reward themselves with an extra 700 calories of pizza. Don’t be that guy. All
the cardio you need for health benefits can be achieved by living a generally active life (walking your
dog, mowing the lawn, etc.).

Some secret program: CrossFit. Low carb. High carb. P90X. Bodyweight training. Powerlifting
programs. The South Beach Diet. The actual truth is this: some of these programs might
actually work for you. Some of them are of decent quality and are backed up by some science.
But the key is this: you do not absolutely NEED one these programs to be successful.

When you see a program that people are raving about, that has a ton of testimonials and successful
users, it is usually because the specific program struck a chord with people from a compliance
perspective. Essentially meaning, it was at the very least a decently structured program to begin with,
and for some reason people were able to actually stick to the program for the long term. Something
about it was convenient (P90X: “Just press play!”) or tasty (“Eat all the fat/carbs/protein you want!”)
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and made it easier for people to comply with the program.
There are obviously some programs that are better than others- you’re not going to get ripped by
going to Jazzercise class. But you know what? I’d wager that you’d see more results going to your
Jazzercise classes 90% of the time, versus going to your Crossfit gym 5% of the time. Find a decent
program (see my recommendations below) that works for you and stick to it.
THE THREE BASICS
There’s really three basic things you need to get in the most amazing shape of your life. I’m legit
talking about washboard abs, a strong chest and shoulders, and a powerful body that can perform
when you need it to.
It’s all about understanding the basics and nailing them, day in and day out. No fluff, no
complications, just results.
So, let’s get to it:
DIET
There’s one thing, and only one thing, that has ever been proven to cause weight loss/muscle gain,
every single time. That one thing is your caloric intake. Let’s break the research down and make this
ridiculously clear:

• To lose weight: consume less calories than you burn.  • To gain
weight (muscle): consume more calories than you burn.

Boom. That’s it. That’s 90% of what you need to know, right there. Want to get leaner? Find a way to
eat less. Want to get bigger? Find a way to eat more. Forget almost everything else. Now I can
already hear the chorus of questions: “Jay, what about eating organic? Should I eat 6 small meals a
day? What about carbs before bed? Should I eat after I workout? How much fat is too much fat?"
You don’t need to worry about any of that stuff. Seriously. All of those things only serve to pull your
focus away from what really matters: how much you’re eating.
At the end of the day, your goal is to clearly identify how many calories you should be eating each
day to hit your goal. Pay attention to everything you put in your mouth every day (I use the
MyFitnessPal app to track it), and be ruthless about hitting that number every single day. don’t go
over that number, don’t go under that number- hit that calorie number every freaking day. Now, how
do you decide how many calories you should be eating every day? Here’s the basic formula most
professionals recommend:

• Maintain your current weight: Current bodyweight X 15 = Daily
calories to maintain your weight  • Lose weight: Current bodyweight
X 12 = Daily calories to lose weight (for most people, this should
have using losing about 1-2 lbs/week)  • Gain weight: Current
bodyweight X 17 = Daily calories to gain weight

Those are just general, ballpark guidelines. I would recommend picking a calorie range based on your
goals sticking to it for two weeks, then reevaluating based on your progress.
Now, a couple of little caveats:
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When you eat doesn’t matter. I know you’ve heard the “6 small meals” rule for your entire life.
You’ve been told to eat constantly to keep your metabolism revved up. That idea has been
completely disproven by science, and you’ll see more and more fitness professionals backing
away from this idea. The widely agreed upon consensus, as long as you’re hitting your calorie
target within a 24 hour period, you’re fine.

Wanna eat 86 small meals throughout the day? Go for it. Wanna save up all your calories for one big
meal before bed? That’s just fine. Do what works for you. For me personally, I usually skip breakfast
(I don’t really like breakfast), eat a small lunch high in protein, and save up a ton of calories for a big
dinner with my wife/friends.

As I said before, there isn’t a magic food that will make you lose/gain weight. The nitty-gritty
specifics of what you eat won’t make a huge difference physiologically. But, just generally:
don’t be an idiot about the types of food you’re eating. There was a big story a while back
about a university professor that ate only Twinkies for a month and lost weight. Sure, you could
do that and lose weight. Technically it does work. But then you’d fall into the “idiot” category,
wouldn’t you? Just because you can doesn’t mean you should. Vary your diet. Eat some fruits
and vegetables. Try to cut down on sodas and processed foods when you can. Just be
reasonable with your choices.
Eat a decent amount of protein. It helps make you feel fuller, and supports gaining/maintaining
lean muscle mass. No need to stress over it or over-do it. Most fitness professionals recommend
0.8-1.0 grams of protein per pound of bodyweight. That might sound like a lot, but it’s not. I
find that if I have a decent portion of lean protein (chicken, beef, etc.) at both lunch and dinner,
I can easily hit that number. Once again, don’t stress it.

So, to recap: pick a goal, and choose a calorie target. Track what you eat and hit that target every day.
Eat some protein. Be sensible about trying to include some variety in your diet.
TRAINING
People overcomplicate training and workouts more than anything. To break it down: your workouts
should be focused on building/maintaining muscle. And they should be focused on doing this as
efficiently and simply as possible. They should NOT be focused on the “calorie burn”.
The strategy is essentially: use your training to build up some muscle. Lose fat with your diet (see
above) so that you can see that muscle you’ve built. Stay lean for a little while. Then decide how
much extra muscle you’d like to add, based on your preferences.
The diet + training described within this post can accomplish all of this for you.
As stated above, there are various programs out there that might fit your personal preference and
temperament. If one works better for you than what I’m about to recommend, and for some reason
you just know you’ll be more likely to do it consistently, then go for whatever works for you.
That said, I do have a personal recommendation for training and workouts. It’s not the only way to do
things, but in my opinion, it is the most efficient, and gives you the most bang for your buck. I
recommend low volume, high intensity, compound lifts. Working out this way is super simple and
minimalistic, but powerfully effective.
Compound lifts are exercises the recruit large amounts of muscle fibers in a single, whole body
movement. These lifts are the time-tested ones you probably learned in high school: bench presses,
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deadlifts, squats, pull-ups, shoulder presses, and a few others. Don’t let the simplicity fool you: these
movements can lead to build a ridiculously strong and muscular physique.
In every workout, you’ll essentially pick one or two of these movements to focus on, and perform 2-3
sets with heavy weight, and low (3-8) reps. The workouts will be short but the intensity should be
high.
Focus on putting all your energy into getting stronger on these key lifts, every session. Track your
progress of what you lifted last week, and try to beat it in your next workout. Throw in a couple of
bicep curls and hanging leg raises and you’re good to go. You’re in and out of the gym in about half
an hour, 2-3 times a week. I know, I know, you’re busy. But my recommendation has you in the gym
for 90 minutes a week. 90 MINUTES. You can do it.
It’s a little document you can download straight to your phone and take it to the gym with you. To be
honest, it’s not anything new or unique, it’s really a a bit of a combination stolen from a bunch of
other programs out there; but it’s my specific recommendation for workouts to get the look you want.
So check it out, son.
You will likely need to get a gym membership. Search around your city, there’s cheap ones out there.
The Planet Fitness across from my house has memberships that cost 9 bucks a month with no
commitment and no registration fee. Whatever the price is, it’s a worthwhile investment.
REST AND LIFESTYLE
Okay, so I might be moderately cheating on this last point, because it’s really not “one point”, it’s
kinda multiple points rolled into one. But whatever, it’s my blog, so I get the final ruling of the
creation of point-making.
If you’ve nailed your diet and your training, the last thing to think about is your rest, recovery, and
general lifestyle choices.
Just a few bullet points here:

Sleep. You NEED to be getting sleep. If you’re not getting enough quality sleep, your stress
hormones will shoot up, and you’re ability to recover from workouts and even daily work life,
will suffer. You need bare minimum 7-8 hours of sleep. Your room should be dark, cool, and
quiet. Try to get off your phone before bed too (I suck at that, myself).
Drink water. Just do it. You’re probably dehydrated already. I shoot for 3 liters of water a day,
and yes, I’m peeing all the time.
Do some things to make your body move better. Hop on Amazon.com and buy a foam roller.
Do some stretching before bed. Google some basic mobility exercises and practice them next
time you’re just hanging out, watching football.
Have sex. Often. It’s good for you emotionally, improves your relationships, lowers stress,
and…do I really need to keep going?
Be generally active. You saw me say above that “cardio” doesn’t matter. But, moving more and
being an active person obviously can’t hurt. Play pickup basketball, take your dog for a walk,
play catch with your kids, whatever. Just use your body and get your butt off the couch. One of
my favorite things is to go for a long hike along the beach every Thursday when a new podcast
episode of Serial comes out (BEST. PODCAST. EVER.).
Do whatever you can to lower your stress levels. I’ve heard many researchers say that stress is
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the new smoking. Talk to others about how you’re doing. I (try) to mediate every morning,
even if it’s just for a couple of minutes. Pray. Journal about what’s going on in your life. Do
yoga. Stress will make you sick, fat, and a miserable person to be around if you let it control
your life.

BLOG VERSION (also, where you can get the download mentioned in the post):
http://jayhoward.me/blog/howtogetinshapenow

http://jayhoward.me/blog/howtogetinshapenow
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It's Okay to be a "Cocky Bastard"
53 upvotes | December 6, 2013 | by [deleted] | Link | Reddit Link
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Willpower Is A Muscle
50 upvotes | January 6, 2014 | by JonFrost25 | Link | Reddit Link

http://www.thumotic.com/willpower-is-a-muscle/
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How to Develop the Situational Awareness of Jason Bourne
50 upvotes | May 20, 2015 | by razor5151-returns | Link | Reddit Link

http://www.artofmanliness.com/2015/02/05/how-to-develop-the-situational-awareness-of-jason-bour
ne/
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Female offenders are given more lenient sentences for the same
crime than male ones, particularly by men.
50 upvotes | September 11, 2018 | by Rugby11 | Link | Reddit Link

https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/abs/10.1080/00224545.2018.1509043
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The best advice about life and happiness you are ever gonna
get...
49 upvotes | March 25, 2013 | by [deleted] | Link | Reddit Link

An except from the wonderful book How to win friends and Influence People I would suggest
everyone to read at some point in their life.
" 'Action seems to follow feeling but really action and feeling go together; and by regulating the
action, which is under more direct control of the will, we can indirectly regulate the feeling, which is
not.
Thus the sovereign voluntary path to cheerfulness, if our cheerfulness be lost, is to sit up cheerfully
and to act and speak as if cheerfulness were already there...'
Everybody in the world is seeking happiness - and there is one sure way to find it. That is by
controlling your thoughts. Happiness doesn't depend on outward conditions. It depends on inner
conditions.
It isn't what you have, or who you are, or where you are, or what you are doing that makes you happy
or unhappy. It is what you think about it. For example, two people may be in the same place, doing
the same thing; both may have an equal amount of money and prestige, and yet one may be miserable
and the other happy. Why? Because of a different mental attitude. I have seen just as many happy,
poor peasants toiling with their primitive tools in the devastating heat of the tropics as I have seen in
air-conditioned offices of New york, Chicago, or Los Angeles.
'There is nothing either good or bad' said Shakespeare, 'but thinking makes it so.'
Abe Lincoln once remarked that 'most folks are about as happy as they make their minds to be." He
was right. I saw a vivid illustration of that truth as I was walking up the stairs of the Long Island
Railroad station in New York. Directly in front of me thirty or forty crippled boys on canes and
crutches were struggling up the stairs. One boy had to be carried up. I was astonished at their laughter
and gaiety. I spoke about it to one of the men in charge of the boys 'oh yes,' he said, 'when a boy
realizes that he is going to be a cripple for life, he is shocked at first, but after he gets over the shock,
he usually resigns himself to his fate and then becomes as happy as normal boys."
I felt like taking my hat off to those boys. They taught me a lesson I hope I shall never forget...
... Whenever you go out of doors, draw the chin in, carry the crown of the head high, and fill the
lungs to the utmost; drink in the sunshine; greet your friends with a smile, and put soul into every
handclasp. Do not fear being misunderstood and do not waste a minute thinking about your enemies.
Try to fix firmly in your mind what you would like to do; and hten, without veering off direction, you
will move straight to the goal. Keep your mind on great and splendid things you would like to do, and
then, as the days go gliding away, you will find yourself unconsciously seizing upon the opportunities
that are required for the fulfillment of your desires, just as the coral insect takes from the running tide
the element it needs. Picture in your mind the able, earnest, useful person you desire to be, and that
thought you hold is hourly transforming you into that particular individual... Thought is supreme.
Preserve a right mental attitude, the attitude of courage, frankness, and good cheer. To think rightly is
to create. All things come through desire and every sincere prayer is answered. We become like that
on which our hearts are fixed. Carry your chin in and the crown of your head high. We are gods in the
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Man Tip Tuesday: Quick Male fashion tip
49 upvotes | October 29, 2013 | by GaiusScaevolus | Link | Reddit Link
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Young cocks, I can see the fear and insecurity in your eyes.
Here's what to do.
49 upvotes | April 25, 2015 | by __beachbum__ | Link | Reddit Link

This is about beach volleyball, but I feel it applies to many aspects in life. I'm a 32 y/o foreigner
without many options on the dating market so I devote a lot of time to myself.
So, once in a while you come to my sand court with your 20 y/o lady friend who you are going to
impress by taking on the King in your white button up shirt and khaki pants. Wrong set up.
I like you. I see what you're trying to do. I have nothing against it. I will even let you do it for fun.
But here's where you make the crucial mistake. Because I WILL unleash the beach ball in your face
over and over again and make you spit and fart sand. I do that because if I let you win she will see it
and you're over in her eyes.
You make the crucial mistake, because your pride thinks you can take my spikes, your ego thinks it
can come up and block me, your beginner gains think you can even get over the net and try to swing
at the ball and do something about me. After about 5 minutes of that, you deflate, get angry at
yourself, shut your mouth, and the fun is over for you, for your lady friend, for my partner, and for
me. That's when your fear sets in, your chest sinks, your shoulders roll forward and the creepy
insecure smile freezes on your face. Everyone can see that, especially your pretty date.
Don't do it. You can't do any of that shit. I am here every day practicing my roll shots and my serves,
because I have nothing else to do and because beach has been a part of my life for 15 years. I
probably don't have the option of doing anything better with my evenings anymore.
So recognize a couple of facts:

You didn't come here to win a game of beach volleyball against me;
You certainly didn't come here to show off your nonexistent skills;
You are not showing courage by getting angry, and badmouthing me after the game in front of
your girl is only reiterating the fact that you're a loser;

Realize that you're coming to the beach court to show your girl how you handle losing.
You do that by acknowledging to yourself the fact that I'm better than you - that's obvious to
everyone. You lost the minute you stepped on the court. Acknowledge it and then ignore it, focus on
the interaction with your date during the game, and make fun of the messy awkwardness that you and
her are on the sand. Bump into her, stumble on top of her, tease her about her bad shots, and then take
it when she mocks you back for yours.
After it's over, come up, shake my hand, tell me that it was great fun playing with me and my partner,
and walk away a WINNER - not of the game, but of the girl YOU brought on a date instead of this
broke beach bum.
tl;dr: Read the fucking thing cause I wrote it from my heart. Agree and amplify the brain dead
situation that you put yourself into to get out of it a winner.
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Milo reviews the feminist Ghostbusters reboot. "In this film,
the enemy is all men. Every man is portrayed as malevolent or
moronic"
49 upvotes | July 20, 2016 | by bigeyedbunny | Link | Reddit Link

http://www.breitbart.com/tech/2016/07/18/milo-reviews-ghostbusters/
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New Logo
48 upvotes | August 6, 2013 | by redpillschool | Link | Reddit Link
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How the feminism cancer works IRL
48 upvotes | April 12, 2016 | by bigeyedbunny | Link | Reddit Link
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False rape accuser, harasser and stalker Emma Sulkowicz, gets
feminist award "Woman of courage" and then proceeds to
attack Camille Paglia
48 upvotes | June 28, 2016 | by bigeyedbunny | Link | Reddit Link

http://heatst.com/culture-wars/columbia-mattress-girl-awarded-woman-of-courage-award/
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Weekly Challenge | Quit Whinging
47 upvotes | April 9, 2014 | by RedPilkington | Link | Reddit Link

This is a real simple one folks, but its worth saying anyway. Along your way to manhood you’re
going to have to learn to stop complaining. Its pretty self evident when you consider how we refer to
others who complain too much, that men are expected to complain very little. “Oh what a whiner,
stop being such a little girl about it and jump in”. A man is expected to be, above all things, strong.
Verbalizing hardships is an instant way to show weakness. It doesn’t matter whether you can lift that
heavy box, the minute you complain about it being heavy you’ve put yourself at a disadvantage to the
other guy who does about it without word.
I wouldn’t have thought it even worth mentioning had I not noticed a growing trend of submitters on
the sister sub, AskTRP, looking for advice on how to regain their frame after talking about work
troubles with a woman. A lot of men these days seem to have the impression that women are there to
serve as a partner in co-misery - that talking about how much you hate middle management will bring
you closer together. Wrong. Without fail these men manage to damage the attraction of the women
they complain to by appearing weak.
On the flip side, holding your tongue can give you an edge in situations it would be perfectly normal
to complain about. You’re only as strong as others perceive you to be and the ability to play off
discomfort builds that strength in other’s eyes. It can also help build real psychological strength.
This is not to say there is no such there is no such thing as productive complaining. “Talking bullshit”
is a key form of male-male communication. “Yep, we had to work in a 140F attic for 10 hours
straight. Fucking bullshit is what it is”. The key difference is that “Bullshit” is things that are outside
of your control; Weather, work, and “what’s wrong with america”. Men bond over shared hardships
and talking bullshit is a part of that. Where men go wrong is complaining about things that are under
their control, particularly to women.
I charge you to take active control over your communication this week. Ask yourself what the
intended results of your words are. Are you looking to build a bond between yourself and those
around you or are you looking to vent to make yourself feel better?
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The biggest threat facing middle-age men isn’t smoking or
obesity. It’s loneliness.
47 upvotes | March 14, 2017 | by KanataCitizen | Link | Reddit Link

https://www.bostonglobe.com/magazine/2017/03/09/the-biggest-threat-facing-middle-age-men-isn-s
moking-obesity-loneliness/k6saC9FnnHQCUbf5mJ8okL/story.html?p1=BGMenu_Article
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Men Are More Satisfied By ‘Bromances’ Than Their Romantic
Relationships, Study Says
47 upvotes | January 16, 2019 | by Rugby11 | Link | Reddit Link

Men Are More Satisfied By ‘Bromances’ Than Their Romantic Relationships, Study Says
62 points•11 comments•submitted 1 year ago by AndrewHeard to r/Maps_of_Meaning
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Marriage horrors: unemployed ex-wife grabs another half a
Million british pounds of a man's wealth, 20 (TWENTY) years
after their divorce
44 upvotes | June 10, 2016 | by bigeyedbunny | Link | Reddit Link

http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-3634949/Victory-hippy-millionaire-s-unemployed-ex-wife-
wins-500-000-share-fortune-money-decade-broke-up.html
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Women on Tinder in a nutshell
44 upvotes | August 28, 2016 | by bigeyedbunny | Link | Reddit Link
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You Can't Control Their Choices
44 upvotes | September 13, 2016 | by [deleted] | Link | Reddit Link

You can't control their choices. When your friends want to hang out, when that girl doesn't want to
talk, when your boss doesn't want to promote you. You can't control life and the people you share it
with.
So do we just lay back and let life lay pipe on us? Uh, fuck no.
What we do as men, is make our own decisions and control what we can control, which is ultimately
ourselves to some degree. This means that we must consciously shift our focus from a "life is
happening to me" perspective, to a "I'm a participant and I have a say on what happens in life".
How do we exercise this and let it become the norm? We remind ourselves and act it out. Pretty
simple. Just stay conscious and go as hard as we can.
This will manifest in multiple ways. We will let go of resentment towards others, we will begin to
love ourselves and feel accomplished for owning up to taking care of our own needs and wants, and
what we want in life will happen sooner and manifest better because we aren't waiting, were
deciding.
So next time you wish girls would like you, or you think you should be given a chance at that
promotion... Think about what you're doing. You're sitting, waiting, wishing. Man the fuck up and
take what you want because nobody will just fuckin give it to you.
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Stop Taking Pride In Not Knowing How To Do Basic Shit
44 upvotes | September 20, 2016 | by [deleted] | Link | Reddit Link

http://thefinancialdiet.com/stop-taking-pride-not-knowing-basic-shit/
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What happened to this subreddit?
44 upvotes | January 10, 2017 | by leroy43 | Link | Reddit Link

"What will you become?
Our goal is to help you build stronger:
Confidence
Muscle
Conversational Repertoire
Relationships with Friends
Relationships with Women
Sense of Self
Sense of Humor"
^^^That is straight from the sidebar. I came here to discuss these topics but I didn't realize it had
turned into a "menist" circlejerk. I don't know where the mods are at, or maybe they want it this
way...
Either way, here's some valuable advice, so this post isn't entirely useless like every other one on
here.
Stop being so damn insecure. Okay, you think "feminism" (inaccurate blanket term, but you get what
I mean) sucks, or is wrong. Sitting around on your computer bashing feminists for being "overweight
pink haired idiots" does not help your cause when the only other people seeing your posts are other
likeminded people.
You're in a damn echo chamber. Not to mention you all handpick specific stories to bash a
"movement".
So fucking grow some balls and stop caring about petty shit. Or at least do something more
productive to be involved in your righteous fight...
I feel like I'm sitting at a lunch table with a bunch of angry nerds who are trashing everyone in the
lunch room with each other, when really no one really cares about them.
Let's put this shit behind us. Let's grow some biceps, slay some poon and pound some brews you
fucking pussies.
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Day 3 - Say No.
43 upvotes | January 16, 2013 | by redpillschool | Link | Reddit Link

If you're following the plan as you should be, today is your day off from your workout. (unless you're
on M-W-F schedule, in which case carry on).
Today's exercise is simple. Say no.
We all have women in our lives who we have previously attempted to engage romantically, with no
luck. Yet, they manage to stay in our lives. Maybe on facebook. Maybe at work. Maybe at home.
Maybe in your group of friends.
Today, if any of them approach you for a favor. Anything as simple as "hold my purse" or "can you
help me with..." just say no.
Do not give an excuse. Do not try to smooth this over. Just say no. If they ask why, just say "I'm
busy, sorry."
Learning to say no takes practice. As you become good at it, your Yes will become more powerful.
Document your experiences here in the comments.
Required reading today
http://www.reddit.com/r/TheRedPill/comments/16om5e/the_red_pill_room_mike_makes_a_breakthr
ough/
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Month 3: Frame Part 2- Agency and Toughness
43 upvotes | June 8, 2014 | by GaiusScaevolus | Link | Reddit Link

AGENCY
What holds you back? Maybe you don't have the genetics to put on muscle, maybe you're short,
maybe you grew up poor, or the boss is constantly out to get you. Maybe all of reality really is
conspiring against you...
Tough Sh*t
Do you know whose at fault for your lot in life? You. That's it. Do you know why? Because it's your
job to look out for you, no one else's. To be a man you need to be an advocate for your own interests,
because no one's gonna do it for you. The second you decide you are entitled to something, or you are
going to passively accept your situation, you've lost your agency, and the most important
characteristic of the male character. Often, the road to surmounting these obstacles is hard, which
leads to my next point...
TOUGHNESS
A Man is an agent, a force with the capacity to act in the world. He takes action, whether by word or
deed, to shape his world and improve his place in it. Rather than following the preordained narrative,
the Man is an active participant in shaping his world. Oftentimes, modern society trains young men to
reduce their agency. We are conditioned to back down, to soften their stance, (particularly if some
privileged class could be offended) We are taught that conflict is bad and we should avoid it at all
costs.
Bullsh*t
Conflict is necessary. Conflict built this world. Without conflict and decisive action, nothing of
consequence would ever get done. Without men who embrace conflict, like Churchill, Chamberlain
would have surrendered the entirety of Europe to the Third Reich. Our world is built by men of
action, men who don't fear conflict.
The bottom line is that at the end of the day, if you fear conflict, if you fear action, you are not an
agent, but an object to be manipulated by others who do with the strength to take action. Which are
you?
Challenge(s):
I: Identify one way in which you can become a more active participant in your own life.
II: Next time you are faced with a challenge, particularly when someone challenges you on a fact or
opinion, stand your ground. Stand for yourself and your positions.
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Online surveys show that the overwhelming majority of public
knows that Amber Heard's false accusations have the goal of
grabbing Johnny Depp's money
43 upvotes | June 6, 2016 | by bigeyedbunny | Link | Reddit Link

http://imgur.com/a/Au3SR
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Men Have Started Taking Classes Run By Feminists To
Unlearn Being Masculine
43 upvotes | October 31, 2017 | by Rugby11 | Link | Reddit Link

http://www.returnofkings.com/132867/men-have-started-taking-classes-run-by-feminists-to-unlearn-
being-masculine
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Red Pill Reading: Some Recomendations
42 upvotes | May 22, 2015 | by LazarusTRP | Link | Reddit Link

Happy Friday gents! Just hit 226lbs (down 89! Awwww yeah) and feeling under the weather so I
thought I would write up a quick list of some red pill themed/tinged literature I have read since
finding this sub. Hope this is useful - if you have any recommendations of your own, share (pretty
please with a fuckin cherry on top).
One cool note: One of my favorite things about being Alpha is realizing that there are many flavors
of Alpha that you can choose from. You can be yourself guys. In my mind an Eagle Scout is as
badass as a biker or a rockstar. It’s all about your frame. Even white knight douches have a place; you
can go from a beta white knight to a Guardian. As you will see, some of these books appeal to
different alpha personalities.
Bang by Roosh – Extremely basic, recommended for virgins, spergs and guys in high school. I am
not insulting Roosh, if you are one of the guys in those categories you will gain a lot from this book.
But if you are a guy who can get laid (maybe not with the hotties you want or all the time, but can
pull occasionally), a lot of this will seem redundant. For those that don’t know how to talk to chicks
at all, have never taken a bra off, etc. this book will be a helpful read.
Mystery Method by Mystery – The goddamn bible, start here lol. Some of this stuff will fly over your
head if you are not out gaming on the reg but once you are, you will recognize/remember his words
haha. This is one I will be rereading soon, as I have finally mastered how to pull a one night stand
(i.e. defeat ASD cuz chicks get the provider vibe from me and want to make me wait past the first
night. Once you know how to short-circuit that, it’s on baby). I want to reread because this book is a
very rich resource.
48 Laws of Power by Robert Greene – This one was great, very long but worth finishing. The things I
learned the most were “act like a Prince” and “Don’t outshine the master.” Acting like a Prince is
highly recommended by the esteemed Rollo and CH; consult their archives. Don’t outshine the
master taught me to defer in certain situations to other men, something that seems against my nature
(being a devil may care badass). This was key to calibration. After finding the redpill I went a
little…overboard in demonstrating I was the most interesting man in the room. Learn when to defer
to certain people if it can get you further than if you had insulted them (which is one of several
techniques recommended by YaReally; aka dealing with AMOGs). Especially suited for
Asshole/Machiavellian types (Lets just call a spade a spade; if you like Roissy, you will like this
book).
Unlimited Power by Tony Robbins – Goddamn I love this book. By far, this book helped me the most
toward getting my internals working. Picturing yourself succeeding before you attempt something is
a simple but very effective method of increasing your confidence. It works guys, I fucking swear.
Also, replacing repetitive, annoying sad thoughts/mental images in your head with goals/images of
you WINNING. People talk shit but this guy deserves all the cash he made. Recommended for all
men.
Emotional Intelligence by Daniel Goleman – Ok this one ended up kind of being bullshit but it was
helpful in introducing me to a lot of terms for parts of the brain and body; this in turn made it much
easier to digest other books like What Every Body is Saying (the limbic system don’t lie so rely on it
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for Attraction Indicators and check how you are coming off to others). I had hoped this book would
teach me to better hide/control my emotions (better poker face, greater ability to not be
bothered/affected by irrational females). Instead its mostly blue pill shit about how emotional
intelligence (sensing pain in others, having empathy) is just as valuable as intellectual intelligence. In
effect, the author argues that the emotional (female) is equal or better than the logical (male).
The Art of War by Sun Tzu – Short and sweet. Make sure you get a decent translation (or hell, find it
somewhere online for free). I think the most valuable thing I took from this book is that Men have
been thinking this analytically for thousands of years! Made me proud to be a man. Recommended
for military-minded men/men who enjoy analytical thinking/strategy in general.
The Kama Sutra by Dot head indians lol – not a lot of reading but still very interesting lol will
definitely implove your sex life, show bitches you are not a vanilla lover and will definitely make
your back stronger. I’ve had a couple girls notice it, pull it off shelf and make suggestions for
immediate use lol. Never bad to have this one on your bookshelf fellas.
Might is Right by Ragnar Redbeard – Holy shit, this is probably my favorite discovery. This book
was apparently used in parts by LeVey when he wrote the Satanic Bible (haven’t read it yet but it’s
on the list). This book will make your hand curl into a fist and long for war. Very interesting insights
on Women but the parts that made me fall in love were the treatises on how the nature of man is war
(reminded me of Judge Holden from Blood Meridian) and the absolute cold bloodedness of Nature.
See Nature is beautiful because Nature only cares about the winners. Survival of the fittest, not
“everybody get a ribbon.” This book is straight up an affront to the pussy ass sensibilities of modern
wymyn and beta white knights. Therefore highly, HIGHLY recommended.
Meditations by Marcus Aurelius - Lol I read this book right after reading Might is Right…two very
different sides of the coin. Whereas Might is Right advocates taking what you want, stomping on
weaklings/pussies and being a complete savage, this book advocates kindness, deferring to others,
humility and other “guardian” alpha qualities. I wasn’t into that shit at the time lol so I connected
much more with Aurelius’ ideas on self-analysis and Nature. See if you focus on the concept of
“follow your nature” (i.e. be what you were born to be; whatever that is), Ragnar Redbeard and
Marcus Aurelius have a lot in common. Most men don’t even attempt to find what their true nature is,
let alone live in a way that is in harmony with their nature. As we are all aware, currently Blue pill
men follow the goddamn Feminine Imperative by default…(which is literally an affront to Nature lol)
On Self Reliance by Ralph Waldo Emerson – This is a short essay. Reminiscent of Aurelius’
Meditations in that following Nature and self-analysis are the keystones of Emerson’s argument.
Definitely a worthwhile read and easy to find online for free.
Beyond Good and Evil by Friedrich Nietzsche – At times convoluted, occasionally confusing if you
are not a philosophy major but goddamn this guy had his pulse on how women operate and the men
that let them act like fools. I found similar interesting arguments on these topics in another of his
works, “Thus Spoke Zarathustra” but I gave up on that one lol hopefully I will come back to it.
The Wisdom of Psychopaths by Kevin Dutton – Mostly interesting because it helps you understand
your own dark triad qualities and the benefits they bring. Some great quotes but the author goes up
his own ass frequently, inserting himself into the text via useless asides (bro I don’t give a shit if you
ate rattlesnake tacos while conversing with some of your contemporaries, stay on course lol). My
favorite thing about the book was the closing poem on moths being drawn to the flame (I am
definitely a moth haha). Recommended for Dark Triad type guys but like I said your gonna want to
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skip some pages/passages.
How to Win Friends and Influence People by Dale Carnegie – Ok this one is will most benefit “nice
guy” (I prefer the term “Guardian”) alphas. Guys who still think that being nice is the best way to go.
I mostly used this book to increase fake charm; helped me understand more clearly the importance of
remembering people’s names, letting people talk about their favorite subject (themselves) and how to
subtly manipulate people into getting what you want (kinda like women lol; in fact, this book is very
feminine in that way but always good to understand the enemies tactics). Also, the chapter on smiling
will make you smile :)
The Way of Men by Jack Donovan – This one is HIGHLY recommended. Short and to the point. A
little reminiscent of Palahnuik’s writing style in Fight Club, it really cuts to the core of the problem:
Modern men have no reason to act like men anymore. Its that simple. Strength. Courage. Mastery.
Honor. These are core concepts of the book and the core concepts of being a real man. This book will
make you want to ACT not think or speak, which is a beautiful thing boys. We need a war, a mass
culling like nobody’s business. Kill all the losers and weaklings, pump fresh alpha genetics back into
the world and reset the clock. The zombie apocalypse can’t come fast enough…
What Every Body is Saying by Joe Navarro – I was surprised how much I liked this book. You will
see a lot of things you know from every day interactions and will instantly understand why people
(including yourself) do them. I had already greatly improved my body language to be more alpha
(command presence, natural swagger) after finishing this book DAMN I just leveled up lol. Favorite
one I will be testing is sub-communications of the legs and feet of chicks while out gaming. (I might
even tell the chicks; explain how I know they are long time friends or are lying; like a parlor game.
Kind of like some Style/Mystery chick crack type games in that women will be intrigued by your
understanding of something “mystical” lol)
Baby, I Don’t Care by Lee Server – This is an biography on actor Robert Mitchum, the original alpha
badboy. I mean before Elvis, before Brando, before any rockstar this guy was banging bitches 2 at a
time and not giving a fuck, getting into brawls, drugs and boozing. Very long and specific so if your
not a fan of his, good luck lol but jesus, the anecdotes perfectly illustrate that if you act entitled you
can get away with murder. My favorite part of the book is the author and seemingly every single
interviewee’s unending sympathy for Mitchum’s long suffering wife. None can seem to understand
how she put up with all the affairs, all the cheating right in her face. With a red pill lens, I think I
cracked the case: Robert Mitchum made her hypergamy kick in so hard her hamster had no choice
but to create justifications for staying with him, lest a “lesser” (different) women would end up with
him. Like they say, a bitch will fight and claw for 10% of a high quality man, but will reject 100% of
a low quality man (or like Rollo says, they will invent justifications for your bad behavior if you are
alpha and invent rules and restrictions if you are beta).
Currently reading:
The Manipulated Man by Esther Vilar – Very hard to track down for some reason. Probably the most
honest woman I have ever read on the topic of women. I am always skeptical of any woman
talking/writing about what a Man thinks. Currently ¾ done and I agree with a lot of it. The main
problem with this text is its age; it presupposes women staying home as the default instead of coming
from a modern place where women are not only in the workplace, but are taking it over.
The Rational Male by Rollo Tomassi (The book, not the blog; going to order his new one,
"Preventative Medicine" soon) – Exactly as good as I expected so far lol. Currently in Chapter 2.
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Rollo is the clearest voice in the manosphere (aside from CH, but some find Roissy's
caustic/sarcastic/at times misanthropic writing style to be “juvenile; fuck em if they can’t take a joke
or the shiv of truth). if you guys read the red pill sub, you probably read Rollo's blog. Cough up a few
bucks for Mr Tomassi, its well written so far and it would be fitting tribute to him for all the free
articles he posts on his website, which he intentionally refuses to advertise on (I respect Rollo and
CH for that alone; Return of Kings is losing some credibility due to all the ads and articles that are
obvious plants).
The International Jew by Henry Ford (Yes that Henry Ford) – Found via mentions on Return of
Kings and CH comments section. Had to get it from the American Nazi party website lol. About 60
pages in and I have to say, pretty damned interesting…
Next:
Winning through Intimidation by Robert Ringer
The Descent of Man by Charles Darwin
The Story of O by Pauline Réage (AKA the book where Roissy got his name!)
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Avoid Lifestyle Traps
42 upvotes | June 23, 2015 | by daveofmars | Link | Reddit Link

http://cydoniansignal.com/2014/11/25/avoid-lifestyle-traps/
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How to Become Disciplined Like Jocko Willink (Ex-Navy
SEAL Commander, BJJ Black Belt)
42 upvotes | February 13, 2017 | by siimland | Link | Reddit Link

You just have to meet this guy.
His name is Jocko Willink and he's an ex-Navy SEAL commander, a black belt in Brazilian jiu-jitsu
and one of the most intense men on the planet.
He was also guested in Tim Ferriss' book Tools of Titans where he shared his wisdom. I've compiled
his greatest lessons from his podcast as well into one single idea that is Jocko Willink.
Here are my top 10 ideas from him.

#1 Discipline Equals Freedom - With enough discipline, you can be sure that you will get
what your heart desires and through the process be free. Financial freedom, freedom from
disease, freedom from afflictive thoughts, freedom of time, what you do on a daily basis etc.
#2 Two is One and One is None - Have a Backup - If you have two of something, you still
have one when you break or lose it, if you have one, you will break or lose it and be screwed.
Always have a backup option or a piece of equipment with you.
#3 Expose Yourself to the Darkness to See the Light - To truly experience the light and the
bright, you have to see the darkness. If you shielded yourself from the darkness, you’ll not
appreciate and fully understand the beauty of life. Read dark books about the turmoil of life,
don't suppress your negative emotions and don't be afraid to feel sad.
#4 To Be Mentally Tougher, Be Tougher - You can already be tougher with your next
decision. Have trouble saying no to dessert? Be tougher. Feel an irresistible urge to give in to
temptation, whether that be drugs, your bad habits or whatever? Be tougher than your desire.
Feeling winded? Be tougher and take the stairs anyway.
#5 Take Extreme Ownership Over Your Life - Don't complain, own your own problems and
solve them. When you do truly need something, only then ask for help.
#6 Wake Up Early To Gain Psychological Victory - Jocko gets up at 4:45 AM to have that
psychological win over the enemy. When he wakes up in the morning, he thinks to himself:
What can I do to be ready for the moment, which is coming?
#7 Always Be Prepared - Come prepared and prepare for the worst case scenario.
#8 Learn to Detach Yourself From the Situation - Don't look at it from your own ego. Step
back and detach yourself mentally and emotionally as to see what really goes on.
#9 To Increase Willpower, Stay Strong and Hold Your Discipline - It's easier to say 'NO' to
the entire doughnut than 'YES' to one bite and end up eating the whole thing.
#10 When Things Are Going Bad, Say Good and Get Back into the Fight - How to deal
with setbacks, failures, delays, defeat or other disasters? There is one word to deal with all
those situations, and that is: “good.” When things are going bad, there’s going to be some good
that will come from it.

I'm a huge fan of Jocko Willink and his philosophy because it resonates with my own as well. Having
gone through military service myself, I can totally attest to the benefits of living a highly disciplined
life. It can set you free.
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I've also made a video about all of these 10 ideas on my YouTube channel. Check out the video here.
EDIT: Thanks for the feedback. Definitely, check out Jocko Podcast on Youtube for his weekly show
with Echo Charles. It's awesome. And get his book Extreme Ownership and his new one Way of the
Warrior Kid. Check out the video.
Thanks! Stay Disciplined, Stay Empowered! Siim
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She's a filthy whore, and you both know it.
41 upvotes | April 14, 2016 | by leftajar | Link | Reddit Link

Women all want to be spanked.
Every. Single. Girl. I've banged in the past two years went nuts when I Dom'ed her with some light-
to-moderate spanking. Some wanted heavy spanking.
My point is:
That is some dirty, dirty shit. Right? AND! Many of these girls are presentable, possible LTR-worthy
material.
And yet, every single one GOT OFF on me telling her that she was bad and needs to be disciplined;
that she's a dirty whore, and she'd better beg me for cock.
Guys, THEY ARE ALL WHORES. Every. Single. Fucking. One of them.
Internalize this, and it will fundamentally change how you interact with women.
I used to struggle to make conversation sexual. Well, armed with this new knowledge of Universal
Female Whorishness, I've made nearly every conversation with a girl a sexual one. It's so fucking
blatant too:
(Me chatting with a married woman after Toastmasters. She is ~45, and keeps herself in great shape.
Fitness instructor. Just got braces as a 45 year old, and I could tell she was self-conscious about it,
because she was curling her lip to cover the braces.)
(After a few minutes of chatting, she's about to leave:)

Me: Hey, one last thing. Don't sweat the braces.

Her: (laughs) You like them?

Me: You're super-fine, and you have nothing to worry about.

Her: (laughs) I'm actually going to Vegas next weekend with some friends. (Some joke
about making eyes at a guy from across the room, and then flashing the braces at him.)

Me: Well, you could always go for the schoolgirl outfit. Hell, with all that fitness, I bet you
could really work it.

Her: (laughs) You'd like that, wouldn't you?

Me: All I'm saying is, tell your husband to send me a thank you note.

Her: (laughs) I just might! See ya.

Me: Later, Darlin'

I basically told a married woman to her face that I think she's fine, and I bet she looks killer in some
kinky-ass outfit. And she laughed her ass off and IOI'ed the shit out of me.
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The whole undercurrent of that interaction is, "I know you're dirty. I know you love cock. If you
weren't married, I would do naughty things to you, and you would love it. But you are married, so it's
fun to think about."
Like, I'm literally being a horndog male chauvinist, and she's loving every moment of it.
And why?
Because they are all whores, and they all want the cock.
Any amount of female yapping can be solved with a healthy dose of cock. A girl never behaves better
than after you Dom'ed the shit out of her for 1-2 hours. Feminists just haven't been fucked
appropriately, probably because they're hideous and don't trust men.
Think about it.
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Be a man and do the things that you need to when you're
supposed to.
41 upvotes | July 25, 2020 | by eXiLe117x | Link | Reddit Link

There was a point in my life where I let myself really go and I just didn't want to do anything about it.
I tried to come up with any excuse like "Oh I'm too tired from work" or "Oh I didn't eat that much
today" just so I could keep putting it off. Doing that not only ended up hurting me, but it also caused
pain to my girlfriend who stuck by me and supported me ever since we first started going out.
One day, something happened between me and my girlfriend that made me open my eyes and tell
myself "I can't let things go on like this" (Can't go into any details cause it's too personal). Because of
that, I worked out, I did what I had to, and I wanted to do it for me and the woman I love.
Now I can say that I'm so much better and I'm finally happy that I'm the man I'm meant to be for the
person I love most.
I made something that may help those find their own motivation for doing the things that they have
to. Hopefully it helps (You don't have to click on it, I just hope the story above is enough to help).
https://youtu.be/Gg0dWWT45Ek
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Saying ‘No’ is How You Develop Confidence in Your Values
41 upvotes | March 17, 2021 | by WekiTheDragon13 | Link | Reddit Link

https://thewolfwithkeyboard.wordpress.com/2021/03/17/saying-no-is-how-you-develop-confidence-i
n-your-values/
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Month 2 Challenge: Increase your discretionary income 20%
40 upvotes | March 20, 2014 | by GaiusScaevolus | Link | Reddit Link

To be a free man, you need to have a certain level of independence. In modern western society,
independence means money. You don't necessarily need a lot of money, but enough to allow you to
have the lifestyle you want.
In order to ensure your fiscal house is in order, and guarantee yourself a certain amount of freedom,
you need forethought and discipline. For this reason, the second month's challenge is for you to
increase your discretionary income 20%. So if you normally have $100 left at the end of the month,
aim to have $120. This can be achieved through either making more or spending less, your choice. If
you don't typically have any discretionary money at the end of the month, your goal is to have $50.
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People constantly interrupting you.
39 upvotes | December 30, 2013 | by [deleted] | Link | Reddit Link

Usually when I speak, people seem to interrupt me regardless of relationship or gender. I am
wondering what I'm doing wrong since when I speak, I speak clearly, have good posture, minimal
stuttering if none, and I also have a naturally deep voice. Are there any resources to fix this problem?
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Top 97 true privileges
39 upvotes | March 2, 2017 | by cryobabe | Link | Reddit Link

In case anybody has forgotten, women have tons of privileges sure to make any hard line feminist's
hamster wheel spin at high velocities. Feminists outright deny that female privilege exists
(http://everydayfeminism.com/2016/01/female-privilege-not-a-thing/). Let this post be a simple
reminder that you have nothing to be ashamed about for being born a man, and that contrary to
popular belief, yes, women DO have female privilege. Too many men have been tricked into
believing they have all the privileges in the world but women have none. Heres a list of 97 privileges
females have. Some may be more relevant than others. This list is probably not perfect, but nothing
is. Here you go TRP:

From an early age the opposite sex will be instructed never to hit me but I may not be given the1.
same instructions. However, should I strike males I can expect not to be hit back and any social
penalties that occur from my actions will actually fall on the male.
If I’m not smart, but pretty, I can marry and achieve the social and financial level of my2.
husband without ever working.
I can produce offspring. A status which grants me an “essential” status in our species that men3.
can never have and which can never be taken away from me even in old age.
Regardless of my mate value society has organised fertility clinics and social welfare programs4.
that will allow me to have children and provide for them should I choose to reproduce without a
mate or marriage.
I not only have the more valuable and sought after sexual identity, but I also have complete5.
control over my reproductive choice and in many ways over the reproductive choice of the
opposite sex.
At any time I can abandon my parental responsibilities with little or no social stigma and hand6.
the child over to the state or abort the pregnancy. A male could never relieve himself of this
burden unless I allow him to.
I am granted all the rights of a democracy without any of the burdens of military service.7.
At age 18 I lose the protective status of the child but retain the protective status of the female.8.
Boys at age 18 lose the protected status of the child and become targets if they fail to gain
status after that point.
When I marry a man with status I can take his name and become whoever he has spent years9.
becoming. I need not do anything special to be worthy of receiving the reputation he has built.
However, if I wish to keep my own name I can do so. Should my husband feel the sting of this
insult I can simply call him a sexist for it.
People will help me more when I’m in need and I will receive no social penalty or stigma for it.10.
When I’m on a date things will be paid for me.11.
When I search for employment I can choose jobs which I think are fulfilling without concern of12.
whether they provide a “family” wage.
I can discriminate against the opposite sex ruthlessly without social penalty.13.
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If I marry and quit my job and enjoy a leisurely life with light housework and then later divorce14.
I will be given half of the marital assets.
If I commit a crime and am convicted I will get a sentencing “discount” because of my gender.15.
If I am very pretty it will increase my discount.
If I am a partner in crime with a man I will likely be charged with lesser crimes even though I16.
committed the same crimes even if I was the ringleader.
I have the option to be outraged if my husband asks me if my behaviour is due to PMS and later17.
on use PMS as a successful legal defence for murdering that same husband.
At age 18 I will not be forced to register for Selective Service and will not be penalised for18.
failing to do so.
At a time of war I will never be drafted and ripped from my employment, home, and family and19.
forced to become a military slave.
My feelings are more important than men’s lives. Every precaution will be made to protect me20.
from harassment at work. However, males will make up nearly 100% of workplace fatalities.
My gender controls 80% of domestic spending. We get to spend our money if we have any and21.
we get to spend men’s money.
The majority of luxury apparel is designed, marketed to, and consumed by women.22.
Seven times as much jewellery will be purchased by or for me than by or for men.23.
I have a department of women’s health whereas men have no such department.24.
My gender enjoys more government spending on health than males do.25.
My gender consumes the lioness’ share of entitlement programs while men contribute the lion’s26.
share of taxes.
If I rape or molest a child I can expect lighter treatment in court and afterwards receive less27.
social stigma. What’s more, should I become pregnant, I can sue my victim for child support
when he finally turns 18.
When I divorce my husband I will be guaranteed custody of my children unless I am deemed to28.
be unfit. Even if my husband is “Parent of the Year” 10 years running it is unlikely he will get
custody over me even if I am a mediocre parent.
When I divorce I can use false accusations of domestic violence, sexual molestation of the29.
children or abuse of the children to gain advantage during court proceedings. If I am found out
to be a liar I can expect to get away with it.
If a man calls me a slut it will probably hurt his reputation more than it hurts mine, but at any30.
rate the damage will be small and localised. However, if I call him a child molester or claim
that he raped me I can destroy him completely and the damage may be nationwide.
If I fail at my career I can blame the male dominated society.31.
I may have the luxury of staying home and being a housewife but if my sister’s husband does32.
the same thing I’m likely to call him a deadbeat loser and tell her to leave him.
If I “choose” to join the military; the best military occupations providing the most lucrative33.
civilian training will be reserved for me. I will be kept away from the fighting as much as
possible to the point that I will be thirty times less likely to be killed in a war zone than my
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male counterparts. I will be given equal pay for less risk. I will never have to consider the fact
that by joining the military and getting a plumb assignment I automatically forced a male out of
that position and into a combat role that may cost him his life.
If a male soldier injures himself before a deployment he can be arrested and court marshalled34.
for it. If I deliberately get pregnant before a deployment or even during a deployment I will be
reassigned and or taken out of a war zone and I will receive no penalty for it.
My gender watches more television in every hour of every day than any other group. This along35.
with the fact that women control 80% of domestic spending means that most television shows
and advertisement are designed to appeal to me.
I can wear masculine clothing if it pleases me however men cannot wear feminine clothing36.
without social penalty.
Not only is there a wealth of clothing choices designed for me but it is likely that I will be able37.
to afford or have them provided for me.
I can claim that a wage gap exists and that it is the fault of sexism while simultaneously seeking38.
employment without considering income as a priority. I will probably choose my job based on
satisfaction, flexibility of hours, and working conditions and then expect to make as much as
the males working nights, out in the rain and cold or working overtime.
I can be bigoted or sexist against males without social penalty.39.
If I make a false claim of rape against a male in an act of revenge or in order to cover up my40.
own scandalous behavior I may well succeed at both and he may spend years in prison. If I am
found out it is unlikely I will be charged, convicted, or serve any time at all.
If I abuse my husband and physically assault him and the police arrive it is almost guaranteed41.
he will go to jail.
If I am in an abusive relationship there are a multitude of social organisations to help me get42.
away from him. There are few for men in the same position even though women initiate the
majority of DV and even though men are hospitalized 30% of the time.
In the event of a natural disaster or other emergency that requires evacuation I can expect to be43.
evacuated before males. This includes male doctors, humanitarians, politicians, captains of
industry, billionaires, and religious leaders. I will receive no social penalty if all of those people
died because I was evacuated first. However, should they manage to get evacuated before
women and those women died they will all suffer a social penalty.
If someone is attacking a person on the street I have no obligation to assist them and I will44.
receive no social penalty if I do nothing.
If someone is harming my children and I run away and ask someone else to help I will receive45.
no social penalty for my cowardice.
I’m immune to cognitive dissonance.46.
I may denounce the concept of a dowry, however, I still expect a man to give me an47.
engagement ring when he asks me to marry him.
I expect a man to ask me to marry me and suffer the potential risk of rejection.48.
If I lie it’s because I’m a victim of a male dominated society forced into difficult circumstances49.
and not because I’m a bad person.
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If my boyfriend sabotages a condom he can pay me child support for the next 20 years. If I50.
secretly don’t take my birth control my boyfriend can pay me child support for the next 20
years.
If I’m uncomfortable exercising around men I can demand a female only gym be made for51.
women. If any male only gyms exist I can demand membership under threat of lawsuit.
If my female only gym at the university decides to close early for safety reasons I can scream52.
sexism and force them to keep it open as long as the main gym.
If I succeed at keeping the female gym open and I leave late at night and I don’t feel safe I can53.
demand that the university spend hundreds of thousands of dollars for more lighting and police
presence.
If after getting new lighting and police protection I decide I don’t want to go to the gym54.
anymore well that’s just my prerogative.
I’m likely to believe that if a woman is intoxicated she is not capable of giving consent and if55.
sex occurs it is rape. However, if her male partner is also intoxicated he is capable of
consenting.
If a man is promoted over me at work I have a right to suspect sexism even though I also56.
believe that under adverse circumstances men are more capable than women of making good
decisions. (see #55)
I can cry and get my husband to do something for me that he might not have done otherwise.57.
I expect people (especially men) to be sensitive to my feelings.58.
I can deny a man’s feelings or disregard them or ridicule him for having them without social59.
penalty.
If I lose my job it’s because of sexism or the economy. If a man loses his job it’s because he’s a60.
loser.
If I go to a club or bar with my girlfriends and I look my sexy best I have a right to be perturbed61.
when men approach me and hit on me in this public place.
Even though men die more from prostate cancer than women die from breast cancer I can62.
expect that twice as much funding is given for breast cancer. The same will apply to any female
specific disease or malady.
If for some reason I do not get custody of my children I will be expected to pay less child63.
support than another man in my exact same position.
If I kidnap my children and I am eventually caught I can successfully defend myself by64.
claiming I was protecting them from my husband–even if my children were given to him to
protect them from me.
My gender makes up 53% of the voting population yet when I see more men in political office I65.
will call that sexism.
If I am married with children and I want to stay home with the kids I’m likely to blame my66.
husband for not making enough to allow me to do that.
I think it is my right to work and I am unconcerned if the influx of women into the workforce67.
has reduced overall wages to the point that it’s hard to support a family on just one income, or
affirmative action has kept men from being promoted even though they deserved it.
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I can get student financial aid without signing up for Selective Service (the Draft).68.
I can get employment with a federal agency without signing up for Selective Service.69.
Restrooms for my gender will be cleaner and are more likely to have flowers or other70.
decorations.
If I’m caring for a child restrooms for my gender will more likely have a changing table for my71.
convenience.
People I’ve never met before are more likely to open doors for me.72.
People I’ve never met before are more likely to talk to me in public.73.
If I go to a bar I can expect that members of the opposite sex will purchase drinks for me.74.
Anytime I find an organisation just for men I can denounce it as sexism.75.
I believe that women should have organisations just for women.76.
If I meet a man that I like and I give him my phone number and he doesn’t call I have a right to77.
think of him as an asshole.
If I meet a man that I like and I give him my phone number and he calls me I have a right to78.
blow him off or act like I don’t know him.
I believe I have a right to live in an orderly and safe society but I feel no obligation to risk my79.
safety to secure or maintain that society.
I like it when bars and clubs have drinks specials just for women.80.
I think that organisations that offer any discounts or privileges just for men is a clear sign of81.
sexism.
If I’m white I will live 6 years longer than white males and 14 years longer than black males.82.
If I’m encouraged to get medical care it’s because I owe it to myself.83.
When my husband is encouraged to get medical help it’s because he owes to to me and the84.
kids.
If something bad happens to me or just one woman I believe it is an offence against all women.85.
I believe that if something bad happens to a man it’s because he’s a loser.86.
I think that alimony is fair when paid to a woman but not fair when paid by a woman.87.
I’m more likely to believe that women who commit crimes are sick and need treatment or88.
understanding whereas men who commit crimes are evil and should be locked up forever.
I can criticise the opposite sex without social penalty, but woe be to the man who attempts to89.
criticise me or other women.
I can throw a fit and act like a two year old to get what I want without damaging my mate90.
value.
I have the luxury of not being the filter for natural selection.91.
I can sleep with my boss if I want and afterwards I can sue him for sexual harassment.92.
I can wear seductive clothing and perfume to attract a man at work but no one will accuse me93.
of sexual harassment.
If I hear a story about Darfur and how men who leave the refugee camps to gather wood are94.
hacked to death to prevent their wives from being raped I am likely to think that is proper but
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not likely to send money.
If I hear a story about Darfur and how women are leaving the refugee camps to gather wood are95.
being raped I’m likely to be outraged. I’m also likely to wonder why these women’s husbands
aren’t protecting them.
If I ever heard these stories about Darfur it is my privilege not to care or even consider that the96.
reason the second story exists is because all the men in the first have already been killed.
It is my right to maintain the belief that men oppress women despite all of the evidence to the97.
contrary.

And there you have it. Exhaustive, but interesting nonetheless. Check your privilege, feminist
shitlords!
Sources: https://mensresistance.wordpress.com/female-privilege-checklist/
https://antifeminismaustralia.com/female-privilege-checklist/
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How to tame your girl friend
38 upvotes | May 22, 2015 | by ChuckFreeman | Link | Reddit Link

http://alphanextdoor.com/how-to-tame-your-girl-friend/
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12 months. 86 pounds.
38 upvotes | September 3, 2015 | by LazarusTRP | Link | Reddit Link

A year ago, my life changed drastically via divorce. I was extremely overweight, had no self-
confidence, low self-esteem, and was timid, fearful, lazy, and very emotional. As I write this I vividly
remember the way I looked at myself in the mirror a year ago, the way I walked through my empty,
soon-to-sold house and how I interacted with people. I never made eye contact. I walked like a sad-
sack, shoulders slumped forward, a giant sulking baby. I felt like a ghost, walking through a house
that used to be my castle and became my prison. I was alone a lot. Often, by choice. I didn’t want
people to see that I couldn’t hang. When I did see my friends for support, I was a bawling mess, a
pitiful blubbering child. I lived on auto-pilot in several ways. I went to work but wasn’t really there
(my boss should have fired me; I was “unproductive” to say the least). I started going to the gym but
it seemed pointless; I was so badly out of shape that I couldn’t conceive of anything I changed
making a difference.
My friends and family were there for me. One of my friends, “Sam” probably helped me more than
any other person. He let me move in with him, despite never having been in a roommate situation
with me before. He helped me feel normal again by essentially ignoring the present and focusing on
the future. He convinced me that the hard work would pay off but I would have to keep going for a
long time before I saw that pay off. He modeled success for me. He didn’t do it in a bragging way; he
simply lived and acted like a man should act. Authoritative. Action-oriented. In excellent physical
shape. Stylish and well-liked by women. A smile and ease which made me give pause. …I had seen
that smile and ease before.
Once I was standing in a long line at the airport, fat and sweaty, waiting for a security check. I was
lumpy, uncomfortable, my clothes were ill fitting and coated in sweat, and I knew that in a moment I
would get even sweatier when I had to rush to strip down and then put everything back on and back
in my bag. I had to have been scowling as I stood there. Then I saw this guy. He was ahead of me,
already going through the checkpoint. He had the same smile and ease as Sam. He looked like he
didn’t have a care in the world, like he knew he was the shit and some silly little airport checkpoint
was not even a blip on his radar. He was the happy wanderer that Tony Soprano spoke of. And in that
moment, I hated him and envied him with all of my breath. He was tall and lean, handsome, dressed
well in clothes that fit him and had the cocksure stride of a man who knows he is doing his thang.
Sometimes it’s called swagger, or confidence, or game. I wanted what that man had. Not just being
thin. I wanted to know what it was like to smile like that. I knew every single man like me in that line
was staring at him with wonder, envy and hatred. I saw a few of them. But that dude saw our twisted
faces and did not give a shit one way or the other if we were smiling or scowling at him, because he
truly wasn’t affected by it.
Today I know that smile. Today I know that ease. I literally get checked out so often it has lost
meaning, where before every time a girl flipped her hair or did a double take made me beam with
self-confidence. Now that confidence is internalized. I regularly get dirty looks and scowls from both
men and women (mostly uggos, all of them haters). I remember that man in the airport in moments
like that. And I do what he did: Smile. I smile because the people who look at me and judge me have
no idea who I am or what I have been through. They only see what is in front of them and for that I
can’t blame them. I also don’t have the time or interest to explain that I was overweight for my entire
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fucking life and finally, for this one moment, I have something that I have wanted all my life and
never thought I could have because I always believed I was a loser and didn’t deserve it.
I smile for my heavy friends who i believe can change for the better but right now still think like I
used to, who sabotage themselves like I did for years (and still try to do sometimes to me, dammit). I
smile for my family who can’t believe I am smiling again after seeing me sad for so long. But most
off all I smile for myself. Because no matter how much Sam helped me, no matter how many words
of encouragement he gave, I did it myself. And no one can ever take that away from me. I did
something that to most people is impossible. But it is very possible. You just need to believe in
yourself. If you don’t have that, then fake it til you make it. It works guys. It’s cheesy but it works. If
you have trouble believing in yourself, believe in action. Remember that the world remembers people
who act more often than armchair critics. Realize that YOU are the only one keeping score of why
you are a loser and should remain a loser. The world needs strong men. The world needs heroes. Rise
up and become what you were born to be. Take action and watch the results. Get beyond our cultural
expectation for instant gratification, instant results. Weight loss is a battle. Self-improvement is a
battle. Being a man is a never-ending job. Settle in for the long haul and get to work.
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YSK Sixty real privileges that most females have
38 upvotes | May 20, 2016 | by bigeyedbunny | Link | Reddit Link
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New sexist dating app allows only women to be paid for going
on dates, often getting $ 600 or more for one single date
38 upvotes | July 14, 2016 | by bigeyedbunny | Link | Reddit Link

http://www.theverge.com/2016/7/14/12183012/ohlala-paid-dating-app-berlin-pia-poppenreiter-uber
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What part of whining and bitching is becoming a man?
38 upvotes | August 23, 2016 | by glawkneintehn | Link | Reddit Link

Been away from reddit a while, started a new account. Last I came here was like 3 years ago, this was
a good resource. How to maintain a proper wardrobe, shake hands, kicking bad habits making good
habits. How to make good friends learn new skills etc...
Right now 90% of what I see is whining and bitching about everything (primarily feminism and
shitty women). How is this getting us anywhere? What part of this is becoming a man?
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Lifehack for Men | Stop looking at Photos of Girls you Don’t
Know
38 upvotes | February 10, 2018 | by kbs42142 | Link | Reddit Link

https://andreian.com/life-hack-girls-you-dont-know/
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Man Tip Xmas Edition: Get People to do What You Want
37 upvotes | December 27, 2013 | by GaiusScaevolus | Link | Reddit Link

http://boldanddetermined.com/2013/12/12/the-shockingly-easy-way-to-get-people-to-do-what-you-w
ant/
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Good life advice in Mike Rowe's SWEAT Pledge. (Cross post
from multiple other subs)
37 upvotes | July 14, 2014 | by [deleted] | Link | Reddit Link
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I'm Less Incel Now. Here's What I Learned
37 upvotes | January 22, 2016 | by beachbloke | Link | Reddit Link

Maybe you're wondering what it means to become "less incel." What I mean is having sex, but not
often. This is where I'm at. I'm not at the place where I can get sex on demand. However, I have sex
now where before I didn't and I can thank Red Pill for it. I'm writing this because a lot of the advice
on TRP is for men who have good fundamentals and can get beta girlfriends consistently, but have
some dry spells. If a man is coming from the bottom half of the totem pole, there are additional
challenges that he may face. Yours truly was a 3 or 4 out of 10 on the HG scale, and now I'm maybe a
5 or 6. I'm writing this because I hope some men who are in the bottom half of SMV may get some
useful motivation, and because I'm going to learn a little about myself by putting my thoughts into
words.
Here are some lessons I've learned in bullet format:

If you aren't getting sex, you aren't attractive. Likewise, if you are getting sex you are attractive.
This was a major stumbling block for me, because I had built my ego up to defend myself from
the truth. I am successful in most ways except for sex. I wondered "why aren't women
interested in me when I'm so awesome?" I wanted the world to change, not me. This is pure
redpill 101, but it applies doubly for narcissistic omegas like me: don't put your head in the
sand about reality. If you are hot, women want to have sex with you, so if you aren't having sex
its because you aren't attractive. Looking back it is ironic that my egotistical view was some of
the problem. Once I accepted I wasn't at all so hot or smart or wise, women started being more
interested than they were before.
Never give up. Just because you start from a lower place, doesn't mean you should give up.
You may never get to your end goal, but you will see results while you're improving. Since I
began lifting I had my first one night stand. I'm not big, but my height and change in attitude
means women are more submissive when they first meet me. Its not just women either, I get
volunteered as a leader more often by men, and more people ask me for help. I haven't had a
three way yet, which is what I picture my ideal self doing, but I love the changes so far and so
will you.
Attractive men, like women, don't understand. They live in a different world where things "just
work". They know from the bottom of their soul that if they put their mind to it they can do it.
But they don't realize that as low as their life has taken them, they've never been to the bottom
of the crab bucket. They don't realize that the halo effect of their attractiveness means they can
walk up to someone on the street and that person will assume he is a nice trust-worthy person.
I've seen both sides. Most men who are getting sex on the regular don't know what exists down
there. They've never lived a life where people are hostile just for speaking to them. Its real.
Don't think you're crazy when you read TRP and guys act like being shit on for being low SMV
doesn't happen or it must be something about your personality. I'm not down there anymore,
but I remember what it was like. So I know that when red pill men say "any man can have any
girl", what they really mean "any normal man can have any normal girl". If you have some
disadvantages, there is more to overcome than just confidence.
Own your disadvantages. Whether it is an ugly face, speech impediment, a missing limb, or a
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psychological issue, its just tough luck for some men. If you are an "omega" like me, you got
there because you have a major disadvantage in the sexual market place -- whether its your
ugliness, laziness, attitude, or something else. There is something about you that makes you
unsexy. People and especially women will know immediately and unconsciously treat you like
a worse person for it. Accept that you have your disadvantages and don't ever use them as an
excuse.
Don't apologize for the things they accuse you of doing wrong. If you're an omega, you have
been getting this your whole life. You are the bottom of the crab bucket and everyone knows it
just by looking at you. The girl I had my one night stand with smelled my bad traits the day
after, lost her tingles and said to me "I don't feel comfortable around you." In her mind I went
from being a aggressive brooding asshole to a perverted creepy weirdo because of some things
I was born with. I talked to her the same ways, and touched her in the same ways, but for each
step that worked the night before, I was creepy instead of sexy. Blue Pill thinking is I tricked
her into bed. Red Pill thinking is if I looked and acted like Brad Pitt, she would be BEGGING
to be in my bed. I know she'd act differently if I looked better or spoke better, so I'm not
apologizing and you shouldn't either.
Your "you" is fine. The "you" inside isn't nearly as important to women as your body, body
language, and social dominance. Literally anything an attractive man does is sexy. Likewise,
anything an unattractive man does is unsexy. So do what you want, when you want. If someone
says you are creepy or awkward for it, you just aren't sexy enough for that person so move
along. If you doubt how powerful the effect of your body is -- that your "you" doesn't matter to
women (or men for that matter) -- make a tinder account using a male model's face and chat
like you normally would. Be exactly who you are and be amazed how "you" was only a small
part of why you didn't have success. Then visualize yourself as the sexiest guy you know who
has your same hobbies or personality traits ... realize that the biggest difference between you
two is how you look and act, not your opinions or hobbies or anything else. Make a list of the
things you could do to be more like him -- hint: lifting is probably at the top of the list.
Women wanting sexy men is ok. When you search for porn, which is hopefully not very often,
do you look for extremely obese women or old ladies? No, you just don't. Even a virgin 40 year
old is probably repulsed by the thought of having sex with one. If you are like any normal man,
you crave a college aged girl with an hourglass figure. Women have the same craving and
repulsion for men... except skinnyfat powerless omega nerds are their version of obese whales.
Powerful, muscular, popular men are what they search for on their "porntube", Facebook. Can
you force yourself to be attracted to a land whale? No. So deal with it that your attractiveness
can't be negotiated in any way. What you "are" the first time you meet a woman determines
whether she thinks you are the man version of a college-aged girl. No amount of extra effort
can change it so don't try to. Instead focus on the idea that a fat college girl can become sexy by
losing some weight, and that fat girl is you, and you need to do your version of "just lose some
weight" which is TRP.
Realize people aren't fair to you, but that's your lot in life right now. Don't beat yourself up with
all the bad treatment you get while you are a low SMV man. Its just the way the world works.
Don't blame the people either, blame your lack of motivation to improve. I promise you that
even someone wheelchair bound that can't speak will get some if he works on what he can:
Steven Hawking has kids and could have an affair if he wanted to (maybe he has already). I'll
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tell you right now Hawking's wife isn't attracted to his looks or brains, its his fame. Any man
can have some trick that will get the attention to get laid a bit, he just needs to sit down and
think about what it is he can do and then do it. Doing it is most of the struggle. For 99% of
men, lifting weights is doing it.

Most of this has been said before and is basic TRP, but some of the things I learned were only
possible by starting on the low side of the SMV spectrum. What I can say to the omegas out there is
you might not ever be a guy who can bring home a new woman every night of the week; you might
have an issue that means your SMV will never exceed a certain point, but you need to accept that, its
just how it is. Despite that, I think if you try hard every day you will eventually get some.
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UCSC Girls: College Boys are Creepy, Arrogant, and Suck in
Bed (What if they wrote this about women?)
37 upvotes | April 18, 2017 | by ManOnAJackalope | Link | Reddit Link

https://mystudentvoices.com/ucsc-girls-college-boys-are-creepy-arrogant-and-suck-in-bed-1e3329ccb
d93
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On Adding Value
36 upvotes | September 22, 2013 | by DafyddBreen | Link | Reddit Link

Life, when viewed with an abundance mentality, is not a zero sum game. This applies to social
interactions even more so - it costs nothing to grin like an idiot, and yet adds so much to your mood
and those of others.
Try this experiment:
Next time you are out among the people, take the time to look each person in the eyes, ground
yourself in the moment by focusing on the sensations in your toes (Read "The Charisma Myth" if you
want to know how this works), and crack the biggest smile you can. Learn how to smile with your
eyes. It will also help to imagine you already know everybody.
Not everybody will reciprocate - some may be shy or having a bad day, but don't let that weaken your
frame. The metaphor of the ghost and the flame is apt for this - you must allow the negative feelings
caused by others pass through you, and never falter in delivering your unique brand of positivity.
If you make this a habit, people will light up when you meet them. People remember you by the
feelings you stir within them, and this will ensure those feelings are positive. People want to be
around those that make them feel good.
This is also a decent way to condition yourself against approach anxiety. I regularly throw out
random compliments to total strangers - things like "You've got a beautiful smile! Keep smiling!",
and have made many great friends because of it.
Think of yourself as a ten, and try to elevate those around you up to your level of confidence and
good energy. You will find it very hard to have a bad day.
Spread the love :)
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Feminist ≠ Feminine? Feminist Women Are Visually
Masculinized Whereas Feminist Men Are Feminized
36 upvotes | May 21, 2018 | by remerbernoto | Link | Reddit Link

https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/s11199-018-0931-7
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Man Develops App to Show What Women Look Like Without
Makeup
35 upvotes | November 15, 2017 | by Rugby11 | Link | Reddit Link

https://relampagofurioso.com/2017/11/15/man-develops-app-to-show-what-women-look-like-without
-makeup/
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Jordan Peterson’s Right That You Should Be Dangerous, And
Here’s How
35 upvotes | May 1, 2018 | by Rugby11 | Link | Reddit Link

http://thefederalist.com/2018/04/27/jordan-petersons-right-become-dangerous-heres/#.WufBYP1qK
wg.twitter
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Be Aggressive | Why Men Should’t Avoid Conflict
35 upvotes | October 24, 2019 | by WekiTheDragon13 | Link | Reddit Link

https://thewolfwithkeyboard.wordpress.com/2019/10/23/men-shouldt-avoid-conflict/
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Body Weight and it's Gain, Loss, & Management
34 upvotes | February 25, 2014 | by GaiusScaevolus | Link | Reddit Link

Hopefully by now you're all at least a couple weeks deep into a lifting regiment, and working towards
that 15% increase. Now I want to address an equally if not more crucial aspect of fitness, diet.
Now, by diet, I don't mean a specific program, but how you eat. It's important your body gets the
right amounts of the right types of food, or your time at the gym is next to useless.
I'm going to go out on a limb and say most of your diets are off in some way. Most of you eat too
much, some of you eat too little, and only a few of you eat the right amount. I'm going to break this
down into losing, gaining, and managing one's weight, but the basic idea is to manage your caloric
intake with your caloric expenditure.

Losing Weight: This is the camp most of us are (or used to be) in, myself included. The basics
of this are to make sure you're at a caloric deficit, meaning you burn more energy (calories)
than you take in. This means eating less and/or exercising more. Increasing your strength or
muscle mass is tougher during weight loss, but can be done using a /r/keto diet and the
resources over at /r/leangains. A lot of guys like cardio for weight loss, I don't, as I find it
inefficient. I prefer to eat a lot of protein and lift heavy (as you put on muscle your caloric
expenditure will go up). At a basic level just pick a diet plan which restricts your calories and
stick to it (that's the big secret).
Gaining weight: You lucky little bastards. Ok, that's probably unfair of me. But the good news
is, you get to eat mostly whatever and whenever you want. The bad news is, you have to eat
500 calories a day after that. You want a caloric surplus (in>out). You also want to lift, lift,
Lift. Otherwise you run the risk of gaining fat rather than muscle. You most likely will gain
some body fat, but that can be taken care of. (an you might actually need it.) /r/gainit are good
resources for bulking.
Maintaining Weight: Hopefully, with time and effort, you all will at some point be in this
category. Here, you want a caloric equilibrium (in=out). Here, it's simply a matter of
maintaining your lifestyle. Stay active, eat healthy. Also, don't freak about gaining 5-10 lbs
over the winter, it happens to everyone, just go back to the losing weight section and get rid of
it. /r/fitness is a good general fitness resource.

Questions encouraged.
Note: All on sub posts should be pertinent to the subject of the monthly challenge. Questions
should be posted in the most recent AskBaM thread (typically there will be a new one bi-
weekly). Posts not following this rule will be redirected/deleted.
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How To Make Strong Relationship With Your Partner: 34
Essential Tips
34 upvotes | July 29, 2019 | by przemkas | Link | Reddit Link

https://perfect24hours.com/how-to-make-strong-relationship-with-your-partner/
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How To Become Attractive As A Man (This Exercise Will Help
You Succeed With Women)
34 upvotes | July 27, 2018 | by Socialinception | Link | Reddit Link

https://redpilltheory.com/2018/07/27/how-to-become-attractive-as-a-man-this-exercise-will-help-you
-succeed-with-women/
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Best of Bill Burr standup comedy - The hard truth about men
and women
34 upvotes | June 4, 2016 | by bigeyedbunny | Link | Reddit Link

http://youtu.be/9ZxOdLRihlA
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Petition against the social justice poisonous indoctrination in
universities goes viral and is already signed by over 45,000 men
in this first week
34 upvotes | April 25, 2016 | by [deleted] | Link | Reddit Link

https://www.change.org/p/universities-suspend-social-justice-in-universities
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Develop Discipline and Healthy Skin with Cold Shower
Therapy
33 upvotes | August 1, 2013 | by SpaceCrunch | Link | Reddit Link

I started this with a goal of one month. But when the month was over, warm showers just didn't feel
right anymore. Definitely added willpower XP and remedied my dry skin.
http://impossiblehq.com/cold-shower-therapy-guide
http://www.artofmanliness.com/2010/01/18/the-james-bond-shower-a-shot-of-cold-water-for-health-
and-vitality/
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Month 3: Frame pt.1, Dominance and Anger
33 upvotes | May 19, 2014 | by GaiusScaevolus | Link | Reddit Link

This month is all about inner frame, or self mastery of your mental and emotional states. There are a
lot of moving parts to this one, so it'll be posted as a 3-5 part series, starting with part 1.
Dominance
In everyday interactions, a person is either dominant or submissive. This means that you are either in
charge, or not. You are either the leader, or the follower, the Alpha or the Beta, in command, or
taking orders. Clear yet? Good then, moving on.
Masculinity is directly correlated to dominance. One of the most basic components of being a man is
achieving that dominance; over nature, over his fellow man, over his whole world, (yes, especially
over his sexual partners)
But how can one achieve this? Surely we all have bosses, everyone answers to someone? I get that,
but as a man, you need to build and exert dominance where/whenever you can
Some ideas/ suggestions for increasing your dominance;
-Physical At the very least, be dominant over your self. Eat right, exercise, develop great style.
-Social Build social dominance by having high social value. Throw the big parties, make friends with
the club bouncers and the bar owners. In short be the man to know.
-Work The toughest one. Most of us work infields which necessitate a boss, or senior partners, or
clients. Two ways to minimize this;
-Be indispensable
-Start your own business/ Work for yourself
Anger
In modern society, the prevailing opinion seems to be that anger is unnatural. It's bad for your health
to be angry, they say, if you are angry, or god forbid express your anger, you are maladjusted, you're
told you should 'talk to someone'. If seeing a shrink doesn't work, you can always be pumped full of
drugs like Xanax and Prozac, maybe even Ritalin, that kill your ability to feel anger, or anything else
for that matter. The underlying current here is that anger is somehow unnatural, its wrong, and if you
feel anger something is wrong with you mentally.
That's B#llshit
Anger is a natural, emotional response to problems. Anger is a signal that something is not as it
should be, something is in your way. The trick isn't to not feel anger, but to do something about it.
Use your anger to fuel the changes that need to be made. I've found that most situations which illicit
anger can be broken down into 2 categories;
-You're not good enough: The anger is internal, directed at yourself. The only way to deal with this
is to get good enough. Stronger, Thinner, Smarter, more sociable. Become what you want to be.
-You're getting f*cked over: People aren't here to look out for you. The world is a tough place for a
man, especially if he isn't tough. You need to stand for what is yours, say no to bullshit, and get
aggressive for your interests. No one else is going to do it for you.
Month 3 Part #1 Challenge: Identify your level of dominance in each of these three areas. What
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makes you angry? What can you do to harness that anger and solve the problem?
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The epidemic of false rape accusations in a nutshell
33 upvotes | April 25, 2016 | by bigeyedbunny | Link | Reddit Link
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Learn to dance
33 upvotes | October 9, 2016 | by motivationboost | Link | Reddit Link

I'll keep it short. Fuck books. Fuck videos. Stop reading infield stories about AF/BB. Instead...

Learn to dance.

Why? Because you will learn to express yourself and your feelings while being perceived as manly
and you will learn to lead woman - most important factor. You will also see many different patterns
in the relationship between male and female - woman want to experience pleasure and excitement
while dancing - if you can give them that, they'll love you.
Alright, now to the dancing. I'm currently dancing 3 different styles:

started in February 2016 with Salsa New York
(https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gNni_Rt0fj4) and then focused on Salsa Cuban
(https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WDb-MslW1nM)

The difference between New York and Cuban is that in NY you dance in a straight line and focus on
"presenting the women" and cuban is made for dancing with normal shoes, on the beach, in the bar
and is a LOT of fun. Oh and also you dance in a circle and you can do whatever you want.

started then with Bachata at the same time but stopped and started again 2 month ago. There are
different styles - but I currently only know of 2: Sensual and Dominican.

Sensual: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jmUOow1vicc
Dominican: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lVfseUfniWc

and now recently started to dance Kizomba. While Salsa has mostly their own songs - Bachata
and Kizomba often have remixes of popular and modern songs - which makes them more
attractive to young people and especially hot girls. Kizomba is also pretty sexual - it doesn't has
to be - but it's even better in close body contact.

Kizomba (non sensual - good for beginners): https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mN1Y0fchw9I and
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZbMSJRYVxsQ and
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aNy9aY9xfr4
Kizomba (sensual and in this video the guy dances with 2!! women):
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=c8nFduO7gX8
---- #Last words ----
Learning to dance is not easy. Especially for the man. The most important factor is leading which
comes over time and through dancing with a lot of different woman. Here is a chart which shows the
learning progress of a normal man (http://www.salsafs.com/site/assets/articles/learning_curve.jpg)
But if you stick with it - it will change your life. The amount of self confidence I gained until now is
amazing and I'm not even good yet. It must be crazy when I'm on the level as some people in the
videos. Oh and until you're at least decent - don't bother going for the hottest girls - just dance with
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A list of things every man should be able to do
33 upvotes | February 27, 2017 | by DDM201 | Link | Reddit Link

This is a very basic list of some of the many skills a man should look to aquire and develop. This is
by no means a complete list, as each man is his own nation. This is also not a checklist that once
complete warrants you a "man certificate". But as we know, men are held to an objective standard of
quality, and I believe these are some competencies that will build you as a well rounded individual.
Ask yourself the following:

Can I change a tire?
Can I drive manual?
Can I start a controlled fire?
Can I do routine house maintenence?
Can I cook a steak to medium-rare without cutting into it?
Am I physically fit? (Bench > 135, 20 pushups sequential, 30 situps sequential, run for longer
than 20 mins straight)
Am I athletically competent? (Able to throw/catch a football or baseball, properly golf, skate
well etc.)
Can I tie a Windsor knot on a tie?
Can I tie a bowtie?
Can I fight and defend myself if necessary?
Am I financially literate? (See below)
Can I understand a stock quote?
Can I read and analyse financial statements?
Do I file my own taxes?
Can I name 3 books I have read in the past year?
Is my GPA over a 3.0? (If applicable)
Am I up to date with current events?
Can I hold a conversation on political/ economic policy?

So that's it. As a disclaimer, I myself do not meet all of these metrics.
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Man Faces 15 Years In Prison After Recording His Wife
Having Sex With Another Man
33 upvotes | November 6, 2017 | by Rugby11 | Link | Reddit Link

http://www.returnofkings.com/134384/man-faces-15-years-in-prison-after-recording-his-wife-having
-sex-with-another-
man?utm_source=twitter&utm_medium=twitter&utm_campaign=twitter%20dlvrit%20rss
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Men's testosterone levels largely determined by where they
grow up
33 upvotes | September 20, 2019 | by Rugby11 | Link | Reddit Link

https://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2018/06/180625122437.htm
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Is There a War on Boys in the Classroom? You Bet Your
‘Treasure Island’ There Is! |
32 upvotes | February 28, 2018 | by Rugby11 | Link | Reddit Link

https://libertyislandmag.com/2018/01/22/is-there-a-war-on-boys-in-the-classroom-you-bet-your-treas
ure-island-there-is/
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Wives with masculine husbands are more satisfied at peak
fertility, study finds
32 upvotes | January 1, 2018 | by Rugby11 | Link | Reddit Link

http://www.psypost.org/2017/05/wives-masculine-husbands-satisfied-peak-fertility-study-finds-4890
9
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Newbies: Make 2014 Your Redshirt Year
32 upvotes | December 22, 2013 | by GaiusScaevolus | Link | Reddit Link

http://www.goodlookingloser.com/2013/12/19/shut-your-mouth-rookie-redshirt-year/
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How to reduce hostility towards women caused by a lack of
success?
32 upvotes | August 9, 2015 | by gurglemel | Link | Reddit Link

It's starting to become obvious to me that the reason I'm an asshole towards women I'm attracted to is
because I feel under threat. I'm not confident enough around them, so I retreat under a cover of mean-
ness. Some girls like this, others don't, but the common denominator is that most of the girls see
through this and I can only get so far with them. The girls who like my demeanor usually expect
some kind of yin/yang balance to happen, but it never does. I stay scrunched up, upset, and I can't
figure out how to have fun around them. The best I can do is be sarcastic, crack jokes, belittle them
and turn my attention to having better conversations with the guys in my group and let the girls figure
out what they're doing wrong. Sometimes it works, most of the time it doesn't.
The problem is that a bulk of the women I interact with are your prototypical N.American bitch.
Letting my guard down isn't something that I can manage at all. Being the way I am towards them in
the very least keeps them in check. Unfortunately this is a catch 22 because I also don't know how to
balance this out with flirting and with allowing a certain amount of vulnerability into the mix to allow
for chemistry to happen.
Do you guys catch my drift?
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Stop the man bashing. Feminism is not about equality, but
about absolute power. Men aren't born evil. Violence has no
gender
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http://www.dailytelegraph.com.au/rendezview/stop-the-man-bashing-its-time-to-fight-back-against-fe
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Men DO have problems, and that’s why Peterson is so popular |
The Conservative Woman | The philosophy not the party
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Has this made the rounds yet? Totally appropriate.
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How to Be a Man | The Art of Manliness
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TIL of US Army master sergeant Roy Benavidez. During the
Vietnam War, he fought 1000 NVA soldiers for 6 hours with
only a knife while saving the lives of his comrades. He was so
badly injured he was presumed dead and when a doctor was
about to zip his body bag, he spat in the doctor's face.
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Protecting Your Ass(ets): A Lesson In Rock-Solid Frame From
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9-5 Job? Improve your quality of life.
30 upvotes | May 7, 2014 | by Azediae | Link | Reddit Link

TLDR: No. Read it, you lazy fuck. I love you though.
A polarizing dichotomy in life choices of early twenty-somethings recently came to my attention -
I'm 22, living in California, this phenomenon might be localized. This post will assume that both
parties are disciplined, intelligent and otherwise rational actors of either the "AF" or "BB" lifestyle
(MGTOW is not within scope) but haven't spent enough time on this earth to become a "complete"
being (Strong Income + Social Life / Status + Looks / Style).
AF starts in college with a bullshit major and is there to socialize, party and fuck girls. They are often
seen working middle tier jobs like Starbucks, Bartending, Costco or something similar. They go out
on the week nights, constantly meet new people and have access to a steady supply of decent women.
Pros: The Now - Gets girls - Has lots of fun - Healthy social life
Cons: The Future - No Career / Trajectory - Lacking knowledge - Subpar Income
BB starts in college as that antisocial STEM major who studies 24/7. They are often seen working
upper tier (science, engineering, medical, etc) jobs by their mid 20s. They don't go out, have
underdeveloped social skills and either a small or non-existent social circle with no access to women.
Pros: The Future - Has Career / Trajectory - Knowledgeable - Good Income
Cons: The Now - Doesn't get girls - Depression / Escapism - Subpar Social Life
Let's recap the advice you see splattered everywhere to make sure you have solid basics:

Lifting: don't exercise. Exercise has no goal. You need to train, because training has goals.
Strength of Aesthetics, up to you. I prefer Aesthetics. If you don't hit the gym regularly, start
now. Bust your balls. Make gains. Lose fat. Whatever.
Nutrition: cook at home. Head over to http://www.bodybuilding.com/ if you need help with a
diet that will make sure you're getting closer to whatever goals you set out for yourself in the
aforementioned training routine.
Reading: Invaluable tools are RSVP (http://www.spreeder.com/) - I recommend groups of 3-5
words at around 3500wpm. Take notes, input them into an SRS (Spaced Repetition System,
read about it here - http://www.gwern.net/Spaced%20repetition) like Anki (http://ankisrs.net/)
which has a free online profile and apps for iPhone / Android. Pic related, my current reading
selection: [redacted to minimize dox risk] - you want hardcover books for night time reading
because blue spectrum light (electronic screens) are the primary zeitgeber for your Circadian
Rhythm (when you sleep and wake). A great place to pick up lots of good books for dirt cheap
is http://www.thriftbooks.com/
Learning: Read to learn, not to forget - SRS helps a lot in this regard, but it also requires that
you understand how your mind works. Don't read too much at a time because when you start
going out and learning (mostly aimed at PUA / Game), while you are learning something it will
tax your conscious mind and require active focus / attention. Only once it no longer requires
active focus and has been relegated to your subconscious can you re-allocate your conscious
bandwidth to learning something different.
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By now you're thinking, Azedia, I have good life basics, I'm doing this shit - cut to the chase - how do
we roll the two lifestyles into one and become the legendary magic high SMV unicorn that frolics
through meadows of cash above the Niagara Falls that is most women's vagina in its presence?
Simple. To have what nobody else has, do what nobody else does - SCHEDULE LIKE A
MADMAN!
Allocate your sleep strategically around your 9-5 job. When you get off, hit the gym right away
(bring a change of clothes), then have a meal and take a 1.5* or 3* hour nap depending on when you
get off work. Go out at 10/11/whatever and start partying / socializing / gaming - you can NOT have
any more than one drink a night (even that's pushing it) if you want a healthy and sustainable
lifestyle. When you get home, get 4.5* or 6* hours of sleep before you've got to go to work.
Assuming you've an AFC or BB wanting to move to the top of the pecking order, this is it - you will
learn how to get girls, have lots of fun and a healthy social life while retaining your career, trajectory
in life, good income and acquiring knowledge. Remember, PRACTICE MAKES PERFECT. You
want to have the baller lifestyle of women, money and a healthy social life? This is it. You've got to
practice, practice, practice at all of them. Don't half-ass your time out either - approach, pull, game,
whatever - it'll be scary as fuck without alcohol at first but when you master it, you will have a
ridiculous advantage over everyone else.

Why 1.5 / 3 / 4.5 / 6 ? Short explanation here
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ewajc2eXZr0

The biggest problem I've found with this is that when you start pulling often, having a chick over at
your house every night equals long-term sleep deprivation - try offsetting this with a 4.5 hour nap
after work and going out later, like 12 or 1 - the action happens in the second part of the night
anyways, you'll just have less time to get into a good frame / state of mind. Do NOT stop gaming,
going out, lifting or reading NO MATTER WHAT. Yes, even if you think you've found a unicorn -
don't do it. You'll do it. You'll regret it. Wish I could beat this lesson into your head without you
having to fall on your face, but I can't.
Hopefully you got at least one useful thing out of this post - go forth, compete, adopt, improve and
dominate!
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How to be dominant with women, Part 1
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Bad advice: have fun when you're young
30 upvotes | April 3, 2016 | by [deleted] | Link | Reddit Link

A lot of advice I heard growing up is to "have fun when you're young". Fun being: smoking,
drinking, partying, fucking around, eating shit, chasing women to the point of ignoring everything
else, generally not doing anything that adds value to your life.
However I think this is nonsense advice. I think that as young men, we should be working on
building a solid foundation for the rest of our lives. A foundation on the rocks rather than the sand.
All actions have consequences, and the side effects of an unhealthy lifestyle is accumulative, and the
effects can be devastating. We should be working on wiring our brain to good habits, and dewiring
our brain from the bad ones. Self improvement - working out, destroying our vices, meditating,
reading, educating ourselves, saving money etc.
Just my personal opinion.
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Double standards 2016 in a nutshell
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Learn to Be Alone
29 upvotes | June 18, 2016 | by WolfMentality | Link | Reddit Link

Learn To Be Alone
Learn to be alone with yourself. Learn to be alone with your thoughts.
I am a firm believer that the key to happiness and success is having a deep understanding of how
crucial this aspect of life is.
Above all else in life is your happiness and the pursuit of your goals. You ALWAYS come first.
Period.
Society is truly out of touch with this concept stemming from the advent of new technology
constantly feeding our minds. It has become a habitual necessity and everywhere you go you will find
people on their phones. I am guilty of it and so are you.
Technology herds our attention like a shepherd herds sheep. We are prisoners to a screen. I’m not
here to preach stop using technology, I’m here to provide perspective on how you are robbing
yourself of the level of self-inflection it requires to attain your goals.
Technology is a vehicle to be used to propel yourself forward. Key word, vehicle, but if you are not
aware of this, it becomes the driver. Give up that control, not just to technology, but to anything and
anyone, and you will wake up another sheep of society.
Are you happy just being another cog in the wheel?
That’s what I thought.
Learn to be alone.
Learn to think.
Time is either your biggest asset or your biggest liability. Every second that passes determines your
fate. You are either in control of your destiny, or time will control it for you.
Those who possess the skill of being alone, devoid of distraction, are those in control of their destiny.
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TIL that Ulysses S. Grant not only created the Department of
Justice, he also supported the Fifteenth Amendment and asked
Congress to pass the Civil Rights Act of 1871, allowing him to
combat and prosecute the Ku Klux Klan.
28 upvotes | July 3, 2018 | by remerbernoto | Link | Reddit Link
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Slavery Never Ended in America: It Still Exists in Family
Courts
28 upvotes | February 7, 2018 | by Rugby11 | Link | Reddit Link
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Is it right or righteous to cut ties?
28 upvotes | December 20, 2013 | by Wanttoknownew | Link | Reddit Link

After reading "just say no" it hit me; a past relationship gone awry (bent over backwards for her,
friendzoned for 2+ yrs, once I say no her life is a burden etc.) has become very realistic to me and my
experiences. She still tries and tries to stay in my life (she's gorgeous but trouble) I got so aggravated
with my experiences that I'm considering calling her to tell her how inhumane and valueless as a
biprodict of the planet earth she has always been to me and all her friends and just end everything; if I
command+shift+del the trash can of a bad relationship, is this the right or righteous thing for me to
do? A big morals vs. ethics issue for me personally, but nothing will get my wasted money, time and
love back. Sorry to post personal relationship problems to this thread but I think it can cover all
aspects; friends, women, employers, etc
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What are some good movies that depict how to become a man?
28 upvotes | November 3, 2014 | by GanjaSmoker420HaloXX | Link | Reddit Link

One that comes to my mind is Good Will Hunting. What do you guys recommend?
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5 Insecure Behaviors Confident Men Don’t Do
28 upvotes | September 21, 2015 | by delasjefe | Link | Reddit Link

http://www.howtobeast.com/5-insecure-behaviors-confident-men-dont-do/
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How to fix "rape culture": Teach women not to throw their
babies in the dumpster
28 upvotes | April 12, 2016 | by bigeyedbunny | Link | Reddit Link
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How to Blast Away the Left's Attacks on Manliness
28 upvotes | November 24, 2016 | by [deleted] | Link | Reddit Link

http://www.americanthinker.com/articles/2016/11/how_to_blast_away_the_lefts_attacks_on_manline
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You Need To Be In The Top 20% Of Men To Experience
Sexual Success
28 upvotes | November 17, 2017 | by Rugby11 | Link | Reddit Link

http://www.returnofkings.com/136128/you-need-to-be-in-the-top-20-of-men-to-experience-sexual-su
ccess
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Day 2 - Your new workout plan, start it.
27 upvotes | January 15, 2013 | by redpillschool | Link | Reddit Link

If you don't already have a muscle building exercise, this will become your new workout plan. Expect
to do this three days a week. No excuses.
Beginners start here:
http://www.aworkoutroutine.com/the-beginner-weight-training-workout-routine/
Workout A
Squats
3 sets of 8-10 reps.
2 minutes rest between sets.
Bench Press
3 sets of 8-10 reps.
2 minutes rest between sets.
Rows
3 sets of 8-10 reps.
2 minutes rest between sets.
Workout B
Deadlifts
3 sets of 8-10 reps.
2 minutes rest between sets.
Pull-Ups (or Lat Pull-Downs)
3 sets of 8-10 reps.
2 minutes rest between sets.
Overhead Shoulder Press
3 sets of 8-10 reps.
2 minutes rest between sets.
Required reading
Before the end of this week, you must obtain a copy of The Manipulated Man by Esther Vilar It's
available on Amazon. There's a free pdf floating around somewhere too if you're good at google.
Do these things.
If anybody has other workout plans they want to share, please do so here.
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Man Tip Post-Tuesday: Bourbon
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"Trying is Paradoxical"
27 upvotes | October 24, 2014 | by MonkModeThrowaway | Link | Reddit Link

I'm halfway through a 1-year long planned monk mode. Losing weight (lost 60 out of a goal of 125
lbs so far), eating right, going to the gym, getting talk therapy, narrowed my social circle to only the
couple of actual winners among them, who can comprehend what I'm doing and support me doing it.
I quit drugs and booze, I'm learning meditation, reading from TRP's reading list - the whole bit.
Anyway women are not on the agenda right now, because I'm trying to be all about self-improvement
and increasing my self-worth. But as it happens, I started talking with this girl at the gym who I see
there pretty much every week, and because I am in "monk mode" I wasn't really giving a shit or
trying at all.
After a couple of weeks of this, I started to get vibes from this girl, started to think "hey maybe my
not-giving-a-shit is working" and that maybe I should go for it with this girl.
Instant fail.
As soon as I had that thought, my mindset shifted, and suddenly I did start giving a shit. The
following week I found myself trying too hard all of a sudden. My old patterns re-asserted themselves
immediately. And I could tell, between one meeting and the next, the vibe was different. She was
turned off by this version of myself.
So that was last week. After a bit of soul searching, I remembered that I am only halfway through my
monk year - I don't need this shit right now, and why the fuck am I trying anyway? (Which is a big
improvement over the negative self-talk I would have given myself in the past: what's wrong with
me, why doesn't she like me, bla bla bla.)
OK so I was back at the gym today, back to not giving a shit, and guess what? She was back to
seeming interested again. That quickly, you can go from good to bad, and back to good again. And
you know what else - I don't really care. I mean I enjoy the interactions with her, practicing my social
skills, but I'm just not going to concern myself for even one second about any outcome at all. It just is
not - I cannot allow it to be - important to me.
Told my friend this story, and his reply was as pithy as it was profound: "Trying is paradoxical".
He was exactly right. Trying to get the thing, that is the exact thing that will prevent you from
getting the thing you're trying to get.
I will have to try and remember this lesson 6 months from now, when I have reached my goals and
my monk mode year is over. I'm just not in that place yet. And if she's no longer on my radar by that
time, so be it. There are plenty of others.
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Got my life on track. Now I will use mm to become great.
27 upvotes | December 3, 2014 | by jeezydasnowman | Link | Reddit Link

Tl;Dr I'm lazy and will use monk mode to overcome it.
You can check my post history to see how I discovered trp and my background pre-rp. Since
swallowing I have

increased partner count from 3 to 8.
stopped smoking pot, going on 6 months
stopped giving fucks, no seeking validation. Basically I've shut the fuck up, asking leading
questions only and only providing anecdote once they are finished speaking. Result - promotion
at work, lots of validation from men and women even though I don't need it.

In spite of all this I have failed spectacularly in other areas. I have stopped lifting, got minor oneitis
for a girl who I thought was special cuz she wanted to take it slow (turned out she was lez), and have
stopped being productive in my free time, choosing to fap/watch YouTube/play vidya instead of
hitting the gym and starting a huge project I really want to do but am intimidated by the work and
potential of failure. I also haven't gone out in months, "saving my money".
I've seen some really high quality posts lately, fr's of men challenging themselves and rising from just
swallowing to an active rp lifestyle. This is what I want. I want to wake up early and work out, eat
healthy meals I cooked myself, and wear good clothes. I want to have projects and investments. I
want to not only stoic and indifferent, but also charasmatic and inspirational. I want to take my life to
the next level.
To do this I am entering my first monk mode. The concept scares the hell out of me tbh, denial is
definitely not a buzzword in my vocabulary. But if not now, when? I have an opportunity to kick my
life into high gear right now and yes its scary but its also extremely exciting. I can do this.

internet fuckery limited to an hour a day. This includes YouTube, red dit, and twitch.
no vidya. I'm cutting that shit cold turkey. This one's gonna be a bitch.
nofap for 5 days at a time to get into natural t cycle.
reread the sidebar, and rp books from my kindle app
lift 5 times a week in the mornings before work from 6:00 - 6:30. Buy and read starting
strength.
go out on saturdays, practice night approach and social graces.
start a diary, and a rp archive of especially poignant material
outline and procure materials for my project.
get a 3 new complete outfits for christmas

I will update periodically as successes and failures come my way. Mm will be over February 1st.
Really thankful I found trip and excited about the next step in my journey.
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How to activate your killer instinct
27 upvotes | August 25, 2015 | by ChuckFreeman | Link | Reddit Link

http://alphanextdoor.com/how-to-activate-your-killer-instinct/
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What are some good podcasts about social skills, manhood and
related stuff?
27 upvotes | April 11, 2016 | by phoenix2194 | Link | Reddit Link

I just started listening to podcasts and I need some recommendations from you guys. Like art of
manliness, art of charm.
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The Catalogue of everyday anti-men shaming tactics
27 upvotes | May 28, 2016 | by bigeyedbunny | Link | Reddit Link
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The State of Male Friendships
27 upvotes | June 9, 2016 | by Dreamspitter | Link | Reddit Link

I have heard people talk about the decline in close male friendship. Here's a little of what one article
had to say on the matter:
http://perfectedman.com/content.php?174-The-Decline-of-Male-Friendships

Women who demand all of a man's attention and become jealous of his male friends have
hurt male closeness. Women today often require that the man they are dating or married to
spend every passing minute with them. They forbid their guy to have a bowling night out, a
weekly card game, a Monday Night Football get together, or a hunting or fishing trip. They
certainly won't allow the man in their life to take a vacation with his friends. They do not
allow their man to be a member of a social fraternity such as the Free Masons or Moose
Lodge. They often monopolize every moment of a man's life, which results in the man
having a void of male relationships.

The evolution of the gay community has pretty much destroyed any sort of male intimacy
that men of the past used to share. Men used to sit together with their arms around each
other. They were not afraid to touch each other or sit close to one another. Today, men are
hesitant to display affection to one another because they are afraid of being labeled as gay.

I will mostly agree with this. I can remember several times, in highschool English, where it came up -
a story or some piece of literature featuring two close male friends (usually from the 19th or early
20th century). They share a heartfelt moment together in the story. And inevitably in the class
discussion somebody asks
"So uh...are these dudes gay or something?"
I know this to be a result of the modern perspective, and certainly wouldnt have been seen that way in
the times they were written. I don't think the mere existence of the gay community has done this, as
much as the fear of labels. I can say this is tremendously important, because when men can't have
close friendships -where else do they go but to their girlfriends? The thing is, the relationships are
very different, and there's stuff a man needs that he won't find there.
Now, the above article also says

In this day and age, everything seems to be more important than relationships. Friendships
are often bumped down the list by anything and everything.

So what is replacing them?
The following article takes a this perspective:
http://www.mensjournal.com/magazine/do-men-suck-at-friendship-20140422

The capacity of men to combat loneliness – and improve their health – by building strong
friendships seems to be steadily eroding. Cambridge, Massachusetts, professors Jacqueline
Olds and Richard S. Schwartz, writing in The Lonely American: Drifting Apart in the
Twenty-First Century, point to a current tendency among adults to build stronger, more
intimate marriages at the expense of almost all other social connections.
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But looking at the state of marriage today, and ask yourself -are marriages really more intimate and
are they worth giving up your friends? Then there's the question of who are your friends. You might
have well over 1000 "friends" on facebook, or some other social media -but how many of those
people are just acquaintances you know little or nothing about? Is redefining "friend" actually hurting
real friendship?
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Scientific studies prove that Tinder is ruining men's self-esteem
27 upvotes | September 14, 2016 | by bigeyedbunny | Link | Reddit Link

https://youtu.be/smc1TDoESYI
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I was bullied as a kid, it made me beta bitch.
27 upvotes | December 7, 2016 | by delux_bg | Link | Reddit Link

So i just watched this video of julien https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DYtE7hYiVyA and i
realized a lot.
I was bullied in high school, i was bullied by my family, i was bulllied my entire childhood....
I was told my opinion doesn't matter, i was told to act certain way, i was told to shut up, i was told i
wouln't be sucessfull, i was told i'll end up working as a street cleaner... i can go on.
I never saw anything positive or motivating from the people around me. Basically, people around me
fucked me up and fucked my mindset up. I am 20 years old now, but this shit still affects my life.
How the fuck do i rewire myself and build true confidence?
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Millennial loneliness poll: 22 percent say they have “no friends”
27 upvotes | August 7, 2019 | by Rugby11 | Link | Reddit Link

Millennial loneliness poll: 22 percent say they have “no friends”
17 points•9 comments•submitted 5 months ago by AndrewHeard to r/Maps_of_Meaning
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Why It's Not OK to Hate Men - Quillette
27 upvotes | August 22, 2018 | by Rugby11 | Link | Reddit Link

https://quillette.com/2018/08/15/why-its-not-ok-to-hate-men/
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25 REAL Reasons Why You Should Weight Lift
27 upvotes | June 25, 2018 | by silverleafy | Link | Reddit Link

https://www.rawdynamicstrength.com/rds-realm/25-reasons-why-you-should-weight-lift?home
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Evidence From Norway Shows Gender Quotas Don't Work For
Women
27 upvotes | March 14, 2018 | by Rugby11 | Link | Reddit Link

http://thefederalist.com/2018/03/13/evidence-from-norway-shows-gender-quotas-dont-work-for-wom
en/#.WqkX5bmBXAY.twitter
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Males at risk: 'Boy crisis' of identity jeopardizes America's
future
26 upvotes | April 7, 2019 | by Rugby11 | Link | Reddit Link

Males at risk: 'Boy crisis' of identity jeopardizes America's future
42 points•2 comments•submitted 9 months ago by AndrewHeard to r/Maps_of_Meaning
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How To Sweep A Girl Off Her Feet (Without Being A Beta-
Male)
26 upvotes | July 8, 2018 | by Socialinception | Link | Reddit Link

https://redpilltheory.com/2018/07/07/how-sweep-a-girl-off-her-feet-without-being-a-beta-male/
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Why The War On Men Is Hurting Everyone
26 upvotes | May 4, 2018 | by Rugby11 | Link | Reddit Link

https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2018-05-02/why-war-men-hurting-everyone
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Be Careful About The Information You Consume, False Facts
Create False Realities
26 upvotes | May 12, 2021 | by WekiTheDragon13 | Link | Reddit Link

https://thewolfwithkeyboard.wordpress.com/2021/05/12/be-careful-of-the-information-you-consume-
false-facts-create-false-realities/
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Goal: Emergency Fund
26 upvotes | February 4, 2014 | by [deleted] | Link | Reddit Link

With money comes freedom. Freedom to ask that special someone out on a spontaneous date.
Freedom to eat better. Freedom to afford the nicer things in life. Freedom to enforce your
wants/desires onto your surroundings. Freedom to not have a busted transmission get put on your
credit card for %23 interest. For many of us, our financial education is lacking. We make the same
small mistakes that hobble us financially. This is a starter guide for getting the beginnings of an
Emergency Fund. If you have access go read Dave Ramsey's book. The guy is a bit preachy but he
spells things out better than I do.

Face the facts that you are making money mistakes. It sucks to realize that you throw money1.
away on things you don't really need because you are too lazy to do things the right way or too
bored/lonely to find enjoyment doing free/cheaper activities. You are going to have to change
how you do things and it'll be painful. We spend too much money on things we want cause it
fills an emptiness. We spend too little money on things we need and miss opportunities to set
ourselves up better in the future.
Track your expenses and income. I recommend signing up for Mint to make tracking easier.2.
You can do this with pen and paper. The main thing is you need to without fail know where
every dollar you make or spend is going. Do this for a month or two. Get a feel for how much
you spend on things that you need. (Rent, gas, utilities) Then get a feel for how much you
spend on things you want. (Xbox Live, eating out, smokes)
Now that you know what you spend your money on pick a bank to open a savings account. You3.
will make shit for interests. Doesn't matter. This is a place to put an emergency fund at so the
focus is on saftey and access. The bank you already use for your checking account is your best
bet. If not then Capital One 360 is a good option. Hell, if you can't do that then an envelope in
your sock drawer will do at first. The key here is to have money segregated off from your day
to day money. This will be your emergency fund. It funds things that you NEED not things that
you WANT.
Look at your budget, specifically your wants. The shit that you spend money on and have4.
nothing to show for. You tired of being a fat fuck then shut down xbox live so you aren't sitting
on your sofa. That fucking frappuccino you get everyday, fuck that. Going eat out for lunch 5
days a week, screw that. Find one thing and reduce it. Maybe eliminate it all together. But find
one nice to have thing and trim it back. Take that money each week and put it into your
emergency fund. For me it was eating out 5 days a week for lunch. Decided I was gonna scale
back to just 3 days a week. So every paycheck I put 40$ into my emergency fund.
Now you've just cut something out of your life that you did get some enjoyment. Time to find a5.
replacement. If eating out was your thing then cook a meal and pack your lunch. Going out for
drinks was it? Then still go but scale back to water/coke for the first few rounds. Make
accommodations so you aren't a fucking monk. Focus on doing things that you enjoy that help
build you into a better person. Take a fucking walk. Go to a bookstore and read. Hell, go to the
library and read for free. Watch some TED Talks. Learn a skill. Whatever it is, make it
something that builds you up and not something that wastes your time. This activity needs to
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have some net positive result on you besides making you feel better.
Your primary goal is to get at least $1000 in your emergency fund. That's the magical point that6.
many financial advisors preach. It'll take time. At $80 a month it took me a year. You'll have
shit come up. No one can make you not touch this money. Just fucking remember to spend it on
things you NEED not things you WANT. If you can still go to work and have a roof over your
head without spending that money then it is a WANT not a NEED.
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Go create something.
26 upvotes | May 31, 2014 | by [deleted] | Link | Reddit Link

The act of creation is a powerful one. So much of your external status of being a man is going to be
your ability to create value. Whether it is your job, kids, or other things. But not all creations have to
be big. Go find something small that you want to build. Do it for yourself.
Here is my recent creation. Decided that I was going to make a batch of White House Honey Ale in
honor of Memorial Day/Fourth of July. No beer tastes finer than the beer you've made yourself.
Some Pics
History of the recipe
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Don't Give Up...Don't Ever Give Up.
26 upvotes | July 17, 2014 | by bobbybluepill | Link | Reddit Link
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Awesome Motivational Video feat. Elliot Hulse, Alan Watts,
and Joe Rogan.
26 upvotes | July 23, 2014 | by trip812 | Link | Reddit Link

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sfptYDoxtNM
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Two great lessons I have learned from a great man.
26 upvotes | February 9, 2015 | by AmericanNazi | Link | Reddit Link

I have come across this man named Jim Rohn on youtube. There are dozens of his videos on there
and I highly recommend watching them all more than once. After watching around 10 hours or so of
his presentations this is what stood out the most.
Lesson #1: You can be a hard worker but that doesn't mean your hard on yourself. It's easy to be
called a good/hard worker if you put the time and effort in. How many times have you ever heard
someone say, "He works hard on himself." ? Most likely never..... The moral of lesson #1 is to take
the time out and ask yourself what can I do to make myself a better person? Maybe it's walking an
hour a day, lifting weights, going on that diet you have been talking about, or reading a good book.
You decide!
Lesson #2: Take Responsibility. You can blame anyone you'd like. The man, parents, bullies,
women...whoever you like. Though those people may/have effected you, it's your duty as a man to
persevere or as Hal Moore said," There is always one more thing you can do." Regardless at the end
of the day you'll still be in the same position you are if you don't take responsibility. Mr.Rohn said,
"The day you take responsibility is the day you become a man." So today after 20x years I believe I
have just become a man.
So have you taken responsibility? Cheers!
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Increase your Power
26 upvotes | June 12, 2015 | by MrFicks | Link | Reddit Link

Goals alone don't work.
Develop a system for increasing power instead.
Power in this context is the amount of control you have over your OWN life.
Follow these steps:
1. Get a notebook/journal
2. Create the following chart for each day of the week.
Pain >->->->->->-> Power
3. At the end of the day, mark where you fell on the Pain to Power chart.
Notice that there are seven arrows on the chart. If you felt completely in control all day long and were
able to get all of your needs met, you would color in the 7th arrow on the chart. Your score for the
day would be "7".
A "7" should be super difficult to achieve. Like maybe you beat Lebron 1-on-1, got promoted from
the mailroom to VP, or hooked up with Minka Kelly. OK, maybe not that difficult, but it should be
something that is very hard to attain.
If you did not feel in control during the day, allowed yourself to be manipulated, or regret not doing
something, you would fill in an arrow closer to the Pain side. Maybe a 2 or 3.
4. At the end of the week, average your daily scores to come up with a score for the week. Record it
in your notebook. Each week, focus on improving this score.
For example:
Week 1: 4.33.
Week 2: 4.77.
Week 3: 5.01.
Week 4: 4.55.
Week 5: 3.25.
Week 6: 4.52.
Week 7: 5.55.
Week 8: 6.25.
Why this works:
The only way you can feel more powerful is by taking control of your OWN life. To take control, you
need to start putting yourself into situations that normally you would shy away from (like asking for a
raise, approaching women, confronting someone when you normally would just keep your mouth
shut, etc.).
After doing this for a few days, you start to look forward to situations that will allow you to increase
your power score for the day.
For example, if you see a woman at the bar that you are attracted to, and you don't approach her, you
feel that regret for the rest of the night and the next day as well. This would cause you to have a low
score (Pain) for the day.
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If you approach her instead, you feel in control. Even if you get rejected (or laughed at!) you will be
able score higher for the day. You have confronted one of your fears. You were in control and that
gives you power. Increasing your score day after day becomes addictive.
Remember, Regret = Pain and Rejection = Power.
After a few weeks, you will find that you need to do more to feel more powerful. You may need to
start approaching women during the day when you are sober. You may need to sit your boss down
and ask for a promotion. However, you won't be scared (still anxious, but not scared).
Apply this system to your overall goals of improving as a man. Mix in weightlifting, career,
educational and social goals. You'll find the days that you are taking action to improve yourself are
the days you will feel most powerful. And make sure you face your fears! Nothing is more powerful!
This post was heavily inspired by Dr. Susan Jeffers "Feel the Fear and Do it Anyway". Dr. Jeffers
developed the Pain to Power chart and concept. I highly recommend that you read this book!
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Sleeping with a lot of average women is easy. Becoming better
so that better women want you takes a lot of time and
discipline.
26 upvotes | August 4, 2015 | by [deleted] | Link | Reddit Link

Today I took the day off and just vegged out alone. It has been 3-4 months since I really just had a
day off. I don't really want a day off ever again.
I've been thinking about all the women I have been with just in the last couple weeks and how I still
do not feel satisfied. Just a year ago I was so incredibly unhappy, stuck in a shit LTR, treated like a
beta by all, weak, etc... I have come far but also I am not satisfied.
I want to become stronger faster, richer faster, better faster. I could sleep with thousands of women if
I just keep doing what I did this month but what I really want is to be better than I was yesterday.
And I am barely if at all better than I was 1 month ago.
Sleeping with women/many women isn't important. Being a great man is what is important.
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Why noone should identify as a feminist
26 upvotes | January 4, 2017 | by cryobabe | Link | Reddit Link

https://areomagazine.com/2016/12/29/why-i-no-longer-identify-as-a-feminist/
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Girls are attracted to men who defy their expectations without
remorse or apology.
26 upvotes | August 15, 2017 | by Rugby11 | Link | Reddit Link

https://heartiste.wordpress.com/2017/08/15/female-hotness-is-inversely-proportional-to-female-gratit
ude/
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There Are Two Definitions of Creepy And Why Physical
Attractiveness Is Important to Avoid "Harassment"
Allegations
26 upvotes | September 30, 2018 | by adam7000 | Link | Reddit Link

Introduction
Growing up, I barely had game when it came to women. I was skinny as fuck. I wasn't very confident
and I was awkward as hell. This also meant that my conversation skills when it came to dealing with
women weren't very great and somehow, I gained this reputation for being a creeper. Now, I will say
that there were time where I did do some creepy things simply because I lacked social skills.
However, the other part of the reason that I was often labeled creepy wasn't exactly because of my
creepy actions.
Body
Whenever other guys were talking to these women that would say that I was creepy was either
physically attractive or very charming and charismatic. I was neither of those. Now that I look back
after taking the red pill in college and learning game with women, I came to a realization. Now that
we're in this #MeToo era, a man's attractiveness and charm can either be considered "flirting" or
"harassment" when it comes to approaching and talking to women.
The screenshot that you see in the link below shows why it's entirely important for all men to learn
game and begin working on their looks and fixing up their conversation skills. It actually came from
a young lady that follows me on Twitter and someone I'm slightly cool with. It's truly wild because
women are always complaining about men judging them based on their looks but are QUICK to call
it harassment when an ugly guy tries to spit game at them. This type of shit can ruin a man's life just
simply because of him being ugly. Let's be real, if a guy was extremely attractive and had some real
charm, she wouldn't give a shit about how well he knows her. That's why I'm really taking some of
these #MeToo accusations with a massive grain of salt.
Close
How to avoid getting falsely accused of being "creepy" or bullshit "harassment" allegations? Get on
game and get a proper fitness routine together. Currently, I'm doing CrossFit to cut down my body fat
since I've been only lifting heavy. Take the way you dress seriously. Work on developing your frame
and the masculine energy that creates and ignites that genuine desire in a woman. When a woman has
genuine desire to fuck you, it doesn't matter how long you've known her as the women states in the
screenshot below. It's more important now than ever considering the climate that we're currently in.
Take care gentlemen.
https://www.trp.red/images/f5f84a75b10813bc591da65927876a20.png
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Day 5 - Break up with your friend girl
25 upvotes | January 18, 2013 | by redpillschool | Link | Reddit Link

Today is your last day to obtain a copy of The Manipulated Man. It's easy to find if you google for a
pdf.
Today's task: Break up with a friend girl. No, not girlfriend. I mean friend girl.
Take a look at day 3. Remember that woman from the article that just kept Mike on beta orbiter status
so he'd do things for her?
We all have that friend girl in our lives, on facebook, at work, somewhere.
Today's task: Ask her out romantically. Be clear. "Hey, let's go on a date."
If she says no, or fails to respond, it's time to cut ties. You knew she wasn't any good for you, it's time
to be realistic about this.
Obviously no need for fanfare to break up. You don't need to tell her you're cutting her off. Just make
the decision and stick to it.
This is about realizing what value people give you.

If you don't have anybody like this in your life, congrats, you've passed Day 5.
If you are currently in a relationship, do this anyway, but then decline to follow through on the
date.

We are now ensuring that your relationships are in your frame, not theirs. It's time to ditch the
relationships, platonic or not, that are not in your frame.
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How do you respond when people mock you?
25 upvotes | October 23, 2015 | by cuckoo22 | Link | Reddit Link

Dealing with insults is simple enough, because you are faced with something you can respond to/
criticise. But with mocking, its kind of subtle and indirect, so its difficult to react to. This is one of
the departments I'm weak in, so i'd be interested to see anyones ideas.
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What are some good books or websites that made u a 'man'?
25 upvotes | November 23, 2015 | by phoenix2194 | Link | Reddit Link
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What habits should a 15y/o implement?
25 upvotes | April 3, 2016 | by Redditor007-007-365 | Link | Reddit Link

Hello guys, Just read the post about bad advice: having fun when you are young. You said we should
work on building a good foundation.
I'm 15 years old and wasted quite a lot of my time playing video games or surfing the web(since
years). But I'm quite lucky and didn't failed at school and also having a decent social life. But I just
didn't build any hobbies or habits, as I'm gamed so much. I already stopped playing games a few days
ago.
But I know I have great potential as I'm quite intelligent, good looking and socially good connecting.
I want to life up to my fullest potential.
But I seriously don't know where to start, as I have do work at so many things. Could you help me
making a plan or something?
I'm very happy that I'm so aware and want to change at such a young age with 15, but I don't want to
waste anymore time.
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Powerful 3 min video about true equality
25 upvotes | June 23, 2016 | by bigeyedbunny | Link | Reddit Link

http://youtu.be/vNErQFmOwq0
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Fuck Politics: Take a Gang Mentality
25 upvotes | April 11, 2017 | by OzProud92 | Link | Reddit Link

As the ‘anti-establishment’ or ‘anti-globalist’ Donald Trump backflips on his promise to end US
intervention in foreign wars and foreign regimes, it has become clear that his supporters were sold a
lie.
Here is a quote from Trump back in December last year:
“We will pursue a new foreign policy that finally learns from the mistakes of the past. We will stop
looking to topple regimes and overthrow governments. Our goal is stability not chaos.
In our dealings with other countries we will seek shared interests where ever possible and pursue a
new era of peace and understanding and goodwill”.
...
We wanted to believe in a movement that would put an end to our brothers dying for foreign interests
and instead focus our resources on the homeland.
This is not the case.
It’s now obvious the globalist elite are far too powerful and will control nations and ‘its leaders’ until
the end of time. We need to end the worship and the faith we put into our politicians, no matter how
convincing they are on the campaign trail.
Trump was our last bastion of hope in the fight against globalism. However, the recent Syrian
airstrikes prove all is lost. Not even self-funded billionaires are able to escape the big money and
(((foreign))) interests of the elite. What will he backflip on next? Immigration and Trade.
So what is the answer for patriotic men who still feel disenfranchised by western governments and its
political process?
Answer: The Gang
It’s time for men to return to our most primal nature and operate within the tribal framework.
I don’t mean we throw away our iPhones and return to living in caves with spears (although, that
does sound fun). Rather, we make a spiritual and philosophical shift in how we think about
communities.
Perhaps our identity should no longer derive from the country on our passport. When corruption is so
blatant and the will of the people so clearly ignored, how is it possible to feel connected to a nation?
Whether it’s the leftist educational system or fake media, western cultural values have been stripped
via self-loathing and guilt. You couple this feminism and an immigration policy that imports
conflicting cultures onto our shores, what do we have left to believe in?
Humans were never designed to live in a society of millions anyway.
We need strong men to form tribes of their own values and ideals. Men who can finally believe in
something greater than themselves again. Men who feel the freedom and authority of self-
determination.
I feel indifferent to national and international politics because the public can no longer affect real
change.
Come together as brothers and take responsibility for what you CAN control.
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Take responsibility for the well-being of your gang.
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Opinions of Other | A Stoic’s Guide to Not Giving a Fuck
25 upvotes | January 8, 2020 | by WekiTheDragon13 | Link | Reddit Link

https://thewolfwithkeyboard.wordpress.com/2020/01/08/opinions-of-other-a-stoics-guide-to-not-givi
ng-a-fuck/
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Book of Pook
25 upvotes | July 6, 2019 | by Rugby11 | Link | Reddit Link

https://bookofpook.neocities.org/TheBookofPook.pdf
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Being What You Say You are | A Stoic’s Guide to Integrity
25 upvotes | April 22, 2020 | by WekiTheDragon13 | Link | Reddit Link

https://thewolfwithkeyboard.wordpress.com/2020/04/21/being-what-you-say-you-are-a-stoics-guide-t
o-integrity/
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A judge sides with parents and rules their 30-year-old-son must
move out
25 upvotes | May 23, 2018 | by remerbernoto | Link | Reddit Link

A judge sides with parents and rules their 30-year-old-son must move out
34,460 points•3,332 comments•submitted 2 years ago by Annahsbananas to r/nottheonion
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How to be emotionally strong? I cry when I get emotionally
stressed which I find very stupid but I don't have a control.
25 upvotes | June 15, 2021 | by panchee29 | Link | Reddit Link

I am 29 male and have always lived with my parents. I find myself emotionally weak. I can't face
stressful situations. It's not that I am afraid of it, I know what I am going through mentally, but I end
up crying (at least my throat aches and feel so emotional).
I find it really annoying that being a "man" this happens to me.
I have switched my jobs 2 times now, was doing it third time, for a better opportunity, I felt like
crying while talking to my supervisor. I didn't like this fact and what a stupid unknown reason that I
turned emotional. I wonder even I'm aware I don't have to cry, I end up crying.
As high school kid too, whenever I fought, I fought and cried.
How should I bring a change in me? I want to be emotionally strong and stop crying (happens
occasionally once in 3 years usually).
.
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How Hard Work Makes Times of Rest and Repose Sweeter
24 upvotes | September 21, 2020 | by WekiTheDragon13 | Link | Reddit Link

https://strivecamp.wordpress.com/2020/09/20/how-hard-work-makes-times-of-rest-and-repose-sweet
er/
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How To Be Charming Person Everywhere: 16 Psychological
Strategies
24 upvotes | December 31, 2019 | by przemkas | Link | Reddit Link

https://perfect24hours.com/how-to-be-charming/
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The Existential Fear of men
24 upvotes | March 22, 2019 | by Rugby11 | Link | Reddit Link

https://therationalmale.com/2019/03/20/the-existential-fear-men/
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I. Don’t. Care. – Jack Donovan
24 upvotes | September 2, 2018 | by Rugby11 | Link | Reddit Link

http://www.jack-donovan.com/axis/2018/06/i-dont-care/
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How i quit porn
24 upvotes | May 29, 2020 | by Rugby11 | Link | Reddit Link

https://edlatimore.com/how-to-quit-porn/
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How To Improve Social Skills: 20 Tips To Be More Confident
24 upvotes | July 28, 2020 | by przemkas | Link | Reddit Link

https://perfect24hours.com/how-to-improve-social-skills/
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What would you like to improve or get better at?
24 upvotes | August 23, 2021 | by MasteryOrder | Link | Reddit Link

I am putting together an idea, something to aim at, and a place to share useful knowledge and
experience (only YouTube at the moment but the website will be done by end of the year as well),
that will put focus on pursuing excellence with the goal of serving others.
Since it will be built from a man's perspective, I am curious to know what topics would be interesting
for you, the men reading this.
Currently, I am focusing on sharing ideas about fundamental principles that every man should
embody (having a good character, keeping your word, having integrity, building good habits, and so
on), but with time the themes will vary a bit more.
I have a background in sports and nutrition (20+ years in track&field, football, and
powerlifting/weightlifting), engineering and IT (10+ years), management, and time management (15
years) and I am also married for more than a decade. I will put my knowledge and experience in the
service of this idea and I would like to ask you, what topics would be interesting for you.
Let me know what kind of topics would you like to learn about and what are you trying to improve in
your own life so that I can do my best to share my knowledge with you.
All the best to you!
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A Simple Workout to Get You Started
24 upvotes | August 21, 2013 | by redpillschool | Link | Reddit Link

http://puerarchy.com/2013/08/21/a-simple-workout-to-get-you-started/
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Boost your intelligence and focus with a low cost nootropic
stack: L-Theanine, Creatine, O-3, Caffeine.
24 upvotes | October 4, 2013 | by [deleted] | Link | Reddit Link

http://www.thumotic.com/2013/04/09/the-entry-level-nootropic-stack/
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Month 1 Challenge: Increase your bench by 15%
24 upvotes | February 4, 2014 | by GaiusScaevolus | Link | Reddit Link

This year, RPS and I decided to change our format from the somewhat ad hoc format we've been
using to a monthly challenge format. Like the name implies, each month we will issue a specific
challenge. The posts during that month, with the exception of a weekly AskBaM thread, should
pertain to the topic being discussed. (Eg. This month's challenge is increasing your bench 15%, so all
posts should be strength or fitness related)

Hear's a simple workout from BaM Day 2 to get you started;
Beginners start here:
http://www.aworkoutroutine.com/the-beginner-weight-training-workout-routine/
Workout A
Squats
3 sets of 8-10 reps.
2 minutes rest between sets.
Bench Press
3 sets of 8-10 reps.
2 minutes rest between sets.
Rows
3 sets of 8-10 reps.
2 minutes rest between sets.
Workout B
Deadlifts
3 sets of 8-10 reps.
2 minutes rest between sets.
Pull-Ups (or Lat Pull-Downs)
3 sets of 8-10 reps.
2 minutes rest between sets.
Overhead Shoulder Press
3 sets of 8-10 reps.
2 minutes rest between sets.
Any questions feel free to ask.
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Zinc: The Most Important Mineral for Men
24 upvotes | August 30, 2014 | by wakethfkupneo | Link | Reddit Link

http://strengthbysonny.com/zinc-important-mineral-men/
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I want to take the red pill
24 upvotes | July 30, 2015 | by betabluepillmuncher | Link | Reddit Link

I’m what you’d consider a beta male. Since young age I’ve struggled with social interaction. Always
had low self-esteem, not physically gifted in any way, not particularly good-looking, didn’t have the
nicest clothes, you get the picture. To make matters worse, I was bullied systematically. Even so,
didn’t really make much of it as a kid, I guess I just accepted being miserable as fuck as my reality.
However, when the hormones started kicking in, I started seeing life as a much darker picture. My
peers were experience the wonders of young love, exploring new things, fooling around with the girls
between classes – puberty seemed like a red carpet for them, while for me, it looked like a backdoor
on a shady alley. It made me miserable not having a piece of that cake. I craved human contact and
all I’d get to satisfy it was low resolution porn videos and pics. My first kiss was at 18, to my one and
only girlfriend so far. I’m now 21, I’m still a virgin, haven’t been in a relationship for two years, only
thing that changed is that porn is now HD streams over the Internet. Wanna now how my only
relationship ended? She friendzoned me. My own gf friendzoned me. I feel fucking pathetic thinking
about it. To spice things up, when I got to college, all ties I had with my high school colleagues were
pretty much lost. I soon realized that no one ever called me or texted me, nor I would get invited to
hang out, ever. I was left to find new friends on my own, and being the social retarded I am, you can
guess that didn’t work out too well. The supposed best years of my life are already gone, wasted. I’ve
since been diagnosed with depression, put on several drugs, saw multiple therapists and tried to
commit suicide at least twice. Nowadays, the only human contact I have is at work, and whenever
I’m not working I’m stuck at home doing nothing and feeling miserable about myself. I have nothing
to live for, no friends, no money, no passions, no life goals, nothing. My daily routine consists of
sleeping, working, jacking off and sit my ass at the computer burning my retinas out. Living the
dream. My parents don’t care, they barely talk to me even though we share the same house. I honestly
don’t blame them, my brothers came out just fine, I’m the fucked up one, why should they waste time
and energy on me? I want to end it all, I really do, and that’s where you come in. I have no idea how
and all the tips, tricks and hacks people often recommend all seem to boil down to pure snake oil. I
want solutions, not hacks, I want to take the red pill and take over my life, I want to hook up, I want
to make friends, I want to make people like me, I genuinely want to manipulate people into
befriending me because I know that at heart, I’m a cool guy to hang with, I know I can be a great
lover (yeah, my ex pretty much used me as a fuck doll, only thing is, there was no fucking for me), I
know I can be a great partner but I’m just carrying too much mental garbage to achieve the life I
want. I feel people who know me already perceive me as alpha, it’s just I get all the fame but none of
the profit because of my huge handicap. So please, tell me, how do I get the red pill, because I’m
seriously sick of shoving blue pills (and no, not those) down my throat. TLDR: I’m a failure at life,
have 0 friends, almost no experience with girls, feel miserable and I’m sick of it.
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Hard truths a d insights on bad women in best standup ever
from Bill Burr
24 upvotes | April 14, 2016 | by bigeyedbunny | Link | Reddit Link

http://youtu.be/x0gaYyNk7QA
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One more of the thousands daily proofs that feminists
constantly fight Against Equality
24 upvotes | June 19, 2016 | by bigeyedbunny | Link | Reddit Link
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How to be dominant with women, Part 4
24 upvotes | October 28, 2016 | by ChuckFreeman | Link | Reddit Link

http://alphanextdoor.com/dominant-women-part-4/
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Been an unconfident pussy my whole life. Got a promotion.
Need to man up. Please help.
24 upvotes | December 17, 2016 | by nolanite | Link | Reddit Link

Hey guys,
Anyone who helps on this -- allow me to thank you so much in advance. You have no idea how much
it means to me.
I was just promoted, and the new position starts in 2017. My own boss basically told me, in the nicest
way possible, to man the fuck up and stop it with the lack of confidence, etc.,
Bullying, and a shitty childhood are what caused the low self esteem and lack of confidence, but none
of that matters right now, because I need to cut it all right now.
The problem is that I don't know where to start. If you're wondering why I was promoted if that's
what I'm dealing with and my own boss already realizes it, it's because I worked very hard and
showed myself to be dependable and intelligent . . . but that doesn't mean I'm confident or that I have
good frame. I don't.
I need a "crash course" on manning the fuck up and turning my lack of self-esteem around. Yeah, I
know that's a handful, but I don't have a choice. T-minus 14 days and counting.
Any help on this would be greatly appreciated.
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One of The Most Important Qualities of a Leader is Discipline;
Read More Here
24 upvotes | June 12, 2017 | by donetff | Link | Reddit Link

https://manofmeaningblog.wordpress.com/2017/06/12/the-importance-of-discipline-in-a-mans-life/
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Marcus Aurelius: "Waste No More Time Arguing What A
Good Man Should Be. Be One."
24 upvotes | February 8, 2018 | by giraffelookalike | Link | Reddit Link

https://prints.dailystoic.com/products/marcus-aurelius-print
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The Rational Male (Audible edition)
24 upvotes | September 14, 2017 | by Rugby11 | Link | Reddit Link

https://www.audible.com/pd/Self-Development/The-Rational-Male-Audiobook/B01E61CYCA/ref=a
_search_c4_1_1_srTtl?qid=1505401808&sr=1-1
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How to build up your willpower?
23 upvotes | November 11, 2021 | by MasteryOrder | Link | Reddit Link

Regrets, unachieved objectives, and broken dreams all got one thing in common. Willpower. A lack
of and a need for. You have heard this word before in the speeches of the successful men you look up
to, but it probably seems for you like an abstraction. Something that some men were born with.
Something that seems intangible for you. Something you wish you had more of, but have no idea how
to get it.
If you want to know what willpower is, and more importantly how to build it for yourself and sustain
it for long periods of time, here are a few points that will help you achieve this.
WHAT IS WILLPOWER AND HOW CAN IT HELP YOU?
Willpower is a powerful energy source, and just like any other source of energy, it can be depleted,
strengthened, or conserved. If you wish to be the man who makes of himself and his life anything you
want them to be, you need to learn how to tap into this energy and harness it to make your visions a
reality.
Your strength as a man is measured by the strength of your will, the power you have in choosing your
direction, in choosing what you shall do. Willpower is nothing more than a mental energy that allows
you to direct your actions.
· Regulate your thoughts and emotions
Your thoughts and emotions cannot be controlled, but you can, through willpower, control how you
act on them, by putting the focus on what you want to think about while keeping unwelcomed ideas
at bay. You cannot force yourself to feel happy or sad, but you can decide to take action to change
how you feel. If you feel down, there is no reason to force a smile and fake your happiness, but you
can WILL yourself to go for a run and lift your spirits.
· Control your impulses with willpower
Even though there are ways to minimize the number of impulses that you have, by removing yourself
from situations that might trigger them, you do not have control over whether they pop in your head
or not. When the desire to eat a piece of cake while on a fat loss diet or the impulse of punching a guy
in the face for cutting you off pops in your head, willpower can help you regulate your reactions to
these impulses.
· Maintain or improve performance
If you were ever engaged in difficult projects or prepared for challenging competitions, you probably
faced many times situations in which the rational conclusion would have been to quit and give up.
Whether in sports, academia, or life itself, there are and will be moments that require you to focus
and concentrate when you are depleted of energy, to expend extra effort when you are exhausted, and
to try one more time when it seems that you have no tries left in you. In these types of moments,
willpower will be the thing that kicks in, and only through sheer willpower will you be able to still
stay on track and move forward.
WHAT DRAINS YOUR WILLPOWER?
Knowing all these, keep in mind that willpower is a finite resource and the less of it you have the
more inclined you are to make decisions that are not in line with your goals and objectives.
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Think of willpower as a muscle. If you do not use it, it becomes weak. If you want to strengthen it
you must exercise it enough so that it grows stronger. But if you exercise it too much without
recovering enough you will reach a point of failure.
Depleting your willpower is something you want to avoid, so the obvious question is “How do you
run out of willpower?”
Every time you have a desire or impulse that conflicts with your values and goals, you will need to
exercise self-control to keep yourself on track. Willpower acts as fuel for self-control, which means
the stronger the impulse and the harder it is to resist, the more of your willpower is burned up in the
fight.
The more willpower you will use on one decision, the less you will have to control other thoughts,
emotions, and actions. With time, as you run out of willpower, you will become hesitant when it
comes to risks or even making decisions, and you will begin to default to the easiest and safest option
in order to not expend any more mental energy, giving in to short-term impulses, even if these
choices conflict with your long term goals.
If you are in a willpower-depleted state, you will lack any drive and mental power to resist even the
smallest desire.
Understand that willpower is a force that, once you figure out how it works, you can become a master
of and learn how to strengthen and harness it while minimizing its destructive potential, so that it
serves you and your purposes.
HOW TO BUILD YOUR WILLPOWER?
There is only one way of building your willpower, and that is by working on any goal that exercises
self-control. Any task that will put your brain out of your comfort zone will strengthen your
willpower.
Whenever you try to change a habit, you deplete your willpower in the challenge, but, over time, the
strength of your willpower increases from these actions making it easier for you to take on bigger
tasks in the future.
Whether you are learning to write with your left hand, exercising early in the morning, or trying to
stop swearing you are increasing the endurance of your willpower. With any habit that you are trying
to implement, not only are you strengthening your willpower, but you also free up more of your
willpower for other tasks, because any decision that becomes habitual will eventually use little to no
willpower to make.
By building good habits for yourself, you will minimize the number of temptations in your life,
automating many of your actions and keeping your willpower tank full by spending less time
resisting desires and impulses.
HOW TO AVOID USING IT ON UNIMPORTANT THINGS?
Build your willpower, by getting out of your comfort zone, but also learn how to conserve it for the
things that are most important to you and not use it up foolishly on dumb and useless things.
Focus on having only one goal at a time. Understand that your willpower is not an infinite resource,
and the more you spend on one thing, the less you have for other things.
Define your goal clearly and specifically so that you can be sure exactly what you are aiming for
instead of burning out your willpower wondering around without any direction.
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Any challenge that you engage in will require change. Prepare in advance so that you make changes
during calm periods. Any extra stressor, any extra pressure will use away your willpower, leaving
you without enough of it to reach your main objective.
To remove the extra clutter from your brain, by making to-do lists. Any challenge will require you to
engage in multiple activities and do multiple tasks. Do not waste your willpower on remembering
everything that needs to be remembered. Put everything that is important on paper.
Whenever you plan to change your life around, it is easy to underestimate how challenging it will be
for you to resist temptations and impulses. Understand your temptations and impulses and create
emergency plans in advance so that when you are in the heat of the moment, close to giving in, that
option isn’t available for you anymore since it was decided upon earlier.
Throughout your days, you will be exercising your self-control by making decisions, which will drain
your willpower. Make sure you deal with the difficult tasks first, when your willpower tank is full
and fresh.
Whatever your goals and dreams are, remember that self-control is self-mastery. To be able to pursue
self-mastery, to achieve your life goals, and to chase character and virtue you must become the man
to whom the strength of his will is one of his vital qualities.
There will never be an accomplishment that could be measured next to the greatest accomplishment
of all – mastery of self. Regardless of the temptations that surround you, become the man that never
drifts away from his purpose.
Build your willpower and fuel your self-control so that you have the energy to steer your life in the
direction of your dreams.
All the best to you, reader!
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Vetting Women For Marriage
23 upvotes | November 14, 2019 | by Rugby11 | Link | Reddit Link

https://thefamilyalpha.com/vetting-for-marriage/
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Keeping The Fire Inside You Alive | How to Overcome
Demoralization and Nihilism [Stoic’s Guide]
23 upvotes | July 14, 2020 | by WekiTheDragon13 | Link | Reddit Link

https://thewolfwithkeyboard.wordpress.com/2020/07/14/keeping-the-fire-inside-you-alive-how-to-ov
ercome-demoralization-and-nihilism-stoics-guide/
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If you enjoyed the top post of all time on this thread "The best
advice about life and happiness you are ever gonna get..."
Here's some further reading.
23 upvotes | November 17, 2013 | by Feyerabendlolwut | Link | Reddit Link

The ethical point of view described there has actually been around for thousands of years under the
name "Stoicism". In fact the idea of "resigning" oneself to their situation, or what they are not free to
control, is directly from that philosophy.
Here are some links to some of the original authors on the topic.
http://classics.mit.edu/Epictetus/epicench.html Epictetus' Enchiridion
http://oll.libertyfund.org/index.php?option=com_staticxt&staticfile=show.php%3Ftitle=540&Itemid=
28 Cicero's three ethical pieces.
http://www.tripinsurancestore.com/4/on-the-shortness-of-life.pdf
http://www.scribd.com/doc/17323503/Seneca-Letters-from-a-Stoic A couple Seneca pieces.
http://mises.org/books/stoics.pdf A collection of excerpts from the wise old men.
IMO stoicism as a life style, so to speak, requires an understanding of some other ethical issues that
might arise if one actually practices it. These should help address some of those question you might
have if you're actively pursuing that kind of mental change.
Enjoy!
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Your Sickness Makes You Successful
23 upvotes | July 13, 2014 | by H3lius | Link | Reddit Link
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A reminder about how pornography can ruin your life and sex
drive
23 upvotes | September 22, 2014 | by [deleted] | Link | Reddit Link

http://yourbrainonporn.com/pornography-can-ruin-your-sex-life
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[32m] My life is a joke. Huge changes needed
23 upvotes | June 22, 2015 | by [deleted] | Link | Reddit Link

tl;dr - I'm 32 years old, still living at home, no qualifications or skills, long history of
anxiety/depression/low self-esteem. Was a virgin till age 27, gf of 4 years dumped me 18 months ago
and I've been pretty much obsessed with her ever since even though she moved on very quickly
(shock horror). I have huge rejection/abandonment issues and I am currently in counselling. But apart
from that...
I do not want or expect sympathy. I understand that the first step towards change is that I take full
responsibility for my shitty life. I have recently swallowed the red pill and fuck, does it hurt. My
entire worldview has been turned upside down and to be honest, I really fucking hate society and the
way things are going. Its affecting my ability to motivate myself at all right now.
My years of beta conditioning still make me crave a girlfriend intensely whilst I now rationally
understand what a waste of time it is. I am not getting laid, the only time I ever did was when I had a
relationship. I can't approach, I'm shy/introverted as fuck etc etc. The moment my ex put her panties
back on and walked out on me, I haven't had a sniff of pussy ever since. That was 18 months ago.
I have recently returned to the gym. I meditate. I am 6 weeks into nofap (my all time best streak). I
am going travelling to Asia for 2 months later this year, a big step outside my cowardly comfort zone.
Little steps I know but I console myself that I'm doing something. But its not enough. I need massive
life change. I can see how whiny this all sounds.
My biggest problem is that I am still focused way too much on the lack of relationship/sex whilst not
facing up to the REAL priorities, namely earning some fucking money and moving out. I just can't
seem to give up on the pussy pedestal. I need advice on where I should go from here.
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How many of you guys take notes on your self-help books?
23 upvotes | August 19, 2015 | by straightbuckets | Link | Reddit Link

I've been sort of torn between taking notes/not taking notes and just underlining and reviewing the
important sections as necessary. On the one hand, notetaking helps me absorb the info a bit better, but
I feel like it kind of puts an unnecessary pressure on me to remember the little details rather than to
remember the more important overall messages from the author. Do most of you take notes when you
read self-help books (e.g., How to Win Friends, or the Slight Edge)? If yes I'll keep at it -- let me
know what you guys think.
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Feminism in a nutshell
23 upvotes | August 11, 2016 | by [deleted] | Link | Reddit Link
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I'm always the "beta" in group setting... i just feel bored, i tend
to analyze the social hierarchy, i'm worried about how people
perceive me... i find it difficult to be exciting, fun and
expressive, what can i do?
23 upvotes | September 25, 2016 | by delux_bg | Link | Reddit Link
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MTV obsessively hates men
23 upvotes | December 29, 2016 | by bigeyedbunny | Link | Reddit Link

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=G1IewlAi7dA
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How To Fuck A Girl So Well She'll Beg For More
23 upvotes | January 7, 2019 | by Socialinception | Link | Reddit Link

https://redpilltheory.com/2018/03/03/fuck-girl-well-shell-beg/
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What will you become?
22 upvotes | January 14, 2013 | by redpillschool | Link | Reddit Link

The goal here, is when we're done (in six months) you will be:
Confident
In shape (muscular)
Well spoken
Refined
Well dressed
Humorous
Interesting
Knowledgeable in game.
Ready to be a man? Join us.
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Week 23: Small talk and Conversation
22 upvotes | August 24, 2013 | by GaiusScaevolus | Link | Reddit Link

In response to some of the thread responses and PMs I've been getting, this week we will be talking
about small talk and discussing discussion. More specifically, the traits the makes a man a good
conversationalist, particularly with women.
Being a good conversationalist means different things depending on your audience Here, I will
discuss how to be a good conversationalist with relation to women;
-Save the intense and academic topics for your male friends- or at least until you know a women
well and she has expressed interest in an issue. Women generally tend to become bored by topics
they don't understand.
- Avoid politics & religion Unless you met her at a Clinton 2016 rally, or your annual State GOP
summer picnic, keep your politics to yourself. This is particularly important to Redpillers, as we tend
to have some opinions considerably outside the mainstream.
-Talk about her favorite subject-Her Ask questions, cold read. Just keep here as the central topic of
conversations. The key after she answers your question is to follow up with an observation based on
her answer.
-Expect to carry the conversation for at least 60 seconds Women will typically not engage right
away. Be able to monologue for at least sixty seconds to avoid any awkward silences. (Later on,
silence is okay, and the burden of conversation will be shifted more equally and eventually, onto her
as attraction increases.)
-Smile and laugh At the end of the day, you can say almost anything if you maintain a high energy
demeanor and a commanding frame. Women are very empathetic, so the emotional state you project
matters more than what you actually say. I've used openers that amount to verbal diarrhea for 2
minutes and successfully pulled girls doing so. The important point is to maintain frame.
WK XXIII Challenge: Develop a 60-90 second monologue that you can use to carry an initial
approach, go out and try it out 10 times.
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Mastery | Tom Brown's Field Guide
22 upvotes | April 30, 2014 | by RedPilkington | Link | Reddit Link

This week we're going to have a primer on mastery of a skill set. Mastery is one of the four tactical
virtues of masculinity as described by Way of Men. If you haven't read the book I highly suggest you
do so now. We'll wait. Okay, now back to business.
Nothing is more primal and fundamental than a man's mastery over nature but the skill set for
survival has largely gone untaught. Most men today are not fit to provide for themselves outside of
civilization, let alone provide for others. Survival skills are the absolute bed rock of self reliance.
Though such a skill set is something rarely employed today, having these skills sets the foundation
for who we are and how we survive in the modern world.
Wilderness survival training and guides abound and are of varying degrees of efficacy. I've found
Tom Brown's Field Guide to be the simplest, most versatile, and most effective of such books. Read
this book and commit what you learn to memory.
Understandably no book is going to instantly make you a survival expert. Being proficient in
wilderness survival is something that takes a good deal of time and serious hands on experience. But
every piece of knowledge can be the difference between life and death if a serious situation should
arise.
Go forth, read, and be manly.
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Offered a Job as Bar Back at a Gentleman's Club
22 upvotes | October 28, 2014 | by alex-zheng | Link | Reddit Link

Started going out pretty aggressively for the first time in a minute
Tonight I went down to a gentleman's club and hung around for a while
I did some legwork beforehand. It was my second time there
The club was pretty slow, and dancers petered out gradually
I talked with one of the managers at the place, just general chit chat. Learned about his background.
He asked what I do, and I let him know that I wasn't working yet. He gave me his business card: free
cover if I flash it at the door
He brought up bartending - asked if I had any experience there. I told him no, asked if getting
certified would make me immediately useful to their business. Unfortunately they are good on
bartenders
However, he then mentioned that they were in need of a bar back for part time work. This role would
be a natural fit for eventual bartending.
This suits me fine. I expressed interest, he asked if I was serious. I said, "Well, we're having this
conversation"
He brought back an application form for me to fill out and said, "We're hiring you." I filled out the
form, putting my stint at an area car dealership as my only work experience.
Decision: I am required to get a $300 license to work in a sexually oriented business. The hours
will keep me out of home late at night on a couple of nights a week. The guaranteed pay per
evening is $50, but bar staff shares in the tips.
What are your thoughts?
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How to change the mentality from complacently weak to
mentally motivated?
22 upvotes | November 11, 2014 | by MrWoofles | Link | Reddit Link

Hello, I'm a male in my late 20s, I've gone form being a motivated male with a drive to workout (12%
body fat) and making $36,000 a year (From $15,000 a year) with no real bills (Military life). I was
driven to work and explore and make the most of my life I was happy and very red pill in my
approach long before I heard of the red pill.
I got married and shit went bad.
I got diagnosed as depressed, I'm not mopey or anything just no energy. It took forever before I
divorced my wife but all I've done is go to school and even that has been like pulling teeth (2/3rds
complete). I have no motivation to work out, I've gained weight (38% body fat.) I've picked up
smoking and I can't even sleep normally and I gotten back addicted to the internet. My only good
traits is that I now cook for myself, I've gotten further in my novel than ever, I have entered monk
mode. Nothing else I got to show for it.
TL;DR How do I get back that drive I had for the years of 18-23? Mentally I know what I have to do
physically to get better but I have no drive. I'm feeling as if I'm stuck in a rut and I don't know how to
get out of it, so BAM. How do I get that drive?
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How do I become smarter?
22 upvotes | October 21, 2015 | by noobster_2020 | Link | Reddit Link

I am not the sharpest tool in the shed and frankly it's getting so bad that it's ruining my quality of life.
I also have no friends, am i screwed?
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How do I get tougher?
22 upvotes | April 9, 2016 | by angryguy4444 | Link | Reddit Link

I'm a 24 man boy.
I have always lived a life void of discipline, physical exercise, proper nutrition and proper sleep. I
avoid others, I'm not sociable. I became dumb because of all the stupid youtube videos I watched and
because of the complete lack of intellectual stimulation.
I go to bed when I can't stay awake anymore. I eat crappy food when I am "hungry". I never exercise.
Body hygiene is a rare luxury... no friends, heavy porn and video games consumption, no hobby...
I recently got my first job.
Turns out I need to grow a thicker skin. How do I get tougher?
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I don't feel like man. I feel inferior.
22 upvotes | December 25, 2016 | by [deleted] | Link | Reddit Link

I am 24, I live with my parents. Ok it's really pathetic. The story goes like this. As I child I was
bullied in school. At home nobody showed me that I can go and tell them about my problems so I just
withdrew, gave it up. I was shy. My parents never really talked to me much, our conversations always
were adressing weather, or dinner, or shopping or sh..ty things like that. I was always on my own
with my problems that nobody else even knew that I had. I had no friends. So the years were passing,
I was growing up. My parents were always very religious. The most important thing in our family
was sunday mass. Finally I bacome very religious too, I was attending to different churches, and I
was slowly realising my problems. I wanted healing in my life, preachers were telling me that God is
the best father, that he can heal life, but that Father was deaf to my prayers and have never changed
my life, so gradually I was losing my faith. So at that time I was realising what my problems were. I
woke up grown up and kind of socially disabled, I had problems with talking to people, with going
out, with asking somebody for something, going to post office or anyplace, getting things done
anywhere, you get the idea... I have never had any friends, girlfriend, all my life I was sitting at
home. I'm a pussy. I don't feel like a man at all. I feel inferior. I had nobody to teach me how to be a
man. My father didn't do that. I feel almost like I didn't have one, though I live in a one house with
him. I feel awkward among men, I feel that I don't belong, that it's not my world, like it's beyond my
reach. I am not handy, I can't fix a thing. I have no common topics with men, I don't know much
about sports or cars. I got the diriver's license but never drove on my own because I have never had
courage to ask my father to borrow a car. Now I didn't even want to do anything with him, because he
makes me uncomfortable, I feel embarrassed and ashamed and intimidated being alone with him. He
almost disgusts me. I had a job but there were many men working there and I couldn't get along with
them and was afraid of them and quitted the job. I have another job now, where I work mostly with
women, but still I feel like what am I doing here when I enter the men's locker-room and hear their
men's talk. I have no male friends, though I so crave to have and be part of this unknown world. I
crave a father like figure but I never could find it in my father. I don't even know where to find any
friends. I have a hard time even going out of my house to go meet anyone because I have never done
that, I feel kinda shamed of it before my parents, I never done that, had no friends... it's so pathetic. I
feel like a sissy, like a baby. Maybe I'm just degenerate son. Maybe God exists and will punish me
for desiring evil things. I'm piece of sh.t. In church they have been telling me that everything is my
fault, and giving my recipes for healing that never worked. Years are passing and I can't do anything
with my life. I don't even know why I'm writing here about all that. I'm pathetic. I feel like I have to
learn how to live from the beginning. I was always liked to watch porn and think about the men in the
movie and dreaming that I can be as manly as they are.
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How do I start lifting?
22 upvotes | February 1, 2017 | by arcoolka | Link | Reddit Link

I'm reading so much TRP stuff and the main suggestion is "go lift". I have lifting equipment at home
(adjustable dumbbells) and I do an hour of cardio at the gym 3-5 times a week. There is lifting
equipment at the gym but I have no idea how to start, and I don't have any friends who knows how to
start.
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Get Your Balls Back - Basic mathematical equation illustrating
why MEN ARE THE PRIZE
22 upvotes | September 24, 2021 | by Disastrous_Version50 | Link | Reddit Link

This is personal philosophy but simple mathematics
From a Sexual Market Value standpoint using a biological based dissection of requirements for a
mate, let’s look at what each gender holds and is required to have up front in order to be chosen to
have sex with
MEN CHOOSING:

Beauty - “she’s hot, yeah I’d hit” 1 point1.

WOMEN CHOOSING

Beauty - pass looks threshold 1 point1.
Strength - protection value 1 point2.
Intelligence - socially, emotionally 1 point3.
Resources - Money, physical goods 1 point4.

If a man has these things upfront, he has 4 points compared to a woman’s 1 point upfront
Now the argument is going to be, most men don’t have all that up front, but I guarantee he has at bare
minimum one, so logically speaking you are at the same level as a woman up front never beneath her
(woman holds 1 point man holds 1 point)
Mathematically speaking, you should NEVER think she holds more value than you. The worst case
scenario is she holds the same amount of value as yourself.
Get Your Balls Back gentlemen- Basic mathematics demonstrates the value you hold.
Like the old saying goes “Numbers don’t lie” ;)
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Every guy on Earth should listen to this episode. Art of
Manliness: How Testosterone Makes Men, Men
22 upvotes | January 22, 2022 | by DefiningModernMan | Link | Reddit Link

Crosspost "Every guy on Earth should listen to this episode. Art of Manliness: How Testosterone Makes Men,
Men" from /r/DefiningModernManhood:

Posted by DefiningModernMan | 22 January 2022 | Link
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Rollo Tomassi & Elliot Hulse
22 upvotes | November 7, 2018 | by Rugby11 | Link | Reddit Link

https://therationalmale.com/2018/11/06/rollo-tomassi-elliot-hulse/
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Barak Obama & Steph Curry On The Importance Of Having
A Men's Group
22 upvotes | March 17, 2020 | by John234231 | Link | Reddit Link

https://mensgroup.com/barak-obama-steph-curry-mens-groups/
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The only thing holding you back is yourself
21 upvotes | February 15, 2016 | by Lionsamongsheep | Link | Reddit Link

It's you who is the prime mover of your own reality.
It's you who makes the decision to live the life of mediocrity.
It's you who is lazy and what's to sit on the couch and watch tv, playing video games, watching porn
and not hitting the gym.
You could change in a few weeks/days into someone you imagine you should become but what's
really stopping you?
Its lame ass excuses which involve:

Time
Money
Mindset
Education

You wake up in bad state , you don’t look forward to work and you wake up late with your alarm
hitting the snooze button. Rush around frantic quickly getting changed, having no breakfast, no
shower, a quick coffee and get out the door not looking forward to working.
What's your day going to look like then?
It's going to look like shit.
I must and will shift gears.
You wake up and have a routine of going to the gym before work, eating healthy, meditating and
showing gratitude with affirmations/self talk, reading a book for an 1 hour a day, showing up to work
earlier and being grateful that you have the opportunity to hustle and show what you are made off.
What's your day going to look like then?
There is a lot of difference of what you can do and be.
So be the better man.
I am not saying morning routines are everything they're a lot more involved but start your day like
you are an elite athlete preparing everyday for competition.
The competition of living and learning to die.
Life is warfare and is a brutish business.
You must prepare for the battles ahead.
Time waits for no man.
My life isn't great right now but I look forward to the challenge of the everyday struggles and
hardship which one must endure to change.
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How To Keep Someone Interested In a Conversation: In-Depth
Guide
21 upvotes | September 16, 2020 | by przemkas | Link | Reddit Link

https://perfect24hours.com/how-to-keep-someone-interested-in-a-conversation/
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Bold&Determined and Victor Pride Compiled Works
21 upvotes | May 22, 2020 | by bringer_of_judgement | Link | Reddit Link

Hey fellas, there used to be a great blog on manliness called bold&determined that was written by
'Victor Pride'. Unfortunately the blog has been folded up due to Victor's sudden adoption of religion.
A lot of great content was covered in the approximate 10-year (?) run of the blog that I thought some
here might be interested reading. Victor has himself collected all of his blog articles into 4 'e-books'
which I have uploaded to my drive in the link below (please let me know if it doesn't work, have
never been great with this kinda stuff).
The writing is straight to the point and really gets the blood pumping. He covers topics that are of
interest to most men: getting the ideal physique, mindset, motivation, financial independence, traits of
successful men, girls, etc.
He was a great figure in my life since my discovery of his blog at about 18 and it feels like a waste
for all his articles to just be deleted off the net.
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1bDbIRKl0jKCpykJpPJJreipcbcrONmUZ
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How do you respond in a cool witty way when people
(especially women) mock you for being single?
21 upvotes | June 3, 2020 | by redditor8874 | Link | Reddit Link

When people say "you never see a real woman naked, you're such a loser, what do you do with your
life?" How would you respond to that?
How do you defend yourself without sounding hurt or offended even when it deeply hurts and
offends you? How do oyu keep your cool in such a situation? I think it's really hard to defend myself
against being mocked for not getting laid/not having girlfriend.
When woman starts putting me down asking why I don't have "gf" I would just say "Why do you care
about my sex life so much? You want me to fuck you or what?" ... and then she's like
"NOOOOOO".... and then I say: "Well, there's your answer" aaand cricket sound.... It shuts down the
whole conversation, but it still makes me the loser....
What do I do?
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Master Yourself Through Self-Control | Mastery Order
21 upvotes | June 13, 2021 | by MasteryOrder | Link | Reddit Link

We are all born with potential, but oftentimes this potential is wasted on vices and short term
pleasures. When we end up wasting our lives like this, an easy escape from taking ownership of our
lives is to blame everything on society, culture or some other entity.
As much as we like to believe that we are a product of our times, the biggest influence on our life’s
outcomes comes from us and our ability to embrace self-control. The power of self-control is one of
the greatest qualities that differentiate us from an animal.
Become a man of self-mastery and take control of your fate. Rule yourself or something else will rule
you. Embrace the power of self-control, take charge of your life, and master your passions, desires,
and fears. Take the only road to true freedom and master yourself.
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A Literary Inquisition: How Novelist Steven Galloway Was
Smeared as a Rapist, Even as the Case Against Him Collapsed -
Quillette
21 upvotes | June 24, 2018 | by remerbernoto | Link | Reddit Link

https://quillette.com/2018/06/21/a-literary-inquisition-how-novelist-steven-galloway-was-smeared-as
-a-rapist-even-as-the-case-against-him-collapsed/
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Day 4 - Talk to 10 People
21 upvotes | January 17, 2013 | by redpillschool | Link | Reddit Link

This should be easy. You're already going to the gym today. There are plenty of people there.
Today you will talk to 10 people that you do not know. Conversations should last around 30 seconds
(if not longer).
This will be easy for some of you. This might even be a normal day for some of you. Heck, some of
you surpass 10 easily.
Learning to be a source of confidence is part of becomming a man.
Much like seddit encourages approaching women regularly, we will learn to break down any anxiety
about talking to strangers at all. Men or women, you will have a conversation with 10 people today.
Here are some easy ones to get you started:
Talk about the game with guys at the gym. Talk about your difficulty in food choice with people in
grocery store aisles. Talk about something funny in the news with somebody at the bar.
This might seem like basic shit. And it is. But unless you can do it, and be sure you can, then you
cannot become a man.
For the introverts: Doesn't matter. Deal with the anxiety. Part of being a man is doing what needs to
be done even when you don't like it.
If you haven't gotten the book yet, you're running out of time.
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Alpha Friday: The Art of The Approach
21 upvotes | October 5, 2013 | by GaiusScaevolus | Link | Reddit Link

http://www.returnofkings.com/18087/the-art-of-the-approach-part-3
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Change is in the air, my friends. So where do I start? (long)
21 upvotes | February 20, 2014 | by beaten_dog | Link | Reddit Link
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ASK BaM
21 upvotes | April 16, 2014 | by RedPilkington | Link | Reddit Link

You've got questions; we've got poorly paid workers in a Filipino call center waiting to put you on
hold. Lets have 'em.
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I can't just pick something and stick with it. What's wrong with
me?
21 upvotes | October 15, 2014 | by [deleted] | Link | Reddit Link

This Red Pill stuff is inspiring me to "reboot" my life.
Anyway, I'm many years out of school and still haven't decided what I want to be when I "grow up."
I keep bouncing around from interest to interest, and idea to idea. This is seriously hurting my game.
Not only have I not established myself in anything (read: don't make good money), people--especially
women--don't respect me.
It's just so hard to stick to something. The only common threads in my life are researching stuff and
writing, and even those aren't that strong.
Any of you out there like me? Anyone finally find something they love to do for a long time?
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The power of making your bed in the morning
21 upvotes | February 4, 2015 | by AmericanNazi | Link | Reddit Link

How many times have you gotten ready to go to bed and gotten ticked off because your covers are all
over the place? For a long time I wouldn't make my bed and every night I would get
frustrated,stressed,pissed for only a few seconds simply trying to get under the covers. Sounds
familiar? Recently I have been making my bed every morning and after afternoon naps. The
results..... I'll quickly jump under the covers and say boy that feels great!! It's like a feeling of instant
relief! I have been getting better sleep too. Maybe it's a placebo effect. So have you made your bed
today?
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So how do you become more dominant?
21 upvotes | April 22, 2015 | by delux_bg | Link | Reddit Link

I just wanna start by saying this has been issue my whole life. I used to be pushed A LOT around in
high school(currently last year), but even now theres that little voice saying how worthless i am when
i see someone who's more dominant than me(and im not dominant at all, actually). I'm kinda the shy
quiet guy on the background.
Currently im during my final exams and i got to meet new people, however i often meet men who are
much more dominant than me and everything about the way they act is proof of that - body language,
posture, eye contact, the way they speak to other students, teachers and so on. You can tell its natural.
I am aware that in order to be dominant it takes more confidence and im working on the last one, but
whats next? How do i create stronger personality/frame and achive dominance?
As i said, i used to be pushed around, but i don't want to push others around.
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How to motivate your girlfriend to have sex more often.
21 upvotes | June 5, 2015 | by ChuckFreeman | Link | Reddit Link

http://alphanextdoor.com/how-to-motivate-your-girlfriend-to-have-sex-more-often/
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I wrote a novel about becoming a man. It's free until July 16th
on Amazon. Currently #1 in Literary Humor. Take it.
21 upvotes | July 13, 2015 | by TonyDAbsolute | Link | Reddit Link

http://www.amazon.com/Thousand-Failures--Memoirs-Pickup-Artist-ebook/dp/B00F225ZTM/ref=sr
_1_1?ie=UTF8&qid=1379017038&sr=8-1&keywords=a+thousand+tiny+failures
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Questios about becoming a man , TRP and Confidence...
21 upvotes | October 9, 2015 | by larry_ | Link | Reddit Link

Hey guys! I have recently started reading the TRP-Sidebar after being a follower of TRP for a long
time. Recently I was rejected by a good friend after she broke up with her long-time BF. When I told
her about my sexual feelings, she rejected me with disgust. This fueled my rage and I cut all ties with
her After a few weeks she started to contact me again and tried to guilt me into thinking, that what I
did was wrong. Sadly, her plan worked at first. She manipulated me and got me to commit to help her
move into a new appartment and also made it sound logical that my wishes were to demanding of her
and that my sexuality is wrong.
I felt so miserable after that conversation that I fell into a sort of depression. I realized, that if I help
her move and allow her to dictate how I feel I am a essentially a giant mangina. I found my balls
again and told her that I'm not interested in helping her and that I cannot continue seeing and helping
her, which she finally accepted.
Ever since then, I have felt better but there are some things that remain that bother me. I started
exercising 2-3 months ago and I have lost 40lbs up to now and I feel like that I look quite good right
now. Nevertheless, I have a hard time feeling sexually attractive and manly. I feel like I am betraying
myself and the world around me by being manly, because deep-down I feel like I am not a man.
My question is - what can I do to change that? Are there any good resources that can help me get rid
of that feeling? How can I become more accepting of my sexuality? I have a hard time approaching
women not only because of Approach anxiety but also because I feel like I don't deserve happiness
nor sexual gratification. My sexuality has been disconnected from myself ever since I can remember
and I feel alienated by my sexual desires and needs... It's starting to weigh down so hard on myself,
that it's affecting my professional life.
I feel like I am unworthy of happiness, unworthy of getting what I want and so forth. What can I do
to change that? Any advice? I have looked into lifting weights and I might start soon , but currently
my focus is on cardio because I am still trying to lose weight. Maybe I will reduce my cardio exercise
and on my off-days start lifting.
Any advice is greatly appreciated. Thanks.
larry
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This Picture of Two Men shows what your problem might be
21 upvotes | February 13, 2016 | by beachbloke | Link | Reddit Link

Look at this picture of two men and consider which one you would want to talk to and which one is
more successful with women:
http://i.imgur.com/IgCov18.jpg
Before you ask, yes they are same guy before and after a chin implant and other surgery. This is the
same person on the inside but you probably drastically preferred the man on the right.
Consider that every person you meet has the same judgements of you. Every person only looks skin
deep and we as a society force people into the roles they look like they should have. If your brain was
transplanted into Chad's body, your personal preferences wouldn't matter. People would make you
Chad.
Likewise, if you have a small chin like that guy did, people will force you into a beta role. His new
skin makes others judge him better. He is forced into a much different role.
This is why lifting works so well. As a big guy, people want you to be a different person so you
become one to them. Consider that who you are on the inside doesn't matter nearly as much to your
life experience as what's on the outside. Do what you can to change it.
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Why marriage is a scam
21 upvotes | June 13, 2016 | by bigeyedbunny | Link | Reddit Link

http://youtu.be/qNQ2kV1OTPU
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6 diet tips for skinny guys to bulk up & gain mass
21 upvotes | February 6, 2017 | by delasjefe | Link | Reddit Link

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1r0b2OvSV3k
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Polish up your pecs: women prefer strong men, say scientists |
Science
21 upvotes | December 13, 2017 | by Rugby11 | Link | Reddit Link

https://www.theguardian.com/science/2017/dec/13/polish-up-your-pecs-women-prefer-strong-men-sa
y-scientists?CMP=twt_a-science_b-gdnscience
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The Hollywood Reporter 'Triumph Of The Beta Male' Cover Is
A Bad Sign
21 upvotes | March 9, 2018 | by Rugby11 | Link | Reddit Link

https://thefederalist.com/2018/03/08/the-hollywood-reporter-triumph-of-the-beta-male-cover-is-a-bad
-sign/
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Many heterosexuals view bisexual women as promiscuous and
confused, study suggests
21 upvotes | April 3, 2018 | by remerbernoto | Link | Reddit Link

http://www.psypost.org/2018/03/many-heterosexuals-view-bisexual-women-promiscuous-confused-s
tudy-suggests-50953
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Teacher, 37, adopts teen student, starts sexual relationship and
has his baby
21 upvotes | April 14, 2018 | by Rugby11 | Link | Reddit Link

https://www.mirror.co.uk/news/us-news/teacher-37-who-adopted-teenage-12355861
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Incels | The Rational Male
21 upvotes | June 6, 2018 | by Rugby11 | Link | Reddit Link

https://therationalmale.com/2018/06/04/incels
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Week 19: On Anger
20 upvotes | July 4, 2013 | by GaiusScaevolus | Link | Reddit Link

In modern society, the prevailing opinion seems to be that anger is unnatural. It's bad for your health
to be angry, they say, if you are angry, or god forbid express your anger, you are maladjusted, you're
told you should 'talk to someone'. If seeing a shrink doesn't work, you can always be pumped full of
drugs like Xanax and Prozac, maybe even Ritalin, that kill your ability to feel anger, or anything else
for that matter. The underlying current here is that anger is somehow unnatural, its wrong, and if you
feel anger something is wrong with you mentally.
I. call. Bullshit
Anger is a natural, emotional response to problems. Anger is a signal that something is not as it
should be, something is in your way. The trick isn't to not feel anger, but to do something about
it. Use your anger to fuel the changes that need to be made. I've found that most situations which
illicit anger can be broken down into 2 categories;
-You're not good enough: The anger is internal, directed at yourself. The only way to deal with this
is to get good enough. Stronger, Thinner, Smarter, more sociable. Become what you want to be.
-You're getting f*cked over: People aren't here to look out for you. The world is a tough place for a
man, especially if he isn't tough. You need to stand for what is yours, say no to bullshit, and get
aggressive for your interests. No one else is going to do it for you.
Wk XIX Challenge: What makes you angry? What can you do to harness that anger and solve the
problem? Share below.
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[REQUEST] Getting into sports
20 upvotes | December 29, 2013 | by [deleted] | Link | Reddit Link

I thought this would be the best subreddit for this request. Basically, I think there should be some
advice about how to get into sports and appreciate the voyeurism of competition.
For most men, conversations about recent sports events are quick ways to connect. They also help
men to vicariously practice aggressive competition, which I would think could then be applied to
other non-physical areas of life.
I'd want to know practical things like:
-which type of sport is better/easier to follow as an entry for beginners
-what matters in choosing your team
-what matters for that team and for the sport
-what else you should do besides simply watch games in order to have meaningful conversations
-how much/little to know about players, and how to determine which players to focus on
-how much to know about other teams, and the best way to find out
This stuff evolves organically since childhood for most men. I know you can't teach someone to
"like" something they don't like, but I think the pure competitiveness seen in sports is interesting to
every man on some level, and that it can be awakened if it is practiced.
I wasn't exposed very well as a child because I grew up without a father. He died before I was born.
My biggest father figure was his father, an old immigrant who taught me everything about working
hard but nothing about competition (since he was elderly). He himself only watched soccer, which I
do happen to have an interest in, but if you asked me to describe watching sports in one word, I'd say,
"Boring." It's weird to say that something that has obviously so much energy and emotion wrapped
into it is boring. As a result, today I feel "bad" when I win simple tests of me vs. someone else.
This is a huge problem. I'm actually a decent overachiever, but when the competition becomes
obvious I begin to choke. It's solely because of fear of winning, and that's what I'm looking to erase,
even in my adulthood.
So I hope people will take this seriously. Maybe someone else out there could use a "guide" like the
one I'm requesting, too.
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Oneitis caught me by surprise
20 upvotes | October 14, 2014 | by punis1 | Link | Reddit Link

Hey guys, I'm in desperate need of help. Long post ahead but please bear with me.
I'm in a rut right now, I can't study, I feel like crap most of the time and lately I've been really anti
social with my friends and flat mates.
Some back story first, I pursued a HB9 for two years or so, after reading a lot about seduction, I
started to push-pull her and stopped putting her on a pedestal, she started being more responsive but
when she mistreated me I would ghost her and ignore her for a while. In one of those periods I met a
HB7 and we hit off really well, after a while we started dating and having sex. For 6 months all was
well but somehow HB9 found out I had a girlfriend and contacted me, she was all over me, at the
time I did not see what was going on because I was yet to discover TRP. Long story short, HB7
found out about HB9 and I made the mistake of telling HB7 that HB9 was the best looking girl to
ever show interest in me. At the time I was really focused on my studies and career so I was
neglecting HB7 in many ways, I even called her fat indirectly, she was heartbroken and broke up with
me shortly after, she said I was "focusing too hard in my studies and work, not giving her enough
attention" (her words which are true but I found out she had met someone and started dating him
shortly after) I think she cheated on me. Guess what as soon as I was single, HB9's interest in me
disappeared completely, she was playing me and I screwed a great relationship because of some hot
bitch.
Fast forward a year or so I was browsing Facebook and I stumble upon HB7's page, her profile
picture was her in a bikini, my jaw dropped, she lost something like 15 pounds and seems like she's a
HB9 now, this hit me like a ton of bricks, even when she was overweight, she was a loving girlfriend
and probably wife material, I fucked up everything with her because I was too greedy and wanted the
nice girlfriend and the hot woman at the same time. Since then I've lost control of myself, I've lost all
willpower and discipline, I even started masturbating to my ex's bikini pictures, something that I've
never done before, It's pathetic and I don't know what to do, it's not like she's the last girl I've been
with but now all of sudden I can't stop thinking about her and thinking that I'll never find a girl like
her
I've tried lifting, reading, and all the usual advice but it's not working, what else can I do?
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Bill Burr and Doug Stanhope expose the naked truth about the
false accusations made against Johnny Depp
20 upvotes | June 4, 2016 | by bigeyedbunny | Link | Reddit Link

http://youtu.be/pFYaTTuSqy0
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Blair White destroys Onision. The naked truth about feminism
20 upvotes | August 23, 2016 | by bigeyedbunny | Link | Reddit Link

http://youtu.be/cXNCyrkkgLc
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Embrace The Suck: Getting comfortable with life’s challenges
20 upvotes | May 26, 2017 | by [deleted] | Link | Reddit Link

https://manofmeaningblog.wordpress.com/2017/05/26/embrace-the-suck-getting-comfortable-with-lif
es-challenges/
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Be irrationally self-confident
20 upvotes | August 16, 2017 | by Rugby11 | Link | Reddit Link

https://heartiste.wordpress.com/the-sixteen-commandments-of-poon/
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Sex God Method - 2nd Edition.pdf
20 upvotes | August 28, 2017 | by Rugby11 | Link | Reddit Link

https://www.scribd.com/document/317641132/Sex-God-Method-2nd-Edition-pdf
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Swedish PM backs new law meaning sex without clearly
worded or demonstrated consent is rape
20 upvotes | December 20, 2017 | by Rugby11 | Link | Reddit Link

http://www.independent.co.uk/news/world/europe/sweden-rape-law-consent-new-pm-backing-stefan-
lofven-a8117471.html
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[Advice] Men get out of your own way.
20 upvotes | December 20, 2017 | by themaneffect | Link | Reddit Link

Men, get out of your own way.
You are holding yourself back.
No really, this is true. You are your worse adversary.
I wish someone had sat me down ten years ago and explained this to me.
Like really sat me down and in-depth laid this out until I grasped it.
Why?
Because when I realized that I was the most significant thing holding me back from pursuing that
which I desire to become my whole world shifted.
So, I would be a hypocrite not to try and inform men of that which transformed my life.
You might be asking how I was holding myself back?
I think the easiest way to explain it would be a made up scenario that is all too real.
Image, a man, let's say in the 1930's living his whole life in a jail cell in the wild west. All he does is
imagine of going out on adventures and excursions as he peers through to the outside via a window in
his jail cell.
He thought he was stuck in this cell for his whole life, the thing is, no-one ever told him this, nor has
there ever been a "constable."
It was just all he ever knew and had come to find comfort in. His basic needs were barely met, but
they were.
Then one day he could not take it any longer, he went up to the door to shake it and see if there were
any weaknesses he could take advantage of and alas it had been unlocked this whole time.
He had not anticipated this, fear and the repercussions of him leaving that cage instantly paralyzed
him.
So he chose to continue dwelling in the iron room.
Finally, he decided no matter what happened he just had to take the leap and GO!
As he exited the building and was flooded with fear and anxiety, he was met on the other side by that
which he never expected.
I intentionally am leaving this made up story unfinished. Why?
Because this is exactly the position I was in before I got out of my own way.
Do you find yourself relating?
Will you get out of your own way?
What will you do?
I would love to hear your thoughts.
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Musashi’s 21 rules for life | Wisdom from The Greatest
swordsman to Ever Live
20 upvotes | March 29, 2018 | by sophikyiv | Link | Reddit Link

https://andreian.com/musashi-21-rules
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Alpha Male: THE 10 SIGNS WATCH OUT FOR IN A GIRL
20 upvotes | May 3, 2018 | by workoutsandtips | Link | Reddit Link

Alpha Male: THE 10 SIGNS WATCH OUT FOR IN A GIRL: https://youtu.be/m25TivVvS1E
Hey bros, here are my thoughts on this matter and you can check it out in a video form and give some
feedback on it, would really appreciate it!
THE DUMBEST THING I SEE ALL THE TIME: Men getting in a relationship with a girl who
cheated on the previous boyfriend in order to be with them. You have to be a moron to do this, but,
again, I see it all the time.
Just before we begin we have to dismantle the dumbest concept in the world and that is: "Don't judge
a book by it's cover". Of course it applies in some situations, the obvious ones that we can all agree
are true, no doubt about that. However, if you make it universal you take away a lot of useful criteria
which help you make better decisions.
And the people preaching it surely use it all the time, so it works both ways, if you're a girl you can
definitely tell a lot about a man if you see him overweight, hunched over holding a beer in one hand
and a joint in the other. Yeah, please tell me you're going to go by the: "Don't judge a book by it's
cover" principle.
Finally let's get into the 10 traits, ideally all of these have to be in check, so good luck with finding
your future maiden. Once again, ideally of course, the whole point of life is personal growth so if she
doesn't fit all criteria but is on a path of bettering herself, that's a good sign she's a keeper.
Anyways Number #1: Appearance Now wait a minute, I'm contradicting myself, I said that you
shouldn't think with your junk down there yet the first sign you should look for is her appearance?
Well not in those terms necessarily . Yes, of course, you need to find her attractive before anything,
but the appearance I'm talking about branches into two signs:
- Her physiological appearance. It can tell a lot man, we're talking about her health, her habits,
genetics your future children will inherit, maybe the foods she will offer them to eat etc. So if you see
an overweight woman there's a very high chance she's lazy or doesn't care about her health as
opposed to being diagnosed with a non-existing disease of obesity. Although there is a possibility
she's in the process of bettering herself, of losing the weight, if which the case, all props! Of course a
lot more factors come into place, not just obesity.
- Her appearance in general: The way a woman dresses and her life choices can tell you a lot about
her, and I don't know about you but I don't want my daughter looking up to MIley Cyrus or some
other bimbo as a role-model. If you see her with a cigarette it can tell a lot: she doesn't have a strong
character, she's not health conscious, there's a possibility of your future kids ending up without a
mother at a young age due to her habits etc. These are not the things you should write off so easily
just because of the pressure from others.
Maybe the most spot-on criteria would be the way she dresses. "Uhh, but she just wants to look sexy
and show off what a strong woman she is". Spare me the comments, will you. Or "She doesn't do it
for other men but for other women". Even worse.
So these were two criteria which you can determine without even talking to the girl, if she has those
checked you can move on to the next ones, although as Jim Rohn would say "one habit follows
another" which is so true, going to the gym follows healthy eating which follows regular sleep, no
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drugs, better mindset etc. Same with the bad habits. Nevertheless let's move on.
Number #3: I like to call this criteria: "instagram time waster". Although it doesn't only relate to
Instagram. Dude if she's on social media an hour or two or more every single day, mindlessly
scrolling through the news feed, counting the number of likes she gets on her latest profile picture or
whatever. Knows all about what's going on with Justin Bieber and Selena Gomez, with the
Kardashians. RUN FOR YOUR LIFE!
I don't think there's a need for going into depth on why this is bad and a lot of these apply for men as
well.
Number #4. Which is in my opinion most important on both sides. It's the way she handles her
emotions. Crucial! If she thinks one thing and then thinks something completely opposite when under
the influence of emotions, that's a bad sign man. People make a lot of dumb choices in their life when
influenced only by emotions and no brain processing behind their actions, so surely if someone is
talking one thing one day and another day something else and so on in circles, you're bound to have
less trust in that person. It's also going to have a negative effect on how your kids are raised, giving in
to their every tear and feeding them pizza and ice-cream at 3 years old and buying them I-Phones just
because they want it so bad.
This sign leads us to Number #5: Pay attention to her friends and the influence they have on her. A
person's friends tell you a lot about that person. What's the saying, you're an average of the 5 people
you spend most of your time with? Whether that's true or not, regardless of who her friends are,
meaning maybe they have a bad characteristic but she's friends because of something else they love
about the person, watch on the influence they have on her. Same goes for men as well. It shows you
whether the person has their own opinion or is easily influenced and manipulated by others.
Easy example that goes both ways: "Girl, come with us to the club we're gonna get wasted, we should
live a bit, hook-up, he's not gonna find out, he's a jerk who likes to control you and doesn't let you
have fun". I'm telling you man, I've witnessed things like this both with men and women, falling
under the influence of their friends and making some bad choices. I'm sure you have witnessed it as
well.
Number #6: Watch how she behaves with other men. "Now wait a minute, what's wrong with her
having to call her nerdy classmate for homework advice?" Nothing. "What's wrong with her getting
called up at 3am from her ex-boyfriend with whom they're best friends currently to go to the club and
get wasted?" I hope something dude. I've seen so many liberal boyfriends getting cheated on and left
just because they either didn't have the balls to speak up about that kind of behavior or they thought it
was completely appropriate, don't be naive. Now of course, you can't forbid her anything, nobody's
talking about that, nobody forbids cheating and stuff like that but you have to have a strong attitude
about these things and set some grounding rules. Mutual respect is a necessity. But you have to have
a strong character as well when it comes to these things, to set an example, you can't be a drunk and
tell your girlfriend something about clubbing at 3am with her ex-boyfriend.
Number #7: She constantly improves and betters herself. Not in a short term way of, "Oh, she
constantly puts make-up on for me, or she just got breast implants", that's not the improvement I'm
talking about. And since this is the most obvious one, we'll quickly use it to name a few positive
characteristics: confidence, humbleness (meaning you don't have to take her to London, Paris so she
could be happy, you're enough for her no matter where you two are (assuming you're decent)), strong
character, positive thoughts on motherhood, intelligence (you don't want to talk about Katty Perry's
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new hits all day long with her), and other obvious traits.
Number #8: Past doesn't matter? I love the mentality of "it was all before you dude, now all of a
sudden she's a different person". Hah, like I mentioned earlier, the dumbest thing you can do is get
with a girl who cheated on her previous boyfriend to be with you. "But she realized who she really
loves and cares about". So naive. Not just that, if she had dozens of boyfriends, cheating history, you
heard stories about her you can be absolutely sure are true, don't be so naive that she's all of a sudden
a different person. Who's more likely to get drunk the next Saturday, the person who got drunk all of
the previous Saturdays, or the person who never touched alcohol in their life?
So don't go by the, well I have to call it satanic, principle of "no judging".
Number #9: Unreasonable jealousy. That's a red flag man
And finally Number #10: Maybe the most important one of all, her family! This is a golden advice I
got from elders, they weren't dumb for checking out the family first before they even saw the
daughter or the son. When you buy a dog you look at his ancestors 100 years ago yet people so easily
get married or in a long-term relationship.
What do I mean by, her family. Ask a little what kind of people they are, if you meet them look at the
relationship her parents have, how the mother respects the father and vice versa. And finally look at
the relationship she has with her parents. That's the most green flag you can get. Growing up in a
loving family with which she has good relationship.
Now of course, you can find one example where the girl grew up without both of her parents on the
street and she molded the perfect character all by herself and of course you shouldn't neglect her, but
we have to be realistic and generalize a bit.
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Understanding Dangerous Personalities in Women
20 upvotes | July 9, 2018 | by Rugby11 | Link | Reddit Link

https://femalepsychopath.com/understanding-dangerous-personalities-women/
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Unlimited men.
20 upvotes | November 24, 2018 | by Rugby11 | Link | Reddit Link

https://illimitablemen.com/2014/04/13/monk-mode/
loading...
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How to get motivated... get out of your own way...
20 upvotes | November 22, 2017 | by themaneffect | Link | Reddit Link

Get out of your own way...
Please for the love of all that is good... get the heck out of your own way...
After years of turmoil, wishing, dreaming, and talking with friends. I realized a painful thing...
I WAS HOLDING MYSELF BACK!
Not my boss, parents, friends, education, or anything else. It all came back to me. I was the one
telling myself I couldn't do what I wanted. I was the common denominator...
What shifted? I had a few epiphanies...

I was the one ignoring my intuition.
I was the one trying to keep everyone around me happy.
I was the one thinking that I just have to settle for how life was.
I was the one believing I was stuck in life.
I was the one allowing fear, pain, and struggle run my life.

Do you see what happened? I started to realize I was playing the victim in life and didn't want to take
ownership of the struggles I was putting myself into.
When I accepted the fact that I was the one choosing to go to work and not work towards my dreams
my heart started to shift.
So let me ask you this... In what areas of your life are you holding yourself back? Where are you
playing the victim that you need to take ownership?
It is a common thread in my conversations that everyone wants to shoot for their ambitions, but they
are the biggest thing holding themselves back...
Here are some simple ways to break through this mindset.

[Pick one area in life that you feel stuck in.]
Then...

Think about why do you feel stuck?
What is holding you back?
Is there something you can change in that situation?
Are you playing the victim in this situation?

[Take a small action.]
What can you do right this moment or tomorrow to do to take one step towards that dream you feel
like you will never attain?
Ask yourself what can you plausibly do right now.
A wall would never be completed if the mason got overwhelmed by the idea of laying one brick at a
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time.
Have patience, give yourself grace, and take action.

The ball is in your court now... take action...
GO!
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The Sixteen Commandments Of Poon (In memory of)
20 upvotes | May 12, 2019 | by Rugby11 | Link | Reddit Link

The Sixteen Commandments Of Poon I. Never say ‘I Love You’ first II. Make her jealous III. You
shall make your mission, not your woman, your priority IV. Don’t play by her rules V. Adhere to the
golden ratio VI. Keep her guessing VII. Always keep two in the kitty VIII. Say you’re sorry only
when absolutely necessary IX. Connect with her emotions X. Ignore her beauty XI. Be irrationally
self-confident XII. Maximize your strengths, minimize your weaknesses XIII. Err on the side of too
much boldness, rather than too little XIV. Fuck her good XV. Maintain your state control XVI. Never
be afraid to lose her
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How To Exude Sexual Magnetism
20 upvotes | April 4, 2019 | by Socialinception | Link | Reddit Link

https://redpilltheory.com/2019/03/31/how-to-exude-sexual-magnetism/
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Flirting Tips For Guys - How To Attract Women With Your
Words -
20 upvotes | March 16, 2019 | by Socialinception | Link | Reddit Link

https://redpilltheory.com/2019/01/12/flirting-tips-for-guys-how-to-attract-women-with-your-words/
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How To Be Confident With Women -
20 upvotes | September 17, 2018 | by Socialinception | Link | Reddit Link

https://redpilltheory.com/2018/09/07/how-to-be-confident-with-women/
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Keep Pushing Forward, Even When It’s Hard
20 upvotes | June 9, 2020 | by WekiTheDragon13 | Link | Reddit Link

https://thewolfwithkeyboard.wordpress.com/2020/06/09/keep-pushing-forward-even-when-its-hard/
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The Focused Man | A Stoic’s Guide To Focus
19 upvotes | November 6, 2019 | by WekiTheDragon13 | Link | Reddit Link

https://thewolfwithkeyboard.wordpress.com/2019/11/06/the-focused-man-a-stoics-guide-to-focus/
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Preventive Medicine by Rollo Tomassi Review & Summary |
Power Moves
19 upvotes | October 3, 2019 | by Rugby11 | Link | Reddit Link

https://thepowermoves.com/preventive-medicine-by-rollo-tomassi/
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Analysis of The Rational Male- Rollo Tomassi
19 upvotes | September 17, 2018 | by Rugby11 | Link | Reddit Link

http://adamayala.org/the-rational-male-rollo-tomassi/
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The Importance Of Choosing The Right People For Your Tribe
19 upvotes | April 27, 2020 | by WekiTheDragon13 | Link | Reddit Link

https://www.barbarianrhetoric.com/the-importance-of-choosing-the-right-people-for-your-tribe/
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I'm Trying To Do Something With My Life, And I Want You
To As Well
19 upvotes | July 6, 2020 | by Avenger703 | Link | Reddit Link

Hey guys, earlier this year I started a podcast interviewing successful people on how they accomplish
their goals and become successful. I know that each person's individual journey through life is
unique, but my hope is that by listening to the stories of others, you can pick out lessons that apply to
where you are at right now.
This podcast is geared towards people who are looking to get the most out of life (and this seems like
the type of sub where those people reside). If you are that type of person, I would really appreciate it
if you would take time to check out the podcast and give me any feedback you might have. Here's the
link: Potential City
Thanks!
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Why You Shouldn’t Seek Emotional Fulfillment Through
Women
19 upvotes | April 25, 2018 | by Rugby11 | Link | Reddit Link

http://www.returnofkings.com/43503/the-quandary-of-seeking-sustained-emotional-fulfillment-throu
gh-women
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The Strength Of Loyalty
19 upvotes | September 15, 2021 | by MasteryOrder | Link | Reddit Link

Devoting yourself to a cause, by willingly acting on your words and promises, is an indispensable
quality for every man. Loyalty is something that has to be willingly and freely chosen and backed up
with action. Even though feeling and emotion can be part of what loyalty constitutes, at its core,
loyalty is defined by your actions.
True loyalty is rooted in principles and not in people, but it is intended to serve people. When you are
loyal to your wife, you are loyal to the idea of love and fidelity. When you are loyal to your friend,
you are loyal to camaraderie and brotherhood.
Embrace loyalty and strive to remain faithful to your chosen cause until all the work you can do for
that cause is done, which in many cases may be the end of your life.
Loyalty is not dependent on reciprocity.
Are you able to handle the winds and storms when things are not working your way? Are you able to
still keep your word?
I hope you are.
All the best to you, reader!
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The #MeToo Sexual Harassment Hysteria Is A Pretext For
Women To Take Power And Money From Men
19 upvotes | December 25, 2017 | by Rugby11 | Link | Reddit Link

http://www.returnofkings.com/143863/the-metoo-sexual-harassment-hysteria-is-a-pretext-for-women
-to-take-power-and-money-from-
men?utm_source=twitter&utm_medium=twitter&utm_campaign=twitter%20dlvrit%20rss
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Week 20.5: Life is an Adventure (An Inspirational)
19 upvotes | July 27, 2013 | by GaiusScaevolus | Link | Reddit Link

http://www.funnyjunk.com/funny_pictures/4329039/Life+is+an+adventure/
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Man Tip (late) Tuesday: One Handed Bra Removal
19 upvotes | November 13, 2013 | by GaiusScaevolus | Link | Reddit Link

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XiL25Au51AI
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Just popped on my Facebook. Thought it belonged here.
19 upvotes | April 6, 2014 | by vandaalen | Link | Reddit Link

http://imgur.com/lJv9Iu5
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How do I get over nervousness?
19 upvotes | April 10, 2014 | by MarriedRP | Link | Reddit Link
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Where to start?
19 upvotes | August 10, 2014 | by wptothbatman | Link | Reddit Link

This sub motivated me to write my first post. I'd love to jump straight in but I'm confused where to
start. I can't even seem to find the link to "day one". Does anyone have a recommendation on how to
get the most out of this sub?
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/r/becomeaman hits 10K subscribers
19 upvotes | October 22, 2014 | by TrendingBot | Link | Reddit Link

http://redditmetrics.com/r/becomeaman
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Become a Federal Wildland Firefighter. Travel the country.
Work hard and push yourself to the point of reaching your
limit. Become tougher. Make money.
19 upvotes | April 11, 2015 | by StrongBodyStrongMind | Link | Reddit Link

First, watch these videos. I picked them out myself to show you what you would be committing to
and to show you just a bit of what the wildland firefighting life is about:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QxJFIfkOQLY
In that video, you can see all the different types of fire modules that exist.
There are generally two ways you will get your foot in the door:
A) on a hotshot / hand crew; a specialized 20-man firefighting crew
B) on an engine; made up of 3-5 firefighters who staff one engine
 
Both of those paths are shown in the video above, among others that can be pursued.
Hotshot / hand crews and fire engines work together to put out fire but they also work independently
as well.
Check these videos out:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VhLhP-7Y3iU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GWqzee9hb-o
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UcN-9DjDbAg

The three videos up top are end-of-season videos created by members on three hotshot crews around
the country. I thought all three were edited well and show some of what you will be getting yourself
into.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bQytFZuIBiw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Bw_-rTRnvS0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mZ8ofqVUt8k
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gMZ07LD3qBA

These three videos show what its like from the engine side of things. You will be working in smaller
teams doing a ton of initial attack on big walls of fire. You will be one of the first resources that
arrive at a fire in most cases. It will be up to you and your engine crew to be the first ones to put
water on the fire and start putting it out.
 
After proving yourself in this line of work and building up your reputation, you can move onto harder
/ more challenging things like heli-rappel (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qtICNDRp6mQ) and
smokejumping
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9RMQ4K8mp2k
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OzNFaWFUcIU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NemoxJ7Ru3A
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wNuiwawzmbY

 
 
Whatever you decide you want to pursue first, you have to decide where in the country you want to
work: http://www.fs.fed.us/appeals/images/us-map.gif
One of the best things about this job is that there are firefighter positions and firefighting modules all
around the nation. Every single state west of the Rockies has a long-established wildland firefighting
tradition and system. You can get a job as a firefighter in almost every single state west of the
Rockies.  After that, you want to find the places that are hiring for new, rookie firefighters with no
previous fire experience. You do this by searching online (on google basically - search using any of
these terms:"2016 wildland seasonal firefighter hire hiring application").
Find out specific names and phone numbers. It's not hard. The information is all kept online by the
fire modules. You want to find out the names and numbers of crew superintendents / captains / squad
bosses OR engine captains / assistant captains.
If you are a veteran (especially combat arms), you are pretty much guaranteed a position if you
apply. Make sure to let them know that you have served and have your DD-214 available.
(I.E. If there are 2 slots available on a module, the 10 veterans who apply are given first
consideration. The 120 other civilians who applied will be considered IF any the positions are still
available after the veterans have been given a shot.)
 
All hiring is done through www.usajobs.gov.

1) Create an account.
2) Fill out your information and create a resume using the simple system that usajobs.gov uses.
It creates it automatically for you - all you have to do is fill in the boxes.
3) Start calling the crew and engine overhead beginning in November. Introduce yourself. Tell
them who you are, tell them that you want to work for them, tell them that you have no
previous wildland firefighting experience, ask them if they will be hiring any GS-3 (rookie)
firefighters for the upcoming fire season, ask them specific questions that you have (when will
the season begin? do you offer barracks / bunkhouse lodging for firefighters? what is the PT
routine like?). Get all the information you need. Let them know you'll call back after you've
applied.
4) Apply to the specific crew or engine you want to work on in December / January (find out
when the application window opens up; usually its only 7 - 14 days so you have to make sure
you get it in on time).
5) Call the crews / engines that you applied for the first week of February. Ask them how the
hiring process is going. Tell them that you applied for their crew / engine.
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6) If all goes well, your resume has gone through and they've reviewed it and think that you
should be given a chance. You've been selected out of dozens of applicants and you will get a
call back asking if you are still interested in a position. Then you will eventually be interviewed
over the phone. If that goes well and the crew / engine overhead wants to offer you a job, they
will send it up to the fire chief and he will finally approve you and you will get a call back
saying they want to offer you a position for the 2016 fire season.

 
That's pretty much the process. It's the same every year.

Search and visit / call in November.
Apply in December / January.
Call and check in with the superintendent / captains in February.
Call / visit again in March and April.
Do a phone interview with the crew / engine overhead.
Get hired.
Fill out and submit some paperwork.
Start work in April / May.
Finish the season and be released from duty in October / November.

 
The most important things are to reach out to the people who will be hiring you. You do not just want
to send out applications on usajobs.gov without atleast introducing yourself over the phone.
 
If you are serious about pursuing this, read each of these websites more information:
http://hotshotfitness.com/career_tips.html
http://www.wildfirenews.com/fire/articles/jobs.html
http://www.blm.gov/nv/st/en/fo/carson_city_field/blm_programs/fire_management/silver_state_hotsh
ots/so_you_want_to_be.html
http://www.hotshotfitness.com/a_day_in_the_life.html
http://www.wildlandfire.com/docs/faq.htm#where1
http://paulstaley1.hubpages.com/hub/howtobecomeahotshotfirefighter
http://www.nps.gov/romo/learn/management/hotshot_history.htm
http://www.hotshotfitness.com/hotshotcrewlist.html
https://www.facebook.com/pages/Wildland-Firefighters/98891859251
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Interagency_hotshot_crew
 
Here is a list of all the Type I Interagency Hotshot Crews around the nation:
http://www.fs.fed.us/fire/people/hotshots/IHC_index.html
 
Ask me if you have any questions at all. I've been sleep deprived these past three nights and I
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probably left a few things out here.
I will say this: I love my job. A season (5-6 months) of wildland firefighting is one of the craziest
adventures you will ever experience. You will see some of the biggest fires you will ever see in your
life. You will work incredibly hard and get stronger every single day you are out there. You won't
build much show muscle - in fact, you might even lose 10 - 30lb over the course of a hard fire season
(I dropped just about 15lb over the course of June, July, August last year; regained all of it back + an
additional ~10lb over the winter) - but you will build actual functional strength. The strength you
need to carry a shitload of weight on your back and in your hands and push yourself up the steepest
hill you have ever seen and then get to the top and start cutting line or setting up a hose lay and begin
working for the next six hours straight without break. The kind of strength that doesn't leave you for
the rest of your life - it just turns into old-man strength.
You will travel the country and see places that 95% of Americans will never get to see. You will
meet and be surrounded by and work alongside some genuinely tough, physically strong, capable and
competent men. It's one of the last refuges of toughness left in our culture. Like certain sport teams or
units in the military or certain police / structural fire departments or a few vocations / lines of work.
No pussies or weaklings allowed. No bitching. No whining. No crying. You put out 100% or as close
to it as you can manage all the time.
Because you will (hopefully) be so busy during the peak of the fire season, you will get to save up a
ton of money too. I'm talking anywhere from $8,000, $13,000, $19,000 sitting in your bank account
at the end of your first season that you haven't even had the chance to look at let alone spend after a
few months of your first season fighting fire. It all depends on how busy your crew or engine is
during the fire season. Of course, this pay gets bumped up as you get promoted.
 
To conclude, check out these photos, a collection of a few photos related to wildland firefighting that
I put together:
http://abulletproofmind.tumblr.com/post/54292579096
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Compiling a list of blood tests for men
19 upvotes | December 27, 2015 | by [deleted] | Link | Reddit Link

This could be construed as a post asking for medical advice. It's not.
What I'm attempting to do is compile a list of blood tests that are important for us men to monitor or
use to optimize our lives.
Here is what I've got so far:

All tests under: http://www.walkinlab.com/anti-aging/top12importantbloodtestpanel-men.html
Vitamin D
IGG Food sensitivity tests — Alcat - 88 food panel
Leaky Gut test - Biohealth test # 205 - Secretory IGA
Biohealth 401H (6 day)

Anyone have any suggestions on what to add?
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How to stop caring/Develop emotional control.
19 upvotes | January 12, 2016 | by Her_Wolf | Link | Reddit Link

Hello folks. Found you guys (TRP) a while ago and I gotta say, you seem pretty awesome in what
you can offer.
So I'm dealing with a little issue which I'm trying quite a bit to fix, but most books and whatnot tend
to fail me (though I guess that's just moreso because I have issues finding a book towards such a
scenario).
The issue is twofold: Insecurity and Aggression. I've never really felt sure or confident of myself and,
at a young age, this made me quite a target for other children to push my around. Fast forward into
highschool, the little crybaby became the school bully in an almost stereotypical fashion. Though I
didn't actively go out and look for trouble, it was ridiculously easy to provoke me into picking folks
up and pushing them into the garbage bin (the literal variant, might I add). As years go by, it was
increasingly easy for me to anger. Every little thing someone said (and says, seeing how this is still
current) really has an easy way of getting into my skin, internally making me feel absolutely
abhorrent and self-deprecating and outwardly hostile and, if prodded enough, violent.
Post-School, I've grown pretty competitive, still aggressive, and can't help a certain need to claim
dominance most given scenarios, even with things as mild as when little brother's began to walk
("Mine started walking before yours did! Hah!") or boasting inherent strength.
Seen as abrasive, borderline offensive, and even stupid to the public, how I act when alone or with a
select few is harshly different, seeing as how I feel safer I suppose, though this is the way I've desired
to. My temper is still short, given quite a bit of pent up anger, but I find myself much more quiet,
more interested in reading and research into things that catch my interest, and I've even felt mildly
annoyed that it came to a surprise to some that I possess an artistic penchant (seeing as how spend
quite some time drawing and studying art books).
TL;DR: People believe I'm stupid and hostile because I have little control and a lot of pent up anger.
How do I stop being easily provoked and be able to just be a grown ass man instead of being stuck as
a highschool brute?
EDIT: I do apologize for going on a bit of a rant there, another fault is indeed lack of focus.
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Mr. Rodgers - A fuckin Man
19 upvotes | February 2, 2016 | by maxofreddit | Link | Reddit Link

Just realized this watching with my kids the other day. Mr. Rodgers is totally alpha, and for sure a
man. Why? He owned that shit. Like he didn't apologize, he was a kind, good hearted, patient,
connected man. While he may not have focused on "game," he still went skinny dipping, and had fun
in his own way.
It really made me realize that being alpha is really so much more about owning your won stuff and
being ok with it, whatever that is. You can be a total shloob and be into Pokemon and never score any
dates or have a life, or you can the be coolest mofo out there, whip out a Charmander, and your
totally the shit.
Go get 'em boys!
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Which are the best blogs youread?
19 upvotes | February 22, 2016 | by Alive93 | Link | Reddit Link

My favorites are:
https://boldanddetermined.com/
http://www.goodlookingloser.com/
http://shamelesspride.com/
http://illimitablemen.com/
Share the wisdom gentlemen!
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I'm in financial trouble
19 upvotes | April 17, 2016 | by Mohandor | Link | Reddit Link

Hi, I am in a bad position and it’s entirely my fault. I’m not a victim, I made bad choices. I’m not
looking for sympathy, I’m not looking for excuses, I want advices on how to improve my situation.
I will graduate from college (engineering) in September. I will look for a job but on average it takes 6
months for people from my college to get a job. Plus, I have an empty resume. So it might take even
longer.
I have to find a source of income.
I am a musician, but I’m not even good at it since I always half-assed my practice. It was for fun.
Growing up, I spent all my free time playing video games and watching porn. So basically, I have no
skill.
I have 5 months to develop a skill and to learn how to make money from it. I have no savings. I can
only count on myself. I can work 5 hours a day (8 hours on the week-end) to develop that skill.
I think I will look for a shitty job like pizza delivery but I need to develop a skill anyway. I am an
intellectual person; I’m talented with numbers. I do not do well in manual tasks.
The first step I took was to delete all video games, quit watching porn and to get a gym membership.
I will gladly welcome any suggestion.
To the young ones who are reading this: don’t piss away your free time.
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Starting monk mode
19 upvotes | May 17, 2016 | by youssarian | Link | Reddit Link

Having read TRP for the last couple of years, I've decided to make a serious attempt at applying it to
my life. I'm home from college for about two months. I don't foresee myself working for this time,
nor do I have any friends still nearby. So I think it's a good opportunity to put myself into monk mode
and come out on the other side as something closer to a red pill man.
My goals with monk mode include (edited to be more precise):

Focus in on my three main hobbies - reading, writing, and coding.
Reading: currently going through the Lord of the Rings series, then Asimov's Foundation
series. An hour a day for this.
Writing: currently in the planning stage for a novel, will be participating in a
NaNoWriMo-styled event next month. 1-1.5 hrs a day for this, in June my goal will be
1,667 words daily.
Coding: currently working on 1 project, have another queued. 1-1.5 hrs a day.

Read and absorb the important RP books and blogs.
Starting w/ Robert Glover's No More Mr. Nice Guy. I plan to take notes as I read. 1 hr a
day.
Reading through The Rational Male's best-of post series. I just fit this stuff in when I
have time.

Cut out junk media consumption such as social media.
As minimal usage of Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, LinkedIn, Twitch, YouTube, reddit,
and other social media as I can. Or if I use these, only for purposes that progress monk
mode training.
General avoidance of TV and Internet for non-constructive purposes.

Develop better eating habits.
Cut out chocolate and other sugary snacks. Work in progress, because...
...Need to develop a healthy meal plan for myself. Shooting to do a one-week plan right
now, later to be expanded to a four-week plan

Start being more physically active.
Hour allocated to exercise and other physical activity. Push ups, sit ups, walking around,
etc.
This is where I'm in a pickle. There's no usable exercise equipment in the house. The
nearest gym is too far away (I lack a vehicle). So no obvious opportunities to lift weights
here.
Actually there appears to be a building directed toward youth that also had an adult swim
time in the morning. I could use that.

Improve my social interactions, particularly with women.
A bit clueless here. The only place I really go during the week is church, maybe get to
know people there better?

The thing to realize is that I want this experience to be uncomfortable. Mainly physically
uncomfortable, but also mentally and emotionally. Man is made in the crucible of struggle. I desire to
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push myself in these regards. I currently have a set routine of going to bed at 11 and waking up at 8.
Yet if that feels too comfortable I might switch to 7 or earlier. Some ideas in my head:

Set bed/wake times of 11 pm and 6 am
Set mealtimes. No snacking!
No fapping every day/every other day.

Any suggestions for how I can get the most out of this?
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Where do I start with women?
19 upvotes | November 10, 2016 | by TheTailedBeast | Link | Reddit Link

My life was, and still is, the epitome of holding back. While others in middle school and high school
went out to get the girl they wanted, I was always held back by insecurity, shyness, and a lack of
ability to talk to women. Playing video games were easier. Since the first year of high school, I aimed
to improve myself as a human, and only after 2 years I started (slooowly) to become the man I'd like
to be. I build up my character, which was pretty much nonexistent, I made some friends, I started to
understand how I should shape myself. But my life was almost always void of women, before high
school, because I was really beta and never could figure out girls (even though I wasn't really
unpopular, quite the opposite in fact), and during/after high school, because I was in a technical high
school, so there were like 20 girls vs. a few hundred boys (we used to have a joke, that we have 20
girls in our school - two of which shave their legs, and both are taken). Currently I'm on a first year of
IT-related course in college, and obviously the proportion is still not in favour of males, but that
doesn't matter, as the wonders of being an adult college student are that you aren't confined to your
fellow students' community in search for a partner.
Therefore, I ask you this: if I have no idea about dating, women, sex, and all this stuff, and I'd like to
find someone, what should I do? The only guidance I ever got was from my parents (which was
useless, as the times have changed drastically) and from my collegues (which were way more
experienced already so all their ideas were crazy to me).
I mean, I know you can pick up women everywhere you find them, but from someone starting from
zero, how could I get more experienced and comfortable with dating, relationships etc.?
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Cassie Jaye explores the Red Pill (2017)
19 upvotes | January 24, 2017 | by cryobabe | Link | Reddit Link

http://youtu.be/HK7n_XA40V8
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Major anxiety in everything i do.
19 upvotes | March 21, 2017 | by delux_bg | Link | Reddit Link

For some reason lately I've been experiencing more than my usual anxiety which was manageable.
Instead of enjoying driving I am constantly stressed about crashing into someone or someone
crashing into me, that keeps me unfocused, stressed and i can't follow the traffic as well.
Instead of enjoying talking to people, meeting people and expressing myself, i am constantly anxious
of what someone will think of me, im feeling constantly judged, i feel like im gonna make fool of
myself... i expect the worst.
I can't go to the store and buy something without feeling anxious, as if i wouldn't be able to handle
what is prepared there for me.
I feel as if something really really bad is gonna happen and its stressing me a lot. I can't attend
university lectures, i can't drive, i can't meet people. I literally have no idea what to do, i never been
this worse.
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The Sugar Boom - How To Survive The Coming Explosion Of
Casual Mass Prostitution - The City Bachelor
19 upvotes | January 16, 2018 | by Rugby11 | Link | Reddit Link

https://thecitybachelor.com/sugar-boom-survive-coming-explosion-casual-mass-prostitution/
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The Hormone Hacking Guide.pdf
19 upvotes | September 20, 2018 | by Rugby11 | Link | Reddit Link

https://www.dropbox.com/s/e6enbufbx2wgvb0/The%20Hormone%20Hacking%20Guide.pdf?dl=0
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8 Valuable Life Lessons I’ve Learned From Losing On National
Television
19 upvotes | September 23, 2017 | by Rugby11 | Link | Reddit Link

https://edlatimore.com/8-valuable-life-lessons-ive-learned-from-losing-on-national-television
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300 Red Pill Relationship Proverbs
19 upvotes | August 21, 2017 | by Rugby11 | Link | Reddit Link

https://theprivateman.wordpress.com/2015/10/01/300-red-pill-relationship-proverbs/
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Even if you think it's too late, it's not.
19 upvotes | April 11, 2021 | by eXiLe117x | Link | Reddit Link

As a man who used to procrastinate a lot, I used to think that since I put a lot of things off, I wouldn't
be able to get the future that I want.
However, that's not true. It's never too late to do what you want/need to. Will things be more difficult
since you put things off though? Yes, for sure. But that shouldn't stop you.
Just do it and do your best to make sure things go well for you in the end. It's better to try than not.
And hey, even if things don't go your way? Don't stop. Things will work out in the end.
This is coming from a man who nearly lost everything just because he thought it would be wise to put
something off till later, and it nearly cost him his relationship with the woman he loves and his job. I
don't do put things off anymore though, I definitely learned my lesson the hard way.
Oh and I also made something for those who have difficulty in doing things right away. You don't
have to click on it because I'm just hoping this post manages to help someone.
https://youtu.be/CkiLPMnkBh0
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Tips on how to make decisions
19 upvotes | January 17, 2022 | by MasteryOrder | Link | Reddit Link

In times of crisis, men in leading positions are put to the test and their ability to make decisions will
indicate their capacity to stay on top of the situation. No policeman wants to be under the command
of an officer who shakes in the heart of a crisis. No woman wishes for a man who cannot decide what
he wants in a relationship. No team in any company appreciates an employee who cannot make any
decisions on the fly.
Be honest with yourself and evaluate your actions. Are you the kind of man that is indecisive and
restless, the man who wishes that life should finally start for him? Are you living under the delusion
that not making decisions will keep you safe in your current position? Is your fear of losing control
paralyzing you, building up your anxiety, and keeping you stuck in time regretting unmade choices?
If any of these questions raised your heartbeat just a little, do not fail to understand that your life is
like standing in the middle of a river in which to move forward you have to constantly fight against
the current and if you stop, you will be swept away. It is not possible to stand still in life, and if you
remain idle in moments when you need to make decisions, you will feel as if life will just happen to
you. Keep in mind that if you are trying to live in the middle of your unmade decisions, these will
eventually pile up in your brain, causing you to feel anxious and overwhelmed.
The kind of man that a woman wants, a company promotes and the world respects is the man who is
decisive, the man who remains calm and cool under pressure, the man with a purpose and a direction
who is taking charge of the situation every time he faces a challenging period.
Understand that, as a man, you just don’t simply float along in life. You need to seize the chances
that you get and design your course towards your goals and happiness. Regardless of the challenges
that you will face and the bitter failures that you will taste, make the decision to become the master of
your fate.
Being able to make decisions is important, but of course, just making them is not enough. If you end
up making too many poor decisions, the direction of your life might not be the one you have
imagined. You need to become skilled in making good decisions and in making them at the right
time.
Making choices is a normal part of everyday life. The difficulty of those choices is normally the
element that determines you to put off making a choice for as long as possible. You know very well
that deciding on what T-shirt to wear is not even comparable to the difficult choice of, for example,
picking what college you should go to.
When faced with the second type of choice, you know that as soon as you step through one door, all
the other doors will close, and you will never know what was behind them. As frightening and
paralyzing as this may be, here are a few points to consider when you are facing the anxiety that
comes with the doubt that you are making a good decision.
Inform yourself
Whenever you are faced with a big decision, get as much information as possible. Waiting around all
day for the planets to somehow align and give you an answer won’t cut it. Find out, as much as
possible about all the options that you have before you. Research as much as you can, read, go online,
talk to people close to you, talk to people that might have an outsider’s perspective. Throughout your
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research, you might have a moment of clarity when the best choice for you becomes obvious.
Pros and Cons
If this doesn’t happen while doing your research, take a piece of paper and write down the pros and
cons of each potential decision. While listing the positives and negatives of each choice, you will
notice that some paths might have more positive elements for you than others. Even if after doing this
your choice is still not clear, the process of thinking through the pros and cons can lead you in the
direction of a resolution.
Imagine your life after the choice
If, by now, you are still not 100% sure on which path to choose, keep in mind that the results of big
decisions in life can only be imagined in the abstract, and you will never know 100%. Take some
time and disconnect from the world completely. Go somewhere quiet and remove any distractions
from your surroundings and try to imagine your life after making each of your possible choices.
Think about which scenario gives you a sense of peace? Which path makes you satisfied just thinking
about it and which one leaves you a bit empty?
Never forget your past
Throughout this process never forget your past decisions. You know very well the old saying that
those who don’t understand history are doomed to repeat it. Think about the bad decisions you made
in the past and find their common denominator. Make sure you learn from your mistakes and don’t
let prestige, greed, or pride pull you into the same swamp.
Taking your time and analyzing your choices is nice, but keep in mind that you don’t always have
time to sit down and study things out. Sometimes the pressure of the moment will make it harder for
you to make the right decision, but here are a few tips that can help you make good choices on the
fly.
Be prepared
You obviously cannot know exactly what decision you will be faced with in your life, but you can
prepare as best as possible for what to do in a multitude of situations. In your working life, try to be
one step ahead and learn the details of the projects that are coming down the line. With your
relationship, think about the direction where you want things to go and prepare your path as much as
you can in advance.
Put in an effort and learn valuable skills that will come in handy in case of an emergency. Practice
these skills whenever you have the chance so that if you are suddenly faced with a challenging
situation, you won’t have to think about it as much, since your preparation will just kick in
automatically.
Keep in mind that every great decision brings with it the possibility of regret. Every path that you will
choose will eventually bring in your life a soul-crushing day. One of those days when everything bad
that can happen seems to happen tenfold. One of those days when your mind can’t help but wonder
about what would have been like to have chosen another path.
Remember this: No matter what path you choose, you will face such days and you will face them
often. These days are character-building days, moments in time when you can become a better man,
by standing for your choice regardless of the pains and struggles that you are faced with. No matter
the path you choose, there are going to be things that you are grateful for and things that you regret. It
would not have been any different if you had made a different choice.
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Whenever you feel paralyzed by the difficulty of a choice, never forget that sometimes you make the
right decision, other times you make the decision right.
You can either decide on how your life unfolds or remain undecided and let life happen to you.
The life that you will have will be defined by your decisions.
All the best to you, reader!
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Band of Brothers | The Rational Male
18 upvotes | September 4, 2017 | by Rugby11 | Link | Reddit Link

https://therationalmale.com/2017/09/04/band-of-brothers/
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The Prince and the Magician
18 upvotes | June 2, 2019 | by The-Wizard-of-Oz- | Link | Reddit Link

from The Magus by John Fowles
Once upon a time there was a young prince who believed in all things but three. He did not believe in
princesses, he did not believe in islands, and he did not believe in God. His father, the king, told him
that such things did not exist.
As there were no princesses or islands in his father's domains, and no sign of God, the prince believed
his father. But then, one day, the prince ran away from his palace and came to the next land. There, to
his astonishment, from every coast he saw islands, and on these islands, strange and troubling
creatures whom he dared not name.
As he was searching for a boat, a man in full evening dress approached him along the shore. "Are
those real islands?" asked the young prince.
"Of course they are real islands," said the man in evening dress. "
And those strange and troubling creatures?"
"They are all genuine and authentic princesses." "
Then God must also exist!" cried the young prince. "
I am God," replied the man in evening dress, with a bow. The young prince returned home as quickly
as he could. "So, you are back," said his father, the king. "
I have seen islands, I have seen princesses, I have seen God," said the prince reproachfully. The king
was unmoved. "
Neither real islands, real princesses nor a real God exist." "I saw them!" "Tell me how God was
dressed." "God was in full evening dress." "
Were the sleves of his coat rolled back?" The prince remembered that they had been. The king
smiled. "
That is the uniform of a magician. You have been deceived." At this, the prince returned to the next
land and went to the same shore, where once again he came upon the man in full evening dress. "
My father, the king, has told me who you are," said the prince indignantly. " you deceived me last
time, but not again. Now I know that those are not real islands and real princesses, because you are a
magician." The man on the shore smiled. "
It is you who are deceived, my boy. In your father's kingdom, there are many islands and many
princesses. But you are under your father's spell, so you cannot see them."
The prince pensively returned home. When he saw his father, he looked him in the eye. "
Father, is it true that you are not a real king, but only a magician?" The king smiled and rolled back
his sleeves. "Yes, my son, I'm only a magician." "
Then the man on the other shore was God." "
The man on the other shore was another magician." "
I must know the truth, the truth beyond magic." "
There is no truth beyond magic," said the king. The prince was full of sadness.
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He said "I will kill myself." The king by magic caused Death to appear. Death stood in the door and
beckoned to the prince. The prince shuddered. He remembered the beautiful but unreal islands and
the unreal but beautiful princesses. "
Very well," he said, "I can bear it". "
You see, my son," said the king, "you, too, now begin to be a magician."
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Live For the Thrill of the Fight, Enjoy the Daily Struggle
18 upvotes | December 17, 2019 | by WekiTheDragon13 | Link | Reddit Link

https://thewolfwithkeyboard.wordpress.com/2019/12/17/live-for-the-thrill-of-the-fight-enjoy-the-dail
y-struggle/
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How To Overcome Insecurities And Low Self Esteem
18 upvotes | May 12, 2020 | by przemkas | Link | Reddit Link

https://perfect24hours.com/how-to-overcome-insecurities-and-low-self-esteem/
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Your Days Are Numbered... Live Accordingly
18 upvotes | October 5, 2017 | by Rugby11 | Link | Reddit Link

http://masculinebydesign.com/your-days-are-numbered/
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what would you consider the best/most effective exercise
training routine every week.
18 upvotes | April 21, 2014 | by _Very_Relevant | Link | Reddit Link
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I need serious help. I'm a blank slate.
18 upvotes | April 28, 2015 | by blank_slate_throaway | Link | Reddit Link

tl;dr - I'm 21, in university, and I'm a fucking waste of a human being. Tell me what I need to do to
fix my life, and I'll do it.
I originally came back to the whole mgtow/red pill thing again, when, one week ago, I finally broke
up with my girlfriend after much deliberation. At first, I was fine. I put my head down and plugged
away at school. And I'm continuing to do so until the semester ends. I took up a new diet, since I'm a
fat piece of shit. 310. That's how much I was a week ago. One thing I've always hated about myself is
that I'm a fat cunt. I'm not here to make excuses for the way I am, but I'm starting to realize that my
girlfriend kept me satisfied with the way things were going. Well, my shield from reality has been
ripped from me. I'm struggling.
Why I'm here? I want you to give me any and all advice you have. I'm done being a bitch. I want to
be a man. I'm working harder, following a strict diet, and I've read more in the past week than I have
in the past few years (I read on TRP that reading really helps).
You tell me what needs to be done, why it needs to be done, and I'll do it. I want to change my life.
I'm fucking sick of living like this. It's pathetic. I don't even know why the fuck I'm posting this. I just
need to let it all out. I need to fix my life. I'm asking for help.
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Quarter-life crisis happened and I'm now independent and
engineering school. Help break my beta mould.
18 upvotes | June 1, 2015 | by Elesh | Link | Reddit Link

Back story for reference, I know it's my past and I'm no longer a victim:

I grew up in a dysfunctional household. Distant substance abusing father, emotionally unstable
mother with a head injury, an emotionally unstable sister who did not take it as well as me. As for me
I was anxious entering high school, and depressed leaving. I understand why I did it now, a
combination of self-protection and neuroticism due to being intelligent. That helps me accept it.
My goal of doing engineering out of high school fell short, I was too busy escaping reality in video
games. Did community college for accounting and graduated with a diploma and certificate after 3
years of half-assing it. Cue my quarter-life crisis.
Triggered by a year of substance use (alcohol and cannabis), that lead to two concussions. Saw how
my life was going approaching turning 24 in winter. Went on antidepressants, got inspired by my
doctor to go for my dream. Shaped up academics and sold myself, getting into a 2nd tier engineering
school. I'm doing awesome academically, abet on a low course load. My independence has
skyrocketed. I'm 25, going to therapy and working on my issues. I'm willing to call myself a man
now.
For self-help I love watching Stefan Molyneux. Also the self-esteem books by Nathaniel Branden he
recommended are incredibly empowering.

My main question:
I started lurking TRP, and the talk about evolutionary psychology triggered something for me. I'm the
atheist scientist type (who went through catholic k-12), and believed in evolution as the meaning of
life. I grew up with the underlying feeling that something was socially wrong with me. I was terrified
by the women in my family, and that lead to accepting I'd have no access to sex until I moved out. I
know that thought is only a product of my family environment, without accounting for contemporary
society.
In reality I don't think there is a lot wrong with me. I've worked hard to improve what is under my
control. I'll go over a summary of myself:
Physically: I'm inspired to lift, immediately. I want to read Starting Strength before I do barbells in
the gym. This evening after work I did some pushups and bodyweight squats. Otherwise for exercise
I walk daily 12k steps minimum. I eat OK. I eat out a bit too much. I'm thinking about improvements
for next grocery purchase. Genetically I think I have some mixed blessings considering my parents
were screwups. I'm tall, intelligent, athletic. I have Marfan's syndrome which led to a sunken chest.
Status: I'm an engineering student. That impresses my peers but not myself. It's my number one
priority and I put most of my efforts into it accordingly. I've been undergoing a psychological
assessment to get some answers regarding my academic capability, I'm mostly expecting positive
feedback even if I feel conflicted about my actual intelligence. I have an amazing job stacking books
at the library. I'm poor because I'm a student who supports himself. My clothing style is not very
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developed, I mostly aim to be presentable not well dressed. I'm also naturally introverted, so moving
up social hierarchies is hard.
So, how can I convert this into being an alpha introverted engineering student? The frustrating thing
is that though this process I've been growingly indifferent to women. I know that's some of the
strategy, but even being attracted to them is becoming foreign. Porn has been less satisfying, I'm
worried I've messed up too much of my brain's wiring being a virgin this long and missing my sexual
prime.
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Is anyone interested in "Advanced English Vocabulary"
posters I'm making? [pic inside]
18 upvotes | June 10, 2015 | by TheBetterOne | Link | Reddit Link

(there's a TL;DR at the bottom)
I read that most people stop learning new words when they become fluent in a language. This means
that once you get to a point where you are able to easily talk to friends/family/people at work, you
usually stop learning more advanced/fancy/cool vocabulary simply because you don't encounter it
that often.
English is my third language yet I speak it fluently due to attending an International school for 4
years. I speak French, Italian, English, Lithuanian and Russian, which in a way means that I don't
know any of these languages in-depth (though speaking fluently).
I get really obsessed with people who speak eloquently: Christopher Hitchens (author), Russell Brand
(comedian), Bo Burnham (comedian), Tim Minchin (comedian).
I decided to dedicate this summer to becoming more articulate by writing down any word that I don't
comprehend while being on the internet, listening to people with vast vocabularies.
This was the first result: http://imgur.com/O6WfKdG [1] (excuse the dreadful quality)
Since you cannot see the words in the pic, here's a short sample of words that's in it: solipsistic,
dichotomy, blue blood, symbiosis, Gish Gallop, anthology, osmosis, extemporize, megalomaniac,
compartmentalize, androgynous, voluptuous.
I put it on wall next to me so that I could glance at it anytime. The next day I had friends coming over
and one guy said he'd buy me coffee if he could get one as well since he liked the idea.
I'm in the process of making more of these and I wondered if any of you are interested in having
some as well?
The poster in the picture has about 90 new words. I'm not sure about the pricing, but just in general,
would anyone be interested in having these?
TL;DR: Is anyone interested in having a poster with fancy English vocabulary on their wall?
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How to be silent
18 upvotes | May 12, 2016 | by googlemybulldog | Link | Reddit Link

Just interested in how can I man the fuck up and be silent like a fucking wolf. I constantly laugh or
talk when people with me and I hate it.
Just a man 20years with lots of self doubt and bad self discipline that will change no matter what.
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Dominant, Masculine Way of Speaking
18 upvotes | November 21, 2016 | by OBasileus | Link | Reddit Link

I'm good with using rapport-breaking tones, but apparently when I talk I sound kind of gay. I'd rather
not sound gay. Any tips on how to solve this?
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The naked truth about feminism
18 upvotes | January 5, 2017 | by cryobabe | Link | Reddit Link

https://youtu.be/7ZPnCMVwQFk
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The Feminine Imperative in Corporate Culture
18 upvotes | August 9, 2017 | by Rugby11 | Link | Reddit Link

https://therationalmale.com/2017/08/08/the-feminine-imperative-in-corporate-culture/
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The Suicide Solution – Part Four: Find Your Masculine Tribe
18 upvotes | October 1, 2018 | by Rugby11 | Link | Reddit Link

https://thefamilyalpha.com/2018/10/01/the-suicide-solution-part-four/
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“Every Young Man Should be the Hero of His Own Story”
17 upvotes | November 13, 2017 | by TheLastStance | Link | Reddit Link

https://theeffectivemanblog.wordpress.com/2017/11/13/every-man-a-hero/
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Day 6 + 7 - Learn and Introspect
17 upvotes | January 19, 2013 | by redpillschool | Link | Reddit Link

You have "The manipulated man" by now.
This weekend, Read through (and including) to section "The Fair Sex"
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Week 20: On Women
17 upvotes | July 24, 2013 | by GaiusScaevolus | Link | Reddit Link

Okay, this is it. This week we are going to talk about women. Most of the improvements a man
makes are motivated, at least in the beginning, by a desire to be more successful with women. In fact,
I'd be willing to bet that women (or a woman) are the reason many of you initially hit that subscribe
button several months ago. Well this week I'm going to give you the magic formula to have eternal
success with women without doing a single thing.
...
....
...
Please.
I hope you all understand by now, there are no shortcuts and no easy way to success, particularly with
women. It is a skill that is developed like any other, taking hard work and sacrifice. Fortunately for
you, the precursor to the skill of success with women is all the skills and traits we've been developing
and discussing for the past 20+ weeks. So here are a few tips on applying what we've been doing to
attaining the success you desire;

Be a Leader: As a man, it is your job to be dominant, to take the lead. All people are attracted
to strength, especially women. Your dominance will be noticed and rewarded.
Be your best: By now you should be fitter and stronger than you have been in recent memory,
perhaps ever. You should have a style that works for you and at least the beginnings of a
wardrobe that compliment who you want to be. These two things will help you build attraction
before you even say a word. You should also be well read on several topics, know a few new
jokes, and have a new hobby or two, as well as some funny stories from your experiences in the
past six months. Use these to generate interest when you hold a conversation. You've become a
more interesting person in the new year, so show it.
Be Confident: I can't stress this enough. If you've been reading this sub, and completing the
challenges, you're in the top 10% of men in any given locale. Also, because you are only
worried about entertaining yourself, you have an outcome independence that few men ever
attain.
Practice, Practice, Etc: I'm moderately successful with women. When I go out, I can typically
get at least a number, if i'm on my game and that fickle bitch luck doesn't get in my way. I have
also been rejected over 500 times. My roommate Fred is arguably the most capable person I've
ever met when it comes to women. His idea of a 'rut' is "only 2 girls in a week". He has been
rejected over 1,000 times. Several times, he's been shot-out-of-the-sky-with-multiple-anti-air-
batteries-that-then-shoot-the-ejecting-pilot rejected.

The point is, each failure makes you better. As Edison said "“I have not failed. I've just found 10,000
ways that don't work.”
Wk XX Challenge: Find 10 ways that don't work. Specifically, go out and do 10 approaches. This
time, don't try to fail or succeed, try to have fun approaching. Say or do literally anything in your
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approach as you enjoy it. Share results and approach ideas here.
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[Mod] 2,000 men and growing
17 upvotes | August 8, 2013 | by GaiusScaevolus | Link | Reddit Link

In just over a month our readership has doubled. The males of Reddit are taking notice and making
the decision to become real men. When we started this project, I didn't expect that we'd grow to this
size. A few changes coming;
-We are reaching the end of our initial 6 month project. The mods have decided to continue this sub.
After our initial six months, [week 24], We will be changing formats slightly (details to come).
-After week 24, people who have commented consistently will be given highly coveted but
functionally negligible 'MAN' flair. Subscribers with this flair will help give advice to newer
subscribers, as well as contribute posts to the sub.
Be sure you've completed the challenges
-Very soon, Become A Man will be jumping over to Puerarchy.com. We'll be transferring older posts,
as well as probably adding content to the website so be sure to check it out.
Well done everybody. Keep up the good work.
-GS-
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Alpha Friday: The Male Experience
17 upvotes | October 12, 2013 | by GaiusScaevolus | Link | Reddit Link

http://therationalmale.com/2013/09/10/the-male-experience/
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[video] Overcoming Fake Friends (6 min)
17 upvotes | February 15, 2014 | by pwrfull | Link | Reddit Link

http://youtu.be/hge9R6mvKoA
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I want to lose 4% of my body fat index, what is a realistic
expectation in terms of weeks?
17 upvotes | August 27, 2014 | by remember13 | Link | Reddit Link

I am currently at 20.8% but I am a pretty muscular fellow. I want to get at 16% as soon as possible. I
read some general guidelines and know how to do it, but I want to know how long would take on
average (considering that I am following the general guidelines quite closely- I mean no sugar,
starchy carbs, water, exercise etc.).
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Improvement is easier with preparation and practice.
17 upvotes | November 2, 2014 | by LordhavePercy11 | Link | Reddit Link

I recently listened to a Joe Rogan Experience podcast and I've realized something incredibly
powerful.
Preparation is everything. Preparation makes execution easier, and planning will help you prepare for
the unknown.
Rogan is a new hunter and he said that his whole life he's always practiced. Whether it be jiu jitsu,
bow hunting, standup, his business, he's always practicing and preparing for things.
How does this translate to this, and many other subs? You must prepare.
An early part of this program deals with starting a workout plan. That prepares you for life.
Physically, you're beating the body down and helping you to not only survive, but thrive in the world.
Survival is an almost given, thriving is a goal. Prepare by physically training.
Nutrition goes hand in hand with it. Preparing for that is making meals, researching what "eating
right" actually is and actually doing it. Prepare your meals the night before and realize that it's saving
you money, time, and you're in control. It's all preparation.
Being social takes preparation. Shed that old you by learning and preparing for your lessons or
missions on how to become more social and keep that frame. Research. Learn from others. It's all a
test.
Some of you are headed off to college and/or returning to college or a career. That takes preparation
as well. I hope you notice a trend.
Organization for anything is key. I wear a uniform to work including collar insignia, badges,
equipment, life safety equipment. My preparation is habit and it could save a life, even my own. It
isn't something you can take half-assed. Making sure you're ready for every day from head to toe,
inside and out will help you with confidence.
I played football, and despite it's negative connotations with many people of me being a meathead, a
jock asshole, or a jerk; it's quite the opposite. I learned about preparation, teamwork and a slew of
other character traits. The coaches were so good, I didn't realize it until after the fact that they'd
instilled those in me. I was concerned about surviving sprints in practice. I knew that the guy to the
left and right of me needed me to be ready, studied my playbook, made sure I was rested, ate enough
of good quality food, and was ready to go. They needed me.
You need you.
Prepare for your day the evening prior. Set your gear for the day out the night before and double and
triple check it. Make sure you've got everything you need and make a list. Check that list off and
make sure you've got it all.
Being prepared is key, and you'll be a better man for it.
Best of luck in this process, and stay frosty.
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Help becoming a man [long post]
17 upvotes | December 2, 2014 | by retydi | Link | Reddit Link

Hi Becomeaman.
I don't know if this is the correct place to post this, so delete if necessary or point me in the direction
of the proper Reddit. I'm a 23 year old man that has had a pretty shitty upbringing/schooling,
resulting in me being extremely beta, I would like to fix this and I want to be the man I know I can
be. But I don't know where to begin. I thought I'd post a bit about my past.
  My childhood years I was hit a lot by my parents, so much that I would often have to be on my best
behavior at all times to avoid being hit, I spent a lot of my time in my bed because they would
confine me to my bed for weeks upon end with nothing but my thoughts/imagination/teddies to keep
me sane during the day. I guess this was their way of disciplining me. I never had birthday presents or
celebrated Christmas because both of them were Jehovah's Witnesses so I already began to see
myself differently to everyone else. I was different in school compared to the other kids, I got bullied
a lot so I would ask my dad what to do in these situations.
  My father (being an absolute huge beta blue pill) would always tell me to walk away from
confrontations and never stick up for yourself because it's better to walk away unscathed, so here's
where my life started going in the blue pill direction. So many times I was called shit but I never
stuck up for myself, I would just walk away, laugh it off, go home and cry myself to sleep. High
school was pretty much like this all the way through, I got into a fight once from calling a dude fat
that called my mother a whore but I ended up just walking off and leaving the situation, that was the
only near fight I ever got into. Throughout high school video games were my reality escape, without
those I probably would've done something I regret to myself, even today I play games to escape the
world. I got into fights with my dad a lot, I pushed my mom over once in rage, my parents for some
reason never cared about my grades or achievements, they never once attended a school parent
meeting.
  I often feel like my dad wasn't interested in having children, or perhaps he just didn't know how
because he himself was a beta. My mom basically got with him for pity because he was that much of
a pathetic person, she was the only girl he had in his entire life and I'm sure he was virgin until he had
me.
  College was more or less high school but with less abuse from people, the group of friends I hung
around with had a big deal with having a social ladder, I was at the bottom pretty much and had to
deal with constant insults which again I just laughed off or accepted. I ended up going the gym for a
while and getting a little bit bigger, I was always skeleton mode so I thought it would help. It didn't
last long but it did give me a little confidence. Not much happened in College unfortunately, but the
no confidence/self esteem from my childhood continued into University, at some point in College I
started to feel anxious more no reason, which was the start of my anxiety problems.
  Before University I worked some part time jobs, I worked in McDonald's and was a cafe worker. I
feared every day going to work in McDonald's, people were all normal there, they acted normal and
talked normal with no issues. I always felt like I was out of the picture and under pressure to conform
with them, I tried my best to be a normal person but it was hard.
  I ended up quitting McDonald's when something pathetic happened to me, some 16 year old (I was
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about 18/19 at the time) threw a tomato at my face in the kitchen with everyone looking, I picked it
up and threw it back at him so I didn't look like an idiot. He then walked up to me put his nose
against mine and told me to say sorry. I felt so intimated and pathetic so I said sorry to him, and the
rest of the guys in the kitchen laughed at me. A 19 year old made to apologize to a kid.
  University was probably the worst period for me at 20 years old, I had heavily invested into video
games to escape the reality of going out and meeting people. I would often sit in my room til 3am just
playing games in the dark, hardly ever venturing out of my room and relying on foods that didn't need
me to cook so I didn't have to go out of it. I was afraid of the people that I lived with because they
were so intimidating to me, big lads that had normal childhoods and liked normal things like sports or
women.
  They used to ask me if I wanted to go out through the door when I was in my room, half the time I
just pretended I wasn't there or just said no, they would spit on my door or kick it, I guess they were
just drunk students being students. The first year of university ended with me just crying on how
things turned out, instead of meeting people I stayed in where I thought I was safe, instead of meeting
women I didn't meet anyone, instead of going out to get drunk I went maybe 4 times in total. The
entire year was a pathetic waste of my life.
  The second year I tried to change, I started hitting the gym, reading starting strength to get out of
skeleton mode, I started wall climbing/bouldering, started to learn BJJ at a local fighting place and
started to go clubbing more and meeting people. It worked out well because I got to the stage where I
actually had confidence, after about 8 months I had put on a lot of muscle and my body shape looked
really great, I actually had pecks for once. I stopped playing video games, started reading book, I
adopted a cocky attitude and the residents who lived with me respected me, since they were all betas
they were seemingly scared of me.
  I once brought up when were drunk the fact that I could kick all of these guys asses to their face,
and they agreed. People were actually intimated of me, it was quite intoxicating. In any case not long
before University ended we had to do a presentation in front of about 30 people in a hall, I was
nervous as fuck but I had to do it for an examination. I got up ready to do it and something happened
at the beginning, I froze up, I couldn't think or speak, I started panicking. Everyone was looking at
me waiting and I uttered out the words "I can't do this" and ran out of the room. Needless to say that
was my downfall and I see slumped into a depressive state where I went back to video games, this is
where I failed my year and left university age 22.
  Since then I've had no jobs or thought to return back to university. I've had nights out with my group
of friends from college and they've all changed so much, they all fuck women on a weekly basis, they
all dress and act/look like men, they all have respect/self esteem for themselves. I feel like a child, it's
like I'm stuck in my teenage years waiting for something to happen but it's not. I hate checking
Facebook and seeing my friends all out living their lives, doing their jobs, making careers, fucking
women, and I've just sat here playing games for a year. I don't feel anything like a man, I'm 23
fucking years old and even kids have more life experience than I do. I don't have any love or self
esteem for myself, I'm scared to speak to women and I'm scared to get a job now. I'm scared because
it feels like everyone is judging me, they all know I'm not a proper man and I hate it.
  I discovered TRP about 4 months ago and I've been reading into it a lot, a lot more makes sense to
me now. I'm making this thread because well, I don't feel like a man in any sense of the word. And I
can understand why women don't like me, why I can't make any friends, why no one will hire me, it's
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because I'm fucking pathetic right now.
  I guess the point of this topic is where do I go from here? I know a job is #1 on the list, I'm also
currently due to go to therapy for anxiety next week. I'm sick of living this life, I'd happily throw
away my PC and everything that is getting in the way of me being a normal person. I've thought a lot
about my upbringing and other things, and perhaps I'm just fucked? Perhaps my brain has already
stopped growing and everything I experienced as a child and in high school has permanently made
me this person.
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How to be dominant with women, Part 2
17 upvotes | January 9, 2015 | by ChuckFreeman | Link | Reddit Link

http://alphanextdoor.com/dominant-women-part-2/
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Use your body language for success in business and career, Part
1
17 upvotes | July 6, 2015 | by ChuckFreeman | Link | Reddit Link
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I'm in the bottom of the social hiearchy, how do i change this?
17 upvotes | July 26, 2015 | by delux_bg | Link | Reddit Link

So every year now i then i visit my village, theres couple of guys and girls around my age and we
don't do much apart from drinking, fishing and playing poker. Before that i didn't had ANY social
experience(im 19, been bullied in high school, still can't let go of it since 7th grade and went home-
studying form).
Anyway, i always though every year i improved a bit and became better version of myself, i've read a
lot concerning self-improvement and watched lots of videos and i tried applying the principles of
them, but apparently something else is missing.
Last night we went drinking(you can call it home-party), there was this guy who is much younger
than me, probably around 15, two girls who were around 16 and me. So the other guy was leading the
entrie converastation, the most fun guy, story telling and i was just there listening and sometimes
joining the conversations, i didnt had much stories to tell, and even if i did nobody would really pay
much attention, if not any.
Straight to the point - the other guy suggested we should play game called spin the bottle, but the one
who spins can order what the others should do or they drink. So i remember few key parts of it:
One of the girls says the other girl should go and kiss me, but she didnt wanted to, so she drank. Yet
when it was her turn, somebody did order her to KISS THE OTHER GUYS ASS and she did it. I was
like, she would prefer to kiss his ass rather than my lips? Instant confidence killer.
Meanwhile im noticing both of the girls are showing huge ammount of interest in him(although hes
younger)while they're making fun of me, lowering even more my social value. when the bottle
pointed at me one of the girls said i should go and jerk him off lol, of course i laughed and said we do
that everyday mutually and its his turn tonight and i tried not to care by the mean jokes and
insults(but i dont like when im being the victim, the lowest social status guy etc.), and now that i
think of it it was pretty fucked up night and i realized i lack masculinity more than 15 years old boy.
How do i avoid this? How do i stop feeling bad when being teased/made fun of? How do i have more
masculine presence, not giving a shit? How do i have higher social status? What im supposed to do
with this group of people from now on? A lot of questions, nowhere close to an answer. Im really
confused and im not sure if this is the right subreddit, but i would really use help and advice right
now.
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Use a warrior mindset to win at life.
17 upvotes | August 7, 2015 | by ChuckFreeman | Link | Reddit Link
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Question about friends inviting me last minute and lack of
compromise.
17 upvotes | November 20, 2015 | by liteasair | Link | Reddit Link

Im going to start this off with i've been a fairly busy man this last year. I have a gull time job m-f, and
training heavy powerlifting, renovating my house, live with a woman, and am trying to start a
business. With that said, I have a few nights a week including weekends where I am free.I'm also
open to lunches, someone coming to the gym with me etc.
So for some reason, none of my friends ever want to do anything during the days i am available. They
will hang out with someone else that same day, always have plans, or whatever. Also, many friends
will plan a get together, and invite me 30 minute to an event. Of course I say no during the week. I
need some notice.
I also do initiate things, and most times people say they can't that day, or at that time, and most of the
time select a time based on on their business, but silly things like "I dobt like waking up at 11 on
saturday"
Anyways, has anyone else been in this situation? What did you do about it? Is this perhaps a problem
with myself? Maybe I need a wider social circle?
Thanks for any replies.
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Want to improve your vocabulary in 2017? I made something
you might like.
17 upvotes | January 6, 2017 | by TheBetterOne | Link | Reddit Link

Preface:

Hello, in this post I'll tell about how I improved my vocabulary and how you can replicate that with
the help of my Vocabulary Builders or by yourself.

Intro:

Most people stop learning new words when they become fluent in a language. This means that once
you are able to easily talk to friends/family/people at work, you usually stop learning more
advanced/fancy vocabulary simply because you don't encounter it that often.
English is my 3rd language and I get obsessed with people who speak it eloquently: Christopher
Hitchens (author), Russell Brand (comedian), Bo Burnham (comedian), Tim Minchin (comedian).
I realized that these people are captivating simply because they’re eloquent.
And it wasn’t just their oratory or rhetoric, it was the caliber of words that they were using.
So I set myself a goal to write down every word that I don’t know/use while listening to people with
vast vocabularies. Learning from the screen turned out to be rather tedious so I decided to make it
more fun and make a wall poster (don’t criticize my definition of fun).
A baby was born and I named it Vocabulary Builder (better than North West ☺).
This was the first result: http://imgur.com/O6WfKdG (excuse the dreadful quality)
Later I optimized the design to look like this: http://imgur.com/HjHDdx7 (you can also cut it into 4
flashcards)

What I'm offering:

A shortcut.
I’ve made a number of Vocabulary Builders that each have 40 objectively advanced words.
You can make your own or you can get the ones I’ve made for you.
Every month I’ll send you a carefully crafted Vocabulary Builder with 40 advanced words. All
printing is made on snow-white thick watercolor paper. The price is 8$/mth, free shipping worldwide.
And if you get a subscription for 3 months - I put the price down from 8$/mth to 6$/mth (also free
shipping worldwide).
So if you feel like this is for you and the price is fair for the value, grab a Vocabulary Builder, it’ll
make my day if you like it.
www.VocabularyBuilder.co
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I am aware that the website doesn't look like Apple.com, but I did my best.

  During the filtering process I take over 200 advanced words,
test them with 20 native English speakers, and pick the words
that are intrinsically advanced, interesting and usable.

Guide:

Here's the most effective way to use them.
Through a lot of testing I realized the 3 most important things you should aim for:

Hang the poster in front of your desk. The aim is to be able to glance at it at any time and1.
subconsciously assimilate the new words.
It’s all about using the new word for the first time. It’s about breaking the mental barrier,2.
then you’ll notice yourself using it more often.
“3words/minute” exercise: this is your trump card. If you’re not constantly in situations where3.
you could use the new words – fabricate the situations yourself:

Take 3 new words out of the Vocabulary Builder.1.
Improvise a 1 minute speech while sneaking in those 3 words.2.
Don’t stop talking until you sneak in all three.3.
Film yourself.4.

.
Things to remember while improvising the 1 minute speech:

It’s okay to pause mid-speech. Unless you are also aiming to improve your oratory. If you are1.
– try to avoid pauses unless they make sense in your speech. Remember that the point is NOT
to make a good speech but to use the 3 new words in that speech.
If struggling to start the speech – start with “(New word) makes me think of…” and use the2.
first thing that comes to your mind as a catalyst to your speech.
The camera is there to stimulate you. Later it will also serve as a video library for your3.
learning progress.
Goal: One “3words/minute” exercise a day. You can do many more, but do at least one a day4.
to build a habit.

Last words:

If it happens that you already know a word that's in the poster, first of all – great, second – ask
yourself if you actually use the word when appropriate, besides just knowing what it means.
It’s not just about knowing the word, it’s about using it. If you don’t use it, include it into your
“3words/minute” exercise.
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You won’t become Christopher Hitchens overnight, but I can guarantee you that after two or three
Vocabulary Builders you will notice a difference in the way you speak, which from a personal
experience is a very satisfying feeling.

Once again, if you feel like this is for you and the price is fair for the value, grab a Vocabulary
Builder:
www.VocabularyBuilder.co
I genuinely believe that it can provide so much value to so many of you.
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I grew up around toxic people with lots of stress, anixiety,
constant struggle and unhappiness...
17 upvotes | June 15, 2017 | by delux_bg | Link | Reddit Link

How can i reverse the effects of all this? I was taught all the wrong things, i spent 20 years of my life
wondering whats wrong with me.

Instead of being positive i see the negatives.
Instead of being social and enjoying people, im asocial.
Instead of being confident and strong, im shy, introverted, anoxious and worrying.
Instead of being expressive and assertive im passive or aggressive.

Obvisiouly the first step is accepting who i am now and getting away from all of them, but how do i
proceed?
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How to deal with your girlfriend flirting with another guy just
in front of you.
17 upvotes | November 24, 2017 | by ChuckFreeman | Link | Reddit Link

http://alphanextdoor.com/deal-girlfriend-flirting-another-guy-just-front/
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Why I want men to let certain dreams die.
17 upvotes | January 31, 2018 | by themaneffect | Link | Reddit Link

I was recently asked by a friend jovially what the quote of the day was, in response I thought I would
attempt to create something original and out came this remark, "The best fertilizer for a new dream, is
the carcass of an old one."
As these words came to my mind and I found myself communicating them, I discovered it resonated
deeply with where I am at personally in my journey.
When reflecting over the past few years I can genuinely say and see that if I did not allow some old
dreams to die, new ones would not have begun to grow, and the goals that I did pursue and later died.
These empowered me to have opportunities I could never have imagined; they taught me lessons that
opened doors which I was unaware of.
Letting go of my dreams initially was terrifying, but when I decided to put a couple of them to rest
and embark upon developing new ones, more glorious ambitions were uncovered than I thought
possible.
So you might be asking how do you know which dreams to let die so you can make room for new
ones. Well, this is my opinion. If you are not willing to do ANYTHING for your dreams to happen,
then you should let it go. What do I mean by this? Simply this.
What are you willing to do for them? Are you ready... - To push through discomfort - Ask 1.5
gazillion questions about how to attain it - Stay up at night figuring out ways you are going to make it
happen - Risk being wrong - Possibly losing close relationships
Those are just a couple of examples that came to mind right now. So after evaluating what you
currently hold to as a dream, ask yourself if you want it bad enough to do all of the above things
mentioned. Ask yourself, "Are my dreams my comfort or my catalysts to growth?" That question also
could be a tool to sift through that which you do and do not want.
So take a moment today, evaluate your dreams and aspirations. If they do not inspire you to new
potential limits than find one that does. I see some people have an unhealthy attachment to some
dreams that were developed at a young age. Sometimes the 6-year-old dream needs to be set aside to
make room for a better one.
"All our dreams can come true, if we have the courage to pursue them." Walt Disney
I would love to help provoke men to live passionate, inspired lives, and I know that this will not
happen if they do not have a vision for their life that they are willing to take big risks for. So, I hope
this prods at least one person to stop being passive and find a dream that pushes him to new limits.
Cheers.
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We've Reached "Peak Vagina"
17 upvotes | August 7, 2018 | by Rugby11 | Link | Reddit Link

http://captaincapitalism.blogspot.com/2018/08/weve-reached-peak-vagina.html
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22nd Century Self-Discipline: Delete Distractions From Your
Life Like the Sickening Viruses They Are
17 upvotes | September 28, 2017 | by torero5 | Link | Reddit Link

http://evolvetowin.com/discipline/delete-distractions/
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How to NOT Wait Your Life Away
17 upvotes | March 8, 2021 | by AFriendlyTitan | Link | Reddit Link

Crosspost "How to NOT Wait Your Life Away" from /r/FriendlyTitan:

When I was counting down the days until my package arrived, I found myself thinking “Man I wish
this day would just be over.”
I think this sentiment is common for people waiting for the weekend, who start thinking like this on a
Monday. Then people try to find all sorts of ways to kill time. Generally turning to “distractive” or
evasive activities like Netflix or video games.
I don’t think this is inherently a “bad” way of thinking because anticipation is natural, but I do think
it is an unnecessarily painful way of thinking.
Because what can you do about how time passes? No matter what you do it won’t make it go any
faster or slower. The four weekdays until the weekend are essentially wasted or spent running away
from discomfort and “stalling for the weekend.” So why not enjoy each moment when we can?
Because the present is the only time we can influence. And it would be foolish to agonize our
minds with something that is completely out of our reach. This cannot be emphasized and repeated
enough. Until people internalize this, they will waste a lot of time on futile things, being anxious and
regretful.
These are moments that you are not getting back. Every day spent is a day closer to death. And time
will tick no matter what you do. Lying in bed or chasing your dreams. Every hour spent detesting
work and waiting until clocking out is an hour that could have been more enjoyable. And you’re
never getting it back. It’s cliche, but absolutely true.
And there is the other kind of waiting that will certainly waste years -or more likely decades- of your
life.
The illusory waiting time. What do I mean by this? I mean when you think of milestones like “I’ll
wait until I’m 30 to start my life project and quit drinking.” Or “I’ll start seriously exploring my
career (and what I want to do with my life) when I graduate.” Or “I’m 14 I can’t be an entrepreneur,
so I’m gonna wait until I’m at least 18 and play video games now.” This isn’t just procrastination,
this is the equivalent of chucking your precious time into a fiery dumpster.
Time is a currency that buys things no other resource can buy. Experience. Wisdom. Memories. And
this is the only fair resource. And you could be throwing it away by making up completely
arbitrary limits for yourself.
Because the truth of the matter is, there is no “time qualification” to get started on *what’s
important to you***.* I swear that there is something significant you can always do right now* to
get closer to accomplishing them. If you’re giving me objections, I promise that you have not thought
hard enough. I think creativity flourishes when there are restrictions, and as long as you acknowledge
there will be a solution, you can think of a solution. As long as you put time into it.
-Friendly Titan
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Posted by AFriendlyTitan | 8 March 2021 | Link
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Volunteering: The value of giving.
17 upvotes | August 30, 2014 | by cantcme13 | Link | Reddit Link

"We make a living with what we get, a life by what we give." - Churchill
Becoming a man. It's what we've all come here to accomplish, if not enhance our own personal sense
of. Our masculinity. Volunteering certainly can aid one towards this end. This is because
volunteering is seen (and justifiably so) as an act of decency, kindness and as a force for good within
the world. It is an act of building; building up yourself as you build up the world around you. It is an
utter act of selflessness, but one that also gives back.
There are several reasons for this because;

when you volunteer you give as well as receive: It is an investment. One that costs you nothing1.
but a little time, energy and will power. The returns for which can be varying but are almost
always positive.
You enhance your life experience: As you expose yourself to a different point of view that2.
separates you from the typical work/social/consumer/provider/recreational roles that you
assume in daily life. Volunteering allows you a level of objectivity as you have no obligations
other than those you choose to assume.
You increase your network: which is nothing but positive. Especially due to the of the calibre3.
of people volunteering can bring you into contact with. You may come across people less
fortunate than you who provide a real first hand appreciation for all the good things and
blessings in your life. People who are generous enough to volunteer often are high calibre
people and these relationships can greatly influence many facets of your life; personally,
professionally and recreationally.
Your SMV/reputation is enhanced: Volunteering is a very unique tool to increase your4.
SMV/reputation. It enhances your character and also gets your name out in your own
community in a positive manner. And who doesn't want to be around positive people?
You increase your sense of self efficacy: This is one of the most important benefits. Humans5.
(for the most) are social creatures. We need to feel a sense of acceptance, a sense of belonging.
Volunteering provides a wholesome avenue to accomplish this, which in turn builds your own
sense of self value, worth and confidence.
Finally but most importantly: Volunteering makes you a better person, and subsequently a6.
better man. Which at the end of the day is why we've all subscribed to this sub. Why you've
taken the time to read this far.

As a man, regardless of your current circumstances, you can be a force of great good in the world.
Your world. Volunteering provides an unparalleled opportunity to affect real positive change within
your own life; family, social circle and community.
It can create a positive feedback loop that motivates you and cultivates in your life an environment of
positivity. Just by simply giving freely of your time, energy and presence to a worthy cause. So
research something you're passionate about. Something you want to get involved in. Then do it. It
doesn't matter if you volunteer at an animal shelter, a fire & rescue department or a homeless shelter.
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They will all impact your life in a positive manner.
On your journey to becoming the type of man you envision for yourself, keep in mind the value
volunteering can bring to your life. There is mostly nothing but positive outcomes to be gained when
you decide to be a man and volunteer. So approach volunteering with the right sort of attitude, and
you'll definitely receive far more than you'd ever thought to give.
Stay classy bros!
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How Strategic Aggression Pays Dividends In The Hood and In
Business (Ed Latimore)
17 upvotes | November 15, 2019 | by zg3cg | Link | Reddit Link

https://open.spotify.com/episode/5O45hoT4bRZbWqt0RK1Tkq?si=xiWf5kmBQxiJyuP0mPQWRw
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SO YOU HAD A KID WITH CRAZY - Man Tools’ Guide to
Co-Parenting with a Psycho | Man Tools Premium Podcast #02
— Man Tools
17 upvotes | September 8, 2019 | by mantools | Link | Reddit Link

https://mantoolsmedia.com/new-blog/so-you-had-a-kid-with-crazy-man-tools-guide-to-co-parenting-
with-a-psycho-man-tools-premium-podcast-02
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“Who Bitch This Is?!” | Chateau Heartiste
17 upvotes | February 10, 2019 | by Rugby11 | Link | Reddit Link

https://heartiste.wordpress.com/2015/01/21/who-bitch-this-is/
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The Field Report Manifesto – How To Learn Game Ten Times
Faster Than Everyone Else
17 upvotes | February 2, 2019 | by Socialinception | Link | Reddit Link

http://attractionondemand.com/2019/02/the-field-report-manifesto-how-to-learn-game-ten-times-faste
r-than-everyone-else/
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12 of the Best Books I Read in 2018 - Goldmund Unleashed
17 upvotes | December 15, 2018 | by Rugby11 | Link | Reddit Link

https://goldmundunleashed.com/12-of-the-best-books-i-read-in-2018/
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Male Authority – Be a “Man”
17 upvotes | November 14, 2018 | by Rugby11 | Link | Reddit Link

https://therationalmale.com/2018/11/13/male-authority-be-a-man/
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Some basic facts about the distribution of sex
17 upvotes | May 15, 2018 | by remerbernoto | Link | Reddit Link

http://worthwhile.typepad.com/worthwhile_canadian_initi/2018/04/some-basic-facts-about-the-distri
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How To Improve Your Social Life: 23 Tips
17 upvotes | November 30, 2020 | by przemkas | Link | Reddit Link

https://perfect24hours.com/how-to-improve-your-social-life/
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Robert Greene "The need for certainty is the greatest disease
the mind faces."
17 upvotes | October 25, 2017 | by Rugby11 | Link | Reddit Link

https://twitter.com/RobertGreene/status/922540140890873857
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Making Them Chase You | Tips on Confident Social
Interaction [MINDSET TIPS]
16 upvotes | September 30, 2020 | by WekiTheDragon13 | Link | Reddit Link

https://thewolfwithkeyboard.wordpress.com/2020/09/29/making-them-chase-you-tips-on-confident-s
ocial-interaction/
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Red Pill Logic: The Bargaining Phase
16 upvotes | May 30, 2019 | by Rugby11 | Link | Reddit Link

https://blacklabellogic.com/2019/05/27/bargaining/
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How To Cultivate Good Relationship: Best Step-by-Step
Strategies
16 upvotes | February 5, 2020 | by przemkas | Link | Reddit Link
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Body Language | The Rational Male
16 upvotes | September 27, 2018 | by Rugby11 | Link | Reddit Link

https://therationalmale.com/2018/09/26/body-language/
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The Most Dangerous Modern Trap
16 upvotes | March 12, 2021 | by AFriendlyTitan | Link | Reddit Link

The Most Dangerous Modern Trap
50 points•submitted 3 days ago by AFriendlyTitan to r/FriendlyTitan

Ordering takeout, binging shows, playing video games, and ordering $400 Yeezys online, what do
these all have in common? They all are about admiring the last step of what someone else has
created. The effort of consuming is much less compared to the effort it took to create them.
Now does this mean that consumption should be a shameful activity? I don’t think so. Money itself
was a fantastic invention that allows our human needs to be met that doesn’t involve clunky trade and
bartering. But our method of acquiring money has become a somewhat soulless process. Wages from
working a predetermined job in a designated career using the same skillset or knowledge taught to
millions of others doesn’t really inspire creativity either.
It feels as if our entire lives are only about consumption, and 0% creation. Which to me is a pity.
Being a little idealistic, creation is often seen as a godlike activity. Being practical, creation taps into
our biological state of focus and fulfillment.
And contrary to what seems to be often spewed in the media, I daresay that creativity is not a
personality, ability, or talent. It is about being passionate about a certain thing and finding a
sufficiently challenging activity that you can really dedicate your efforts to. This not only naturally
gives you an advantage over someone else who is not intrinsically motivated, but naturally leads you
to producing exceptional products. It’s as universal as Descartes presented philosophy as universal.
I do agree there is a minimum level of consumption we need to survive. What I would like you to
think about is the excess. How much of your time and energy watching TikTok, discussing football,
or browsing reddit?
I think this excess is the most dangerous trap: because it has no way to be satiated. Unlike
hunger, lust, or drowsiness, modern entertainment and self-validation is a bottomless pit of desire.
One could spend an entire lifetime, like Tantalus, reaching out and never “eating.”
That is why I am a proponent of creating, even if it is only “one” activity. All the greats are
remembered for their creation: Edison/Tesla, Alexander, Goya, and countless recognizable names.
You are remembered for what you’ve made. Not what you’ve consumed.
-Friendly Titan
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Senator Al Franken Accused Of Kissing And Groping Playboy
Model Without Consent
16 upvotes | November 17, 2017 | by Rugby11 | Link | Reddit Link

http://www.returnofkings.com/137420/senator-al-franken-accused-of-kissing-and-groping-playboy-m
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Men are the real romantics. Women just want [good] sex.
16 upvotes | January 11, 2018 | by Rugby11 | Link | Reddit Link

https://medium.com/@yaycapitalism/men-are-the-real-romantics-women-just-want-sex-a13ba61e8a6
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Week 10: Resolve
16 upvotes | March 31, 2013 | by GaiusScaevolus | Link | Reddit Link

Hi all, Last week, I decided to take a break. I'm preparing to graduate in early May, and between that
and a heavy workload, I thought I could do with a break. I took a break from the gym and relaxed my
diet, I ate chocolate, french fries and pasta. Rather than going out and lifting/running/hitting on pretty
girls, I stayed in and caught up on my favorite shows. and you know what? I feel terrible. The excess
sugar made sick and groggy headed, the carb loading (after 3 mos. of strict keto) gave me a
borderline allergic reaction, and as I type this I feel sick, angry, weak, and overall, sucky.
The Alpha lifestyle is a choice. It also isn't an easy choice. It hurts. A lot. You deny yourself certain
foods, certain recreations. You drag yourself to the gym, even after a 12 hour day, to run 2 miles and
bench until your chest hurts. You go out, smile, and talk to women, even when you want to do
anything but.
I do this, because I want the dividends. I do this because, for all I listed in the 2nd paragraph; the
denials, the pushing, the forced smiles and the hated runs, I would rather that a million times over
than a life lead like paragraph 1. For me, beta is simply not an option.
Week 10 Challenge: To see a path through to the end, your resolve must be impeccable. It's time to
test your resolve. If you have had doubts, or questioned if this lifestyle is for you, take 3 days off.
Don't diet, don't go to the gym. Loaf around like the rest of the world's beta male population. See
what you're missing. I guarantee it's not much. Post your experiences here.
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On overcoming insecurities, depression, and making a habit out
of living the life of the man you want to be.
16 upvotes | July 1, 2013 | by [deleted] | Link | Reddit Link

Dadida.
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Week 21: Stop being bored
16 upvotes | July 27, 2013 | by RedHonest | Link | Reddit Link

Take a look at what you are doing right now. It is a question whether your actions are conductive to
any purpose, or if you're just idling. People idle when they are bored, but it rarely relieves them of
boredom, it just cause them to forget about it. People just randomly surf web pages, scroll through
Facebook, watch commercials on TV when they are bored. This is called idling.
In modern society, we are so used to boredom that it seems normal to us: We force ourselves to go to
school, go to work, talk to people we don't care about, go on pointless errands, or follow some
idealized morality about "how to treat people." We somehow think that "being busy" is the opposite
of "being bored", just like my dad suggested doing the dishes when I complained about being bored
as a teenager. Great, now I'm bored while doing dishes.
How to get out of boredom is up to you, and it has to do with your personality. You need to reflect
and figure out what excites you. If you're an intellectual type like I am, engage your curiosity and
work on your projects. If you're an extrovert, go out. Develop a list of projects or activities that you
would like to do when you have the time: Have activities that fit in on all sorts of schedules, at night
or in the day, something that takes a week like a road trip, to something that you can fit into fifteen
minutes like practicing your card counting. Whatever these activities are, the only rule is that they
have to inspire excitement in you.
We talk a lot about "giving value" and "being high value", but this week is about learning how to give
value to yourself. Following this will also indirectly improve your game.
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Book: Social Psychology of Dominance
16 upvotes | November 11, 2013 | by [deleted] | Link | Reddit Link

I am looking for a book to read on both getting and maintaining the leadership position amongst
small groups of men (5-12 or so, roughly the number found in sports teams.
It should deal with issues such as:

Dealing with enemies.1.
Creating trust and alliances, even love for you as a leader.2.
Having a "right-hand man".3.
Dealing with the problem of passive aggressive / reverse dominance tactics.4.
Dealing with dominant behaviour in other men.5.
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Seeing RP in College, Home, and Myself
16 upvotes | February 23, 2014 | by youssarian | Link | Reddit Link
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Ask BaM
16 upvotes | March 13, 2014 | by GaiusScaevolus | Link | Reddit Link

All questions go here. If you post your questions anywhere other than the "Ask" threads, it will be
removed. Repeat offenders will be banned. I should not have to keep saying this.
Look for the Month 2 Challenge around St. Patrick's Day.
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I'm kinda messed up and confused...
16 upvotes | October 11, 2014 | by [deleted] | Link | Reddit Link

Hi, so its kinda hard for me to write all this, but i believe i need some directions to improve myself
and my life style.
I'm 18 years old and this is my last year in school, so i guess this is when the actual real life starts and
its all very confusing for me...
I believe i have some sort of inferiority complex, my self-esteem is really low and I'm very distant
from people since 7th grade. The reason is i was bullied by the other kids in school and i couldn't get
over it or fight them back, i had nobody to talk to, so i decided to switch to studying in home and
only go to exams(I'm 12th grade now). I was barely going out, no friends, nobody at all. Just the
internet and my computer, sounds pathetic, right? It is.
3 years ago during the summer i went to vacation with my family, where my grandmother lives, there
was kids my age and eventually i met some of them and we started hanging out. So every summer
since I'm going there, i feel good and social somewhat. I like to think that they like me and i fit in, but
i don't think people in general respect me.
I'm not really interesting, i don't have any stories to tell, i just don't have any kind of social skills. I
think its pointless mentioning my body language is uncertain and insecure, my voice isn't strong and
loud enough... I'm constantly comparing myself to other people and its making me feel even worse,
the things people say and do looks so easy and natural for them and for me its really really hard and
difficult.
Few months ago i saw some videos on youtube, guys were picking up girls on the street, getting their
number, then dating them and so on. I though it was all fake, then i found out there is whole
community and i couldn't believe its possible. I mean, i can't talk that freely to people i already know
for years, i can't get their attention like that, have such confidence and so many topics to talk about...
I can't even go to the store and buy something without worrying.
However i decided its time to man up and change in my life is necessary or i will be miserable my
whole life. What i have in mind is work on my self confidence first, start by reading Instant
Confidence book by Paul McKenna and listen to his CD, improve my diet and eventually hit the
GYM(which will be very difficult for me, since i have to get out of my comfort zone).
The question is what next? How do i improve my social skills(stories to tell, be interesting, attract
women), my body language, boost my confidence and so on? I found some books but i don't know
where to start, the books are:

No More Mr Nice Guy - Robert A. Glover
The Rationale Male - Rollo Tomassi
Models - Mark Manson
48 Laws of Power - Robert Greene
The Definitive Book of Body Language(Dimensions of Body Language)
Social Engineering: The Art of Human Hacking

I also subscribed to subreddits which i though will be useful (getmotivated, lifeprotips, psychology,
nonverbalcomm, socialengineering, socialskills, selfimprovement, becomeaman, seduction,
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theredpill) but i don't know where to start and what to read, and its messing me up even more. It
looks so difficult and complicated...
Any kind of help, tips, criticism and so on is welcome and will be appreciated.
P.S. Sorry for the bad grammar and overall explanation, i can't really think straight at the moment.
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Getting back-lashed for saying no?
16 upvotes | December 17, 2014 | by _space_wolf_ | Link | Reddit Link

Not sure if it's the right thread but whatever.So I've been reading RP for a few weeks now. I'm
starting to understand much more clearly what it's meant to be a man in this world. One of the things
I started doing recently was saying no to people and standing my ground. I've said no to people
before, but today was something I never expected to happen. I was waiting for my mom at the bank
(had to pick her up from work today). I was parked next to the drive through atm, but there was
enough room for another car to pass by. Some guy behind me got impatient (after not even 5 minutes)
and came to my car window, telling me to move. I told him I was waiting for my mom and it wasn't
going to be long, and he said he didn't care, demanding me to move. The guy could have backed up
and gone around the atm, but he decided to order me to move instead. If he had actually asked I
would have, but he was clearly being disrespectful. Now the old me would've put my tail between my
legs and moved, but instead I looked at him in his eyes and told him "Don't tell me what to do." They
guy probably in his late 40's early 50's just exploded. It was almost surreal the way he reacted. He
was screaming, threatening to ram his car into mine, so I called him bluff and told him to go right
ahead in a calm voice. He was talking about how he was going to punch me in the face, but didn't do
anything except fumble his body around in a "threatening" way. He then just walked off. I never
experienced anyone lose their cool so quickly before. So I'm curious has anything like this ever
happened to you before?
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How can I improve my quality of life?
16 upvotes | July 16, 2015 | by [deleted] | Link | Reddit Link

I'm really bored and tired of my lifestyle, but im not really doing anything about it. Idk what my
problem is by i always play it safe, always scared to get out my boundaries and do more. how can I
man up and just be the person I want to be. I've changed my mindset and think more optimistically
towards the future, but I have so much self doubt i don't know what to do.
BG Info: 21, I try to do everything the books and articles tell you like "read, get some hobbies, do
some fitness, meditate" and all that but as far as socially and being successful career wise im really
lacking.
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Does being aggressive or fighting increase social status?
16 upvotes | August 7, 2015 | by Tojoz175 | Link | Reddit Link

I'm not a fighter. Nor do I have any intention of fighting anyone. However I've noticed that men who
are either big in stature (and look like they can handle themselves) or have been in fights before that
people know about are viewed as having a higher social status and aren't messed with. Does this
mean that being aggressive or looking like you could be is a good thing for a man?
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From a skinny kid to a muscular men - My 2 years natural
body transformation
16 upvotes | February 14, 2016 | by [deleted] | Link | Reddit Link

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=O0wH32JBzKk
[deleted]
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Another 7 excellent reasons why good men don't get married
16 upvotes | June 7, 2016 | by bigeyedbunny | Link | Reddit Link

http://www.girlsaskguys.com/marriage-weddings/a27827-7-reasons-why-men-should-never-get-marr
ied
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Lessons I have learned about what not to do with women
16 upvotes | October 28, 2021 | by Disastrous_Version50 | Link | Reddit Link

Never blame a woman. Accountability is poison to women. They do not live with it, are not1.
raised to believe in it, and always look to shift blame unto others when negative spotlight is on
them. Try blaming a woman and see how long she accepts it before she flips the blame back on
you.
Never answer what I call “female questions” directly. A female question is a question where2.
no matter what you say, you cannot be right. Ex. “Do you think her hair is pretty?” (Vague but
hope you get the point). If you answer yes -> “oh so you think her hair looks better than mine?”
If you answer no -> she thinks you are concerned more of what she thinks instead of you
having your own opinion. SOLUTION -> When she asks something like this, always answer
with “I’m not answering that” while smiling. If she pushes for you to answer, tease her about
being pushy and hold frame.
Never make her your #1 priority.3.
Never express negative emotions to a woman in a reactionary sense. If she makes fun of4.
you, do not respond with anger, frustration, etc. If she is boring on text, just don’t respond.
Never think women are fully logical like men. I personally believe speaking logic to women5.
for long periods of time leads to her labeling you as “boring”. Women are hands down slaves to
their emotions. They’d rather feel hatred than nothing at all. ALWAYS REMEMBER THIS
Never think you are safe with women if in relationship. Never get complacent (predictable->6.
which leads to her getting bored) in your relationship. Like 50 Cent said “Man bitches come
and go”
Never only have one woman and that woman truly knows she is the only option you have.7.
2-3 women at a time are my personal sweet spot. If one leaves, I have others there and it keeps
women competing which leads to consistent sex, attention, nurturing, and love from them to
win you over. ALL WOMEN WANT TO BE THE CHOSEN ONE BY THE MAN THEY
ARE INTERESTED IN.
Never put up with a woman’s drama. If she gives drama to you when you have done nothing8.
wrong, dismiss her.
Never let a woman feel she is more masculine than you. If she is heterosexual, she is dying9.
for a MAN. They are a dying breed in this generation of snowflakes. (I have been guilty of this
in previous relationships myself)
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Welcome to become a man. Today's mission: 1/14/13 - Get a
gym
15 upvotes | January 14, 2013 | by redpillschool | Link | Reddit Link

This should be an easy task today. It's very straight forward. Most of you should already have this
one done. Today's mission is to find a gym, and sign up.
But redpill, I'm broke!
No ifs ands or buts. It's time to get the fuck into shape you whiney god damned child. If you can't
afford a gym, it's time to learn how to save. Grocery shop, and put $10 aside every week. Now you
can afford a gym. There is no excuse.
Bonus points: If you have a home gym, or create one.
And now for this week's rule:
Stay sober all week. Beer? Quit it. Not one beer all week. We're going to focus on fitness this week,
and step one is being in the right mind, and in health. Hangovers are the number one killer of
workouts.
Stay tuned for tomorrow's mission.
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Day 11 - Start sprint training
15 upvotes | January 25, 2013 | by [deleted] | Link | Reddit Link

It's the toughest type of training you'll ever do, but it only takes about 30 minutes to complete.
I recommend:

sprint training every other day.
using a stationary bike, it has the least impact and hence lower risk of injury. Safety first.
a maximum of 5 days per week, 3 on, 1 off, 2 on, 1 off.
a 1 minute sprint at 90-100% effort, with a 4-5 minute rest and recovery period. Repeat this
6-10 times, I usually do 6 sets.

How you know you're doing it right:

After the first 2-3 sets you feel a little nauseous (this goes away eventually)
Your weight lifting maxes increase across the board after 2-3 weeks of sprint training. (It raises
your VO2 max, which is your body's oxygen efficiency. Your body uses oxygen to create
power. For most people they will see a drastic increase in strength across all exercises.)
When you finish you feel a little nauseous, this usually goes away after 30-60 minutes, and is
replaced by a feeling of euphoria.

Don't give up, this type of training is very very hard to continue with, but if you can endure 3 months
of it, your body will change in ways you never thought possible. I can't stress how difficult it is to
continue this type of training, so remember to stay on top of it.
To do what other men can't, you have to do what other men won't.
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Day 16: Learn to defend yourself
15 upvotes | February 4, 2013 | by GaiusScaevolus | Link | Reddit Link

By now, if you're sticking with us you've probably noticed some gains in your physical strength.
Congratulations, and keep pushing. Now, work on learning to put that strength to use. One
characteristic all true men share is the ability to defend themselves. Until recently in human history,
the prime job of the Alpha man was protecting his tribe and territory from others seeking to
take/harm it/him. Learning to defend yourself will make you a stronger, more confident man who
doesn't need to fear risk or conflict. There are literally hundreds of different styles of self defense to
choose from, but some basics every man should know how to do.
-Throw a punch without breaking your hand.
-Block a punch/kick
-Talk down an imminent threat and avoid violence altogether.
-Take a punch without crumpling into a sobbing heap.
Personally, I incorporate martial arts into my workout regiment, as I find it makes workouts better.
Note that I'm not advocating initiating violence, but to not prepare yourself for violence in the hopes
it never occurs is childish and foolhardy.
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Ask BaM
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It's that time again. Have questions, will answer.
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http://howtonotgiveafuck.com
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Fiction books with "alpha male" main characters?
15 upvotes | November 29, 2014 | by itmcb | Link | Reddit Link

I'm looking for fiction books that have "alpha" men as the main characters. I use alpha to represent
the strongest version of a man. Couldn't think of another term to use.
I noticed there was another thread asking about movies, so it's pretty much the same question except
it's for fiction books.
characters like tyler durden, eddie morra (from limitless), etc.
on a side note. I haven't read it but I heard the male character from 50 shades of grey is strong
depiction of a man who knows what he wants?
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An alpha dominates his circumstances
15 upvotes | May 8, 2015 | by OverdoseOfRedPill | Link | Reddit Link

Bush, who appeared almost playful, fastened the heavy medal around Muhammad Ali's
neck and whispered something in the heavyweight champion's ear. Then, as if to say "bring
it on," the president put up his dukes in a mock challenge.

Ali, 63, who has Parkinson's disease and moves slowly, looked the president in the
eye—and, finger to head, did the "crazy" twirl for a couple of seconds. The room of about
200, including Cabinet secretaries, tittered with laughter. Ali, who was then escorted back to
his chair, made the twirl again while sitting down.

And the president looked visibly taken aback, laughing nervously.
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[22m] Severe lack of confidence.
15 upvotes | May 30, 2015 | by spitefulmilkshake | Link | Reddit Link

I've tried lifting, meditation and pretty much everything that is considered a confidence builder.
Nothing has worked thus far. I used to be one of those chubby depressed kids whose situation began
due to peer ostracization. Believe me, I've worked on it: I've lost most of the weight I used to carry, I
have lifted irregularly with the result being a moderately fit and good-looking body and I've dealt
with my depression. People around me think I'm smart, dependable, with a bright future and women
find me attractive. But I still can't internalize confidence and still take minor jabs or insults to heart.
Any advice?
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Should I be wary of cardio?
15 upvotes | July 31, 2015 | by AnonymousAndLovinIt | Link | Reddit Link

I read that cardio can hinder muscle growth, but I haven't been able to find any details.
I want to lose weight and gain muscle, so I started exercising last week, but after reading about cardio
not going hand-in-hand with muscle growth, I'm wondering how I should reschedule? Should I keep
cardio after weight lifting? Or not do cardio and weightlifting on the same day? Or keep them at
different times?
Any help on this is appreciated.
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How to become less jealous?
15 upvotes | August 9, 2015 | by [deleted] | Link | Reddit Link

My first post on r/becomeaman
Recently I have been dating an incredibly good looking girl (not a LTR currently, want to see how
things go the next several months). Incredible tits and ass and fun to hang out with too. Problem is
that I tend to get jealous when she talks with certain other men and become scared she might wander
off with another guy. I am pretty good looking, lift, have lots of hobbies (compose/play/listen to
music, writing stand-up comedy etc.) and a bachelor degree. Besides, she compliments me on the fact
that I am so sweet and smart. Also she loves how I fuck her.
My first girlfriend ever cheated on me several times (I was very BP back then) and after that
relationship I have a hard time trusting girls. Since the girl I am currently dating is so attractive she
gets a lot of attention from men when going out. Most of the time they're betas but sometimes alphas.
At those moments I have so far managed to stay stoic and not freak out. I remind myself of the things
she said about me and how I both satisfy her needs mentally and physically and most important how I
am the prize, not her. But somewhere in the back of my head a movie keeps playing of her wandering
off with a muscled guy in the club. I used to love to go out but when I go out with her I feel pretty
stressed to be honest.
What are good ways get rid of my jealousy? I want to have a good time in the club and prevent me
from going in full beta-mode, freaking out.
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Not sexual enough?
15 upvotes | August 11, 2015 | by eraser51 | Link | Reddit Link

Hey I noticed that I usually dont really escalate sexually (at all) ....even when on dates (which is quite
rare :/ ) .. how can I fix this?
Also I am quite shy/anxious when meeting girls in general...
Will cold approaching fix this? Or what could I do? do you suggest day game?
Is a quick approach even if getting shot down worth it than none!?
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How did you overcome your limiting beliefs?
15 upvotes | August 21, 2015 | by SatisfiedMan | Link | Reddit Link

When did you identify them and what process did you go through to fix them and how did it change
your life?
What advice would you provide to others seeking to do the same? Primarily for relationships... But
really any important area of your life.
I'm writing a blog about how recovering blue-pills can fix their limiting beliefs and would love to
make sure that what I went through is at all congruent and relevant with what others went through.
And also it might be useful for other people to read your stories to inform their own improvement.
Cheers brothers

UPDATE: - thanks your input guys, was some interesting insight
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So why is it that "assholes" get away with their attitude?
15 upvotes | January 10, 2016 | by delux_bg | Link | Reddit Link

I've always been wondering why assholes get away with their attitude.
From what i see this kind of behavior is getting more respect from both men and women. It is almost
like people don't mind being treated bad and being dominated over, even if the asshole is totally
wrong... It is also most likely a person to make a favor for asshole rather than someone who treats
them as equal.
Many books similar to how to win friends and influence people suggest "be nice, seek understanding,
have empathy, seek to understand then to be understood" yet the asshole behavior IS COMPLETELY
the opposite and it works.
What is it, why is that? Is it the confidence, is it the dominant "alpha" trait? Why do people put up
with it?
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Boys Are Made To Die, And What You Can Do About It
15 upvotes | February 1, 2016 | by beachbloke | Link | Reddit Link

As a human male, you are made to be expendable. You are ammo in the genetic artillery salvo of
your generation. Human dimorphism is made that way. Sucks to be you but this is just another reason
why you need to double down.
It starts at birth. Babies pop out a few percentage points greater as boys than girls. For every 100 girl
babies there are 105 boys. Ever wondered why as an average SMV guy that there aren't many
matches on a dating site? Part of the reason is that there are simply more men than women up until
around age 50. In parts of the country the disparity between sexes is as big as 10%. Consider what
happens when oil supply is 10% lower than demand: prices sky rocket to several times their normal
rate.
Why would humans have evolved so that babies are more often male than female when we need less
males to reproduce as a species? Good question. The answer is twofold.
The first is that a male is better at spreading genetics than a female. Males can reproduce faster, so if
there are less males than females, the male's genetics get spread faster. This means to be competitive
in the genetic marketplace, a lineage needs a competitive amount of males to beat out other lineages.
The second reason is that men used to die faster than women. We died building stuff, hunting, and
fighting. We are the bones societies are built upon. When two tribes fought, the one with more males
won. Genetics don't care that men die fighting each other as long as only the strong survive to screw
all the women of the losing side.
All this male-creating genetics worked fine in the sexual marketplace when men went off to war, but
in modern society men don't die fast enough to balance the marketplace. We are in an oversupply of
men across the developed world, especially young men, and young women are the benefactors.
So consider this just another lesson revealing what the blue pill matrix really is. Lies meant to keep
the men at the bottom of the SMV doing what society needs because if they all woke up to reality,
they would be pissed.
What can you do about it? If you're having trouble with women, realize you are just another player in
the giant poker game of life, and the deck was always stacked against you.
Stop playing by the rules. The rules were made by the women who are winning. Use every trick in
the book to get ahead. Lift, lose vices, be productive, make friends, get famous, screw lots of women.
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I feel so lonely, it hurts. I see no reason to wake up in the
morning.
15 upvotes | March 8, 2016 | by babbab55 | Link | Reddit Link
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I don't how to fight back. Please advice.
15 upvotes | May 11, 2016 | by lupestar | Link | Reddit Link

I was a fat kid when growing up and I have lost my ability to fight back. I don't know how to respond
back to insults because it doesn't affect me, but I seem weak around my peers when I just let it go.
I know deep down inside I should respond but am afraid of confrontation. I want to stand up for
myself but I don't know how to respond to an insult with a good "comeback" or overcome my anxiety
when I do. Also with the SJW movement, is terrifying speaking back to a woman. I like any advice or
suggestion on how to get my balls back. How do I regain respect w/o being a totally hated asshole?
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Top 3 reasons why prenups are worthless and don't protect
men at divorce time
15 upvotes | May 30, 2016 | by bigeyedbunny | Link | Reddit Link

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=q504LcDsPk0
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I'm 5'4", 135LBS, introverted, loner, and desperate to feel like
a man.
15 upvotes | August 6, 2016 | by argDrink | Link | Reddit Link

I'm 33 years old, 5'4", weigh a 135 lbs, and I've been waiting for years and years to feel like what I
think I should be, a man of power, strength, and resolve. But, fuck, I feel like a fucking child.
Everyone towers over me, even women. And dating, HFS, sure some women I date are my height or
slightly less but they crush me; and they are too much of a pain in the ass for me. Finding a girl that is
shorter and weighs less than me is a challenge. Not to mention that I have bipolar type II that leaves
me fucking bleeding emotions; lucky for me I know how to hide my core emotions rather well.
So I ask, or beg, WTF do I do? On the external I own a small business, go to university for
engineering, have a CCW, rent a house, etc. So it's not me living in my mom's basement, I actually
take serious risks with some pretty damn good rewards. But, on the current social aspect I don't have
a core set of male friends. I try, but being 33 surrounded by college kids that are getting drunk for the
first time does not elect to building deep friendships. Also to be fair, I have a difficult time
connecting to other guys. IDK why.
Frankly, I love playing around and doing odd things like dancing in the street, but I still aspire to be
rock that both women and men adore. A fucking painful dichotomy, sigh.
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Weight Lifting VS Bodyweight Training: Which One is Best?
15 upvotes | May 31, 2017 | by [deleted] | Link | Reddit Link

https://manofmeaningblog.wordpress.com/2017/05/31/weight-lifting-vs-bodyweight-training-which-
one-is-best/
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God bless the Cajun Navy.
15 upvotes | August 29, 2017 | by Rugby11 | Link | Reddit Link

https://dalrock.wordpress.com/2017/08/28/god-bless-the-cajun-navy
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Army general’s promotion pulled after calling congressional
staffer 'sweetheart'
15 upvotes | December 31, 2017 | by Rugby11 | Link | Reddit Link

https://www.stripes.com/news/us/army-general-s-promotion-pulled-after-calling-congressional-staffe
r-sweetheart-1.504654
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Men and Suicide | The Rational Male
14 upvotes | December 2, 2017 | by Rugby11 | Link | Reddit Link

https://therationalmale.com/2017/12/01/men-and-suicide/
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How To Transmute Your Sexual Energy
14 upvotes | November 29, 2017 | by Rugby11 | Link | Reddit Link

https://boldanddetermined.com/transmute-sexual-energy/
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5 Ways to Shatter Last Minute Resistance and Get to Sex
14 upvotes | November 10, 2017 | by Rugby11 | Link | Reddit Link

https://realchristianmcqueen.com/2017/11/10/5-ways-to-shatter-last-minute-resistance-and-get-to-sex
/
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Week 7: Be an Agent
14 upvotes | March 7, 2013 | by GaiusScaevolus | Link | Reddit Link

A true man is confident, well spoken and knows what he is talking about. He is an agent, a force with
the capacity to act in the world. He takes action, whether by word or deed, to shape his world.
Oftentimes, men in modern society are trained to reduce their agency. We are conditioned to back
down, to soften their stance, (particularly if some privileged class could be offended) We are taught
that conflict is bad and we should avoid it at all costs.
Conflict is necessary.
Without conflict, or decisive action, nothing of consequence would ever get done. Without men who
embrace conflict, like Churchill, Chamberlain would have surrendered the entirety of Europe to the
Third Reich. Our world is built by men who take action. The bottom line is that at the end of the day,
if you fear conflict, if you fear action, you are not an agent, but an object to be manipulated by those
with the strength to take action. Which are you?
Challenge: Next time you are faced with a challenge, particularly when someone challenges you on a
fact or opinion, stand your ground. Stand for yourself and your positions.

Note: Don't be a f@cktard and get fired over this. Be an effective agent.
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Lifting and injuries.
14 upvotes | April 20, 2014 | by [deleted] | Link | Reddit Link
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After getting Discharged,I've been making changes, I've lost
weight and I'm back on my feet improving slowly everyday. (
Progress pictures included)
14 upvotes | July 1, 2014 | by Overzealous_BlackGuy | Link | Reddit Link

This year I've made a pact with myself to avoid relationships, Make more money then i've ever made
before, and become fit. I've been dieting and exercising since January and I've dropped about 35 lb's
and have gotten a bit more muscular
Here's how my progress at the GYM is going, If anyone has any questions about what i've been doing
I'll be glad to inform.
Here I weighed around 220:
Before
I would have more old pictures but part of renewing me means forgetting the past and the useless
picture that went with it.
Here I weighed about 180:
After1
After2
After3
After4
All in all I think it's a slow loss, but a steady one and I enjoy because I can still have a drink or two
on the weekends. As for money, I've recently started my apprenticeship at the UA and busting my ass
4-6 days a week 10 hours a day ,I've finally made a plan on where I want to be in Life, and I want to
be a tradesmen. My long term goals include, obtaining my welding certificate and master plumbers
license, obtaining an engineering degree, and moving on to a company like tesla motors, lexus.
Financial plans I've already set up an IRA putting in $200 a month and a money market which gets
the exact same amount per month, and a plain old liquid savings account which gets about 50 bucks a
month and w.e I decide to put in it. I'm 22 but by the time I turn out I want to double the deposits on
each account, I plan on using my G.I bill for the OJT I go through with my apprenticeship and save
the $700 month I will get for about 2 years, if I save that up I will be able to afford schooling on my
own and have extra money on the side to spend.
As far as fun goes I've been going out with my gay friend a lot, to clubs, and he's helping me out a
lot. He's my frontman (for now) when it comes to women. We are working on my social skills so I
can pick up woman on a dime, he points out my flaws when it comes to social events, very upfront if
you've read my previous posts.The trick is he used to be straight, so he still got some tricks up his
sleeve. I watch him extensively and I take notes. Right now my biggest hobbies are Clothes,
eating....and well drugs. I can't really eat what i want all the time, but I can purchase a nice shirt
sometimes and I partake only on the weekends, I study all my habits before and after and do anything
I can to hinder any of the negative effects these drugs may have, but I just enjoy being intoxicated in
different ways, judge me if you want.There's a lot more to it, but I can't help being intoxicated
surrounded by people in a night club I probably have no buisness being in, the fear and excitement
and sex and curiosity meshed together by a haze is amazing, some people escape by reading a book,
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mine is getting faded at clubs. People always worry about habits forming, but I literally can't stand
not being sober if I'm not in a club and I only party on the weekends and it's maybe every other
weekend ,it's rare I go out consecutive weekends.
TL;DR I was basically kicked out of the military because I can't have pictures of half naked women
in my own personal space, It's too offensive. It's cool to fuck sisters behind their back and all, but
don't put that as a priority over your best friends when you may not see them again for years. This is
just a small taste of how my life has been, but i've been lurking and Now I'm posting, and making
changes to my overall fitness,my looks, my outlook, EVERYTHING, I WANT TO BE GREAT, and
that is exactly what I'm going to do.
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First year at University and I feel I don't have many friends..
14 upvotes | November 4, 2014 | by [deleted] | Link | Reddit Link

Firstly I'll talk a little about myself. I'm 19 and in my first year of University. I've always been
relatively shy, and not a big talker, especially when I meet new people. But one-one I am fine, and if
I know the group I'll happily talk. I've recently found girls are much easier to talk to than guys,
maybe because I have 3 sisters, but I just feel like I'm much more confident talking to them. I'm not
"laddish" at all, being small and relatively skinny with a stupid haircut I just feel like I don't belong.
And now for my current situation. When I started university it was fine, my flatmates are lovely (2
girls and one gay guy, and another guy who we hardly see), and the other flats are nice too. I feel
closer to the other flat, where theres two guys and two girls, the two guys can be counted as
"laddish". I'm friends with them and I'd say they're my best friends, but I don't feel like I'm one of
them. Like I said before I'm that small guy with a stupid haircut who's not very funny. Everyone
seems to love football, I just can't get into it.
I started off doing a course I didn't enjoy, I was with someone from the other flat so I had friends in
that, but I just couldn't stay. Two weeks later I changed courses and the only friends I have are two
girls who I sometimes sit with, mostly I'm just on my own.
I just don't feel that close to a lot of people and I'm scared at my very small friend group. I don't see
myself as one of the guys, I'm not sporty, I'm not funny, I'm quiet sometimes and strange.
Help me /r/becomeaman, how can I become likeable and have close friends?
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Where do I start? I feel hopeless
14 upvotes | February 22, 2015 | by TheKetoist | Link | Reddit Link

I and my Ex GF of 4 years just recently broke up and I just found out that she has already started
dating again. Meanwhile, I am here feeling absolutely shit. I believe in the RP theory and have started
working on my body (going to the gym regularly but I am still a bit overweight). RP places a lot of
emphasis on physical appearance and I am trying to get that in order. But what are the other things I
can start on right now to improve my game and other aspects of my life? I have also signed up for
meetups in my city so I can start meeting more people.
PS: I don't mean to come across as mopey. It's just that some motivation would be useful right now :)
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How To Not Care About Getting Rejected By Women
14 upvotes | June 27, 2015 | by okincarrot | Link | Reddit Link

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8pD2Khx9emE
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Becoming a man - According to John Galt
14 upvotes | August 15, 2015 | by daveofmars | Link | Reddit Link

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eHxlb4Ur8yI
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What are some characters in movies or TV shows that are good
'mentors' for basing certain personality aspects on?
14 upvotes | November 14, 2015 | by cuckoo22 | Link | Reddit Link

I'm not sure if this is the right sub to post this in, but i'm looking for certain mannerisms, phrases and
behaviours that i can mimic from characters off of films and TV shows. Ultimately, i would like to
compile a list of characters who have a comedic and dominant personality that i can partially mirror.
Even a character possessing both these traits would be desirable.
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How to handle people who are much more dominant/confident
than me and force their opinion and views?
14 upvotes | January 5, 2016 | by delux_bg | Link | Reddit Link
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It's been a month of trying to improve myself, and I feel just as
miserable as I did before.
14 upvotes | February 19, 2016 | by babbab55 | Link | Reddit Link

Help me, please.
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I want to stop before it's too late
14 upvotes | February 23, 2016 | by JustABeta | Link | Reddit Link

TLDR: I want to stop being a beta but I don't know where to start
Throwaway here, I'm going to cut straight to the chase, I'm 16, overweight with almost zero self
confidence basically the perfect beta I don't know if I'm too young to want this but I want to have a
life of success with women and part of it is becoming the man I want to be. I'm sick of being the
emotional tampon and the "nice guy". I used to get mad at the girls for this until I realized I can't
blame them. It's only natural for the females to want to mate with the strongest males, this is nature.
Have any of you gone from beta to alpha and if so where could I start making change to become a
real man. As an insightful redditor once told me "your life is a story and you're the hero. It's about
time you started acting like it"
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Matthew Hussey discusses business with keeping options,
taking risks and chances, along with other strong Red Pill
philosophies of mentalities.
14 upvotes | April 7, 2016 | by [deleted] | Link | Reddit Link

https://youtu.be/wT9d-_1BSCA
[deleted]
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The Rites of Passage thread.
14 upvotes | May 2, 2016 | by Beastrik | Link | Reddit Link

As we all know the practice of imposing a Rite of Passage for young men is lost to us like knighthood
and duels. One Rite of Passage I can draw from is the short story " Through the Tunnel" which was
about a boy who swam through an underwater tunnel that clearly tested your lung capacity,
determination, and endurance. When he returned to the beach he didn't even tell his mother, he just
knew he walked the world as a man. Some others I have heard of in real life are sticking your hand in
a glove full of red ants, putting your hand on an ember until it dies, and sitting in the fetal position for
three days and unclenching as your joints to be reborn as a man. For women I have heard of having
each hair pulled out from their head 1 by 1 by the follicle, but that's more of a worthy of marriage
thing.
My rite of passage:
At the dentist's office I was getting a tooth sawed down and replaces with a cap. The Dentist injects
whatever kills the pain but he killed only a third of it. I sat cringing with my eyes rolling back into
my head and clenching my fist as electric shocks of pure pain traveled from my molars to the back of
my skull then to my forehead. Time had been distorted, I felt like my teeth would literally shatter
from the pain, and I felt no numb or dull ache; it was all sharp. Not a single wince, sound, or twitch
spasm out of me. The dentist could see me in pain and asked if I wanted more pain killers.
I said no.
He asked if I was sure.
I said yes.
I was 15 at the time. Near the age my grandfather passed out in the fields doing chores at 5 am before
school from a toothache. If I had asked for more painkillers he'd get off his old achy ass, run to the
office, slap the dentist, punch me in the gut, and tell me how much I didn't deserve my last name. I
just couldn't have that.
I don't get jealous of modern men for their fancy cars, their Rolex, model tier arm candy, or money
entitled arrogance. I sleep better knowing those bitches would have asked for more painkillers.
If any other man here has had a similar experiences please share and discuss for it is a dying concept
that needs to reprise to kill of the horrors of today such as 3rd wave feminism and this video:
https://youtu.be/jzgDtmAGeBg
Can we go back to a world where we aren't afraid to do things like this( below) when needed to?
https://youtu.be/zoJizBrXR08
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Monk Mode - Week 1 Update
14 upvotes | May 26, 2016 | by youssarian | Link | Reddit Link

About a week ago I declared I was starting monk mode. I will post these updates as a way to stay
accountable to my fellow RPers. Let's see how much progress I've made on my goals.

Focus on three main hobbies: reading, writing, programming:
Reading: I've scarcely touched Lord of the Rings. I might just need to set up a task
scheduler event on my laptop to force open it. That method has proven effective on me in
the past.
Writing: In the past couple days I have begun further planning. The story itself is about
half written so I'm trying to both wrap my head around what already exists, while finding
ways to include the new content.
Coding: Very successful in this regard. I spent about a week working on one project and
have now begun a second. I'm not going to set any deadlines for when I want it done, but
my enthusiasm means it'll be finished sooner rather than later. I would anticipate its
completion in about two weeks.

Reading RP literature:
Finished No More Mr. Nice Guy. I learned far more about myself in this second read-
through. I've begun applying the advice of setting better boundaries and working to get
my own needs met without the approval of others. It's been pretty easy to get into the
habit of daily reading for an hour. Now I'm reading Models by Mark Manson, and it's
intriguing material.
Have not been looking at RP blogs. I checked out a few posts from The Rational Male
but that's the main extent.

Cut out junk social media
My resolve was strong for most of the week, but I've slipped into the habit of checking
social media again. Facebook and Reddit are my worst struggles. I get so hooked on them
that once the tab's open, I stop what I was doing before.
I don't really read anything interesting on Facebook anymore. I'd like to one day use it to
supplement my IRL social life. But that's a task for later down the road. Presently the
wisest thing is to avoid it.
Reddit: Reddit is entertainment and utility for me, so I don't know if I can get rid of it
completely. I had the idea the other day of creating a multireddit that I would use, pulling
content only from sources that would be most beneficial.

Better eating habits
I've had fast food 4 times in the past two weeks. Er, that's a problem.
My issue here is general lack of knowledge about how to construct a healthy meal plan.

Physical activity
OK, so there's the deal here. There's a pool nearby that I could use. It would cost $80 to
get a pass. I'm only here for 6 more weeks. I don't know if the cost is worth it.
The best course of action here may simply be to walk to the local park and back.

Physical discomfort
With the Kansas heat rising, the house is 75-85 degrees all day and all night. I'd say I
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have discomfort in spades right now.
My current sleep pattern seems to be 11:30-8:30. Of course even then I'm tired half the
day. I would like to push the wake up time at 8:15, just for now.
Mealtimes are variable. Life keeps getting in the way.
Fapping? Pffft, there's nothing sexy around here to stimulate me. I do it twice a week just
out of physical need.
A big problem is that what I do during the day is to some extent controlled by what others
are doing in the house - what time they work, what household chores they need me for,
etc. Unavoidable interruptions, which I can't do much about.

Action Items:

Research healthy one week meal plans, and eat only at prescribed times (currently that's 9 AM,
1 PM, 6 PM, and usually a light 9 PM snack). - Edit: this popular meal plan seems like a good
start.
Start walking around during the morning lull. The 10-11 AM time slot looks good.
Get to reading LOTR. Set up the task scheduler even if need be.
Report back in 1 week.
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Hardcase newbie... where do i start?
14 upvotes | October 1, 2016 | by delux_bg | Link | Reddit Link

came to realize that i am what RSD calls hardcase newbie.
I barely have any friends, i've been suffering from depression due to high school bullying and im
nearly 20 y/o virgin. I'm definitely not charismatic guy, im not fun to be around, i find it difficult to
express myself in a way people want to listen, i dont have self-confidence or self-esteem. Yes, i know
im getting negative, but im being realistic.
where do i start?
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I feel major anxiety in everything i do. I worry about whats
gonna happen, what might happen, how i will fail. Doesn't
matter if its driving a car, talking to people, or having an exam.
Its ruining my life.
14 upvotes | November 7, 2016 | by delux_bg | Link | Reddit Link
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Angry feminists universally attack the new Jeniffer Lawrence
movie "Passengers" calling it "toxic, sexist, misogynistic"
because she repeatedly saves the life of a man and stays faithful
to him
14 upvotes | December 29, 2016 | by bigeyedbunny | Link | Reddit Link

http://heatst.com/culture-wars/chris-pratt-slammed-for-being-sexist-in-new-space-movie-passengers/
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Men don't complain.
14 upvotes | February 6, 2017 | by shr3dthegnarbrah | Link | Reddit Link

http://themaneffect.com/thejourney/7-reasons-why-real-men-dont-complain
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How can I stop giving women so much importance?
14 upvotes | August 25, 2017 | by ListenFondly | Link | Reddit Link

For my whole life I've felt like men are driven by women.
We are the ones who, attracted to them, have to go after them in order to have a 'complete' life and
reach a higher status.
I feel like society conditions men to give women an importance they don't have.
 
This society considers women a prize, something which will make a man successful (i.e. men are
more respected when they get laid more often, which I've seen in my close surroundings) and
whithout whom, he won't be complete.
 
On the contrary, I have a career and life goals.
I've been with two women and, after a while, I feel they weaken me - they get me away from my
goals and expectations.
When I am with a woman, I end up losing focus of my purpose in life, the project I've built, and she
tends to become the center.
 
I want to pursue my goals without being led by women.
I want to set women aside and lead my own path. I've read about how one has to keep their path and
not focus on them, but the thing is, HOW can this be accomplished?
 
I may just be too simple, but I feel like my concupiscence (a.k.a. 'sexual desire') and my instincts are
stronger than my discipline.
 
TL;DR. This said, is there any way to leave sexuality aside and focus on what is really important to
you? Is it possible to stop giving women that much importance, or any at all?
More briefly, is there a way to not objectify women, in the sense of not thinking about fucking
every woman I see and not living as if the only goal to life was women?
 
Thank you in advance.
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Male Control | The Rational Male
14 upvotes | October 10, 2017 | by Rugby11 | Link | Reddit Link

https://therationalmale.com/2017/10/09/male-control
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Offensive post of me doing something that is legal and
considered totally normal to half the country
14 upvotes | October 17, 2017 | by Rugby11 | Link | Reddit Link

https://americandadweb.wordpress.com/2017/10/17/offensive-post-of-me-doing-something-that-is-le
gal-and-considered-totally-normal-to-half-the-country/
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Julian Assange on Male feminist
14 upvotes | October 22, 2017 | by Rugby11 | Link | Reddit Link

https://twitter.com/JulianAssange/status/921760921931927552
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Why Do Men Need Dread Game?
14 upvotes | September 12, 2017 | by Rugby11 | Link | Reddit Link

https://akingscastle.com/2017/09/06/why-do-men-need-dread-game/
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Never forget that the line separating good and evil cuts deep
through the heart and soul of every man, including yours.
14 upvotes | October 7, 2021 | by MasteryOrder | Link | Reddit Link

In a time when the illusion of perfection is on display everywhere and the pursuit for “heaven on
earth” seems to be the goal of every “pure”, “kind” and “selfless” soul, we ended up denying a part of
us that might be stronger than we ever imagined. With this self-created image of purity, we make it
our goal to eliminate the bad, the wicked, and the evil around us, ignoring and losing the
consciousness of the evil within us.
If only people would be either good or evil, the separation line could be easily drawn. If only things
would be that easy. But the line separating good and evil cuts deep through the heart and soul of
every man, including yours. Denying this reality and ignoring the evil within you will only bring this
darkness into your life as fate or destiny.
Hidden negative emotions and behaviors, like rage, shame, greed, envy lie concealed just beneath the
thin surface of the self that you portray in your day-to-day life. Keep in mind that only by recognizing
your own capacity for greed, rage, gluttony, and other excessive actions, and only by understanding
and accepting your own potential for improper excess can you have a chance to balance and refine
yourself.
Next time you are tempted to shamelessly point the finger and virtue signal someone else, have the
courage to ask yourself if the finger should be rightfully pointed at that person or should it be pointed
at you.
Either by choice or by fate, you will have the chance to face your darkness. When this time comes,
will you be able to face the monsters and demons within you? Will you be able to handle them? Or
will you succumb to their domination and control, losing yourself in the very things that you despise?
All the best to you, reader!
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Compiled a bunch of information on how to achieve a more
defined jawline and profile. Check it out!
14 upvotes | May 5, 2019 | by ProfessorBogdanov | Link | Reddit Link

https://jawlineexercises.com/jaw-exercises-how-to-get-a-chiseled-jawline/
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Refusing to wear a condom after agreeing to is sexual assault,
Ontario judge rules
14 upvotes | July 6, 2019 | by Rugby11 | Link | Reddit Link

https://nationalpost.com/news/canada/mans-refusal-to-wear-condom-after-agreeing-to-cancels-out-co
nsent-judge
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The Truth About Standards
14 upvotes | October 18, 2019 | by Rugby11 | Link | Reddit Link

https://therationalmale.com/2019/10/17/the-truth-about-standards/
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Suicidal thinking, severe depression and rates of self-injury
among U.S. college students more than doubled over less than a
decade. The rate of moderate to severe depression rose from
23.2% in 2007 to 41.1% in 2018, while rates of moderate to
severe anxiety rose from 17.9% in 2013 to 34.4% in 2018.
14 upvotes | August 30, 2019 | by Rugby11 | Link | Reddit Link

https://uk.reuters.com/article/us-health-mental-undergrads/depression-anxiety-rising-among-u-s-colle
ge-students-idUKKCN1VJ25Z?rpc=401&
loading...
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Reading the rational male
14 upvotes | April 19, 2019 | by Rugby11 | Link | Reddit Link

https://thomascrownpua.wordpress.com/2019/04/17/reading-the-rational-male/
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Sexual Selection & Existential Fear
14 upvotes | April 3, 2019 | by Rugby11 | Link | Reddit Link

https://therationalmale.com/2019/04/01/sexual-selection-existential-fear/
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The Important of Stoicism to Achieving Your Preferred Outcomes
49 points•48 comments•submitted 1 year ago by Th3JourneyRed to r/marriedredpill

TL;DR - Your woman experiences your anger as a threat. This is a result of biology. Any time she
sees you frustrated, enraged, or anywhere in between, her amygdala goes crazy, and she goes into
crisis mode. In order for her to calm down/accept your frame, you have to be cool and collected first.

Intro

Life is not fair. The sooner you can recognize this, the sooner you will be able to build habits of
thought that will help you cope with your surroundings in a way that produces outcomes you want. It
is not fair that Lebron James is a physical marvel that no amount of lifting and practice will let you
equal. If you can not accept this fact, then you will go through life bitter at his billion dollar empire,
instead of focusing on what you can do to make your life better.
That's a contrived and easy example, though. This fact of life is more relevantly applied to your
relationship with your LTR and society in general. It is not fair that she can raise her voice and even
go so far as to hit you without being perceived as a significant threat, whereas mere body language
from you sets off all kinds of alarm bells in her and in wider society.
You can act in the exact same manner as your LTR, and it will achieve wildly different outcomes.

Explanation

The reason for this is rooted in the innate differences in how men and women perceive each other.
Essentially, women tend to perceive men as more threatening than the other way around, and this
reaction is exaggerated. Thus, we have a society that assumes the man is the abuser, to the point that
there are essentially no shelters for male victims of female domestic violence in America. It is well
known that women can physically assault men in public without fear of being policed by the crowd,
whereas if the man were to physically defend himself, he could go to jail.
The list is endless.
In personal conflict, this means that, when you begin to display anger, she will exaggerate the threat
you present to her. Just firming up your tone can be enough to make her label you an outright threat
to her bodily safety. This is a pure sympathetic nervous system reaction. She has no practical control
over it. When she perceives a threat from you, her amygdala starts to go nuts. This is essentially a
one-way street. Your amygdala can send signals to shutdown your prefrontal cortex, but not the other
way around.

The Fallout

Your woman will never be able to hear your anger and frustration in its raw form. Ever. I don't
care if you're married to fucking Ronda Rousey (okay, she might be an exception). When you start
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displaying signs of agitation, irritation, and especially rage, the conversation is effectively over,
because she perceives that behavior as a threat that must be mitigated.
Remember, for women, context/emotions are everything. There's a reason that your woman is so
unfocused on rigorously discussing conflict and equitable standards. It's because that topic literally
doesn't matter to her. What matters is that she's upset/uneasy. So, when you get angry, this makes her
upset, and every single word out of her mouth will be her trying to communicate that fact.
With another guy, displays of anger can work as a communication tool. I perceive that whatever it is
you're talking about is really important to you, and we broker some sort of compromise. You could be
outright flipping tables, and if I know you, I could still remain calm and talk to you about the issue.

RP Lessons Will Save You

There is nothing in the RP lexicon that confirms its value better than the fact that it overcomes this
issue. Whatever your objective is, the core tenet of maintaining a calm, almost amused appearance in
all situations is so fundamental to interacting positively with the women in your life that RP could be
wrong on literally every other front (it most definitely isn't), and it'd still be worth wading through the
shit to find this gem.
AA, fogging, negative assertion, and negative inquiry are all tools designed to overcome her
threat matrix.

How to Internalize Frame

Frame is about two things. One, figuring out what your values/worldview is. When she comes at you
with something from two weeks ago that you've already discussed multiple times, what are your
boundaries? Is it acceptable for people in your life to treat you this way?
Two, figuring out how to enforce that boundary. In my personal view, until you complete and
implement this step, your line in the sand isn't a boundary. It's just mental masturbation.
How do you achieve both of these with your woman? WRITE THEM DOWN.
Get a notebook, and come up with as many scenarios as you can. In every single conflict you have
with her, write down what she brings up, figure out your boundary, then figure out how to enforce
that boundary in a manner that recognizes that the central issue, from her view, is how she feels about
it. Make this a daily habit.
Read WISNIFG. Here's a link to a free PDF version. (You lazy slob) Figure out how to defend your
boundaries in a way that does not try to use "I'm angry" as a tool. Every single time you turn to "I'm
angry," you lose.
You could be turning her down flat, and if you can make her feel good about it, she'll happily
acquiesce, even thank you for it. I promise you this is true. I've had my wife bear hug me when I do
this successfully, even though I haven't promised to change my stance one iota for her, and this is a
high IQ woman who listens to egalitarian podcasts on an almost daily basis.
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My method for improving confidence
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In this article, I describe a plan to increase confidence. My plan consists of three techniques, which
you do in decreasing order of preference:
1) Train your subconscious mind to see opportunity and success where it previously saw threat so
you don’t feel anxiety,
2) Learn to articulate and face your anxiety, and
3) Learn to ignore your anxiety
Technique #1 is best. If technique #1 doesn’t work, move to technique #2. If technique #2 doesn’t
work, move to technique #3. I think these techniques need to be done in order: if you try to ignore
your anxiety before you articulate and face it, you will miss out on valuable information.
The most important thing you need to know about confidence is that it is mostly fake. And by “fake”
I mean “based on no rational reason.” Confident people do not think they will succeed because they
have any rational reason to think they will succeed, but because they have faith. Obviously, it helps if
your faith is backed up by rational reasons, but sometimes you don’t have any rational reasons, so
you need faith.
Confidence, Anxiety, and your Subconscious Mind
Confidence has an intellectual element and an emotional element. In other words, confidence is the
FEELING and BELIEF that you will succeed at whatever purpose you are pursuing, whether it be
brushing your teeth, building a business, pursuing a woman, or anything else. The opposite of
confidence is anxiety, which is the feeling that you will fail at pursuing your purpose because a threat
or obstacle blocks the path.
Generating the intellectual aspect of confidence is much easier than generating the emotion. To
generate intellectual confidence, all you need to do is analyze the facts in your possession and
formulate a plan. If the facts clearly indicate you will succeed, you can confidently soldier ahead. If
the facts clearly indicate you will fail, you can decide to go do something else, certain that you did
the right thing. If the facts are uncertain (like in most situations) you can confidently soldier ahead
until you collect additional facts, which will tell you whether to keep going or do something else.
You may also decide to confidently risk failure if the facts are uncertain if you think that failure will
not be so bad.
The difficulty of generating confidence, however, is getting your subconscious mind to generate the
feeling of confidence. Your subconscious mind generates emotions based on a complex analysis of
the data available to it, and your intellectual analysis is often a relatively unimportant piece of data to
your subconscious mind.
When your subconscious mind feels like you can succeed at your chosen purpose based on its
calculations, you feel energized, excited, focused, single-minded, and determined. Your body
language, tone of voice, and demeanor become that of a confident person. You do not need to read a
book or website to tell you how to act confidently – you just naturally feel and act confidently. Our
subconscious minds evolved to recognize confidence, so other people will know you are confident as
well.
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If I put a suitcase with a million dollars in a trashcan across the street and you knew for a fact that
there were no obstacles to you going and grabbing that suitcase, you would confidently grab it. You
would run with vigor, excitement, and joy. You would not be timid, anxious, or care what anybody
thought. You wouldn’t think much, or get distracted, or worry if you were doing the “wrong” thing.
You would just do it.
On the other hand, if your subconscious mind feels like there is a threat on the way to the goal you
are pursuing, or that there may be a better goal you could pursue, you feel anxious. Anxiety freezes
you to force you to reassess the path you are on. When seized by anxiety you feel timid, low-energy,
and stressed, like something is preventing you from moving. Your mind also switches into
rumination mode, cycling through distractions and doubts, because it is trying to figure out what to
do next. When seized by anxiety your subconscious mind will constantly create excuses for you to
not pursue the goal because it is certain you will fail. You will worry about what people think
because deep down you think they may be right. Again, this is all a natural, automatic response –
even if your conscious brain knows on an intellectual level that you are on the right path, if your
subconscious brain thinks you are doing the wrong thing it will cripple you.
Although we like to think of ourselves as rational, intellectual beings, in reality our rational mind is a
relatively new and weak appendage that sits on top of a much larger, stronger, and sophisticated
subconscious lizard mind that evolved over millions of years. While our rational mind can only
process about 7 pieces of information at a time and pay attention to only a few things at once, our
subconscious mind can process hundreds of thousands of pieces of information from a vast array of
internal and external inputs. And because our subconscious mind is so much more sophisticated than
our conscious mind, it is generally stronger and usually gets it way.
Put another way, humans are primarily emotional beings and most of what we do is controlled by our
subconscious mind. Your subconscious is like a different person living inside of you, with a
completely separate set of desires, thoughts, fears, and perceptions from your conscious mind. Our
rational mind can guide and tutor our subconscious mind, but deeply changing the subconscious mind
is a long and difficult process. There are also some changes you just cannot make (you can’t for
example, just completely turn off your desire for food or sex).
Our subconscious mind also subtly influences our rational mind’s thoughts. We often make “rational”
justifications for the emotions generated by our subconscious mind by means of a process called
confabulation. An example of confabulation would be an alcoholic justifying to themselves why “one
more drink” wouldn’t hurt. An even better example is our subconscious mind making excuses as to
why we shouldn’t approach a beautiful, intimidating woman. Even though we think we are thinking
clearly, our thoughts are actually warped by our subconscious mind. Even worse, many thoughts
never even reach our conscious minds because our subconscious mind blocks them.
Understanding Anxiety
From a neurological perspective, “anxiety” is not one thing. Rather, it is a set of alarms that go off
when your subconscious mind detects threats. These alarms are hierarchically arranged by
sophistication. At the bottom of this hierarchy is the oldest part of your brain, the periaqueductal
grey, which generates panic in the case of an immediate threat. It is the least sophisticated of the
anxiety alarms, and is designed to give a quick, imprecise, low-resolution signal while the more
sophisticated parts of your brain are trying to figure out what is going on. Above the periaqueductal
grey is the medial hypothalamus, which governs more sophisticated responses to threats, like
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devising a plan to escape. Above the medial hypothalamus sits the amygdala, which generates an
even more sophisticated emotional representation of the threat. And at the top of this hierarchy sits
your frontal cortex – the rational, “conscious” part of your brain which is the most sophisticated of
all.
Each layer of this hierarchy can inhibit the lower layers, which creates an efficient system: after
sensing a potential threat the lower levels immediately set off an alarm, which is then “checked” by
more sophisticated parts of your brain. If the more sophisticated layers determine that the potential
threat is benign, they shut off the alarm generated by the lower layers. For example, if you are alone
in your apartment at night and hear a loud noise, you may feel “startled” because your periaqueductal
grey getting you ready for fight or flight. But if you turn around and see that the sound was caused by
a book falling to the floor, the more sophisticated parts of your subconscious mind will realize that
the sensed threat was not a real threat, and they will therefore shut off the alarm and inhibit your fight
or flight response. But if you turn around and see an axe murdered in your apartment, the
sophisticated parts of your subconscious mind will realize that your periaqueductal grey was right,
and you need to get running or fighting.
Your anxiety circuit also generates alarms when you are faced with uncertainty or with multiple
competing goals. Remember, the purpose of anxiety is to help you figure out the correct path.
While anxiety is necessary to protect you from threats it becomes a problem when the conscious,
sophisticated parts of your mind do not shut off the alarms when the alarms do not have merit.
Constant alarms make you feel like shit, stressed, timid, weak, crippled and unable to make progress
towards your goals. They also sap your energy and enthusiasm. Paradoxically, when anxiety stops
you from making progress towards your goals, you end up failing to collect the very information that
anxiety wants you to collect! Worst of all, because your anxiety circuits are constantly registering
false alarms where none exist, your subconscious mind is constantly eliminating possible paths from
consideration even before they reach your conscious mind, making you an ever-more fearful person.
Your anxiety system can go haywire for a variety of reasons: 1) you have so much chaos and
uncertainty in your life that too many threat alarms are going off and your conscious mind doesn’t
have the time and energy to individually respond to each alarm, so the alarms just persistently stay
on, or 2) the alarms have been going off for so long that they have hijacked your conscious mind to
think that the threats are real even when they are not. Your conscious mind only has so much
bandwidth, and if the threats are coming in faster than you can respond to them they just accumulate
and you end up with a general sense of dread about everything. And when you don’t respond to the
things that are setting off anxiety alarms within you, and instead choose to avoid them, that causes
you subconscious mind to assume that those things really ARE threats. Anxiety ultimately becomes a
vicious cycle that keeps getting worse and worse.
To take a conservative approach to our safety, nature causes humans (and most animals) to have an
over-active anxiety system. Apparently, evolution determined that it was better to have false positives
rather than false negatives. If you have a false alarm in the jungle (i.e., your anxiety wrongly registers
something as a threat) you may miss out on a tasty treat but if you have a false negative (your anxiety
misses an actual threat) you may get eaten by a lion, which is much worse. While the conservative
approach to anxiety alarms was a good evolutionary strategy for more primitive animals, the over-
active anxiety system creates real problems for humans because we live in a complex society where
many of the threats are abstract, complicated, and may not occur until years into the future.
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Training Your Subconscious Mind to See Opportunity
There are three primary methods to train your subconscious mind to see opportunity and success
where it previously saw threats: 1) exposure therapy, 2) self-improvement, and 3) autosuggestion.
Exposure Therapy
The best way to train your subconscious mind to feel confident when pursuing a goal is to actually
succeed. When your subconscious mind sees you succeed at something, it is much more likely to
generate confidence the next time you try to do that thing. For example, most people feel confident
they will succeed at brushing their teeth because they have successfully brushed their teeth many
times in the past. An expert carpenter will feel confident when doing carpentry because he has
successfully done it many times in the past. And so on.
Your subconscious mind may also base its confidence on analogous data. For example, in a novel
situation your subconscious mind may think “I have never faced a situation exactly like this, but I
have successfully faced similar situations in the past, and those previous situations were similar
enough to make me feel confident I can succeed in this situation as well.” Your subconscious mind
might even think “I’ve generally succeeded at novel and uncertain tasks in the past, and I feel like I
am a pretty competent, intelligent, and strong person, so even though I have not quite faced this exact
situation in the past, I am confident I will succeed here as well.”
To feel confidence, your subconscious mind needs to see a clear road to the finish line, which
requires you to generate a plan and a routine in your life that minimizes threat and uncertainty and
provides a clear, consistent stream of wins as you pursue your goals. If your subconscious mind
thinks the plan you created is too difficult and the wins too remote, you will feel unmotivated, so you
will need to re-adjust your plan and your definition of “win” to make the make the wins feel more
attainable.
For example, if a particular task or plan is too intimidating to your subconscious mind, you can
generate confidence by breaking it into smaller, less intimidating tasks that your subconscious mind
feels like you can do. For example, if you are intimidated by the prospect of writing a paper, you can
start by just opening your Word processor and typing a word. Your subconscious mind may doubt
that you can write a paper, but it knows you can type a word so you will feel motivated to take that
first step and type a word. Once your subconscious mind sees you succeed at typing a word, then you
may feel enough confidence to type a sentence, and so forth. Similarly, if you are too anxious to
approach a woman, you can start with smaller tasks, such as just saying “hi” or asking them the time.
I have found the key to success is continually humbling yourself and re-categorizing as “wins” small
things that provide you just some incremental progress. Those incremental steps quickly add up.
Similarly, therapists often recommend “exposure therapy” is the most common cure for anxiety.
Self-Improvement
Self-improvement boosts your confidence by giving your subconscious new data by which to
calculate your chances of success. You want your subconscious mind to think “we are not the same
person that got rejected before, so we will not get rejected this time.”
Part of the reason women love shopping is that it makes them feel confident. By buying new clothes,
they reprogram their subconscious mind to think “well now people will like me.” Of course, on a
rational level a new set of clothes is usually not enough to make people change their opinion of you,
but that rational analysis does not matter to the subconscious mind: it feels confident because the data
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is now different.
You can improve yourself in many ways, including by lifting, eating better, dressing better, using
better hygiene, etc… You can learn how to do these things in other articles, so the only point I will
make here is that you can motivate yourself to pursue these purposes just like you would motivate
yourself to do anything – break it up into smaller more attainable wins and create a plan and routine
that gives you a steady stream of those wins.
Autosuggestion and Delusion
Self-help gurus, philosophers, and mystics have long known that you can reprogram your
subconscious mind by feeding it positive data in the form of affirmations, mantras, prayers, or
meditations. This form of reprogramming is called autosuggestion – suggesting to yourself you are
more competent, strong, and able to succeed than you previously felt you were.
For autosuggestion to work, you must consistently tell yourself these affirmations over a long period
of time. Repetition is necessary because your subconscious mind needs a lot of data to change its
opinion on your chances of success. The affirmations must be detailed and connected to emotion –
remember, the affirmations are for your subconscious mind, which operates on emotion. Whenever a
negative thought pops into your head, you must defeat it with a positive thought.
The more tangible and “real” the data, the more likely your subconscious will be convinced. For
example, gurus and therapists often tell you to repeat your affirmations out loud or write them down.
Some even suggest writing yourself fake apology letters from people who have harmed you – even
though your conscious mind knows those letters are fake, your subconscious mind will often be
tricked into feeling better. You can also daydream – by fantasizing and visualizing yourself
succeeding at a particular task, your subconscious mind will feel more confident when actually
performing that task.
Obviously, autosuggestion is a much weaker way to reprogram your subconscious mind than actual
success. Your subconscious mind evolved to reject “fake” data, so just saying something to yourself
is much weaker than seeing it actually happen. Nevertheless, mountains of data – scientific,
historical, and anecdotal – suggest that “fake” data can trick our subconscious mind and generate new
mental states. Religions, cults, art, and superstitions work because of this principle. Religious people
often feel closer to God as a result because their subconscious mind thinks that the master of universe
will favor them because they spoke some magic words. Think that’s stupid? Well, if you’ve ever
cried during a movie, the same thing happened to you too.
One of the strangest manifestations of autosuggestion is when people start believing their own lies.
Even if they knew they were lying in the beginning, after they tell the lie enough times their own
subconscious mind starts to believe it. Scammers and cult leaders sometimes fall for their own tricks.
Governments and public relations have also learned that you can make people crazy things by simple
repetition.
For autosuggestion to work, your conscious mind must be on board. If you say the words “I know I
will succeed” while your conscious mind thinks “I am lying to myself, I can’t do it” autosuggestion
will fail. Confidence is a combination of feeling and intellect, so while you do not necessarily need to
“believe” your affirmations, you cannot think they are false.
Imagine you are about to embark on any difficult task: a difficult project a work, writing an article on
confidence, or approaching a woman. On an intellectual level, you know there is a chance of success
and a chance of failure, but even failure would not be that bad of an outcome. Therefore, from a
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purely intellectual point of view, it wouldn’t be “wrong” to feel confident. Your subconscious,
however, feels anxiety because of the enormity of the task ahead of you. In such a situation, you can
use autosuggestion to make your subconscious mind feel confident. Your conscious mind knows that
it is not lying to itself – it is just training your subconscious mind to produce the emotion of
confidence so that you succeed rather than fail.
Articulating and Facing your Anxiety
Despite the steps described here to improve confidence, you may still feel anxiety in certain
situations because 1) you have no data to demonstrate to your subconscious mind that you will
succeed, 2) all the data seems to indicate you will fail, or 3) you are faced with genuine uncertainty.
When you feel anxiety, you must articulate your anxiety in words to rationally determine what, if
any, threats your subconscious mind is sensing. Take a deep breath, step back, and ask yourself:
“what, exactly, am I afraid will happen if I try to do this”? To answer this question, you may need to
think deeply and brainstorm because it may not be immediately obvious to your rational mind why
your subconscious mind is feeling anxiety.
The mere act of articulating your anxiety can reduce your anxiety because it transforms a vague,
hazy, undefined fear in your mind into a specific, manageable threat you can articulate a plan against.
Once you actually articulate in words the things you are afraid of, you often realize the threats are not
as scary as you originally felt.
After you articulate threats in words, you can face them and formulate a plan to defeat them. The plan
might be “keep going and don’t worry about this threat” or “keep going and do X thing to neutralize
the threat” or “the threat is real and substantial, so you should take another path.” In any event, once
you have a plan that leads you to your goal and deals with any obstacles that lay in that path, you will
feel more confident. Interestingly, your anxiety circuit is not necessarily concerned that threats exist –
it cares more whether you have a plan to defeat the threats. Therefore, you feel much less anxiety
when you voluntarily confront the threats rather than when they unexpectedly come at you.
“Articulate threats and formulate a plan to defeat them” may sound like obvious advice, but most
people do not follow these steps and their anxiety remains in the mysterious, hazy, unarticulated
realm of emotion. When most people feel anxiety, they just give up and decide to go do something
else. They don’t examine what caused their anxiety or how to overcome those causes. They just “feel
bad” and go do something easy to feel good, like drugs, alcohol, video games, etc… Most people
blindly follow their anxiety to stay safe, which actually does often work, but causes them to miss
many opportunities when they actually could have overcome the threats.
Articulating one’s anxiety is often terrifying because it forces people to confront their weaknesses. If
a man is afraid to approach women, the “threat” blocking his path to the goal may be that he is fat,
out of shape, dressed horribly, stupid, uninteresting, etc… Articulating and admitting these problems
will be painful and facing his anxiety would require him to fix those problems, which is not easy.
Most people ignore their problems and leave them in the ether so they do not need to think about
them or admit they exist. I have met many guys who convinced themselves they are amazing with
women but are afraid to approach, probably because if they fail at approaching they must face the
fact that they are not actually that great with women.
To defeat anxiety, you must believe that it is actually possible to create and articulate a plan to
overcome any threat. In other words, you must believe the world is govern by rational rules, you can
understand those rules, and you can use those rules to succeed. Anxiety becomes crippling when we
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see obstacles as immovable and undefeatable. Our fat, uninteresting friend who sucks with women
cannot even imagine there are actual steps he can take to improve so he just never does it.
Ignoring your Anxiety
In his quest to vanquish his anxiety, our hero has performed a variety of exercises to train his
subconscious mind to no longer feel anxiety. But even after such training, our hero sometimes still
feels anxiety, which he deals with by articulating and facing his anxieties. Nevertheless, even after
articulating and facing his anxieties, some anxiety may remain. This is usually because our hero is
faced with a genuinely uncertain and novel situation. He has no data to demonstrate that he can
succeed, nor does he have any data as to what the threats actually are. His anxiety almost is almost
completely composed of the fear of the unknown.
At this point, our hero has only one option left: ignore his anxiety and blindly jump into the
unknown.
I could have started this article by just saying “ignore your anxiety.” And in fact, most books and
articles in this genre just say “ignore your anxiety” or “ignore negative thoughts” and just plow
ahead. But that doesn’t always work, nor should it work. Anxiety is a valuable evolutionary tool that
exists for a reason, and if we ignore it we can get ourselves into deep trouble and miss opportunities
to correct our behavior. It’s not a coincidence that drugs that reduce our anxiety, like alcohol and
marijuana, often cause us to act stupidly: our natural alarm system that protects us from threats has
been turned off.
You should only ignore your anxiety when we have trained it, articulated it, and faced it. In other
words, you should only ignore our anxiety when you are confident it has nothing valuable to say.
Otherwise, no matter how much we try to repress or ignore our anxiety, part of us will worry that our
anxiety is right – that that nagging feeling may actually be warning us of a real threat. I have found
that sometimes when you try to ignore your anxiety it only becomes louder, probably because
something in your brain senses that you are ignoring your anxiety.
Obviously, you cannot spend every moment of your life articulating and thinking about your
anxieties. For each particular threat, you only need to articulate and face the anxiety associated with
that threat once and then use that confidence going forward. For example, for approaching women,
you need to sit one time and really think to yourself what is so scary about rejection and what you can
do to minimize that threat. But you complete this exercise, you no longer need to think about the
negative effects of rejection every time you consider approaching a beautiful woman.
Faith
The key to managing your anxiety is faith.
We live in an infinitely complicated, constantly changing universe that is littered with infinite threats,
some of which we know about and some of which we do not. There is no possible way that we can
think about, face, and articulate every possible threat – we simply do not have enough time or mental
energy. Therefore, we need to have a general faith that “everything is going to be ok” and only think
about and respond to important threats that exceed a certain threshold of seriousness.
At any particular moment a wide variety of terrible things you can happen to you: you could get
struck down by lighting, you could get cancer, a plane could crash on you, your company could fail
and get fired, etc… Most of these dangers are technically threats but they are not likely enough for
you to worry – therefore you must ignore them. Most of the things you worry about never happen, so
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you might as well have never worried about them!
In my personal life, I try to follow the following rules: 1) I ignore all threats unless there is some
compelling reason to focus my attention on a particular threat or threats, 2) I consider each threat as
minimally threatening as I possibly can given the data that I have, and 3) I only focus on one threat at
a time unless I absolutely must spread my attention over multiple threats. In other words, I try to
minimize the seriousness of any threat until the data is overwhelmingly clear otherwise. I only
respond to anxiety alarms that are very loud and even then, I try to shut the alarm off as quickly as
possible.
To some of you this approach may sound unsafe or overly risky, but it makes logical sense. First, as a
practical matter, you only have the mental ability to focus on and respond to one threat at a time
anyway, so at any particular moment you have no choice but to ignore all threats except for the most
serious and pertinent ones. Even then, you can’t spend all day responding to threats so you need long
stretches of time where you just ignore threats completely. Second, unless you have concrete data that
a particular threat is real, imminent, and dangerous, there is no rational reason you should worry
about it. Third, if you are facing an uncertain situation where you are not sure about the seriousness
of the threat, you must use whatever data you have. For example, I invest my money pretty
conservatively because, even though each individual investment has an uncertain outcome, I have
collected enough data in my life to generally know that most investments will fail, most business
plans are shit, and most people are overly optimistic about their businesses, so I only invest money if
I have a clear reason to believe that the venture will make money.
For this approach to work, you need to do your homework, collect data, and face your threats
squarely when you detect them. If I do not collect data about investing, and on top of that I ignore
whatever threats I do see, I will lose my money every time. I do not ignore threats so I can live my
life like a blissful retard, I ignore them so I can focus on the ones that actually matter.
The Aftermath
Of course, no situation remains uncertain forever. Sometimes you blindly jump into a novel situation
with fake confidence and fail. That’s ok. Every time you fail, you get access to new data with which
you can 1) fix your existing issues, and 2) retrain your subconscious mind to feel confident.
Imagine you approach a woman and she rejects you. Most people will take that data as evidence that
they will always fail at approaching women, so they will just stop approaching. But if you get
rejected, you should rationally analyze your approach and figure out what you did wrong. Of course,
sometimes its not clear why she rejected you, and if you do a thorough analysis of the data and
cannot figure out what happened, you should just not worry about it. You should also always assume
that your “mistake” was as small as possible – you cannot let your imagine run wild with thoughts
about how terrible you are. Again, unless you have compelling evidence to the contrary, you should
assume you did nothing wrong.
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The urge to go into the unknown
14 upvotes | June 18, 2021 | by Anywhere_Broad | Link | Reddit Link

So I'm a 17 year old man, I consider myself lucky because I got into self development at 14, since
then I read shit tons of books, improved so much that I can't honestly describe it in words and I'm
very ambitious.
As soon as I turn 18 I want to start my own coaching business, and about the same time I'll be
moving to an entirerly different city across the country by myself (university).
A few months ago i used to be totally scared and frightened about it, but now the closer I get to it I
have this awkward urge to go into the unknown and go for a huge adventure.
I want things to be less convenient, and more challenging. I feel like it will push me to improve to the
next level. Its this weird visceral calling.
Now my question, is this something normal for someone my age? Is it just a weird coincidence that
as soon as I'm about turn 18 I get this "calling"?
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[Mod] The New Format
13 upvotes | September 24, 2013 | by GaiusScaevolus | Link | Reddit Link

Since a lot of you have been wondering, the new format of /r/BecomeaMan will be as follows;
Ask BaM Monday: Same basic format as week 22, one thread to ask all your questions, as basic or
complex as you want.
Man Tip Tuesday: Their are small things every man should know how to do in his day-to-day
(Change a tire, wear a suit correctly, sharpen a knife, etc) We will show you how.
Alpha Friday: We share one of the weeks highest quality posts from around the Manosphere.
Wednesday and Thursday are open post for 'graduates'. Post advice, tips, anything you think people
need to know.
In addition, every month or so We will be introducing an essential trait of men. throughout the month
we will offer reinforcing evidence and instruction on how to develop these traits.
The new format will go into effect next week, by which time I hope to have the user flair all squared
away.
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Emotional Differences | The Rational Male
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Easy Way to Do Everything We Logically Want
13 upvotes | March 4, 2021 | by AFriendlyTitan | Link | Reddit Link

Easy Way to Do Everything We Logically Want

26 points•6 comments•submitted 12 days ago by AFriendlyTitan to r/FriendlyTitan

It’s one of the greatest lies we tell ourselves that we can choose to do whatever we want.
Why do we get so hungry when it’s possible to fast for weeks on end? Why do we always end up on
our phones or on our pc at the end of the day when we told ourselves we would work on our personal
project?
If we tell ourselves we’d get up at 7, why do we keep snoozing and still need to drag our bodies out
of bed? Or just give up on whatever we planned on the day and sleep in, giving into our instinct for
more sleep?
It’s because our body is in control of our mind. Elon Musk summed it up very cleanly when he said
“our cortex [logical conscious] serves our limbic system [primal unconscious].”
If we were in charge of our body, we could consistently ACT on what we wanted to do.
So what do we do with this insight?
We work with our instincts.
Instead of fighting to start anything, we align everything to allow our body to naturally head towards
what we logically want.
This includes getting rid of superstimulus in our lives as I mentioned previously. Stuff like fried
foods, sugary foods, video games, youtube, alcohol and drugs. It’s because our body follows the path
of least resistance. Whatever is the fastest, easiest path to dopamine is what we chase.
Next is getting rid of distractions. Let’s say we have a guitar in our room. If we’re sitting on our desk
trying to get through a difficult obstacle, wouldn’t we be tempted to “give ourselves a quick break
and practice the guitar?” Now imagine this with whatever tempts you.
Guide your primal self to serve you.
One of the easiest ways to “increase willpower” is to get the amount of sleep your body wants.
We set alarms to artificially prime our body to snap awake to a rude awakening noise. We are glued
to blue light monitors until our body forces us to sleep, ignoring the many yawns we had hours prior.
I’ve spent the past month without an alarm by going to sleep at a consistent time and naturally
waking up around the same time every day. Our body knows best how much sleep it wants and when
our sleep cycle ends. So give it room to do so. I stopped being so sensitive to other people’s
comments and was able to get into the state of flow this way.
And lastly, it would be to eat better. Eating a huge meal completely messes up your mental condition
for the next couple hours. Your body’s expending a lot of energy digesting as well as feeling
unmotivated. I find that eating less per meal is more difficult, but much more beneficial to my
productivity. After eating, I can get right back to work without having to talk myself into it.
It’s romantic to think that we are the masters of our body. For a brief few moments we can be, like in
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the gym fighting pain. But it’s not sustainable for the 16 hours we are awake. Make your desired way
of life as natural as possible to your monkey self and you will find that you’re entering the zone of
life more and more often. You will be living in the moment much more.
Simple, but your life will drastically change if you apply it.
-Friendly Titan
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Michael Crichton On The Masculine Virtues Of Sean Connery
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Will a man outgrow video games, or is learning to moderate
your playing (gaming) time part of becoming a man?
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Anybody have any good guidance on articulating your
thoughts?
13 upvotes | October 22, 2014 | by TooMuchToDoo | Link | Reddit Link

At times I have trouble putting the thoughts that are in my head into coherent words that have
meaning. It happens most often when I attempt to retelling events or ideas, such as a story that was
told to me, or an article that I read in the paper or a news story that I watched the other day. Does
anybody have any ideas or guidance as to what I can do to improve this aspect of my social skills?
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Lacking energy, vitality
13 upvotes | September 1, 2015 | by [deleted] | Link | Reddit Link

Sometimes I feel very...flat. My brother is very high energy, all the time. Seems to have no shortage
of dopamine. Me, I feel very boring in comparison. His wit and energy is something I have to fake to
emulate.
I'd say I am the strong silent type, but I wasn't always like this. I used to be brimming with vitality,
back when I was 18 and smoked a lot of pot and went out every night.
Now I'm 24, quit smoking finally but feel much more stern and serious. I'm working out 5x a week,
but am currently unemployed (working on that, have an interview tomorrow) so I feel laying around
most of the day has something to do with it.
But even when I am working, I just don't feel as energetic as I should be. This in turn allows others to
easily dominate me.
Sometimes I feel pockets of energy and I feel like the shit during these times. Other times I feel like a
lethargic pussy.
Any tips?
Also, I love videogames, and jerk off about once a day. Not sure if that could be fucking with my
brain. I don't smoke anymore and don't drink much, it takes me too long to recover to be pounding
beer all the time.
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How to stop being so apathetic and get off my ass to do shit?
13 upvotes | October 7, 2015 | by ForcesMTAria | Link | Reddit Link

I'm currently in my last year of high school, right now I'm in a situation where I'm at home most of
the week, only going out once or twice. You'd think I'd be able to get my shit done but I'm actually
doing subpar in school, and literally nothing but browsing the internet and eating shitty food all day.
I know how to cook and I have the ingredients but I just eat ramen, I know I have to study but I just
browse the internet which doesn't even make me laugh anymore, I just feel numb when I do anything
really.
My daily schedule consists of getting up late, dicking around, then handing in my assignments the
day they're due, usually resulting in a shitty grade.
How do I build discipline? I don't want to fuck up my life.
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Monk Mode - Week 2 Update
13 upvotes | June 2, 2016 | by youssarian | Link | Reddit Link

Recall about two weeks ago I declared I was starting monk mode. Week 1 went about as well as
you'd expect for the first week - not terrible, not great.
For week 2 I feel I have either regressed or stalled in many respects. Let's see what's going on.

Focus on three main hobbies: reading, writing, programming:
Reading: I set up the task scheduler event on my laptop, so that Lord of the Rings opens
every day at 4 PM. Slowly getting into the habit.
Writing: June is here and with June comes the writing! Last week I said I needed 1,667
words daily. It turns out if I want to reach 50,000 words by the end of the month, I only
need 705 words a day. It remains to be seen how much trouble I'll have.
Programming: This is coming pretty natural to me. Even the bumpy parts are resolved
with just a little pre-planning. I'm already looking forward to my next project.

Reading RP literature:
Finished Models. If you as me, it references enough concepts from No More Mr. Nice
Guy while adding new content that it felt like a natural sequel to NMMNG. The main
thrust of Models seem to be "care more about yourself than their opinion and shoot it
straight. Forget the fancy stuff, just approach them and shoot it straight. If they like you,
they'll tag along." Now reading The Book of Pook.
Scattered reading of Rational Male, Return of Kings, and Illimitable Men. I also want to
be reading Art of Manliness, but that's a bit less RP-oriented so I haven't. I should maybe
come up with a structured reading plan. Each day, read a post or two from one site, the
next day read a couple posts from the next in the list, and just cycle through.

Cutting out junk social media
Back to my old social media habits. Partially it's due to boredom, partially it's due to not
really talking to anyone during the week. Since I'm back in my hometown, I have next to
no friends around here. We've either grown apart or they have moved away, and I don't
have a vehicle. For the boredom I need to add more variety in my life, hopefully finding
something that doesn't involve being in front of the computer. For the social aspect, a
good idea would be to collect a list of people who I could text with during the week - and
actually reach out to them. I just don't like being the one who starts the conversation, but
it's detrimental to keep acting that way.
Reddit: Have not yet made that multireddit. Wtf.

Better eating habits
So I told myself I would experiment with a healthier eating system, and then I didn't do it.
What the hell. This is inexcusable.

Physical activity
I told myself I would start walking in the morning. Again, I didn't do it. Again, this is
inexcusable.

Physical discomfort
The thunderstorms around here has been keeping the temperature in the 75-80 range, and
humidity has been relatively low. Still a little discomfort, but not much.
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My sleep habits are really variable. The other night I couldn't get to sleep til about 1 AM.
Then last night I was out before midnight. 8:30 AM seems to be my average wake time.
Mealtimes are slowly stabilizing. I've noticed that after my 1 PM lunch, I'll get hungry
again around 3. Usually I snack there, and then don't get hungry again until around 7.
Fapped twice.

Action Items:

Commit to the 8:15 AM wake time.
There's a podcast I want to listen to during my hourly walks. Start grabbing those and putting
them on my phone. It could be handy to write a script in Python that retrieves the right amount
of files on Sunday for the week. Also, start putting clothes near where I sleep so that in the
morning I can just change into those and get to walking.
Implement that damn meal plan, wtf.
I am badly in need of a new laptop. The one I have now is just too slow and old to effectively
meet my demands. I have a model in mind but I don't have a credit card and I'm very anxious
about getting one. So maybe research ways of being able to buy the model I have in mind (or
something with similar specs) while also being able to follow the credit card-like system of
only paying a certain portion at once.
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If You Settle for a Deadbedroom or Duty Sex, You're a Loser
13 upvotes | June 12, 2016 | by [deleted] | Link | Reddit Link

http://www.redpilldoctor.com/if-you-settle-for-a-deadbedroom-or-duty-sex-youre-a-loser/
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The Magic of Testosterone
13 upvotes | September 15, 2016 | by incans | Link | Reddit Link

http://www.invinciblestate.com/2015/12/how-to-increase-testosterone-naturally/
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Making a lot of changes, not sure how to start
13 upvotes | December 13, 2016 | by iaminow | Link | Reddit Link

I am a 20 year old guy Im 6 feet tall even and 219 pounds. Fairly recently I realized what a joke my
life has become with a shitty nagging girlfriend, a stupid no money major, haunting stress from an
emotionally abusive upbringing. Lately I've stopped eating like a total fat ass about 1500 calories a
days as much of it vegetables and protein as money will allow. This has gotten me to where I am
from 250 pounds but I've plateaud. I currently have a fast food job and I'm working to move up to a
manager position for more money and to start building up skills and confidence. I've stopped school
because I can no longer see wasting money I dont have for a degree that wont get me a job. Though I
have plenty of credits I could transfer if I find something that really suits me. Ive put a lot of thought
into joining the military, I think it would be a good fit however I need to get into shape first to pass
the tests and just generally not feel like shit. What advice can you guys give for losing the next 30
pounds? How do i get myself unstuck? How do I build my confidence in this life where Im stuck at
home flipping burgers while I wait and work towards something better?
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how do i relax again
13 upvotes | January 24, 2017 | by deathgrips1 | Link | Reddit Link

so im 18, living on my own (have been for 2 years) and am really struggling. I just got fired from my
job because I came late too many times (the hours were way too early) and am in a really shitty
financial situation at the moment. I feel like everything in my life is shit. My mother is batshit insane
and my father (who raised me) was an incompetent child and still is. None of my close friends live in
the city I'm in right now. The only way I'm even paying my rent is through my side business (track 3
of exmilitary) and i hate it.
I don't even know what to even do. I have no guidance, no one to gain strength from. Is this okay?
will I be okay? I haven't laughed in a month. I can't talk to any of my friends because I just can't
loosen up any more. I can't make any friends because I feel like I can't relate to anyone I talk to or
trust anyone. What do I do.
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How to stop being awkward motherf*cker?
13 upvotes | January 25, 2017 | by delux_bg | Link | Reddit Link

Via text im incredibly engaging and can express myself properly. When i meet girls in real life i tend
to act very anxious and awkward(messing up words, not knowing what to say or saying something
awkward), i know its coming from deep place like confidence/self-esteem/negative self-
beliefs/experience, but is there anything i can do on the short term to fix being awkward
motherfucker?
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Need tough love
13 upvotes | June 15, 2017 | by throwawaypitiful | Link | Reddit Link

I'm 22 years old, 5'4". Basically, I am not a 'man'. I don't look like one, I run away from
responsibilities, I complain about things that I can change but don't exert effort into changing myself.
I get offended by jokes that make fun of me. I don't take care of myself hygienically, I am too
cowardly tackling life anywhere and even academically. I am a lost sheep in life and it shows when
dealing with people.
I am a child and a fucking mess. Basically everything I read here I am not. I need some fucking
sense.
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029 - Rollo Tomassi by Mark Baxter
13 upvotes | June 29, 2017 | by Rugby11 | Link | Reddit Link

https://soundcloud.com/realmarkbaxter/029-rollo-tomassi
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You Deserve to Be a Sex God Part III: Jack Murphy's Guide to
Advanced Domination Techniques - Jack Murphy
13 upvotes | August 15, 2017 | by Rugby11 | Link | Reddit Link

http://jackmurphylive.com/advanced-domination-techniques/
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How to build muscle mass, no-bullshit, straight to the point.
13 upvotes | December 12, 2017 | by ChuckFreeman | Link | Reddit Link

http://alphanextdoor.com/build-muscle-mass/
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Are boys and men being set up for failure?
13 upvotes | March 26, 2018 | by Rugby11 | Link | Reddit Link

https://www.canindia.com/are-boys-and-men-being-set-up-for-failure/
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Do You Take the Hedonistic Path of Self Destruction, or the
Path of Self Fulfillment and Masculinity? | Western Mastery
13 upvotes | August 31, 2017 | by Rugby11 | Link | Reddit Link

http://www.westernmastery.com/2017/05/07/take-hedonistic-path-self-destruction-path-self-fulfillme
nt-masculinity/
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How Men Have Accomplished Decades of Work
13 upvotes | March 5, 2021 | by AFriendlyTitan | Link | Reddit Link

Crosspost "How Men Have Accomplished Decades of Work" from /r/FriendlyTitan:

I previously discussed how you needed hate and discomfort to change as a person. I hated that my
childhood and video games made me a loser for all of high school and left me with an empty 4 years
of one of the most formative years of life.
This forced me to put in tremendous effort to change myself. I humiliated myself during freshman
year trying to learn social dynamics in a situation where everyone was already well aware of how to
socialize. During this I never stopped agonizing over how miserable my situation was.
While this endless dissatisfaction drove me to objectively improve my life, I was never happy for a
moment. Looking back, I can see that it was the pursuit of the goal I had attained that brought joy,
not when I attained it.
How do men put in decades of work on a single project and bring it to fruition?
It’s not a “burning desire for the end result.”
It’s the daily “monotony” of waking up and steadily chiseling away at the mountain.
It seems that people view life as a series of highlights. And because of this notion people are unhappy
because they see their day as boring if nothing “exciting” happened.
But they are completely misguided
I guarantee that 4 out of 5 days (likely more) are going to be “tedious” and the same as always. The
secret of men who are able to pull off decades of commitment THOROUGHLY ENJOY the “same old
daily work” that their project requires.
Finding complete satisfaction in the daily grind is what separates average people and the
exceptional.
Life is not miserable when there’s no novelty. It’s about enjoying the “repetitive” work we take for
granted.
And for those who don’t enjoy how they work for a bulk of their lives, know that they are not bound
to their current situation. Change is always guaranteed when one takes their life into their own
hands.
Because these “boring old days” are what make up a majority of our lives. And it would be a pity
wasting them away wishing we could be doing something more thrilling.
-Friendly Titan

Posted by AFriendlyTitan | 5 March 2021 | Link
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The Lie of Equality | The Rational Male
12 upvotes | September 23, 2017 | by Rugby11 | Link | Reddit Link

https://therationalmale.com/2017/09/22/the-lie-of-equality/
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What do men admire in other men? Have you asked yourself
this question ...
12 upvotes | November 24, 2021 | by MasteryOrder | Link | Reddit Link

If you were to be asked what qualities you admire in other men, what would your answer be? Will
you act on impulse and answer with “I don’t know!” a convenient sentence for avoiding thinking
about this unexpected question? Or will you give this question a thought and come up with a list of
qualities that you would be willing to swear by? Would this list, that resembles a “best 10 qualities to
have” list found on every corner of the internet, represent your own particular preferences, or is it
filled with elements that you think you ought to admire and pursue? A list of qualities you think you
should have, rather than those which in your heart you actually respect and crave for.
Ask yourself, friend, if the inaccuracy of your answer comes from your inability to analyze your own
preferences and give this question some thought because the traits that you admire in others are the
traits that you will pursue yourself. To know what traits you admire in other men, it is enough to start
with what you dislike in men.
Be honest with your thoughts and notice that the man that you would dislike the most is a man that
you could describe as an effeminate, slender, smooth-faced wuss of a man lacking any physical or
mental strength and with a voice that carries no resonance and timbre.
A man of any age or physical appearance who for certain reasons always inspires you with an
unexplained and overwhelming feeling of unease. When he speaks, he expresses nothing but
absurdities. When he laughs it sounds like he giggles. When he is hurt he whines.
The kind of man that everything about him seems somehow incomplete. The kind of man that tries to
do what others do, and yet never gets it quite right. He is cold and fearful but would like to be
considered dangerous, a man of the world, yet when he nerves himself up to some petty challenge he
shakes internally succumbing under any small pressure.
He tries to be profound but comes up corny and plain. He tries to be daring but he is only reckless
and imprudent. He tries to be intense but turns out to be only offensive and repulsive. He represents a
certain incompleteness, in the presence of which the normal man experiences the most intense
distaste.
Learn to make a difference, friend, between such a man, who is merely “popular” with others, and the
man who is really liked, the man to whom other men will go to not only in fun times but in their dire
times as well, the man for whom they will make sacrifices and of whose friendship they are proud.
Deep down, this type of man must be something more in order to grasp and hold the hearts of other
men. He must possess some vital attributes, a few in number, but powerful enough to require no
explanation, but a mere mention.
You see, friend, to become such a man you need to have a sense of honor and respect when it comes
to your relationships with other men. This represents the cornerstone of manhood because it means
that you must be true not only to your friends and close ones, but also to those that are not your
friends, and possibly, even your enemies. Being fair and embracing the hardship of the game is a
masculine ideal, and men will trust and honor those who live up to such strict standards.
Bound to trait is common sense, which combines many qualities together, but most importantly a
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sense of humor, a quality that can throw some clear light in so many difficult moments, showing how
small the small things are. The man who has common sense combined with a healthy dose of humor
will be one to whom many will be drawn to as a magnet, for he can make the challenges of life easier
to bear.
You have then courage, friend, without which a man is not a man. In every situation, there is always
something you can do to exercise agency and give up on your fears. Remember that courage is born
in the depths of your soul, and the situations you encounter in life have no influence over it.
Humility and generosity will always enhance the value of these traits and increase the charm which
they possess. They give the fineness of a man’s character by perfectly complementing a man’s strong
and rigid traits by adding gentleness and tenderness into the mix, which together with the barriers for
the soul created by self-respect complete a man that is respected and admired.
It is to men that have these fine traits, that other men throughout the ages have given their liking and
service, their devotion and lives.
Become the man that pursues honor and justice and does what is right. Use common sense and humor
to soften rigid and heavy burdens. Prove your manhood through courage, and use your generous
instinct to break the meanness and resentment around you, while having the humility to not brag
about it.
Be daring, friend, and embody the traits that you admire in other men so that one day you may
become the example that you once looked for, the kind of man that others might want to relate to.
Become the trustworthy friend that can be counted on regardless of the challenge, the loving husband
and father that can be trusted with one's deepest and darkest fears, the strong and powerful man that is
respected and looked up to.
Vow to yourself to become such a man, because if you succeed in that, you shall succeed in
everything else.
Will you become the man who stands straight in the face of hardship, or will you be the man who
crumbles?
The choice is yours to make!
All the best to you, reader!
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Let me help you with your challenges! Post your questions!
12 upvotes | February 8, 2022 | by MasteryOrder | Link | Reddit Link

I have a background in sports and nutrition, engineering and IT, training people and athletes to
optimize their routines, habits, and thinking patterns in order to perform at their highest level.
If you think I might be able to share something useful, feel free to share your
challenges/questions/concerns in any of these areas and I will do my best to share back with you an
honest and direct answer, that will, hopefully, benefit you in a positive way.
I would appreciate it if you could keep your comment as short and to the point as possible, without
dismissing important details of course, so that I can answer as many as I can.
All the best to you, reader!
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How to stop worrying about what others think of you
12 upvotes | December 4, 2017 | by Rugby11 | Link | Reddit Link

https://edlatimore.com/how-to-stop-worrying-about-what-others-think-of-you/
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To Each His Own | The Rational Male
12 upvotes | September 12, 2017 | by Rugby11 | Link | Reddit Link

https://therationalmale.com/2017/09/11/to-each-his-own/
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[Mod] 5k+ and some thoughts going into year 2
12 upvotes | December 29, 2013 | by GaiusScaevolus | Link | Reddit Link

Yesterday at about 3 pm, /r/becomeaman hit 5,000 members. Every day, more and more males from
all walks of life are making the affirmative decision to reclaim their own masculinity, to become
men. In just under a year, many of you have made huge positive changes to your life, and even more
of you are well on your way to doing so.
A few announcements:

We are continuing to put the original 'program' on Puerarchy. People searching for the first few
days can find them there.
Every month, one of the Mods will be introducing a necessary trait of masculinity, and weekly
posts on that particular trait. Ask BecomeaMan threads will now be bi-weekly. Man Tip
Tuesdays will continue.
To prepare for this, you should reflect on yourself, As well as the past year. What qualities do
you have in abundance? What needs improvement? Drastic improvement? Take inventory of
your skills and qualities, this will help you to identify what you need to focus on in the new
year.
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Week 24: A solid foundation
12 upvotes | September 17, 2013 | by GaiusScaevolus | Link | Reddit Link

So this is it, the final week of this subs main program. We told you (in the sidebar) that we here at
/r/becomeman will help you"[make] the transition from the boy you were to the man you will
become." Well, i'm sorry to tell you, we weren't exactly truthful there, because;
A Man is Always Growing
In a social and philosophical sense, there will never be a point where you complete your journey to
manhood, because being a man is something which you have to actively do. Every. Single Day.
So, whats the point of all this then? In short, the past 24 weeks (and accompanying challenges) have
been a base, the foundation from which all great men are built. Too sum up the lessons we've learned;

A man is strong. That means a reasonable diet and exercise to keep your body in good working
order.
A man has varied interests, and a wide spectrum of knowledge. This means he reads books,
tries new hobbies, and undertakes campaigns of self improvement.
A man has inner strength. He is an agent for his own interests, and the master of his own
emotions, as opposed to his emotions controlling him. He couldn't care less what random
people think of him, because he is outcome independent and understands most opinions don't
matter. The only permission he needs is his own.
Above all else, a man constantly seeks improvement in these and all other areas. This life
demands constant improvement, and if you aren't constantly improving, then by the rule of the
Red Queen, you're deteriorating.

This is the final week of the 'program' on /r/becomeaman. We are going to continue the sub in a
different format (full explanation to come), which will include post contributions from long standing
members. If you are interested in this, make sure you have actively commented on at least 16 of the
weeks posts and challenges.
Wk XXIV Challenge: Share one way in which you can keep growing as a man. (Also, go back
through and complete challenges you haven't yet completed)
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VAGINA SCENTED CANDLES? - What About Ball Scented?
| Man Tools Podcast #48 — Man Tools
12 upvotes | January 20, 2020 | by mantools | Link | Reddit Link

https://mantoolsmedia.com/new-blog/vagina-scented-candles-what-about-ball-scented-man-tools-pod
cast-48
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Reminders of Myself | The Rational Male
12 upvotes | October 9, 2018 | by Rugby11 | Link | Reddit Link

https://therationalmale.com/2018/10/08/reminders-of-myself/
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Sexual Economics, Culture, Men, and Modern Sexual Trends
12 upvotes | August 27, 2018 | by Rugby11 | Link | Reddit Link

https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/s12115-012-9596-y
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Five Steps Towards Becoming a More Complete Man | Western
Mastery
12 upvotes | August 6, 2018 | by Rugby11 | Link | Reddit Link

http://www.westernmastery.com/2016/12/08/five-crucial-steps-becoming-complete-man/
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The Left And The Right Aren’t Hearing The Same Jordan
Peterson
12 upvotes | May 25, 2018 | by remerbernoto | Link | Reddit Link

The Left And The Right Aren’t Hearing The Same Jordan Peterson
21 points•1 comment•submitted 2 years ago by remerbernoto to r/Maps_of_Meaning
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Jeff Bezos - David Sheff Ways to build an empire
12 upvotes | April 21, 2018 | by Rugby11 | Link | Reddit Link

http://davidsheff.com/article/jeff-bezos/
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Doing Less Things Gets More Done
12 upvotes | March 2, 2021 | by AFriendlyTitan | Link | Reddit Link

Narrow Your Vision
20 points•1 comment•submitted 13 days ago by AFriendlyTitan to r/FriendlyTitan

What do you have on your mental “daily planner” for the day? What tasks do you have in mind?
What’s tragic is that social media has somehow made “doing more things” the same as “being
productive.”
For example, if your goal is to improve: your sense of fashion, exploring new things, and catching up
with modern culture, and pursuing your passion, the answer is never to do everything a little bit every
day.
Sure, you can say to yourself and others “Oh I did a,b,x,y, AND z today” and feel good about what
you tell yourself. Or you can actually accomplish things and feel good about what you’ve really
achieved.
Here is why cutting out crap from your daily schedule will exponentially increase your progress and
odds of success.
The zen-like state of focus takes approximately 3 hours to enter. If you have 5 things on your plate, or
even 3, do you think you can fit in more than 3 hours for each of them? The reason why flow is so
coveted is because progress becomes effortless and you tap into all of your mental cognition and
focus. This immensely increases satisfaction from what you’re doing, as well as separating you from
the person checking their phone every 5 minutes.
And science has shown that it takes an immense amount of cognitive strain to switch tasks. If you
consider the fact that your willpower and energy are finite, you’re basically losing a LOT of steam
hopping from one task to another. The very energy that can be put into what you want to get done.
And when do you think you’re tempted to change to another task? When you’re on a roll and
crushing it? No, more like when you come across a roadblock. Having another task to do makes you
believe “I’ll come back to this later because I’ve got y to do.” Do you think you’re more likely to
come back to what you were doing if you knew that you were facing a difficult problem? When
you’re focused on one thing you allow yourself to be okay with momentary obstacles. You spend
your resources solving problems instead of running away. This makes progress inevitable.
Lastly the thing with doing so many things at once, whether it is multitasking or through the day, or
even through the week is that you’re giving your brain TOO many options. “How could that be bad?”
You probably are aware of the paradox of choice. You’re more prone to regret the more opportunities
you gave up choosing something. If you’re bombarded with all the things you can do at a given
moment, isn’t it obvious that you’re going to be overwhelmed? You’re more likely to slip and
do something that is completely unproductive and easy instead. If you give yourself one option
instead of many versus slacking or procrastinating, you will be MUCH more accountable to yourself.
So not only is your energy, willpower, and time wasted by believing you can effectively get multiple
things done, NARROW YOUR FOCUS. That enables your brain and body to get the most done
AND feel fulfilled.
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Choose To Live With Integrity
12 upvotes | July 21, 2021 | by MasteryOrder | Link | Reddit Link

When you proclaim to live by one principle but act in a way that conflicts with it, when you say you
will do something, but fail to fulfill the promise, you create a split in your character and you will
divide one part of yourself from another part.
Integrity is the glue that holds a man’s virtues together and it is strengthened when you act in line
with your conscience, making your life consistent and undivided.
Choose to always keep your promises and bring your words to reality through action. Embody the
admirable traits of honesty, trustworthiness, and loyalty regardless of the consequences.
Live with integrity and have the courage to not only talk the talk but also walk the walk.
All the best to you, reader!
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Big Fish | The Rational Male
12 upvotes | June 19, 2018 | by Rugby11 | Link | Reddit Link

https://therationalmale.com/2018/06/18/big-fish
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The Red Pill Is Only the Tip of the Iceberg | Western Mastery
12 upvotes | December 4, 2017 | by Rugby11 | Link | Reddit Link

http://www.westernmastery.com/2017/05/27/the-red-pill-is-only-the-tip-of-the-iceberg/
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Dr Jordan B Peterson is creating lectures about profound
psychological ideas | Patreon
12 upvotes | September 27, 2017 | by Rugby11 | Link | Reddit Link

https://www.patreon.com/jordanbpeterson/posts
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The link between polygamy and war
12 upvotes | December 30, 2017 | by Rugby11 | Link | Reddit Link

https://www.economist.com/news/christmas-specials/21732695-plural-marriage-bred-inequality-bege
ts-violence-link-between-polygamy-and-war
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Ancient Greece Was A Middle Class Civilization
12 upvotes | November 7, 2017 | by Rugby11 | Link | Reddit Link

http://www.returnofkings.com/132980/ancient-greece-was-a-middle-class-civilization
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Day 8 - Hobby Time
12 upvotes | January 21, 2013 | by redpillschool | Link | Reddit Link

When asked if you have any hobbies, what would you respond? No, drinking and video games do not
count.
Today it's time to focus on your hobby life. Do you have a constructive hobby? One that you can
share?
If not, you might be suffering from a case of "boring dude" syndrome.
Today get yourself a hobby.
Begin your journey to honing a skill or craft not directly related to your career path. Bonus points if
the hobby is a panty-wetter.
Having a hobby will give you interesting things to talk about, make you a more interesting man, and
give you something to bond over with both men and women.
Great examples:

Music writing
Learning an instrument
Learn to dance
Learn to cook
Learn to paint
Take up skydiving

Today is the day. Do it. Get a hobby. Go to the gym. You have no excuses. Report back.
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Ask BaM
12 upvotes | February 13, 2014 | by GaiusScaevolus | Link | Reddit Link

You got questions? We got answers. You go first.
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You fail yourself by helping others
12 upvotes | March 22, 2014 | by Wanttoknownew | Link | Reddit Link

[removed]
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Tips for days where you don't get enough sleep?
12 upvotes | February 28, 2015 | by PlebDestroyer | Link | Reddit Link

I have made a habit of getting going to bed early and waking up early but at the moment I find myself
in a terrible predicament. It's now 3:30 am and tomorrow I am must be awake, alert, and focused; all
starting at around 8:30 am up until noon.
Things come up sometimes and we can't always stick to our structured plans, any tips for a day like
this?(besides caffeine)
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How should a man process/manage the loss of a loved one, or a
tragedy?
12 upvotes | May 19, 2015 | by redditarcm89 | Link | Reddit Link

I'm in a shitty position, and I don't know how to cope. I'm sure as hell not going to my parents, and I
cut off my blue-pill friends, and the few friends I have left are busy with semester tests and finals, so
I don't want to bother them. TLDR at bottom
My grandmother has been rather erratic, paranoid, and irritable for the 6 months (although, very
likely longer). She recently (or so it seems, she claims it's been years) started hallucinating voices.
She initiated two divorces (moving back in after a few weeks both times, after talking with my Uncle,
and then myself) because she thought my grandfather had several prostitutes in the attic. He and I
installed a staircase so he could go up with her and show her. There was nobody there, and never has
been, because there's no floor. it's entirely covered with insulation, which hasn't been touched in
years. My mother, who is very religious, was convinced it was sexual demons brought on their home
because she assumed my grandfather used pornography.
My father didn't do anything because he works a lot and is a pushover with my mother. I spent a few
nights with them, and it became very obvious to me she had dementia (which runs in her siblings).
She had me up 20+ times throughout the night to check the attic and my grandfather's bed for
women. I watched/listened to her pace the house, turning lights on and off, yelling at the ceiling.
I brought this up to my mother a few times, and she ranted and yelled for about an hour each time
(she spends 10+hours a day watching Joel Osteen or similar networks, and reminds me of a cult
member) in the preacher syntax (losing a few words per sentence, speaking with a passionate,
booming voice, not giving much or any context when starting a sentence).
My grandmother has moved back in with us because she hears voices the most up at her house. She
and my Mom think they're in the house. Last night, she didn't recognize my Dad and thought he was
trying to kidnap her. My Mom finally believes me, but I think I should be working through whatever
emotions this is causing me, rather than ignoring them and focusing on
lifting/reading/gaming(women)/eating a shitload/sleeping (my schedule). I can't get the thought
"Today is the most lucid I'll ever see my grandmother. From here on out, she'll be sedated or
delusional more and more every day" out of my head, and I have nobody I'm willing to confide my
problems in.
TLDR: How do men work through a significant loss without suppressing their emotions?
EDIT: I'm curious as to why someone would downvote this. Is it off-topic? Did I offend someone in
some way? If you don't need this answer, or think it's poorly written, why not just move on to another
post?
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how to get angry
12 upvotes | June 15, 2015 | by dammed-millenial | Link | Reddit Link

i used to be able to stand up for myself as a child in a school where no one really liked me, i got into
a lot of fights because of it and i had anger-management classes, the problem is they worked too well
and now i cant switch into that anger anymore, and i was wondering if anyone here had any advice on
how to get angrier
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Needing guidance on how to start improving
12 upvotes | February 28, 2016 | by [deleted] | Link | Reddit Link

Well, I'm 31y now, and still lost in life. Work on a shitty underpaid job, only got 2 girlfriends in
whole life and still beta after all. I really want to be good with woman, for I always thought it to be a
great weakness. My first girlfried was 36, I was 23. Lost my virginity to that one, had lots of sex, but
after 3 years living together she just went away. Had another one last year, only lasted 1 month, and
had no sex. Now I'm down on 5 years without sex. Please, help, I need to reclaim my masculinity, to
become a true man. Any true help will be accepted, any tip will be considered. Thanks in advance.
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I just ate an entire bag of chips. My life is going nowhere.
12 upvotes | March 12, 2016 | by babbab55 | Link | Reddit Link
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Monk Mode - Week 3 Update
12 upvotes | June 9, 2016 | by youssarian | Link | Reddit Link

It is now three weeks since my original declaration to do monk mode, and this week's result are a bit
of a mixed bag. Let's see what happened.

Focus on three main hobbies: reading, writing, programming:
Reading: Finally gave up on Lord of the Rings. The characters are written in a way that I
can't emotionally connect or relate to them. It couldn't hold my attention. I have switched
to Asimov's Prelude to Foundation, and it's proving to be much more interesting. I am
beginning to think I'm devoting too much time to reading though, because I can't seem to
dedicate the full hour a day. Most likely I'll switch to a half hour.
Writing: It's been sporadic. A recurring issue I've had is a lack of privacy, which I'll
explain more after the list. I feel uncomfortable writing when there are people around, as
it's a personal act. I've managed about 3,000 words.
Programming: A bit less sporadic. I've reached a hard part of my project and it's taking a
lot of effort to get over it. I'm sure I'll make it but it won't be easy. Part of this is
obstructed by lack of privacy. My mother likes to ask what I'm working on, but I don't
like talking about it.

Reading RP literature:
I got started with The Book of Pook, but it's been a few days since I sat down and read.
Again, due to lack of privacy. This is not the kind of stuff my parents would want to see
me reading about. They have very confused, conservative feelings about these things.
Did some reading about Machiavellianism and shit tests on Illimitable Men. Don't have a
routine for blog reading up, though.

Cutting junk social media:
Still using social media sites a lot. It's just filler for not having anything else to do. But, I
have made some adjustments. Now my default link for Facebook is a custom list with 11
people (as opposed to 150). My default link for Twitter is a list with 50 people, which I
think can be trimmed down to just people I know IRL. I have a multireddit in place which
has just a handful of reddits.

Physical activity:
WTF, still haven't gotten into that walking routine. I blame the inconsistency of my
morning wake up. I need to find some kind of way to stabilize my days. I do have some
podcasts loaded onto my phone.

Physical discomfort:
Yep, the temperature is hiking back up to the 80s. Even in the house, I sweat when I'm
sitting still.
Meal times are less varying than before. Breakfast is 9-10, lunch is 12-1, dinner is
stabilizing at 6.
On the note of food, I am taking my first steps at healthier eating. I didn't jump right into
the meal plan but I have started implementing parts of it. I've scarcely touched a Hot
Pocket or TV dinner all week.
Fapped twice. Zoe Colotis is an attractive woman.
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Privacy Issues
I've been struggling with a lack of privacy and personal space the past week. Background: my mother
used to sleep on the living room couch, and I slept in my own room. However her back has become
too hurt for her to deal with the couch. There are two beds in my bedroom (I used to share the room
with my brother). It was originally planned that when I got home from college last month, her and I
would be roommates. I found that inappropriate, and now I sleep on the couch.
Up until this week I would just go in the bedroom during the day. However one of the cats peed on
the couch and now "someone needs to stay out here so he doesn't do it again." Plus whenever I tried
going in the bedroom I'd often hear "You don't have to go hibernate." I'd usually still go in the room
but it feels like a guilt trip tactic from her.
It really sucks being in the living room all the time. I'm an introvert. I need to be able to get away
from people and the public eye. I need to have my own space. I didn't have that in college (shared a
dorm), and now I don't have it at home. Instead I'm in the living room, where people and animals
constantly disturb my sleep, and during the day when my mother isn't running in and out the door,
she's trying to talk to me or ask me what I'm working on my computer. She just talk talk talks. I just
want her to leave me alone.
I want to stay in the bedroom during the day. But I don't know how to explain to my parents that I
don't like being in the living room, that I want to be alone. My mother in particular seems to be
constantly trying to talk or guilt me into being in the living room. It's exhausting. Even if I did
explain it to her, I don't think she'd really care. She'd keep trying.
On one hand, this is really fucking uncomfortable. And discomfort is part of monk mode, right? On
the other hand, it's hampering me from doing other things because I'm getting interrupted or pried on.
Family Frame
Usually when people here talk about holding frame, it's in regards to attracting women. But I think in
this case, I'm failing to hold frame against family, particularly my mother. Frame is the sum of your
beliefs, values, will, etc. And I do not appear to be holding frame well.
Maybe the solution is to re-assert my frame. I want to be alone. I am the only one who can make that
happen. Instead of letting family get under my skin I need to assert my own needs and wants.
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How to be territorial and earn respect in a society filled with
pussifying laws
12 upvotes | June 25, 2016 | by look4wolfpack | Link | Reddit Link

TL;DR: When real life trolls decide they're going to bother you, and you don't want to keep
wasting clever lines on someone who clearly just wants to harass somebody, do you let them
force you out by walking away, or do you shut them up physically and take the risk of legal
consequences?
This is something I have always struggled with, and I know a lot of other men do as well. In a natural
world, combat is a valuable and fair means of determining things like property, SMV, and respect.
Animals frequently fight for territory, women, and rank in the wild, and humans did this before we
became civilized as well.
Fast forward to modern civilization and men are very confused. In movies we always see the tough
alpha male step up to social challenges and lay some guy out with little to no consequences. It makes
us think that when confronted, we should assert ourselves. However, the reality seems very different.

Hit someone at work? Fired, possibly sued.
Hit someone in public? Possible assault and battery.
Hit someone first because they were passionately toeing the grey line of harassment? Even
worse.

We still want to resolve differences through mild violence, and as men we are sometimes expected to
do so, but if we make that choice we essentially place our fate in the hands of others who either
choose not to call the police, or police who choose not to take you to jail because they agree with
you. I personally don't like putting my life in the hands of strangers, but I also can't stand that feeling
of having to play every situation like a scared rat and either tell the authorities or try to win some silly
contest of words with adult versions of "I know you are but what am I?"
I am not the type of person to fly off the handle for no reason, and I don't go out looking for fights,
but sometimes people just have a chip on their shoulder and decide you're their next victim. I don't
want to be a victim, but am I really reduced to "telling teacher" on them since violence is so harshly
frowned upon (yet secretly encouraged and looked up to) in our society? How do you know when to
get physical and when to swallow your pride?
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The Way of Men by Jack Donovan Summary(in 1 min)
12 upvotes | August 15, 2016 | by beefypork906 | Link | Reddit Link

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NC0c03JOUV0
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Delusional feminist claims "it's ok to hate men, because men
are trash"
12 upvotes | January 10, 2017 | by cryobabe | Link | Reddit Link
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The 3 Keys to a Great Life, and THE Most Important Thing
for Dating Success with Andrew Tate by Mark Baxter
12 upvotes | August 7, 2017 | by Rugby11 | Link | Reddit Link

https://soundcloud.com/realmarkbaxter/035-jk-rowlings-fake-news-the
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Review of the Wim Hof Method: does it work?
12 upvotes | November 25, 2017 | by Rugby11 | Link | Reddit Link

https://edlatimore.com/wim-hof-method-review/
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The harsh reality: entering any relationship without first
mastering women is a path to disaster.
12 upvotes | December 28, 2017 | by AroundTheWorld2016 | Link | Reddit Link
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Feminist Profs: selfies perpetuate classic 'gender roles'
12 upvotes | January 4, 2018 | by Rugby11 | Link | Reddit Link
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The Disappointment of Improvement
12 upvotes | June 8, 2018 | by Rugby11 | Link | Reddit Link

https://thefamilyalpha.com/2018/06/08/disappointment/
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club game
12 upvotes | July 24, 2018 | by JadedEffort | Link | Reddit Link

Okay guys i am a club game junkie, every time i come to this part of the forum most of you have club
game questions, i have been doing club game for 17 years(dancefloor game), i average minimum 3
girls Consistently per weekend, doing this type of game. I only go out twice a week(Friday and
Saturdays)....i notice that most gurus avoid the topic, or do not cover dancefloor game, and the dudes
that do it, do not have enough experience, so their advise is weak... I will start with the fundamental
mistakes, this, i have posted numerous times but it is super important, i am a natural but i like some
community terms i think explain some stuff easier, my style is an imitation of the best dancefloor
game naturals(male strippers) they fuck, get bjs, money etc.. without saying a word, ask me questions
but do not be repetitive, i want to find out where you guys struggle to add to my upcoming book:
Mistakes guys make at the club:
1.- Hanging out with too many guys: I recommend you hang out with a maximum of one other guy. It
is better to be alone as women will be less intimidated and may even approach you (This happens to
me all the time). If you are going to the club with a group of guy friends make sure that everyone
meets at the club in separate cars. The reason you should do this is when you hook up with an hb and
your wing or friends don’t they will pressure you to leave early or take them back killing the chances
of taking your target home. Make sure that if you do hang out with a guy or group of guys that have
no game or do not project higher value, in some instances they may simultaneously lower your own
value in the eyes of your target and her friends, guilt by association. Moreover, when there are too
many guys it creeps women out, it looks like a pack of ravenous wolves trying to pray on a rabbit.
Generally, I prefer to game alone but sometimes I have a wingman that I meet at the club. However,
if he is having an off night, or his value is being lowered by too many mistakes, I will move off and
game alone.
2.- Parking: A problem I frequently notice men make is standing stationary in the middle of the dance
floor looking for targets. Doing this is creepy and lowers your value. You need to either park outside
of the dance floor or you need to be moving through the club. I usually go to a corner or a spot
outside of the dance floor and dance, then when they play a good song or I see a girl I like I approach
her immediately.
3.- Looking at a girl multiple times: When you make eye contact with a girl, do not break eye contact,
just go up to her and say: “How you are going to look at me like that and not say anything, come on
lets dance” or better yet do not break eye contact at all and go up to her and dance. Do not stay where
you are and stare at her multiple times, that is creepy and/or shows lack of confidence, try to use the 3
second rule,
THREE-SECOND RULE—noun: a guideline stating that a woman should be approached within
three seconds of first seeing her. It is intended to prevent the man from thinking about the approach
too much and getting nervous, as well as to keep him from creeping the woman out by staring at her
for too long. Origin: Mystery.
4.- Grabbing or touching when opening: When you INITIALLY approach the girl do not grab her
hand or touch her, the only exception to this rule is when they play Latin music, or Latin beats for
example Shakira, Ricky Martin, Pit Bull, or Reggaeton. After you are in the set and pass the social
hook point, you should escalate incrementally a little at a time.
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5.-Chasing: Do not chase women around. When you are dancing with a girl and she walks away, just
act neutral and keep dancing or open another girl or set. Frequently, women will try to *shit test you
by dancing with another guy; let her do it and do not chase after her: you are the prize. Regardless of
how tempted you are to chase after her resist it! Remember: to get a girl you must be willing to lose a
girl. As I said women have done this to me ALL THE TIME, and they end up coming back. SHIT
TEST—noun: a question, demand, or seemingly hostile comment made by a woman intended to
gauge whether a man is strong enough to be a worthy boyfriend or sexual partner. If he takes the
question, demand, or comment at face value, he fails and generally loses the opportunity to move
forward in his interaction with her. Examples include telling him he is too young or old for her, or
asking him to perform an unnecessary favor.
6.- Buying girls drinks and flowers: Do not buy girls drinks or flowers. If you have already made out
with her and she is into you, then you may decide to go this route. Personally, I would advise against
buying drinks or flowers as it establishes her as the prize and not you. If you have made out with her
and she is into you, make sure that you buying her a drink is not one of her shit tests. If all three of
these things check out and you still have your heart set on buying her a drink, knock yourself out.
Never buy her flowers under any circumstances, make your own napkin flowers (I will link some
tutorials on how to do this later in the book). Buying drinks too early in the interaction is sending the
message I am not good enough for this girl and let me buy you a drink so you can keep hanging out
with me both of which come across as too accommodating and needy and will nearly always kill any
attraction for you she may be feeling. If a girl asks you to buy her a drink, tell her ”Of course. Do you
have 10 dollars?” Most girls do not ask guys to buy a drink especially if they know the guy has game.
Usually if a girl is hinting me after we made out that she wants to get a drink what I do is say “Go
ahead. I will be right here since some times is a hint that she wants the interaction to be over or she
wants to be isolated. If she goes to the bar and she wants me, or gives me indications that she wants
me to join her, I go with her but I stay 5 steps back; I will behave as if I have no idea what is going
on. I do not look at her, but instead give her my back and keep dancing till she has gotten and pay for
the drink at that point she usually comes back to me.
7.- Failure to pick up on hints: Sometimes the girl will move away, stop dancing when you approach,
or her friend will Hug her dancing(rescue mechanism). Additionally, her body language may indicate
that she/her group of friends want to be left alone. This is normal. No matter how good you get you
cannot win them all. The problem that I see is guys staying there like idiots, or who do not get the
hints. What is even worse is following them around after they’ve moved on to dance in a different
area. If you are with your wing and the girls reject you, by Hug dancing the girl, you can do the same
shit with your wing while giving them the back: not only will the girls be embarrassed; it is kind of
funny.
8.- Being too aggressive or not being aggressive: You need a balance of push pull. Turn her on, but
also pull back a bit, then go back to turning her on then pull back. But do not make the mistake of
being all over her to a point that she feels violated. Watch my dancing videos. I will demonstrate the
correct way to do this while dancing. Your goal, when dancing, is to escalate as much as possible and
to make out with the girl while at the same time seeing to it that the hb is having a really good time.
9.- Failure to engage the group: If she is with a group of men and women, you have to engage the
whole group. I do this by dancing with everybody including the guys (no gay shit, but I will grab a
hand and jump in back and forth in hip hop/reggae or like friendly bumping with hard core hip hop
and hard rock for example, not amoging) or encouraging everybody to dance and high fiving.
10.-Approaching difficult sets: If you see that the girls are overly into themselves or are in their own
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world rejecting people left and right it is best to avoid. If they are in a committed relationship, or you
saw the group and they were into another guy(s), who just went to the bar and is coming back,
approach other sets that are not as complicated. With that being said, approach everybody I am just
saying that in the choice of difficult sets vs. easy sets, I recommend going with the easier set first.
11. – Fighting: I am a martial artist and speaking from experience, there will be incidents where guys
will try to fight you. Girls can be equally crazy wanting to fight because you bumped into each other,
or you are trying to dance with their girlfriend. Regardless, do not fight under any circumstances! Not
only will it lower your value, you will be banned from the club, the bouncers will beat the crap out of
you, then you will get arrested, and pay a bail bond of $5000.00 on top of spending a night in jail.
Just ignore them and leave.
12.- Leaning in: No matter how loud the music in the club is, do not lean in to talk to a woman. Your
back should be straight as a wall. You must avoid leaning in even if the music is loud. This includes
lowering your head. Your head and back should always stay straight when talking. If she wants to
talk, cup her ear (so it is not so loud that you two are screaming, and talk), but try not to talk, if you
do, remember to avoid leaning in.

– Approaching from behind: I do not recommend approaching a woman with her back turned to1.
you, because this is what every other loser does. There is nothing original or unique about this
approach. Additionally, she has to turn around to see who is dancing with her, and if you get
rejected it will look really bad and lower your value to other potential targets/groups. The
exception to the rule is when she has anticipated that you are coming behind her after giving
you IOIs. The most common three IOIs she will give are 1) looking at you while fixing her hair
2) proximity to where you are, or 3) bumping you on purpose or subtly. The second exception
is booty music with a younger crowd. Remember, in this one your targets age comes into play.
- Bumping the girl, or dancing back (her booty) to back (your booty): Shows lack of confidence2.
and again what every other loser does, it may work and some puas do it, but in my style of club
game I do not recommend it cause it shows that you are not confident, man enough to come up
to them from the front. The exception to the rule is when she has given you IOIs, but again this
is not my style.

Asking the girl to dance: Do not ask girls if they want to dance. If they tell you they no
do not want to dance do not beg. Worst still is after she has said no, asking her friends to
dance. What do you think they are going to say?
16.- Having too much high energy or too low energy: Your energy level has to be slightly
higher than the set you are opening, too much high energy and the set will think you are a
loony. Low energy you will lose you the set because you are a buzz kill.
Being a Dancing Monkey: I see excellent dancers in Clubs, who can hold the attention of
the whole club but do not get any girls. Alternately, if they are with girls, those women
will only be their friends. These guys never or hardly ever hook up. Do not be a dancing
monkey. From time to time, I will go into the middle of the dance circle or dance flashy
to call attention to myself from nearby hot women. Doing this is a DHV. However, I
never do this for more than a minute or two. Then I run my regular club game.

18.- Getting too drunk: I do not recommend drinking, if you do drink, drink only enough to loosen
up. Heavy or even moderate drinking will fuck up your game, get you into fights, and get you in
trouble. Drinking in bars or clubs is also expensive.
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19. - Long term memory: You have to be like an NFL quarterback after throwing an interception.
Take Brett Favre for example, he is a great quarterback, and when he throws an interception he
doesn’t stand around all day and obsess about the negative memory of temporary failure. He moves
forward, as should you. You need a short term memory, if you get rejected, or things do not go your
way, you need to forget about it IMMEDIATELY, and move on. But you need to go return to a
confidence, fun, cool state. Do not over-analyze: what did I do wrong? Why she ditch me? Maybe I
am ugly. This includes all that negative shit we put in our heads. You need a strong inner game.
Believe it or not the best guru for inner game in my opinion is a Pastor by the name of Joel Osteen. I
recommend getting his books, and watching his television shows.
20.- Lack of Calibration—verb: to read the verbal and nonverbal responses of a person or group and
accurately deduce what they are thinking or feeling at that moment. Origin: Richard Bandler and
John Grinder. Let me illustrate with a couple of examples: One time I met a girl that had not gone out
to a club in more than 15 years because she was married, and just got out of the relationship. She was
struggling financially due to the bad economy, was into me and wanted to take me home. We were
having a good time, till she asked me to buy her a drink, I went into pua mode and I said: Do you
know who I am? I do not buy girls drinks, they buy me drinks. Then I told her “Go back to your
friends, I have to go.” In this example, all I showed he is that I was a jerk off and a cheapskate. When
I called her three days later, I got no response, and I guarantee you that night she wanted a SNL.
Another example is this one from the pua forum from a member name phagan:
"A case in point from tonight - a 3 set. HB7s. I start dancing with one of the chicks, getting closer,
closer... making out. Great. We dance for maybe 3-4 minutes, making out a few more times, I make
sure to always be the one who breaks it off. She puts her hand under my shirt, she looks at me all
seductive... it's on. Then she takes a step back and tells me "dance!", looking at the floor in front of
me as if giving me instructions to "dance for her"... so I come closer to her and say "I don't take
orders from anyone" and back off a little, still inside her air space, smiling, not angry or anything...
just being my cool self, the same self she was making out with 20 seconds earlier. "
According to PUA rules/textbook, what he did was to follow his teachings. But as you can tell there
is lack of calibration, all he had to do was to dance with the girl seductively, he blew up his chances.
_________________
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The female alpha
12 upvotes | August 12, 2018 | by Rugby11 | Link | Reddit Link

https://therationalmale.com/2018/08/12/the-myth-of-the-alpha-female/
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Decided to start taking cold showers
12 upvotes | September 27, 2018 | by Rugby11 | Link | Reddit Link

Decided to start taking cold showers
188 points•62 comments•submitted 1 year ago by hobbiesincludebaths to r/DecidingToBeBetter

I’ve known about the benefits for a long time, (such as getting out of your comfort zone, and
protecting your skin from drying out unlike when using hot water) but never fully went for it. I
decided today was the day to start. I laughed so much and was freaking out about how cold it was
when I got in this morning, but afterwards I felt great. I’m going to see how long I can keep this up!
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25 of the Best Books I Read Last Year - Goldmund Unleashed
11 upvotes | January 7, 2018 | by Rugby11 | Link | Reddit Link

http://goldmundunleashed.com/25-of-the-best-books-i-read/
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5 real superpowers, you can develop for yourself
11 upvotes | December 1, 2017 | by ChuckFreeman | Link | Reddit Link

http://alphanextdoor.com/5-real-superpowers-can-develop/
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Day 9 - Begin your diet
11 upvotes | January 22, 2013 | by redpillschool | Link | Reddit Link

We've started working out. Now it's time to research and start your diet.
You know you have too many pounds. It might be 5, or it might be 50.
Strength training isn't going to fix it. And here's a secret nobody will tell you: Cardio on its own won't
fix it either.
This won't just be a fad. It's time for a lifestyle change.
Last week we were abstaining from alcohol. (Right? RIGHT?)
This week we focus on a new lifestyle.
I can personally attest that the /r/keto diet is a good long term diet that has allowed me to lose weight
and keep it off. A lot of people recommend paleo.
There's been talk about whether you can muscle build on keto. I think the research shows that you
can.
Today: Decide and begin your diet. Report back.
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Week 8: Uncomfortable truths
11 upvotes | March 15, 2013 | by GaiusScaevolus | Link | Reddit Link

This week, we are going to take the red pill, as Morpheus would say. This means we are going to
acknowledge some of the pleasant little lies we tell ourselves, accept the knowledge, and move
forward. A real man sees the world as it is, rather than as he wants it to be.
Inconvenient Truths Every Man Should Know
-If a girl ever calls you a "nice guy", there is a 0% chance she will fuck you.
-Women and Men are as different psychologically as they are biologically.
-'Picking up women' is a zero sum game. Your friends don't want you to get women, because they
want them, just like you.
-Romantic Love is a biological state not chemically unlike a cocaine high. It lasts for 18mos. to 2
years. After that its a mix of lust, psychology, and familiarity.
-Few if any people care about you beyond what you can give/do for them.
/r/TheRedPill is a great resource for dismantling some of our comforting lies regarding gender
relations, if you feel like going deeper down that rabbit hole.
WkVIII Challenge: What uncomfortable truths do you think a man needs to face? List below.
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Week 19.5: Small victories
11 upvotes | July 7, 2013 | by GaiusScaevolus | Link | Reddit Link

When your goals are big (like changing yourself into a man) it's easy to sometimes get frustrated by
the immensity of the task at hand. Often, people become demoralized, and this causes them to give
up. To achieve your goals, sometimes its best to compartmentalize, focus on winning the minor
skirmishes and small battles which ultimately win the big war.
For this mid-week, I want you to pat yourself on the back a little bit. Tell us about your small win in
the past few weeks. It doesn't have to be a full field report, or even a complete sentence. Just
something you've noticed/done in the past week that makes you proud of how far you've come, even
if you still have a ways to go.
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Asked a girl for a cigarette, she asked me for a joke, I had
nothing - what are some good responses to this situation?
11 upvotes | July 24, 2013 | by imaginary_douchebag | Link | Reddit Link
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Week 22: Ask BaM
11 upvotes | August 4, 2013 | by GaiusScaevolus | Link | Reddit Link

We're almost through the initial six month challenge [22/24 for the arithmetically challenged] and
hopefully you've learned a lot. This week, instead of telling you things, I want you to ask us. If there
is anything you're having trouble with, situations, advice, theory, ask away and the mods will answer.
Other subscribers are encouraged to join in the conversation as well, as having a group of men one
can speak to for advice is a necessary part of being a man, and giving solid advice is an important
skill, particularly for the aspiring Patriarch.
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On porn use
11 upvotes | August 13, 2013 | by [deleted] | Link | Reddit Link
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Advice to channel embarrassment
11 upvotes | January 25, 2014 | by CioCZ | Link | Reddit Link

I've had a few situations where things are out of my hands. I understand that with most things, one
should always fight for the dominant position. A few moment's ago, i couldnt see a way to stop from
looking like the inferior person. the story is as follows:
I work with computers and have great relationships with my coworkers. unfortunately, i had
privileges revoked due to paperwork errors of a higher echelon. I am unable to do my job without
those privileges, which i have to ask to be reinstated by the people in that upper echelon. Of course I
am being pressured by my supervisor to urge the upper echelons to fix my accounts, but just right
now, i got a call from one of their people that pretty much just beat me down, telling me to stop
annoying them, to stop emailing them, to just wait. when my supervisor asked what they called about,
i simply said "they told me to stop emailing them and to wait." one of my coworkers blurted out "well
if they did their job, the emails would stop."
what mindset should i have had when relaying this information. i know my face was pretty blushed.
was there no other way to receive the upper echelon's call without feeling like im the one at fault?
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How do you take the dominant role?
11 upvotes | May 8, 2014 | by Soycore | Link | Reddit Link
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A man's fighting ability is written in his face
11 upvotes | July 23, 2014 | by [deleted] | Link | Reddit Link

http://bps-research-digest.blogspot.com/2014/06/mens-fighting-ability-is-written-in.html
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Just joined a gym and need some direction. If you're jacked, or
have been making significant process in becoming so, your
input would be sincerely appreciated.
11 upvotes | August 27, 2014 | by [deleted] | Link | Reddit Link

I'm 5 ft 9,I weigh 185 lbs. I've got a minor beer belly and my chest and arms are still slightly toned
for God knows why. I just recently quit all drugs, tobacco (thank God for ecigs), and alcohol. I want
to lose about ten lbs of fat and gain about 20 in muscle. I wanna get big and cut, and I'm willing to do
whatever it takes. Took a personal health test and they told me i need about 1800 calories a day. I'm
not that out of shape, but I'm also not that in shape, I'm sorta skinny fat with a little bit of a beer
belly. I've lost about 7 lbs in 2 weeks, i assume that is mostly water weight. So what I'm asking is a
direct recommendation for a diet, and twice a day workout routine. Thx guys.
Edit: thanks for the response and support guys! Genuinely appreciate it. I'll be taking this to heart.
Time to go the gym!
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How the hell do I make this diet work?
11 upvotes | September 6, 2014 | by [deleted] | Link | Reddit Link

I'm 5'8, 17, weigh 170 lbs, and have 24% body fat (terrible, I know).
I need some advice to make my diet work.
According to IIFYM, I need:

87.5g Carbs
122.5g Protein
62.2g Fat
1400 calories (max intake to maintain loss of 1.5 lbs/week)

Now, how the hell do I eat that much while maintaining that caloric intake? Could I just keep the
same ratios, and lower the amount of grams to fit my goals? Or, will that just result in my body
shedding muscle instead of fat?
To be honest, I trained my ass off for two months, and lost probably 2-3% body-fat (20 lbs total). I
don't want to repeat that, I want to make the change, and get to 160 lbs, 7-9% bf, preferable within
6-9 months.
I look forward to your answers.
Cheers,
Melkor
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The Meaning of Sacrifice
11 upvotes | October 9, 2014 | by LazarusTRP | Link | Reddit Link

Lets try an exercise: Close your eyes (gay!) and try to visualize the word sacrifice
What do you see? If you are like me, you don’t see anything. Sacrifice is an abstract concept to most
people. It isn’t a lazy noun like “Potato.” In fact, when I tried to visualize Sacrifice, I was reminded
of the Simpsons episode where Milhouse’s parents’ marriage falls apart during a game of charades
when the mom has to draw the word “Dignity.” The joke is she is blocking the easel so you can’t see
the “perfect” drawing she did of the word Dignity. That is how I used to feel about the word sacrifice.
So then I googled Sacrifice. This is what comes up:
sac•ri•fice ˈsakrəˌfīs/
noun noun: sacrifice; plural noun: sacrifices 1. 1. an act of slaughtering an animal or person or
surrendering a possession as an offering to God or to a divine or supernatural figure.
verb verb: sacrifice; 3rd person present: sacrifices; past tense: sacrificed; past participle: sacrificed;
gerund or present participle: sacrificing 1. 1. offer or kill as a religious sacrifice.
Neither of these is the definition I was looking for. Here is the definition I was looking for:
“Sacrifice: To attain something of GREATER value, one must give up something of LESSER value”
BOOM.
This is what I see now in my head when I visualize the word sacrifice:
A weighing scale (think of the album cover of …And Justice for All). The Scales of Justice,
balancing scale, whatever the fuck you want to call it. Usually google image results have a clock on
one side and money on the other, symbolizing how we must choose time or money.
Anyways, the word SACRIFICE is my motto now. And now that I can visualize my motto, I have an
easier time staying within my exercise and diet Frame.
Every time I don’t feel like getting out of my toasty bed and getting on my bike to ride 3 miles in the
freezing, sunless morning air – I see the scales
Every time I skip the amazing looking pizza my friends are eating but am having trouble convincing
myself the plain jane buffalo wings I am eating are the right choice – I see the scales
Every time I have worked out 2x a day for 3 days straight without fapping and all I want to do is bust
to some pron – I see the scales
Every day, multiple times you must decide between two things. One will be the easy choice, the other
challenging. A really cool post I just found on r/becomeaman by u/redbluepilling illustrates this point
(http://www.reddit.com/r/becomeaman/comments/2iqldd/hunter_s_thompson_on_finding_your_purp
ose/) so well. The post covers a letter of advice written by Hunter S. Thompson to a male friend.
Thompson essentially advises the man that in life, you intrinsically have 2 choices regarding every
decision/path/option. You can float or you can swim. You can make a choice and swim for a certain
shore, or float aimlessly and see where the current takes you. One is passive, the other is active.
Which one do you think is Alpha?
So the next time you are having a tough time holding your exercise Frame, or keeping your paws off
your junk or feel like you deserve a cheat meal – visualize the scale. Place the thing you want in the
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short term (immediate gratification via fapping, pigging out, staying home on Friday, skipping the
gym to play a video game, etc.) on one side of the scale. Now on the other side of the scale, place the
more valuable thing that you REALLY WANT. The thing you have never had. The threesome with 2
sisters. The open air blowjob at a baseball game. The satisfaction of making a chick cum harder than
she ever has before and knowing she will be moaning your name for years to come. Set your sights
high. Then weigh the two things mentally and decide which one is more valuable to you.
You tell me what you would choose:
-Fapping to internet porn again OR the filthiest, most satisfying blowjob of my entire life (and a
facial!) on a thick Latina last week (and again yesterday lol)
-Eating a whole carton of ice cream OR girls giving me double takes, whispering “who is that guy?”
comments, out of nowhere kino and IOI’s
-The temporary discomfort from a freezing ass bike ride OR every.single.person in my life noticing
how bomb I look and getting treated like a fucking king everywhere I go
Which ones do you think I chose over the last month? :)
Ok, time to get back to work - the boss is giving me the stink eye...
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How do I take on being successful at work? How do I take
advantage of being at the gates of the Old Boy's club in my
company?
11 upvotes | September 12, 2015 | by pastaforall | Link | Reddit Link

For context: At my job I have a laid-back personality but a hard work-ethic, everyone is a fan of my
performance. I went from data entry bitch to technical project management in one year, everyone is
impressed and a lot of eyes are on me. Our department manager is a woman who hired me, and my
team manager is a male.
This is the first time I have had a male manager. He's a cool guy, 50s, in his spare time he referees
soccer matches (the one sport I suck the most at), very sports-smart, conservative but not religious.
2.5 kids, with a 2nd marriage, etc., just a real polo-shirt joe-america vibe. Outwardly he has a very
laid back attitude.
I learned from a previous female manager, he's a hard-ass in the office, he's gotten in trouble in the
past over comments he made about women being bitchy, doesn't reply to emails unless it's from his
clients or boss or friends, and when it comes to work he puts a lot of pressure on people and never
likes to repeat himself. But he does the job right and is a company asset. From a beta coworker I
learned he's 200% easier on guys when it comes to work and just doesn't like dealing with excessive
bullshit or sucking up. From a person I spoke with in sales (I do a lot of work), he's helped make a
shitload of money for the company and is a founding member of the boy's club with our executive
team and company founders. The company I work at is a big profit maker, and everyone on that level
is untouchable.
This is a guy whose approval I want, but do not want to fuck with.
Every other day he's decided we have an hour at the nearby gym to workout, he's mostly a treadmill
guy, and we'll talk a bit of sports but that's all. I kinda blank out and never am sure what else to say.
This is the best time for me to get to know the guy, get to know the company better and, really it's the
best thing I can ask for in this job. What do I do?
I'm a firm believer in never outshining the master, I don't want to get into anyone's bad books. I don't
waste his time with questions I get from the ladies at work (95% of our team are female). I've spoken
to him that I'm an active competitor in grappling which seemed to actually impress him, but I don't
have much to say about myself personally, and I don't want to put on a fake suck-up bitch persona
because he doesn't like pussies/whiners based on eavesdropping. How can I make the most of this
opportunity? How do I impress this kinda guy and work my way up?
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Stuck in moms basement depressed.
11 upvotes | September 21, 2015 | by stlewd | Link | Reddit Link

conspiracy theories regarding the powers that be have broken my bros spirit. how do i get him out of
this? the guy is good looking 6'2 comes from a rich family well educated but stuck with his
worldview and has dropped out of his friends circle and has no gf either and is now 32. He has been
at it since the last 7 years.
im at my wits end trying to pull him out. we've had a few fights as well.
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The Three Aspects of Success
11 upvotes | September 24, 2015 | by daveofmars | Link | Reddit Link

http://cydoniansignal.com/2014/05/27/the-three-aspects-of-success/
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Low Energy, Low Drive, Low Testosterone, Low Thyroid
11 upvotes | October 30, 2015 | by crosenblum | Link | Reddit Link

I was born with a birth defect that prevents my pituitary gland from generate any growth hormones or
testosterone.
So to grow beyond the size of a baby, I have had to take shots/medication for most my life, from age
5 to now going onto 53 years of living.
My parents and younger brothers are all doctors, highly successful people, and I'm the not so much of
anything.
I was told at a young age I would never be able to have kids, most women barely notice that I'm alive.
At age 53, I am taking my testosterone and thyroid medication, but most days, I am just very low
energy.
A few months ago, I went to a personal trainer, and my energy level and fitness started to get a little
better, but it was way too expensive for me to do for any length of time, especially since I'm
unemployed.
I've always had this feeling I'm only alive waiting for the right moment to die, because I couldn't
possibly expect any happiness or success in my life.
I've been in therapy many times, and while it helps me get a little better, my overall energy level is
always very low.
I live in my own home, supported by my parents, because I just have no dreams, no drive.
I want something more from my life, and I hate being handicapped.
I hate that everytime I go to a restuarant I am mistaken for being female, when I'm not.
I hate being so different with my ear / jaw disformity that I am sure I scare people away.
Women have made it clear they are not attracted to me.
So wtf is a guy supposed to do?
Just wait till I get motivated enough to kill myself?
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[Request] Social calibration and tactfulness guidelines
11 upvotes | November 7, 2015 | by dname17 | Link | Reddit Link

Now that I have started hitting the gym and going out, I have noticed a big personal problem. Years
of media and dank meme usage has made my social calibration compass stuck at awkward/weird.
I am not afraid to show my true self but I realize I am communicating it in in the wrong ways. I have
yet to discover what works for me and realize the facts of my social missteps days/weeks after.
Fellow men who overcame this period, what helped?
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What should I do with my time?
11 upvotes | November 28, 2015 | by TRPAlternative | Link | Reddit Link

My life has become a whole lot better recently, over the last 8 months or so. I began doing to the gym
and being 16 (17 as of yesterday, actually) I am getting them sick newbie puberty gains. I've gone
from one of the skinniest guys around to one of the buffer guys in my school year (I don't think
anyone else really goes to the gym properly with nutrition like I, those in better shape than me is from
sport).
I was one of the Red Pill nuts for a few months or so, but I've become a lot more laid back now and
I'm not really interested in all of the theory and stuff, I just want to improve myself. I'm receiving a
fair bit of female attention and I think I'm in with a shot with at least 4-5 girls, compared to 0 before.
My grades have also been pretty good, so that's no issue. I'm pretty blessed in the memory aspect so
academics don't give me any trouble at all really since I can memorise a textbook by reading it
through for a few hours.
Now for the question. I don't know what to do when I have extensive free time such as on the
weekends when it's shit weather/winter. I strongly dislike just sitting around and wasting time but I
have no real alternative. I smash all my homework but that doesn't take up much time in the scheme
of things then I have nothing to do.
I'm considering picking up an instrument or something but I don't really know anything about them. I
had a look at guitar a few months ago and I can afford it so that's on the table. I'm learning to drive at
the moment so that should open my options a lot since I can do whatever really from that point.
Anyone got any ideas? Bear in mind this is a big period of time, like a solid 6-8 hours, so it's not just
a little thing.
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Solid advice on the difference between force and violence every
man needs to know.
11 upvotes | November 29, 2015 | by duganaok | Link | Reddit Link

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ncQrC1l6nj8
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The feelings that guide you
11 upvotes | February 16, 2016 | by Lionsamongsheep | Link | Reddit Link

Anxiety and depression are one of the best things that can happen to you.
Anxiety is the feeling of nervousness and fear.
Depression can sometimes drag you to the pits of hell and back.
These feelings are a compass to what you're doing wrong.
Realise these feelings and your circumstances can change for the better, be grateful and try to live
your life abundantly. This emotions and feelings will point you towards the direction you want to live
your life.
Don’t numb yourself with pills or other addictions.
I am generalising here but the average person lives the opposite lifestyle of the one they dream of.
Its not gonna be easy at first but the closer you get to a lifestyle and work you enjoy the sooner there
will be none of these issues of resentment, a victim mindset and thinking there is scarce resources in
your life. Be thankful that you have had these feelings in the past that has lead you towards self
discovery and purpose.
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Monk Mode - Week 4 Update
11 upvotes | June 17, 2016 | by youssarian | Link | Reddit Link

Four weeks have passed since my declaration to undergo monk mode, let's see how things have gone.

Focus on three main hobbies: reading, writing, programming
Reading: About 2/3 through Prelude to Foundation. I've reduced reading time to a half
hour, and it's working much better. I guess I just like reading in shorter bursts.
Writing: I've become semi-consistent with a daily 750 words.
Programming: The current project has ended up being a bit too ambitious, so I've begun
working on a toned down version.

Reading RP literature:
Still reading The Book of Pook. I've adapted a little phrase from the book to memorize:
"Dependable, ambitious, decisive."
Haven't touched any of the blogs. However I do follow Illimitable Man and Return of
Kings on Twitter.

Cutting junk social media:
I've been semi-faithfully sticking to just using the subsets I've given myself.

Physical activity:
I really don't think this is going to happen. At least, not to any major extent. I could try
doing some push ups and sit ups during the hour or two in the morning I have the house
to myself. But if I haven't been able to get myself active by now, I'm probably not going
to.

Physical discomfort:
Comes and goes. I've been pushing for the AC to be on in the house more, since the
indoors temperature pushes 90 degrees during the day, and barely cools down at night.
Meals are still at around their same times. My eating habits continue to be the same.
Perhaps I should try fasting.
Fapped twice. Speedy, pleasureless, but ah well they quell the urge.

Privacy Issue
No change in this. Still spending all my time in the living room. What's worse, I found out earlier the
college lied about when I was able to move into my apartment. I thought I'd be moving in the second
week of July. Turns out I can't get into the apartment until the start of August. This means monk
mode may be extended by an additional 3 weeks. Fuck.
Pushing Too Hard
I think my lackluster performance comes down to trying to change too many things at once. A
massive overhaul of behaviors is not a feasible thing. It's best for me to stick to one or two habits at a
time. And I need to start small.
What habit would you suggest I tack on this week for monk mode?
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How do you keep on going, when you can't ?
11 upvotes | June 22, 2016 | by The_fighter_ | Link | Reddit Link

I usually don't ask stupid questions from people on the internet, but I don't know how long till I crack.
Here's the short version: I'm 30 year old, I live in Romania and I never had a girlfriend (I fucked up I
know). About 2 and a half years ago I started getting my shit together: got a job, i worked 6 days a
week (10,12 hours a day), i started saving up, learned a new language, went to a therapist (i got
depressed in the mean time), started running, started going to the gym, started college again (didn't
finish the first time around), and I approached more girls in this period then in the previous years (and
i did some other small things).
It might not seem like it, but i tried really hard to fix my life and despite all this I feel horrible, my
depression is coming back again and my goals (moving out and getting a girlfriend) seem further
away now, then when I started.
I hate being at work (I liked it a lot in the beginning), I don't like the job anymore, I don't like the
environment, I have a HUGE oneitis for a coworker and their are also other girls there, who rejected
me and it hurts seeing them so fucking much. It will take about a month or two before I can find a
better job (I have a plan), but I'm afraid I'm might crack in the meantime. I barely made it through the
day.
I also have problems at home I don't get along with my parents, at all, they have good intentions, but
they really suck. I hate being at home with them. I know I shouldn't be staying with my parents and
this age, but I can't afford my own place right now.(and it's pretty common here)
Probably nobody can give me an advice that i haven't heard/red before, but I just had to try, thanks
for reading, anyway.
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I failed at every goal i set for myself. I'm in though position, but
i wanna keep going. What do i do next?
11 upvotes | January 17, 2017 | by delux_bg | Link | Reddit Link

20 year old university student here, started my first semester 4 months ago. For the past 10 years i
spent my life in video games, movies, tv shows, porn, shitty diet & food, no exercise, barely any
social contact.
I've been involved with self-improvement for more than 2 years now, but i never made any ACTUAL
progress.
So heres the situation..

I've set goals for 2017 and managed to fail at every single and each one of them - nofap,
healthy diet, meditation, exercising, reading The Willpower Instinct, The Subtle Art Of not
giving a fuck etc. As well as studying for my finals(which are next week). Although i prepared
task schedulers, nothing worked at all.
My memory is worse than ever, i can't focus at anything, i feel tired and unmotivated, my entire
body is screaming stress and anxiety. Brain fog is harder than ever. According to some internet
quiz's i have ADD, which doesn't help at all.
I kept procrastinating on studying. I couldn't visit my lectures due to my car breaking mid-
semester. I'm about to screw up my entire semester and fail at every single subject. All of the
above contributed to that.

Fact is, i pretty much failed at every single aspect of my life so far, i dont think it can get ANY
WORSE. I had goals, plans and motivation to climb a mountain and i tripped over the first step. I do
not feel good health wise. I lost any motivation i had.
Should i quit university and get a job until i get back myself together? Do i continue moving on in
this "broken state"... I honestly dont even know what are my options. Any suggestings are welcome,
any at all, really.
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Confidence and Masculinity?
11 upvotes | February 18, 2017 | by themaneffect | Link | Reddit Link

I am fascinated by the topic of masculinity and have been focusing in on it for the past few years as I
have been growing into my late twenties. One thing I have been realizing over the years is that
confidence is such a huge role in feeling like a man. I am curious to hear your thoughts if you agree
or not. Why or why not. I wrote this article a long time ago and it got more traction than I anticipated.
I wanted to revisit this and see what other men think. Cheers ~Timothy
http://themaneffect.com/thejourney/5-ways-to-be-a-more-confident-man?rq=confidence
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On the Topic of Loyalty, Understand its Effects on Others and
its Importance in Society
11 upvotes | June 14, 2017 | by donetff | Link | Reddit Link

https://manofmeaningblog.wordpress.com/2017/06/14/the-importance-of-loyalty-in-a-mans-life/
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Calm and Collected Essay and aspects of being male
11 upvotes | July 11, 2017 | by Rugby11 | Link | Reddit Link

https://calmandcollected.com/start-here/
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The Archives | Illimitable Men
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Confidence. Why do men lack it and want it so bad?
11 upvotes | September 2, 2017 | by themaneffect | Link | Reddit Link

I find the topic of confidence interesting. Years ago I wrote an article for my website called " 5 steps
to be more confident as a man." Instantly this article got more traffic than most of my heartfelt
transparent articles. I was curious as to why this was.
Do men today just lack confidence on a massive scale? Are we not being taught how to be more
confident from past generations?
I am thinking about writing some more articles on confidence and would love to hear the thoughts of
fellow men on the journey of self-discovery what their thoughts are on this topic. Why do you think
confidence is so important to feeling masculine? Is confidence a skill or an inherent gift?
Would love to hear your thoughts.
Also if you want to read the article I honestly found it a little cheesy but here is the link.
http://themaneffect.com/thejourney/5-ways-to-be-a-more-confident-man?rq=confidence
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https://www.rooshvforum.com/thread-65644.html?utm_source=twitter&utm_medium=twitter&utm_
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Week 15: Friends&Family
11 upvotes | May 21, 2013 | by GaiusScaevolus | Link | Reddit Link

As you learn and grow into a man worthy of the title, you may find that those least supportive or
encouraging of your quest for self improvement are those who are closest to you. Family, Friends,
Current romantic partners, these people will all find reasons to dump on the positive changes you
make, whether your friends become jealous as start to constantly outperform them picking up
women, or your GF sees you being eyed by girls prettier than her, it's time to address this problem
which many of you may already be facing.

Be a leader. Right now, you have developed more leadership and alpha knowledge than 80% of
the population. The average person is a follower, they want to be led.
Let her be jealous. Contrary to popular opinion, fear and jealousy are good. If shes scared to
lose you, it means she perceives you as high value. It also means she'll feel compelled to
improve to hold on to you, the concept is called 'dread' game, and its a monogamous man's best
friend.
Drop poison people. This is overstated, but bears repeating here. Negative people will hold you
back and tear you down. Drop them.
Not everyone is ready. Eventually, you'll be tempted to spread your knowledge, and share your
success with others. Be careful, not everyone is ready to embrace change. I recommend letting
results speak for themselves, then explaining theories and principles. (Alternatively, send them
here!)

Wk XV Challenge: Identify what problems have you had with friends and family since beginning this
process? How have/will you overcome them? As usual, share below.
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https://perfect24hours.com/strategies-to-improve-self-confidence/
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What's Stopping You From Mastering Yourself
19 points•5 comments•submitted 4 days ago by AFriendlyTitan to r/FriendlyTitan

The modern age has allowed an individual to become infatuated with oneself. Reports claim that
narcissism in the population has skyrocketed eightfold. And unsurprisingly mental health in issues
like anxiety and depression as well as eating disorders have become prevalent.
So how has the current culture made us seemingly more important but also so much more vulnerable
and sensitive?
They have made us obsessed with our image. It’s not just social media, although it plays a major role
in it.
We have come to view our lives through the lenses of others. In every action we take -not just in front
of others, but when we are alone as well- have a core question attached to them: “how do I look to
others?” This is especially pronounced in front of beautiful girls. The amount of self-conscious
thoughts running through men’s heads when they are in the same room as the girl is delusional.
But if this third-perspective has become so ingrained within ourselves, what is the healthy, right way
to live our lives, instead of second-guessing our every movement for an invisible, uncaring audience?
“What do you want?”
That must be the first question you should always be asking yourself when you find yourself being
self-conscious. “But always thinking like that is selfish,” you may say. That would be true if you
were actually hurting people with your behavior. But the truth is that you can’t even stand up for
yourself right now. A little bit of selfishness is exactly what you need to live your life.
Because the truth of the matter is, no one really cares about your life except your mother. That means
everyone else just wants to hear “how you are” so they can tell you how their day was. You already
know this in the back of your mind.
So live your life the way you feel it should be lived. By all odds you probably need to start being
more selfish and indifferent to others. Stop hesitating because you are afraid of what people will
think -much less speak- about you.
-Friendly Titan
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The Secret to Accepting Reality

15 points•submitted 6 days ago by AFriendlyTitan to r/FriendlyTitan

At this very moment, you’re worried about something. That thought probably wanders in and out
constantly, and you’re thinking about ways to solve and get rid of it. It’s probably driving you crazy.
And it probably is taking you out of your present moment, your current surroundings and task at
hand. The worry, whether it is about the future or the past, seems so important, dark and looming.
But scientifically, what your brain is currently focused on, is never as important as you’re
treating it to be.\* What other people are thinking of your clothes, the work deadline coming up, or
the interaction with the cute girl you’ve had.
Once you realize that your mental worry/obsession is just a mental game your mind is playing, you
can treat it with the appropriate importance it should be treated with. Conversely, the more you
think and focus on something, the bigger and heavier it will become.
This is a part of how your brain comes up with magical excuses. The concern in your brain becomes
so uncomfortable that your brain finds an answer, logical or not, to patch it up and move on. Instead
of stressing on this, just let go of the thought. Accept the thought like, “this is itchy,” and end there.
Don’t give it fuel to grow.
Once you’ve seen it from this view, you will realize that abstract thoughts that pop up in your head
are never as important or urgent as they seem. And that will help with letting go of thoughts that are
not actually important to you, and encouraging those that are.
I recognize this the most when I’m lifting weights. All of the sudden in the middle of my set I get a
random thought like “why is my pee greenish yellow?” And I get an instant urge to search it up. Of
course, I get why this is happening. I’m in pain and my brain is coming up with ways to convince me
to stop being in pain. Even realizing what my brain is doing, if I let it, it keeps on getting stronger.
“You might have a health issue.”
“If you don’t search this up now you’ll forget and that could be disastrous. Who knows when you’ll
remember this again?”
..and on and on the thought becomes a gigantic monster FORCING me to act URGENTLY and stop
lifting.
While this also does go into how your brain tries to trick you away from doing things that are
uncomfortable, I’ll cover that later. Back to focusing on how focusing on a thought can make it
exponentially important.
But now that we know this, we can use it both ways. We can let go of things that are secondary to our
goals. Like for example, a date coming later that week, it doesn’t need much attention or concern
besides the hour leading up to it. We can let it be a relaxing fun event or obsess about the date until
we come up with all sorts of crazy worries that lead us to cancelling it or treating it like the end of the
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world.
On the other hand, we can focus on the thing we are working on. When our brain is given only one
thing to think about, we can draw out the greatest creativity within ourselves. We harness our biology
to effortlessly maximize our potential by encouraging the positive and letting go of the negative.
And ultimately, we can live in the moment and be at peace with the world around us.
-Friendly Titan
*Daniel E. Kahneman’s Thinking Fast and Slow
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Embody The Virtue Of Humility
11 upvotes | July 14, 2021 | by MasteryOrder | Link | Reddit Link

In a time when posing and pretending have become more valued than action and duty, our image of
humility has shifted. Authentic confidence, strength, and courage are markers of a true man and are
achieved through humility.
Humility is often associated with weakness, timidity, and self-doubt, but this association cannot be
further from the truth. Humility simply requires you, as a man, to think of your abilities and actions
as no greater, and no lesser, than what they really are.
Real humility commands you to know and to be honest with yourself, which in turn will help you
assess your talents and gifts, your struggles and weaknesses, in a truthful and objective way, without
the magnitude of self-importance that comes with pride and the comparison with others.
Humility is not thinking less of yourself, humility is thinking of yourself less. There is nothing great
in being superior to your fellow man; true greatness is being superior to your former self.
Mastery begins with humility.
Embody The Virtue Of Humility --> https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=s_Ue5Te_FtY
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2018 Book List | The Family Alpha
11 upvotes | May 29, 2018 | by Rugby11 | Link | Reddit Link

https://thefamilyalpha.com/2018/05/07/2018-book-list/
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A letter to the boys &; young men of America.
11 upvotes | February 18, 2018 | by Rugby11 | Link | Reddit Link

http://jishirofinney.com/index.php/2018/02/17/533/
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How To Become A Man In The Modern World
11 upvotes | February 13, 2018 | by Rugby11 | Link | Reddit Link

http://www.badassyoungmen.com/how-to-become-a-man.html
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#39- How to Build A Razor Sharp Personal Image: The Finer
Points Of An Authentic Inspiring Lifestyle
11 upvotes | February 1, 2018 | by Rugby11 | Link | Reddit Link

https://art19.com/shows/awesome-talks/episodes/af588378-52e5-41fe-a12b-12630fda56b3
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Most dads say they don’t spend enough time with kids
11 upvotes | January 9, 2018 | by Rugby11 | Link | Reddit Link

http://www.pewresearch.org/fact-tank/2018/01/08/most-dads-say-they-spend-too-little-time-with-thei
r-children-about-a-quarter-live-apart-from-them/
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Masculine Role Models: Ben Hogan "A Hardcase From Texas
Who Didn't Know What Quit Meant"
10 upvotes | March 21, 2018 | by MrDiece | Link | Reddit Link

So I created this new series on my website (no I don't run ads, nor do I make any money off of it), the
series is titled "Masculine Role Models. Men Who Inspired, Lead And Blazed Their Own Trail".
It's basically a series where I look in-depth at men who are terrific examples of masculinity, some of
these men may be more positive examples and some may be more negative such as Charles
Bukowski and Picasso. Regardless of what you think of them as people, they were still men through
and through.
Because masculinity is such a rare thing now, young adults do not have the proper references to look
to. They don't even know what masculinity is because they were never taught it.
That's the goal of the series, to give lost men reference points and models to use in their own lives so
they can find what it means to be a man and encourage them to find men they resonate with and learn
more about them (which is why I include the resource page at the end of the post on Ben Hogan)
Here's the intro to the series, I go more in-depth in the actual post.
http://thedawnofdiece.com/2018/03/18/new-series-masculine-role-models-men-who-inspired-lead-an
d-blazed-their-own-trail/
And here's the first entry into the series, it's about a professional golfer named Ben Hogan who fought
hell and water to get what he wanted and nothing, I repeat NOTHING stopped him. Its truly an
inspiring tale and includes one of the most incredible come-backs in sports history.
http://thedawnofdiece.com/2018/03/20/263/
Now, to answer the elephant in the room...
Why am I posting links instead of writing the post here??
The answer to that is my posts are laced with pictures, memorable quotes and various other
formatting techniques that you cannot do as well on reddit. The pictures that I use really help bring
the post alive, a long with all of the other add ons that I cannot do in a Reddit post.
I won't lie, the readership is nice but that's not why I created the website. The website is a labour of
love. I get tremendous satisfaction, regardless of how many views I get.
Anyways, hope you enjoyed the posts and I would like some feedback so I can further improve my
writing style and help more men in the process.
Bye for now,
J
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A different perspective on the "Alpha" and how it relates to
each of us individually
10 upvotes | March 14, 2017 | by iOSvista | Link | Reddit Link

When it comes to being a better man, or a stronger willed man, or whatever aspect of the self you are
seeking to develop, the concept of being an "alpha" is likely something that you are seeking to
achieve. What man wouldn't want to be the leader of the pack?
While I do believe there to be quite a bit of truth to this way of looking at modern society, and our
individual roles in it, I don't think we are discussing the whole picture. There is more to the alpha
than we might think.
Let's use the wolf pack as an example. Each pack has a hierarchy based typically on things like
strength and efficiency, or at least the packs perception thereof. Basically the wolf with the best
ability to hunt, protect, and provide takes the position of the alpha or the leader. This is the wolf who
most likely has the most valuable genetic makeup, therefor mating only with wolves with good genes,
provides a better chance that the species will survive and that future generations will be equally
efficient, if not more so. The Omega, or the least skilled wolf, eats last, does not typically mate or
impregnate the females, and is not valued as the alpha or even the beta is.
A key concept here is that the alpha is not always the most capable wolf, nor is the omega always the
least. The alpha is not definitely going to be the wolf with the most valuable genetic makeup, but
there is a good chance that he is. As I said, in the end, it is based solely on the packs perception of
him. If a wolf is in fact the most capable and does have the best genetic makeup, but due to some
circumstance is seen as weak, or inefficient, another wolf who instinctively believes that he is
stronger or more capable, will challenge the alpha for the position.
Now, lets look at it from a human perspective, only we are going to take a trip back in time. Lets set
the clocks to 100,000 B.C
According to what we know, civilization was not even heard of at this point. The only forms of
society were in the small tribes of humans, mostly nomadic hunter-gatherers. These tribes lived
similarly to the wolf pack, each with its own hierarchy based on the perception of value, based solely
on lthe packs perception of value aka the wolf who's genes are best suited for the survival of
offspring, ensuring the survival of the species as a whole. The leader of the tribe is in fact often the
most capable, the one is has shown the tribe that he is the most qualified to lead, protect, and provide.
Whether or not this is true is irrelevant. However, proving one's abilities is necessary, whether by a
true test of strength, or illusion, it does matter, as long as the tribe sees him in a valuable light.
Now for the good stuff. The alpha is not inherently an alpha. He is not born the alpha. While his
genetic makeup may make him more suited for the position than others, it is still based on perception,
so until he proves himself, he might as well be a beta or an outcast.
What would happen if for some reason, the alpha were to get separated from his tribe, and were to
stumble on other similar tribes in the region? Since he is the alpha or leader of his people, wouldnt he
be the alpha of whoever he comes across? Nope. It is all based on perception and now relevativity.
Lets say the alpha gets hurt, and he cant properly hunt. He may be required to humble himself when
coming across the new tribe in attempt to ask for food. He would no longer be an alpha, but more
likely, be the omega. Now lets say he didnt hurt himself, but that he was accepted into the new tribe
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as just another member. If he doesn't appear as strong or valuable as the new tribes leader, he will not
challenge him. If he does believe himself to be more capable and also believed himself to be seen as
such, he may or may not challenge the current alpha based on his perception of strength, but maybe
not! There is always the chance that his status as alpha was not grounded in fact. Maybe he will live
out his days as just another tribesman, abandoning his sense of leadership because the current alpha is
stronger.
The point I am making is that being an alpha is not a set trait, nor is it based in reality, it is based on
the perception your tribe has of you, only some of which is in your control. What physical and
emotional traits that display the alpha male are within your control? Which ones are not? It is true
that the men with good genes for strength, intellect, and confidence are more likely to be perceived as
an alpha, but it is also true that some alphas are not genetically superior, rather they got lucky,
because at some point they came upon circumstances that made others see them as capable, sexually
valuable men, with whom mating and following would ensure the survival of the species.
Wherever you go, whenever you meet new people, you have the chance to redesign the expression of
your alpha male self. Your body language, behavior, tonality and posture all contribute subconciously
to the perception others have of you. However, if you can fake it succesfully, you will become more
able to display these traits everytime someone responds positively to your bullshit, until eventually, it
is no longer fake.
When it comes to social value and sexual value, fake it till you make it is a literal statement.
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Frame. My Perspective
10 upvotes | April 25, 2016 | by net_ripper | Link | Reddit Link

This is gonna be a bit lengthy and I'm not sure whether I should post this here or in TRP; if its in the
wrong subreddit, please let me know.
TL;DR: Frame is the container, the glass holding your emotions, keeping it away from the external
world.
I've been a lurker for about a year now and /r/TRP has done wonders for me when it comes to seeing
the world differently. One thing I've had a lot of trouble grasping was Frame; I just couldn't seem to
understand what frame is. Its mentioned a lot in /r/TRP and the most of the articles I've found didn't
make much sense of it for me either, until recently. This is my version of frame.
Body:
Lets say, inside your conscious/subconscious, you have a glass of water. This glass is your frame.
The water is your emotions. The purpose of your "glass" is to keep the water contained and internal
to the glass. When the water is contained in the glass, you are holding frame; you are calm, relaxed
and able to make logical decisions without emotional interference. If any water spills, that means
your emotions are mixing in with your logic. It means you're rationalizing your decision based on
how you feel. You can sense when its happening; your body gets tense, you are uneasy, your head
races with thoughts, your gut feels heavy.
Now what causes the water to spill? Two things; external factors and internal factors. External factors
would be things you see/hear/read/etc that makes you feel someway. Think of external factors as
pebbles being thrown at your glass. If your glass is thin (weak frame), it will crack and water will
flow out. This would refer to someone losing their cool over something someone said or did to them.
External factors always (as far as I know) produce an instant leak (instant emotional response to an
insult). However, if you have a thick strong glass, then you can get away with a scratch or two on
your glass that you can easily polish off right away ( you may feel a little but you understand that the
insult does not define you and brush it off, or polish the glass )
Internal factors are incremental and usually takes much longer for the water to leak. Internal factors
would be the negative or useless criticism you have in your mind. For example, you remember last
week, John said your jumpshot looks like shit and you suck at basketball.(Imagine a Bunsen burner is
placed under your glass) Now you start thinking about your jumpshot and comparing it with John's
jumpshot (The bunsen burner is turned on and your water starts to get hot). You start thinking that
your jumpshot is probably bad and worse than his, even though it is actually fine (the water has
reached the brim of the glass). You play against John the next day and he beats you by 1. You start to
convince yourself that he is probably right. You start moping externally (by now the cup is running
over). In this situation, the emotional interference is built up over a period of days and though the
attack to the frame didn't crack/break it, the effect stayed and was fueled internally. Even though your
frame was attacked and you brushed it off, you let it get to you. You rationalized something that
should not have been taken seriously. You've wasted energy thinking about something you not only
didn't benefit from, but also made you lose your cool. A lose-lose.
So, how do you deal with it? Be aware of yourself. Aware of how you feel, how your body feels and
your current level of comfort. If you're tense after something external happened, relax, breathe
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deeply, and release the tension in your shoulders. (try raising your shoulders when you inhale, and
then dropping them when exhaling). Try to relax. How to avoid getting tense? Don't take insults from
people seriously. Always think about them logically. Look at the ones you can learn from, and ignore
the ones that are useless to you. Shortly think about the ones you can learn from. If you start to "feel",
stop and wait until you're meditating to think about it. Think about how it can make you a better
person.
For internal factors, you should meditate, thats it. That's what worked for me. Meditate until you have
a clear conscious and strive to keep it clear. If it gets cluttered and you find yourself thinking about
useless things. meditate. Its a great mental medicine and exercise. You should also keep yourself
busy. Find a hobby or something you love doing and do it a lot. Keep your schedule packed so you
wont have time to think about how bad your jumpshot is, or what Mikeal said about your shoes
yesterday.
Lesson Learned:
Your frame is an element protecting your emotions and beliefs from the external world. If your frame
is not strong enough, it can crack and your emotions will be exposed to the external world. If you
encourage negative criticism in your mind, your emotions will lose that calmness and eventually
escape through the mouth of the glass, becoming exposed to the external world. How to avoid it, keep
your "glass" well polished and your mind clear of unnecessary thinking.
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[Mod]1,000 Men and counting
10 upvotes | June 20, 2013 | by GaiusScaevolus | Link | Reddit Link

Our message is growing and the males of Reddit and beyond are taking notice. Over the past few
months, you and 999 of your fellows have made the decision to build yourselves into strong,
confident and competent men.
Look for big changes in the coming weeks.
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Day 10 Continue
10 upvotes | January 24, 2013 | by redpillschool | Link | Reddit Link

Set some time to finish the book. As the goals for become a man become more long term we may
switch to a semi daily format.
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These desires may only reflect a different side of a man’s
sexuality or some response to childhood trauma or experiences
they have not fully processed.
10 upvotes | March 3, 2019 | by Rugby11 | Link | Reddit Link

Samurai Song BY ROBERT PINSKY When I had no roof I made Audacity my roof. When I had No
supper my eyes dined.
When I had no eyes I listened. When I had no ears I thought. When I had no thought I waited.
When I had no father I made Care my father. When I had No mother I embraced order.
When I had no friend I made Quiet my friend. When I had no Enemy I opposed my body.
When I had no temple I made My voice my temple. I have No priest, my tongue is my choir.
When I have no means fortune Is my means. When I have Nothing, death will be my fortune.
Need is my tactic, detachment Is my strategy. When I had No lover I courted my sleep.
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For those of you in relationships or have been in one..
10 upvotes | May 13, 2019 | by trangilbert3 | Link | Reddit Link

Hey there, I’m currently trying to find out how one could make the lives of guys in relationships a lot
easier ;)

Which is why I have two very simple questions:


As a man in a relationship (unmarried and monogamous with another woman), what are the 21.
biggest issues you’re dealing with?



Regarding your relationship, what would you wish for more than anything else?1.


Thanks so much in advance - looking forward to reading your answers!

(ps: if you’re not currently in a monogamous relationship but have been in one or have insight on
these questions, feel free to chime in, all input is appreciated:). All information is for research outside
of information from my own unmarried, monogamous relationship experiences—which is why this
mostly pertains to unmarried monogamous guys. Knowing different guys’ perspectives will help me
help them even more, which is my goal for the future.)
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The Disappearing Y Chromosome
10 upvotes | December 8, 2019 | by Rugby11 | Link | Reddit Link

The Disappearing Y Chromosome
3 points•submitted 4 months ago by Rugby11 to r/Maps_of_Meaning
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Bargain Abasement
10 upvotes | August 23, 2019 | by Rugby11 | Link | Reddit Link

https://therationalmale.com/2019/08/22/bargain-abasement
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Act, Don’t React
10 upvotes | August 19, 2019 | by Rugby11 | Link | Reddit Link

http://masculineepic.com/index.php/2018/04/21/act-dont-react/
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Alpha Widows
10 upvotes | August 1, 2019 | by Rugby11 | Link | Reddit Link

https://therationalmale.com/2019/07/31/alpha-widows/
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Game is the Red Pill
10 upvotes | January 20, 2019 | by Rugby11 | Link | Reddit Link

https://hawaiianlibertarian.blogspot.com/2009/09/game-is-red-pill.html
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Red Pill Logic: The 3 Part Stack
10 upvotes | January 7, 2019 | by Rugby11 | Link | Reddit Link

https://blacklabellogic.com/2019/01/07/red-pill-logic-the-3-part-stack
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Rules to Rule: A New Idea Isn’t Automatically A Good Idea
10 upvotes | October 16, 2020 | by strivecamp | Link | Reddit Link

https://thestrive.medium.com/rules-to-rule-a-new-idea-isnt-automatically-a-good-idea-fbd780c443f4
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Yuval Noah Harari: the myth of freedom | Books
10 upvotes | September 23, 2018 | by Rugby11 | Link | Reddit Link

https://www.theguardian.com/books/2018/sep/14/yuval-noah-harari-the-new-threat-to-liberal-democr
acy
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The Future Shock
10 upvotes | March 25, 2020 | by Rugby11 | Link | Reddit Link

https://therationalmale.com/2020/03/23/the-future-shock/
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How To Express Gratitude To Someone: 23 Ways To Show
Appreciation
10 upvotes | April 5, 2020 | by przemkas | Link | Reddit Link

https://perfect24hours.com/how-to-express-gratitude-to-someone/
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Digital Detox December
10 upvotes | December 8, 2020 | by WekiTheDragon13 | Link | Reddit Link

https://thewolfwithkeyboard.wordpress.com/2020/12/08/digital-detox-for-men-endorsing-digital-deto
x-december/
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Strength Matters, Weak Men Are Not Men | A Stoic’s Guide to
Virtue
10 upvotes | May 5, 2020 | by WekiTheDragon13 | Link | Reddit Link

https://thewolfwithkeyboard.wordpress.com/2020/05/04/strength-matters-weak-men-are-not-men-a-st
oics-guide-to-virtue/
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What Is The Metamorphosis - A Way Of Growth
10 upvotes | May 22, 2020 | by Metamorphosis-Man | Link | Reddit Link

https://themetaman.com/what-is-the-metamorphosis/
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Newsletter - Goldmund Unleashed
10 upvotes | December 12, 2018 | by Rugby11 | Link | Reddit Link

https://goldmundunleashed.com/email/
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How to Achieve Your Greatest Aspirations - Business and
Bullets
10 upvotes | April 21, 2018 | by Rugby11 | Link | Reddit Link

http://businessandbullets.com/achieve-greatest-aspirations/
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Is it Possible to Balance Humbleness with Confidence?
10 upvotes | March 10, 2021 | by AFriendlyTitan | Link | Reddit Link

You Don't Know What You Don't Know

12 points•submitted 5 days ago by AFriendlyTitan to r/FriendlyTitan

If I could tell my past self one thing, this would be it.
And most of you will keep scrolling past this, saying “Duh, of course you don’t know what you don’t
know,” and go on to keep repeating the same mistakes and be stuck in a miserable state.
It is one thing to agree with an advice, and a completely different thing to INTERNALIZE it.
What use is reading and learning if all these words never translate into an action? What good is
acknowledging one’s ignorance if one stays ignorant? It’s not just about being open-minded to
suggestions, but actively seeking out the potential misconceptions one may be holding.
Questioning yourself is seen often in a negative light. It is characterized as insecurity, weakness, or a
lack of independent thought. However, questioning oneself is only negative if done with inherent
negativity. Instead of asking “what could I be wrong about,” it makes a world of difference if the
question is phrased as “what am I not seeing here” or “how can I improve this situation.”
The secret to this phrasing is that once you find an answer, you don’t berate yourself for “being
stupid,” but instead feel pride for “figuring it out.” This becomes a positive feedback loop where one
is encouraged to constantly, optimistically question themselves and make progressive improvements,
whereas the negative person would be discouraged by constant reminders of their failures and
oversight.
This is not a “feel good” post about “being positive.” This is a constructive and productive method
to optimally navigate the world. Because there will never be a point in your life where you’ve figured
everything out. You may feel as if you have, but then you start to stagnate because you are not
looking for signs that you could be off or evolving with the times.
That is why the most valuable asset you can give yourself is humbleness. Humbleness to accept that
others know many things you don’t. Humbleness to acknowledge that you are wrong and change. But
most importantly humbleness and not self-deprecating.
If you don’t seek knowledge and apply new knowledge, you will be left in the dust by those that do.
But that does not mean that you should feel inferior for not knowing what you don’t know. The most
crucial part is to look to oneself and their progress towards knowing and understanding more about
their world, not their world compared to others.
-Friendly Titan
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Tricks to Filter Infinite Internet Advice
10 upvotes | March 14, 2021 | by AFriendlyTitan | Link | Reddit Link

Tricks to Filter Infinite Internet Knowledge
18 points•submitted 2 months ago by AFriendlyTitan to r/FriendlyTitan

There’s way too much information for any computer, let alone a human individual, to comprehend.
I think a make-or-break skill in the modern world is filtering valuable information. The better one
is at doing this, more of the infinite wisdom and experiences available to them.
A lot of people like to use youtube with the caveat of “there’s so much valuable and interesting
content there.” I think that’s true. But I think the amount of time spent on practical content is more
like 1 out of 10 hours for many people, and it feels like most people use this as a reason not to treat
youtube as an actual distraction.
And of course there are so many news channels out there. If we take CNN or CBS for instance, we
can cite the “importance of knowing what’s going on with the world.” I know this is a tricky thing to
get through, but I want you to question how relevant 95% of the information is to your day-to-day
living. If a world war broke out I’m sure you’d hear about it. And the ignition to the BLM movement,
the murder of George Floyd and others, you will also have heard about it without turning on the
news.
If the information you are consuming is not relevant at all to what you want to do, It is important to
clarify that there are thousands of content sources that could directly help your life, such as specific
career or lifestyle content. It would be a waste to not tap into that potential and you could passively
start improving your life -by just watching and absorbing information- whether you are comfortable
with where you are or not.
And for the abundance of advice available online, there is one great way to filter out the most useful
advice. If we agree the best advice is the one that works, the best way to test this without actually
applying this is by using it to predict the future. A ton of advice focuses on “explaining” what was
successful or failures, but the true test of its value is whether or not it can be seen in future
applications. Any advice can “sound good” but because there are so many factors out there, the only
real way to tell if something is worth its salt or not is to see it applied and work over and over again.
So the takeaway of this post was to really see how much information is out there you could be using
to change your life. Most people will use their attention on things that are barely relevant to them
“because everyone else is doing the same,” but now you can choose to be the exception.
-Friendly Titan
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Building a brand "Mastery Order" with the focus on pursuing
excellence with the goal of serving others.
10 upvotes | June 4, 2021 | by MasteryOrder | Link | Reddit Link

The ideas on the YouTube channel are presented from a man's perspective, with the goal of creating
the desire to become better in all areas of life. To put yourself and your skills in the service of other
people is one of the most satisfying experience you can have.
Initially, the channel will focus on basic principles that should serve as a foundation to every man,
after which the theme's will become more specific, with the goal of sharing ideas and knowledge in
areas such as time management, engineering and science, sports and nutrition and many more.
Channel link: https://www.youtube.com/c/MasteryOrder/videos
Feel free to challenge some ideas as well as yourself and challenge back.
Only by having uncomfortable discussion and by embracing challenge, growth can occur.
All the best to you, reader!
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How To Be An Attractive Man - 4 Key Tips
10 upvotes | May 7, 2018 | by remerbernoto | Link | Reddit Link

Crosspost "How To Be An Attractive Man - 4 Key Tips" from /r/manprovement:

Posted by Socialinception | 7 May 2018 | Link
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Bad Character Will Inevitably Bring Consequences
10 upvotes | March 1, 2018 | by Rugby11 | Link | Reddit Link

https://qcurtius.com/2018/02/28/bad-character-will-inevitably-bring-consequences/
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'Startlingly high mortality' among single dads in Canada -
Health
10 upvotes | February 16, 2018 | by Rugby11 | Link | Reddit Link

http://www.cbc.ca/beta/news/health/single-fathers-mortality-1.4535816
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Americans see masculinity as more important than femininity
10 upvotes | December 23, 2017 | by Rugby11 | Link | Reddit Link

http://www.pewsocialtrends.org/2017/12/05/americans-see-society-placing-more-of-a-premium-on-m
asculinity-than-on-
femininity/?utm_content=buffer91bd1&utm_medium=social&utm_source=twitter.com&utm_campai
gn=buffer
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The Main Reason Women Despise Niceguys
10 upvotes | January 17, 2018 | by Rugby11 | Link | Reddit Link

https://heartiste.wordpress.com/2018/01/16/the-main-reason-women-despise-niceguys/
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Day 12 + 13 - Invest Time Reading
10 upvotes | January 26, 2013 | by redpillschool | Link | Reddit Link

You should be able to finish or get close to finishing the manipulated man.
This book is critical groundwork for future reading we will be doing .
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How to become a sexual entity?
10 upvotes | September 21, 2013 | by [deleted] | Link | Reddit Link

[removed]
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Man Tip Tuesday: Changing a tire.
10 upvotes | October 1, 2013 | by GaiusScaevolus | Link | Reddit Link

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=joBmbh0AGSQ
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[Mod] Graduate Flair added
10 upvotes | October 2, 2013 | by GaiusScaevolus | Link | Reddit Link

Some of you should now have flair indicating you've gone through the 6 month program. Users with
flair are encouraged to post on Wednesdays and Thursdays with content that will help newer
subscribers along their own path.
If you think you've been missed, message the mods.
EDIT: Also, 3,000+. Well done guys.
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Dealing with a woman professor giving me shit?
10 upvotes | October 25, 2013 | by riyuugonepro | Link | Reddit Link

Hey guys,
I'm still very new to this subreddit and I am reading everything I can ( also subscribed to TheRedPill )
I've always been a "nice guy" and were very submissive to women ( only lived with my mother too
and still am )
But recently, I've been changing ( 3 months or so maybe ) and I can't definitely notice a difference (
inner and outer )
This is still very new to me and I understand it will take a while until I fully internalize this
perception of reality ( which I know is possible, just that my brain needs to re caliber itself )
So today, at the end of the course, the professor asked to talk to me, and basically said that I was
looking at her and talking to her in an arrogant way, which I wasn't. I may have a resting "bitch face"
issue though. During the course, she also interrogated me, as well as the rest of the class, but even
when I said the right answer, she persisted on telling me that I was wrong (My classmates were also
confused as shit by what she said, both male ans female classmates )
So I told her that I respected her and actually apologized to her, even if not sincerely at all, she kind
of back off a little after that. When I mention the "wrong answer case" she started going completely
sideways and was confusing 2 differents interactions we had in class...
I ketp a strong body language as much as I could, but was still kinda shaky and pissed off, I know I
could have handled the situation better, but since I'm pretty inexperienced, I couldn't really.
When she mentionned that if what she had to say didn't interest me, I could go through the door, and I
did, say goodbye, have a nice week-end in a non arrogant way, but after an argument, I don't know
how she took it. :p
Now she is still a professor and an emotionally driven being, so she could totally screw me over.
What is a short term solution I could use untill I fully internalize how to become a man and not enter
her woman reality?
Once again, I'm very new to this subreddit, so I don't even know if I can even post things like this in
here, but I need a fast solution, because I'll be seeing her monday morning again.
Thank you, any help is greatly appreciated. If you have any questions about a precise detail of how
the conversation went, please ask. I might not have been very detailed. That was just the gist of it.
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In a hole and looking to get out.
10 upvotes | March 4, 2014 | by [deleted] | Link | Reddit Link
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Fitness that is well rounded.
10 upvotes | April 19, 2014 | by [deleted] | Link | Reddit Link
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[Video] Take charge, create your own reality, take people off
their pedestals
10 upvotes | August 16, 2014 | by [deleted] | Link | Reddit Link

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xKAc39QERzU
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Natural TRT - a question
10 upvotes | October 31, 2014 | by MrFritzH | Link | Reddit Link

So I went to my doctor, and asked to be tested for vitamin levels/defiency and testorone levels.
He claims that he can only check A, D and E. And he seems to believe checking the rest is some kind
of new age bullshit.
Furthermore, he asks why I want to check my test levels. I explain that its because I do not get, or
very rarely get a boner in the morning and I am 24.
I explain that I have been smoking cigarettes, eating poorly and not exercising over a long time
period and that is why I am worried.
He then laughingly claims that doesnt matter because lots of guys smoke, and have normal test levels.
I still insist, and he agrees to have it tested.
Now, my question is this. Is it true that test levels are not influenced by smoking, diet and exercise ?
Or is this simply my ridicolous commie doctor, who doesnt want to lift a finger ?
What do guys in here know about naturally elevating test levels ?
I do want to do all I can before going on roids, because I do not want to commit to such a drug.
Some additional background info: Was probably 40 % bodyfat, and now a year later I am 20 % bf.
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How to handle bullying/harsh jokes?
10 upvotes | November 5, 2014 | by [deleted] | Link | Reddit Link

I'll start with some background story.
Back in high school i was bullied by other kids, even girls... I wasn't really social and never 'fit in'. At
the end of 7th grade younger kid, punched me many times till i was bleeding, just to prove a point to
his friends. I should've defended myself, but i couldn't. It crushed my already crushed self-
confidence. I went to home-schooling, so i never have the same stress and social pressure. For 4 years
i barely had any social contacts.
I try not to look back, but it keeps on bothering me even now in some social situations.
During the summers I'm going to my village and i made some friends there. But i often ended up in
situations when they try to tease me(maybe they don't even mean it as offense, but just enough to
lower my social status/value). I easily get insulted(i take it as disrespect) and my brain is freezing for
a moment, can't think of any responses to shut them up or even if i do they keep on responding and
sometimes it turns into a huge "joking" game, which I'm not any good at and it feels like I'm back in
school again. However this happens in group of people, it rarely occurs when we are 1on1.
I'd love to hear some responses and even criticism on how to handle this kind of situations properly,
because it even keeps me back from joining in gym, i feel like other people will mock me.
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I asserted myself for the first time a while ago.
10 upvotes | December 19, 2014 | by Is_Secretly_Welsh | Link | Reddit Link

I went to see an emo/punk band called Joyce Manor (unmanly I know but they're so good if you give
them a shot) in Sacremento. I have long hair (Unmanly too I guess but I look awful with short hair)
and people like to mess with me by tugging it. Normally they stop when I politely say "that's
enough". During one of their more pop punkish songs, some douche looks at me and laughs with his
friends then walks someplace else. a minute later I feel someone pull my hair. after three tugs I turn
around and tell him to stop, then he gave me the finger. I turn around again and he continues. I didn't
want to make a scene since the lead vocalist gets pretty anal about hurting people at their shows (the
reason they remind everyone constantly to not mosh or stage dive), so I discretely grabbed his jaw
and gave him the stare of death. I squeezed harder and harder until he said "okay okay". I let him go
and he leaves me alone. I was in the far left in case anyone saw it and wants to confirm, I turned a
few heads.
edit: a few things I left out. out of the six heads I turned. only one decided to do something which was
to mouth the words "come on, stop" around the same time he said "okay okay". apparently he'd been
messing with other people too.
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I feel worthless and it's really fucking frustrating.
10 upvotes | January 22, 2015 | by hijiggy | Link | Reddit Link

I'm kind of at a loss for words, I just got a job at a call center and was struggling with the job. After a
week or so they decided to let me go and the fact that I was let go isn't really bothering me. I just feel
worthless, I couldn't even perform in such a mindless job like a call center. Underperforming is
basically my life story.
I've never been good at anything, I've always been wayy below average. It doesn't matter what it is.
School, work, friends, relationships, sports, jobs and even dishwashing. Anything I've tried to do has
never panned out. I put the work in and my returns are barely noticeable. It's fucking frustrating.
The only thing I was moderately okay at was golf and that's because I've been playing since I was
three but even then I constantly get beat by people that have only played for a year. For those familiar
with golf lingo, I've put well over 10,000 hours into the game and I barely break 80. Usually low
eighty-low nineties. It's fucking embarrassing.
What do I do? I just feel retarded and broken as a person. I try so hard to excel at things and it never
happens.
thanks.
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This pill of blue wants blood.
10 upvotes | October 19, 2015 | by A219 | Link | Reddit Link

Self-abuse, self-loathing, anxiety, depression, rejection, laziness, etc. I'm a 5'4", 110lb, 21-year-old
BOY that's sick of being worthless. These are the things I want and need to change about myself. I
want to claim my masculinity and be a better person; finding out about TRP community has to be
fate.
I've always been a loner, I never got along well with people who conform to norms and archetypes. I
revel in my individuality, and as an electronic musician, it fuels me. Despite this, I like to think of
myself as a good person. I haven't done anything horribly wrong to anybody, and I make a conscious
effort to help the people who have helped me. I'm generally a kind and generous person. But this
mindset has made me feel isolated and sad. I'm angry with society and convention, yet I'm realizing
that it might be just jealousy. I'm jealous that more attractive men have women that they can fuck
when they feel lonely. I envy the heartlessness of attractive people. I'm jealous of the mass' ignorance
and their casual acceptance of new trends, both superficial and pseudo-intellectual. I envy their
contentment.
My family is wealthy, there are few things in this world that I truly own. I've done a few productive
things with my parents' money: bought two condos that I plan on renting out, turned myself into a
competent and successful nightclub/bar DJ in my local area, produced&composed songs with some
locally well-known creative minds. But all of this, I know, I haven't truly earned...
I guess in this community's terms, this is a blue pill confession... I want to stay a decent person, but at
the same time I'm realizing that the path to finding my own sense of power involves becoming the
person I once loathed: a self-centered ass. And maybe that's what I'm afraid of. Maybe I'm just so
afraid of facing myself I use individuality/morality as an excuse for my weakness.
Time has come to swallow the red pill. What was once a desire is now a necessity; I need to see
myself bleed for the sake of self-improvement.
What helped you out of the blue-pill state? What books, articles, websites did you read? How did you
organize your schedule? How did you practice picking up women? How did you begin to value
yourself? Anything and everything, I want to learn from this community.
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Are you a man of your word?
10 upvotes | January 24, 2016 | by T-Cityman | Link | Reddit Link

http://www.capablemen.com/capablemenarticles/are-you-a-man-of-your-word
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Why You Will Never Succeed: The TRUTH About the
Abundance Mentality
10 upvotes | June 18, 2016 | by jwhqri | Link | Reddit Link

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Djocl-8ys1o
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How to save a dying relationship: Appreciation vs Expectation
10 upvotes | December 20, 2016 | by rikujs | Link | Reddit Link

https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=-5Gu6b0jlCI
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How to be dominant with your woman in bed, Part 2
10 upvotes | May 18, 2017 | by ChuckFreeman | Link | Reddit Link

http://alphanextdoor.com/dominant-woman-bed-part-2/
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fit, experienced, relaxed, and quiet
10 upvotes | July 7, 2017 | by Rugby11 | Link | Reddit Link

https://therationalmale.com/2017/07/06/confidence-and-the-safety-net
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Traditions will set you free
10 upvotes | July 26, 2017 | by Rugby11 | Link | Reddit Link

https://thefamilyalpha.com/2017/07/15/traditions-will-set-you-free/
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Rollo Tomassi on workplace
10 upvotes | October 18, 2017 | by Rugby11 | Link | Reddit Link

https://twitter.com/RationalMale/status/920317866120953856
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Would you Rather Be Superman Or Have a Massive Harem?
10 upvotes | December 27, 2017 | by torero5 | Link | Reddit Link
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Why Does Gun Reform Have to Be a War on Masculinity?
10 upvotes | March 18, 2018 | by Rugby11 | Link | Reddit Link

http://www.playboy.com/articles/toxic-masculinity-gun-violence
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Blowback to ‘MeToo’ Movement in Entertainment Industry is
Inevitable
10 upvotes | June 22, 2018 | by Rugby11 | Link | Reddit Link

https://dissention.wordpress.com/2018/06/18/blowback-to-metoo-movement-in-entertainment-industr
y-is-inevitable/
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Four reasons to choose life
10 upvotes | June 24, 2018 | by remerbernoto | Link | Reddit Link

https://www.theaustralian.com.au/news/inquirer/there-is-always-tomorrow-jordan-peterson-offers-fo
ur-reasons-to-choose-life/news-
story/b7947b3acdb9cfc8c67f520ed6382570?nk=215bbe4122fdb077d8fd3a5fbd2f664d-1529809974
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Zenpriest #27 - Ignoring Women
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An Aha! Moment: Male-Female Dynamics
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The demons from your "backpack"
9 upvotes | November 3, 2021 | by MasteryOrder | Link | Reddit Link

The goodness, the ordinary, and the decent selves that we display in our daily lives are nothing
without the hidden powers of the vicious, the dark, and the terrible energies that we conceal from our
realities. Our ego and alter ego are an inseparable pair just like light and shade, and yet we only seem
to focus on what lies above the surface.
Have you wondered what lies beneath the surface of your being? Were you curious enough to look
beyond the borders of your conscience and face your dark side? Were you ever keen to know what
traits and perks of your personality have you dismissed from your daily life, carrying them
unconsciously in an invisible backpack that seems to haunt you more and more as time goes by?
To face the unknown, to face your darkness, can be a scary thought, but if you leave it unexplored
and untamed, ignoring its power, your shadow will eventually be projected somewhere out in the air
and it will define your life, making you a bitter, hateful, barbaric man unable to control his impulses
and resist his vices.
A man that will be consumed by regret, a man blaming his situation on anything and everything but
himself, his fears, and his inability to accept that his current condition is the result of the demons he is
not willing to face.
Reject this possible path in life, and build enough courage to explore and understand your own
darkness. Just like everyone else, you carry with you an invisible “backpack”, filled with every little
thing that you had to put away in order to develop the self that you present into the world, the self
that can function in a group, in a community, and in society.
From a very young age, you packed some parts of yourself and hid them away to please the ones that
cared for you, learning step by step how to function in a small group. In exchange for love from your
parents, you stashed away in your “backpack” impulses and reactions that you were told are not
acceptable. Anything from not standing still to not killing your siblings.
As you grew older and started interacting with other people, your “backpack” started to fill even
more. From your teachers in school who told you to throw in the “backpack” your anger and
aggression because good boys are not getting angry and are not playing aggressively to your peers
from your class to whom you automatically lie, just so that you fit in with the group.
This process is useful and unavoidable, but you have to understand that by the time you will be in
your twenties, the “full self” that you think you display in the world is actually representing only a
small piece of yourself, the rest being in the “backpack”, pushing down its huge burden on your
shoulders.
The parts of you that you stashed away, if left unchecked will regress towards inhumanity, and when
the time comes, to open your “backpack” and it will, you will find hostility. The self you pose into in
your day to day life, the wonderful, moral, and ethical man who is always thinking about the good of
others, is just the guardian holding the door closed, the door behind which the wildness, the anger, the
impulsiveness that you stashed away are regressing more and more towards their hostile and
primitive form.
Remember that if you avoid looking into the darkness of your “backpack”, if you avoid
understanding the true nature of your being, and if you avoid bringing some of your true nature into
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your reality, someone else will do it for you indirectly.
That someone else might be your loving wife that sees you as a hero, until your uncontrolled anger,
rolled up inside you and unexpressed for twenty years, turns you into a tyrant.
That someone else might be your son that sees you as the man he wishes to become until he has to
face your repressed masculine energy that will make you brutal in your criticism, forcing him to
reject his own manhood, while also being rejected by the man he by default admires.
Building your personality based on cultural and collective values is only the first step that you have to
take into your journey of becoming a man. To be a part of fundamental structures, like families,
communities, or any other form of group that represents certain ideals or values, you have to repress
some of your qualities.
But repression does not eliminate these qualities nor does it stop them from functioning. It only
removes them from your awareness, which will transform them into fears and obsessions, continuing
their existence unchecked and in disruptive ways.
As shocking as it may be, have the courage to accept that the “backpack” that you carry is filled with
the things you do not wish to see. It takes nerve not to flinch or to be crushed by the sight of your
own darkness, but I dare you to refuse to project your evil into the world and have the courage to
accept responsibility for your inferior self.
Do not disregard your selfish and evil intentions, and realize that only when you will be truly shocked
by who you really are can you begin your journey of becoming the man you aspire to be. You are not
responsible for the way you are or feel, but you are accountable for the way you act. Confront your
demons and have the choice of when, how, and where you allow yourself to express your dark
tendencies, so that you can do it in constructive ways.
Do not deny yourself this possibility by virtuously looking the other way and have the courage to
open your “backpack” and descend into your darkness. Confront your demons, keep them in your
awareness.
We all have a dark side, both you and me, and if you assume you do not have it, it means it already
has you.
Are you able to see your demons?
For if you don’t, it’s time to be alert!
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Never forget who you are
9 upvotes | November 16, 2021 | by MasteryOrder | Link | Reddit Link

In an era where it became the norm to pose into a virtuous academic man, we tend to fall into the trap
of dreaming to become such a man. A man for whom success and prosperity, as well as kindness and
consideration for the good of mankind, are presented as if they were his second nature. We dream to
become the man that comes so close to the definition of purity and goodness that we fail to recognize
the bond between excessive “goodness” and evil.
How sharp are you drawing the line between good and evil? How simplified is your vision of
yourself, when you only identify with the aspiration of goodness? How much are you denying your
own darkness, losing contact with the evil within you, splitting yourself more and more, and ignoring
the fact that the things that you are trying to separate yourself from are taking over?
In a time when you are bombarded with positive messages that reinforce the idea that kindness,
generosity, and humility can be achieved with only the power of thought, you will be inclined to
assume that you are what you think you are.
If you pay close attention to your ideas and actions, you will realize the discrepancy between the
goodness mask that you are portraying every day and the cruel reality in which you are actually
becoming more rigid, close-minded, and filled with fear.
In this reality, you are fearing “the fall” into your own darkness and are afraid of being possessed by
the power of the elements that you are trying to reject within yourself in order to maintain your
“angelic” and “holy” status.
If you already chose the one-sided and over-intellectualized path of manhood, in which you reject
any thought or idea that might conflict with your “pure” and “holy” vision of what it means to be a
man, much of your unlived potential will remain “locked-away”, repressed and hidden and, with
time, this potential will demand attention.
Being an honest man, while fully rejecting even the idea that you are capable of deception, being a
loving man, while refusing to accept your potential for hate and desire for vengeance, being a
gentleman while denying your capacity for brutal violence will make you blind to the other side of
you, which walks with you in the same shoes and breathes with you the same air.
Keep in mind, that if you follow such a direction in life, you will shrink as a man, preferring to put an
innocent face for the world, while keeping your dark qualities hidden in the hope that no one will
discover their existence.
You will end up entertaining the idea of “losing” your dark side, disowning it from your personality
and pursuing Utopia, where evil is unknown, and darkness doesn’t exist, taking comfort in the false
phantasies that evil lies not in your nature but in the corrupt “society” that holds you in chains.
Holding this idea as a possible reality will make you disapprove and condemn all the so-called dark
qualities that you repressed within yourself, but the anxiety that haunts you will remain. Anxiety and
panic, not because of your fear of being exposed for what you really are, but because of the fear that
the darkness inside you will get out of control, and you might end up absorbed by the lust of your
darkest impulses.
The danger is never the presence of your dark desires, but the possibility of being devoured by them
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and becoming identical with the nature of your dark side.
As shocking as this may be, whether it is the powerful impulse for sexual passion or the far more
disastrous desire for power and destruction, you do not have the luxury to reject or deny these
elements from your personality without paying a higher price in the end.
It will be your duty, as a man, to observe and integrate these elements within yourself, if there will be
even a remote chance for you to become the kind and honest gentleman that you aspire to be.
The moral burden of this immense task is greater than any other task you can conceive, and your
destiny and the destiny of the people around you is in your hands. Only by becoming conscious and
by coming to terms with your own nature – with the evil and dark elements that you are trying to
reject – can you hope to avoid a total catastrophe in your life and become the kind of man you would
admire.
Allow yourself to be humbled by the true nature of your being, drop your ignorance and choose to
meet your darkness on even ground. Remember that both repression of your dark desires and
identification with them will result in chaos since both are fearful attempts to lose the bonds that hold
within you a light and dark side.
Be the man that is not trying to escape the pain of the problem, and have the courage to remain
suspended between the two opposites, your good side and your vicious side, because carrying this
pain may give you the possibility of wholeness.
Carry the burden of the opposites in your nature, and embrace the fusion with your dark side. Blur
orderly the fixed line between good and evil within you and find a way around seemingly unbeatable
obstacles, by bringing some of your darkness into your life.
Every man carries with him a dark side, including you, and the less it is expressed in your life, the
darker it becomes.
Have the courage to become a complete man rather than only a good man.
NEVER FORGET WHO YOU ARE!
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Embrace Legacy Instead Of Chasing Fame
9 upvotes | December 9, 2021 | by MasteryOrder | Link | Reddit Link

Have you ever asked yourself lately what aspirations do you have in your life? Do you desire to be
famous, to be recognized, to live a glamorous life or do you aim for a life of service and lasting
legacy? Would you rather be a celebrity, a sports star, or own the title of a “leader” or would you
choose the path of becoming a doctor, a teacher, or a fireman?
Look around you, and realize that in our modern times, many men choose the path to “celebrity” and
acceptance, not realizing that this path, more often than not, largely involves telling people what they
want to hear, playing pretend, and wrapping up what is already approved in a new package and
selling it back.
In our digital age and supposedly tolerant environment, it has become the norm for the “virtuous”
mob to mobilize, either in real life or online, and quickly pursue to silence any opinion or idea that
might be considered not acceptable, therefore it became easy to be drawn to such a path.
Keep in mind, that developing a personal objective opinion based on truth and honesty in any domain
will trigger some uneasy chills down your spine making you somewhat fearful of saying or doing
anything that might make you less desirable in certain groups or to certain employers. Regardless of
this, there will come a point in your life when you must decide if you will strive to be somebody
important, or choose the path of truth, and instead of becoming somebody, you choose to do
something important.
Sometimes these two paths go hand-in-hand, but most of the time they do not. Hard work and success
do not always go together and if you pursue success in any field defined by ranks and titles, your
success will be defined by conforming to the field’s value system.
Many times, to gain the status of a “celebrity”, to receive the “leadership” title, or to achieve a higher
rank you will have to conform to a status quo, get involved in some ass-kissing and back-stabbing,
and sell your soul for the kind of success defined by the amount of money you possess or the title you
carry on your badge.
When you will find yourself at this crossroad in your life, you will then realize that the path of doing
the right thing can diverge from the path of success and you will have to make a choice and decide
which path you will follow.
You will have to make a decision about which direction you want to go. If you choose the path that
will make you somebody, you will have to make compromises and you will have to turn your back on
your family and friends. You will have to give up on the values that you believe in, sell out on your
soul, and trash your character, but you will be a member of the “club” and you will get promoted and
worshiped.
Or you can choose to go the other way and decide to do something for yourself, for your family, and
for the people around you. Keep in mind, that if you decide to do something instead of chasing the
status of being somebody, you may not get promoted, you might not be a member of the “club” and
you might not be the favorite of anyone. But you won’t have to compromise yourself, you will act
according to your values and your character, as a man, will remain intact. You will be true to your
family and friends and your work might make a difference.
Challenging the status quo and standing for the values you believe in, never compromising, and never
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giving in to outside pressure is never easy. Your worries may not be about getting promoted, but
simply holding onto your job. Your concerns may not be about attaining adoration, but standing for
truth in the face of inner fears, doubts, and outside pressure.
This will be a challenge that you will have to face many times in your life, so keep in mind, that your
ability to speak and stand for something truthful and of value will be highly tied to your ability to be
indifferent to material security. If you can become the man which can reduce his needs to zero, you
will be truly free and able to stand your ground. There is nothing that can be taken from you and
nothing anyone can do to hurt you.
As you reflect on what you would do when faced with this kind of decision, as you consider the
decision of choosing the right and meaningful path over the popular one, never forget that, even
though every great achievement was possible through teamwork, unity, and collaboration, there will
come a time when you must stand alone in making a difficult, unpopular decision; when you must
challenge the opinion of someone else, or stand your ground when you are certain that the course of
current affairs is wrong.
There will be moments when your entire existence is at risk, moments when you will face this fork in
the road. Be ready for those moments, and build your discipline, integrity, and moral courage that
serves a greater good to be able to stand straight and rooted in the truth of your values. These traits
will not suddenly emerge fully developed just because you have taken a decision.
Build strong roots for these qualities with every small decision that you make daily and strengthen
them along your journey to be able to resist the temptation of putting yourself and your needs before
your service and your legacy.
To be somebody “important” is tempting and self-glorifying. To do something important is valuable
to you and everyone else. When the pressure of this decision will be upon you, what kind of man will
you be? When the time comes, which way will you go?
The choice and its effects will be yours to bear!
All the best to you, reader!
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18 year old male with lack of discipline
9 upvotes | September 20, 2020 | by EirikurPerunov | Link | Reddit Link

Im in last year of high school(central europe type of school system) and i have zero motivation. Here
you are supposed to collect points for colleges in the last 2 years of high school(if u have good grades
u get the most points and u have a bigger chance to get accepted at the college of your choice). When
i cam into high school from elementary school i had all the motivation( i was a slacker in elementary
school and decided to change). High school forced be to changebecause i didnt know anyone and
everything was new...it was a shock and it pushed me out of my comfort zone and grounded me...it
hit me like a train and i was depressed af at first but then got a lot of motivation....i stopped smoking
weed and smoking immediately after going in 1st year if HS...i knew i had to get my shit
together...started meditating 15 minutes everyday.....made my bed every day....did my
homework....my average grade in first year was 3.6( here grades in HS are from 1-5, 1 being the
worst) which meant my success was 4(on a scale of 1-5, same scale), which meant i was a good
student, not an excelent one but i was happy because i was much more hardworking than in
elementary school.
2nd year of HS my grades were even better, 3.7, which meant my school sucess(thats how we call it)
was again 4(scale 1-5) which meant again that i did pretty good... i also did NOFAP for 3 month in
2nd year and was realy proud of it...i also started doing cold showers and reading tao te ching...also i
started dancing ballroom.
3RD year of HS( this is the year when i told myself : "ok this year you start collecting points for
college which means u have to give ur best")....so i had straight 5s(or As if u are American) for the
first 3 months but then i got a 2 on a chemistry test( D if ur from USA) and everything went downhill
from there on(bad grades started coming)..i stopped going to dance lessons, guitar lessons, i went to
see a psychologist with my parents twice but that didnt help....my hopes of collecting the necessary
points to go study computer science in college went away... I stopped meditating, i didnt see any use
out of it, stopped doing the cold showers....but i still did my bed every day...it was the only thing
keeping me sane...my schoolmate was surprised because my condition changed so drastically....i was
paranoid(thought i was becoming schizopfrenic but it turned out it was just psychosis cus of stress)
and i kinda handled myself through the year and finished with average grade of 3.3 which meant my
overall school success was 3(on a scale 1-5) which was pretty bad....
Summer holidays and 4th year...so during the quarantine in 3rd year i kinda started working hard for
school again and finished the year nicely(although the average grade was one point lower than what it
was in the 1st 2 years). During summer holidays i got a new dance partner and i went into ballroom
professionaly...i have my first competition in october...im working out realy hard and my coach is
proud of me. Now in september school started aswell(4th year) and i dont realy have any
motivation....i meditate once in a while...i read Meditations by Marcus Aurelius...i take a cold shower
once in a while....i started chewing nicotine gum cause of its benefits for brains so that i can go
through the classes more easily...i have dance classes every day....
Now my first test(math) is in four days(thursday), and i havent started studying yet... i just cant find
the motivation...i dont play video games or anything like that...i just dont find the motivation....
So please if you have any advice just say it...im kinda desperate...i have the opportunity this year to
get the points i need to go study CS....but if i dont get the points its not that bad because the i just
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have to pay 200€ for the first year...but still it would be a lot better to gather the points(my overall
school success must be 4 so my average grade must be 3.5)... i just cant seem to find the motivation
even tho im a stoicism/selfimprovement enthusiast.
(I am terribly and incredibly sorry for the long rambling post)
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Day 15 - Stop entertaining others and start entertaining
yourself.
9 upvotes | January 29, 2013 | by [deleted] | Link | Reddit Link

One of the most common mistakes I see in the field is guys trying to impress girls through
entertainment, when the girls give nothing back in return. If a girl (or anyone for that matter) is being
a bitch, just leave them alone or turn them into your own personal entertainment center. The only
person you should give a shit about while you're out in the field is yourself and your friends. If you
and your bros are having fun, then you're doing great.
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Day 17- Read A Book
9 upvotes | February 8, 2013 | by GaiusScaevolus | Link | Reddit Link

In order to be interesting, you need to be have something to talk about. In order to be refined and well
spoken, you need to know what you're talking about, and understand your subject in depth. Many of
the greatest men in history were also avid readers, This is not a coincidence.
Assignment: Read a book this week (on any topic). Then, read two in the following two weeks. From
now on, you should endeavor to read at least two books a month, ideally four or five.
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Day 18- Undertake a campaign
9 upvotes | February 13, 2013 | by GaiusScaevolus | Link | Reddit Link

First, to understand what I mean, read Roosh's piece on campaigns;
http://www.rooshv.com/what-is-your-campaign Men look at the situation, develop a plan, and
proactively work to solve the problem.
Challenge: Over the next 6 weeks, do one of the following:
-Learn a second language to conversational fluency.
-Increase your max. bench by 50lbs+
-Take 3 minutes of your best time for running a mile
-Do 100 approaches
-Become an expert on a new topic
-Learn a useful skill (i.e, engine repair, computer programming, hunting, etc)
Tell us all which one you're choosing. Report back in six weeks with the results.
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Ask BaM Monday
9 upvotes | September 30, 2013 | by GaiusScaevolus | Link | Reddit Link

Ask away.
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Ask BaM Monday
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Ask 'em if you got 'em.
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Ask BaM Monday
9 upvotes | November 19, 2013 | by GaiusScaevolus | Link | Reddit Link

Got questions? Ask 'em. Got answers? Share 'em.
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Help me on the road to becoming a man!
9 upvotes | December 18, 2013 | by [deleted] | Link | Reddit Link

I am currently in a place where I am improving at a modest rate but I want to know how I can
squeeze in more activities/hobbies/social interaction and I'd like to hear your thoughts. I'll try to give
you as much details about my situation as I can without risking any personal information.
I'm 5"8' measure at 210 pounds, early 20's with a receding hair-line and a glorious ginger beard. I am
by no means "hot" but I make up for it in confidence in my approach to women. I estimate my
bodyfat to be somewhere around 26-27% and I can see moobs starting to develop (I am in the process
of destroying these bad boys!). I am lucky to have very masculine, strong shoulders and a bit of
muscle in each department but nothing too fancy. I currently try to Jog at least twice a week with
cardio sessions afterwards and weight training (I'm not particularly disciplined yet on how many
Reps/weights I keep).
I work a steady 9-5 job mon-fri with decent prospects for promotion in the future however my job
requires me to be sat for a large part of the day, I play guitar/sing, I can cook a range of dishes, have a
Bachelors degree and I can approach women easily and deal well with shit-tests.
I know I need to make a more rigid workout routine but what can you suggest I do to get on a faster
track to getting fit? I'm currently on the Paleo diet and have cut down my intake by quite a lot. Are
there some hobbies I should be perusing? I go out on a Tuesday for weekly Poker night and go out
most weekends clubbing.
Any advice would be great.
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Chest Hair
9 upvotes | February 12, 2014 | by mbillion | Link | Reddit Link
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Bench press or push-ups?
9 upvotes | March 24, 2014 | by exoduslife | Link | Reddit Link
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Calluses Ripped. hands hurt. Help...
9 upvotes | May 9, 2014 | by [deleted] | Link | Reddit Link
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A tip to improve your fighting prowess
9 upvotes | September 11, 2014 | by NewTRPer | Link | Reddit Link

Obligatory long time lurker, I decided to make an account and join the RP community more actively
since I have learned a lot from you guys.
Anyway, what I want to say in this post is: learn fencing. I have been fencing for over a decade at a
pretty high level, and I have also practiced other combat sports (where you actually get to punch
someone).
I have found that fencing teaches you certain necessary insights into a fight - as well as some theory
of fighting - better than almost any other combat sport. Because of a very specific focus in fencing on
speed and tempo and distance you very quickly, even at a low level, learn those very well. This will
then very quickly flow into your abilities regarding boxing or taekwondo or whatever you happen to
be into, and it will improve aspects of your fighting prowess that you didn't even realise could use
some improving.
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Trying to write a letter for my brother
9 upvotes | September 24, 2014 | by chrisyfari | Link | Reddit Link

Hey guys, My younger brother is leaving for college on thursday. I tried to get days off to drive him
out there and give him some advice on the drive there but unfortunately I couldn't since I also go to
school and have a 60 hr work week, so Im trying to write him a letter with some advice now that he's
going to be away and on his own for the first time. I would appreciate any suggestions on the topics
that should cover in it. I chose to ask in this sub since it's given me a lot of good advice. Thanks
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Alpha Anthems - Rock Edition
9 upvotes | October 10, 2014 | by LazarusTRP | Link | Reddit Link

Just got home from the bars. Still drunk as fuck. But check this out – I tried a fun little PUA social
experiment tonight. I am as amazed as you will be by this shit fellas. I swear, sometimes it feels like
the red pill can’t be real because it’s just too good…
So I am out with my boy and we are hitting the bars. We meet up with my boy’s live-in girlfriend
who is at a particular bar with 2 of her girlfriends. Me and my buddy had already stopped for a brew
at a previous bar, a 10% ale that left me feeling quite daffy before we even meet the girls. We walk in
and I am already buzzed. I know one of the other girls (eh), but the other I think is new – she is latina,
a HB8-9. So I introduce myself and say, “Nice to meet you.”
Apparently I had already met this broad previously, a fact which she instantly reminded me of.
“Um…we have met before” said the girl in a bitchful tone. Emboldened by the red pill and a strong
ale, I replied, “Ya well, good to see ya anyways.” I then went back to having a blast with my buddy
and didn’t pay her much attention for about an hour.
Apparently she had a boyfriend, who joined us an hour later. This fucker was too broke to buy a beer
so I bought him one, being I was 4 in myself at that point and feeling generous (but not to ladies,
don’t worry). Anyways after her Herb arrived, another one of my buddies arrived. A big alpha fucker
who I guess helped additionally qualify me in this chick’s eyes. The bar was closing. My buddy’s girl
had headed home while I was pissing. The chick’s boyfriend was Beta-fully trying to whisper-force
her into calling it a night. But I had a feeling. The eye contact. A couple of shit tests. I decided to tell
her, “we are heading to another bar – you should join us.” As I said “you should join us,” I slid my
finger down the length of her exposed arm for some bold kino. I paid my bill, killed my beer and
walked out with my 2 boys following witout looking back. I had no idea if the broad would follow us
to the next bar, especially since her boyfriend had said he wanted to go home several times. When we
arrived at the next bar, the broad and her guy were about 10 feet behind us, based on when they
walked in after us. I smirked to myself. I am a piece of shit, no doubt, but I had no illusions about
anything happening with this girl (tonight, haha). But like I said, the red pill lit was making me itch.
So I went to pee. As I stood there drunkenly peeing, I was hit with an experiment/field test– I am
going to go back to our group’s table and sit down for a minute. Then I am going to go approach the
table of 4 cute girls (and no dudes) that was across from us, all by myself without any warning to my
buddies. The experiment portion was this – I guessed that if I was right and this chick was into me,
she would take my demonstration of my SMV in front of her as a challenge and start making out with
her boyfriend, in an attempt to make me jealous. I finished pissing, rejoined the group, set my frame
and then cold approached 4 cute chicks at the table across from us. One of the girls seemed somewhat
receptive, but the other 3 straight iced me out. I held my frame and got the one receptive girl to smile
and laugh a little. All told I was there about a minute. Once I knew it was not likely to advance, I said
“nice to meet you” and headed back to my table. Guess what I saw? HAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHA
She was all over her boyfriend like a Tijuana hooker. [Edit: I forgot to mention she had not made any
PDA with her bf at any other part of the night before this moment; hell, she didn't even kiss him hello
when he arrived. Second, my buddy told me they have been together for 2 years and he has never,
ever seen this girl makeout with her Herb before and my bro sees this couple out at bars all the time.]
I headed outside for a smoke. They left a moment later. I could tell she was going to go home and
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fuck his brains out. I was happy for the dude. I almost said, “enjoy yourself, buddy.” But I restrained
myself. That dude was going to go home and have the best fuck of his life tonight. But his girl will be
thinking about me…
Don’t stop believing brothers, the red pill is real!
++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
Ok, so put this mix on when you are getting up in the morning and driving to work or while you are
working out. This is great music to help you set your frame, to get in a mental state of KNOWING
YOU ARE THE FUCKING BOSS. Get yourself psyched out before you head out. Just try it. I think
you’ll see it helps set your Frame in fucking cement. You start warming up like fucking Goku in the
training room. By the time you get to work/school/gym, you are putting out The Vibe. Try it, I
wouldn’t lie to you fuckers…
“Believe and achieve”, “fake it til’ you make it.” Words to live by. Most of these songs are up tempo,
but some might not work for you at the gym, depending on what you are doing. Still great for
psyching yourself up before a meeting at work, starting your day or heading to meet a lady at a bar.
Not the One, Black Keys
No one loves me & neither do I, Them Crooked Vultures
Speaking Tongues, Eagles of Death Medal
Where Eagles Dare, Misfits
Ode to Clarissa, Queens of the Stone age
Them Shoes, Patrick Sweany
All the Same, Josh Homme
Gimmie all your lovin – ZZ Top (Pretty much anything by ZZ Top)
Sharp Dress Man, ZZ Top
Legs, ZZ Top
Tush, ZZ Top
You Shook me all night long, AC/DC (Pretty much anything by AC/DC)
Im Bad, Im nationwide, ZZ Top
Love is not enough, Nine inch nails
Only, Nine Inch Nails
The Boss, James Brown ((Pretty much anything by James Brown)
Little Sister, Queens of the Stone Age
Kick Start my heart, Motley Crue
Boys are back in town, Thin Lizzy
Rock and Roll aint noise pollution, ACDC
New noise, Refused
Any suggestions are greatly appreciated, except you know, pussy shit like Weezer. My goal is finding
more songs with lyrics about pussy, drugs/alcohol/ the devil, general ownage, cad-like hijinks, and
“boys will be boys” type shit. No mushy feelings, tender moments or anything resembling
“yearning.”
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Hip hop was a lot easier, so much lyrical badassery and Alpha mindsets. Hip Hop post and techno
post to follow (queue the “how is techno gonna be aggro without lyrics?” fuck you, that’s how).
Suggestions are greatly needed; I am getting tired of listening to these!
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A Mental Vomit + Questions About Sex, Confidence, and
Fitness
9 upvotes | October 23, 2014 | by Pott_Manley | Link | Reddit Link

First an intro I feel I must get out. I've been up all night reading about TRP. A slow mental IV drip if
you will. And it's left me with...powerful feelings and thoughts inside that I must express NOW. Its
almost like an urge to vomit (in a GOOD way...a cleansing way). Bear with me I just need to get it
out. K? K.
21
I've not only swallowed the blue pill, I've fucking overdosed. Time to break out the activated carbon
and stomach pump.
I was...and overall continue to be...the epitome of omega. I put the pussy on the highest pedestal, so
much so that I feel wrong or creepy for as much as talking to a girl or even looking her in the eye. I
just got finished reading The Story of the Reformed Incel, and so much of what he said and
experienced is where I am at right now. But I feel I am at a cusp...and am thankfully reaching it 8
years earlier than he did.
Slowly but surely a new energy is growing in me...a force breaking through the thick layers of mental
propaganda posters the misandrist dominant culture has put on me. Slowly but surely I've begun to
take a "Go my own way attitude" to not just women, but life in general. On top of the frustration of
being an incel (but not kissless, to borrow a term from 4chan) virgin, I've also faced some general life
struggles, including my family facing bankruptcy, foreclosure, and having to drop out of college due
to these money problems...and its all left me disillusioned with the world. I'm tired of being drop
kicked by a world I've mindlessly served my whole life, only to have it all taken away...and my most
basic needs denied.
I am Jack's Raging Bile Duct. I am Jack's Cold Sweat. I Am Jack's Complete Lack of Surprise I Am
Jack's Smirking Revenge. I Am Jack's Broken Heart
The world doesn't give a shit about me, so why give a shit about the world?
In the few changes I've made so far, I can already tell some changes. Before I used to live about 6
separate lives to keep up appearances for 6 separate groups of people. I would even avoid liking
certain pages on Facebook out of fear of people seeing that I liked a page on their news feeds. I'm
slowly condensing myself down into the one actual life I live. If I lose friends over what I like, fuck
em. I don't need to be wasting my time trying to please people who can't stand the real me.
I've also begun to wear clothes I ACTUALLY want to wear rather than what I feel people "want" me
to wear. I wear more black, I wear these industrial boots wherever I go. Sometimes I wear a thick
black choker. Why? Because I like it that way. I used to hide pictures of myself on Facebook. Now
my profile picture is me in my punk clothes, sipping a beer and throwing the horns.
And almost immediately these two girls who I was balls deep in the friend zone with seem to be
changing their tune. Gonna be seeing one of them on Halloween at a rave. Lets see how she likes the
new me, not the me I was told to be.
And just in general I already feel less stressed going my own way (in general). Keeping up
appearances and trying to conform to society's thumb on my gender is mentally, emotionally, and
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spiritually taxing. To live by your own creed, to finally be able to say "no" or "I don't care" and
actually stand up for what I believe and want is both empowering and stress relieving.
PHEW Now that thats out of the way, onto the point of this thread.
The blue pill has robbed me of my sexual nature. The blue pill and 8 years of Catholic school (nuns
are the worst kind of women). Literally I cannot comprehend what its like to be with a woman
sexually. I cannot mentally imagine myself actually performing the act if sex. It just feels...foreign.
As if I can not comprehend and acknowledge that I am a sexual being. The thought of fucking
someone just feels...wrong...like something I am physically incapable of doing. I know it might sound
dumb, but I have been watching a lot of PoV porn lately, not so much for arousal, as much as kind of
a simulation, if you will. A form of mental training in an attempt to comprehend what the act of sex is
like.
HOW do I regain, acknowledge, and act on my sexual nature?
Also, while I may have been getting more female attention, it seems, I still suffer from crippling
gynophobia (fear of women). Again, like I said before, I have trouble even looking girls in the eyes
sometimes. The fear has been drilled into me THAT MUCH. Every time I attempt to talk to a girl,
even a 3 or a 4, that little blue pill junkie voice in my head keeps coming back with the same old
thoughts.

"You're a creepy piece of shit" (This voice has convinced me I'm inherently creepy)
"You're just annoying her"
"She doesn't want to talk to you"
"You can't do this"
"You're not a good enough man, you can't compete"
"What if she has a boyfriend? She has to, you're just asking to get your ass kicked"

And all kinds of other "She's WAAY above you, don't even bother" voices in my head that make me
feel subhuman in the presence of anything with two X chromosomes.
HOW DO I EXCISE THIS VOICE FROM MY HEAD ONCE AND FOR ALL?!
Also one last question, about fitness. Mass or leanness? I'm only 5'7", so too much muscle would
make me look out of proportion IMO. I'd much rather go for a lean, swimmers type look. What is
TRP's opinion of this?
Last but not least, I just want to say I am so grateful I found this community. It might save my life,
literally.
PS: Sorry if this is in the wrong section. It probably belongs in a limbo between here and AskTRP.
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A little help please.
9 upvotes | December 13, 2014 | by yawaworht3210 | Link | Reddit Link

I lurk here but am using a throw away for this post.
After a lot of reflection I've realized that all my life I've developed very feminine habits.
At first I thought I was gay but I really am not attracted to men in that way. I've had girlfriends in the
past and relationships where I really fell hard and got hurt. I was then and still am now, very much
attracted to the opposite sex.
What I've realized though, is that to other people my feminine habits make me come across as gay
and as a result, my image has suffered.
I've come to this sub looking for help to correct this. I'm willing to answer any questions you may
have. I just want to become a man.
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Starting the program
9 upvotes | February 22, 2015 | by evilindy | Link | Reddit Link

Today is my day 1. Just signed up for the gym around the corner from my place. Tomorrow I hit the
gym...early.
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Strategic agility
9 upvotes | March 21, 2015 | by [deleted] | Link | Reddit Link

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/OODA_loop
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Teach me how to use my anger to improve
9 upvotes | April 6, 2015 | by ohsnapt | Link | Reddit Link

Cross post I am on my phone
http://www.reddit.com/r/manprovement/comments/31kmjn/teach_me_how_to_use_my_anger_as_a_
catalyst/
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Use your body language for success in business and career, Part
2
9 upvotes | July 10, 2015 | by ChuckFreeman | Link | Reddit Link

http://alphanextdoor.com/use-your-body-language-for-success-in-business-and-career-part-2/
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3 Reasons Every Man Should Craft His Own Style
9 upvotes | November 24, 2015 | by delasjefe | Link | Reddit Link

http://www.howtobeast.com/craft-your-style/
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I'm just miserable, and I can't even take the first step to start
changing.
9 upvotes | January 28, 2016 | by babbab55 | Link | Reddit Link

Hi everyone. I know, I should sound like a whiny bitch. I've talked to some people already, and I
know what I need to do, but I feel so low that I can't seem to get myself to take the first step. This
lingering ache of self doubt is hanging over my head. Any advice?
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Good manly interests/hobbies
9 upvotes | January 31, 2016 | by framednblamed | Link | Reddit Link

What are some good interests and hobbies to take up that are both manly and interesting to the
opposite sex? I've recently decided to take up martial arts, for instance. But I'm trying to think of
things that stand out.
Also, what are good movies and music to like? For instance, I am a huge Star Wars fan. But I perhaps
don't want to say that until the 4th date or something. So what can I say that stands out? I, for one,
think "Fight Club" is kind of cliche. As for music, I don't really like popular music. I find rap
tolerable at times, but would rather listen to rock or classical. And honestly, most of the times I am
driving, I am listening to talk radio. Is that a little too nerdy?
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Connections over the internet are mostly shallow. Is it even
possible to find digital camaraderie?
9 upvotes | March 4, 2016 | by babbab55 | Link | Reddit Link

I've been trying to look at the manosphere for some male friends, but for the most part they've been
fleeting, or I can't even find a connection. I guess it's like online dating, you can't make a connection
unless another human being is in front of you.
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Monk Mode - Week 5
9 upvotes | June 23, 2016 | by youssarian | Link | Reddit Link

We're in the fifth week since my original declaration to undergo monk mode. Let's see what's
happened.

Focus on three main hobbies: reading, writing, programming
Finished Prelude to Foundation. Starting Forward the Foundation tomorrow. Enjoying
Asimov's writing style.
Writing: it's been a bit erratic but I'm getting it done where I can.
Programming: progress is really slow.

Reading RP literature:
Finally finished The Book of Pook. Starting The Rational Male tomorrow, with The
Charisma Myth following.

Pook seems big on the mindset of "You don't need to keep reading, you already
know what to do, go do it!"
One of his posts that sticks out the most to me is the "Date Yourself" one. In it he
basically says, "You don't know where to take her on a date to have fun, because
you never go anywhere to have fun!" and suggests you "date yourself" - take
yourself to some fun places first - so you know where to take her.

Haven't done much with the blogs. I'm not going to pursue this further, as reading blogs
isn't really my thing.

Cutting junk social media
I don't know if this really needs addressing. Sure I dick around on Facebook and Twitter
a bit, but it's not like I have the tabs constantly open. Plus using the smaller lists reduces
my information overload. For now it may be more pertinent to focus my energies in
adding more productive activities, instead of just trying to refrain from something.

Physical activity
Nothing to report
I'm striking a deal with you guys right now. Come August, once I'm in my apartment, I'm
going to set up a routine to use the recreational complex near my apartment. I'll pay for a
pass if I need to.

Physical discomfort
Frankly, I'm getting more of than my fair share of this, and will continue to do so for as
long as I'm home.
Fapped three times.

Overall
Why am I doing this, again? I want to be better as a person, as a male. I want to be able to actually
approach women with romantic/sexual interest, to date them. I want to know what it's like to be a
sexual person and have a sexual relationship.
My reading, writing, and programming. Sure the progress in those may be slow and at times unstable,
but it's at least happening. And over time the rewards will come. People may be impressed by me
having the iron will to work on these things for three hours every day, but that's not what they really
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care about. They just want to see the end product. And all I want to see is the end product. Whether it
takes two weeks or two months, it'll happen eventually, and that's what matters the most to me. These
contribute to the quality of my lifestyle and even if I miss a day or two of writing or coding, the
overall habit is still there.
The social media thing... what the fuck else is there to do during the day? With how few weeks I'm
still going to be home, it's not like I could get hired anywhere. Maybe freelancing is an option.
Putting Things into Action
I've been reading, reading, reading. I've learned a lot of information. But right now it's just trivia, and
that bothers me. I don't just want to absorb this information. I want to act on it. And that's daunting
because I'm pretty much starting from square one with this stuff. I have a good idea what I need to
do, though. I'm going to muse on this for a couple days, then I'll get back to you guys on it.
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Any experience with Viagra or Cialis?
9 upvotes | August 1, 2016 | by FamousRelax | Link | Reddit Link

Any experience with Viagra or Cialis?
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My Interview Podcast with MAGAPod (The Red Pill,
Masculinity, Female Nature, Men's Rights, and More)
9 upvotes | August 9, 2016 | by [deleted] | Link | Reddit Link

http://www.redpilldoctor.com/magapod-interviews-red-pill-mens-rights/
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BBC: French woman violently murders her husband. She
blames the dead husband. She walks away free
9 upvotes | December 29, 2016 | by bigeyedbunny | Link | Reddit Link

http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/38453867
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Directory | TheFamilyAlpha
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How to start the Ketogenic diet, advanced tips, supplements
and more…
9 upvotes | February 12, 2018 | by ChuckFreeman | Link | Reddit Link
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How to Spot & Avoid Estrogen to Live Fully F*kken
Optimized! Tanei Ricks
9 upvotes | May 9, 2018 | by Rugby11 | Link | Reddit Link

1: Using products w/ activated charcoal - dose: up to 2 tbsp 2: Avoid plastics & keep them out of
sunlight 3: Be careful of hot showers (use shower filter if possible) 4: Distilled water if you can’t
afford reverse osmosis 5: Put activated charcoal in water & filter again Supplements: 6: Turmeric
(take w/ fat) - Jay takes 6g 7: Zinc 8: Magnesium (magnesium depletion huge factor for hormones,
irregular heartbeats - lose w/ exercise) 9: Ginger [as well as other East Indian herbs/spices] 10:
Glutathione levels - {potentially coffee enemas} - Milk thistle - Do NOT take whole glutathione -
body cannot absorb - NAC
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XUjxWp-AUCI
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That Which Does Not Kill Us, Makes Us Stronger
9 upvotes | May 26, 2018 | by Socialinception | Link | Reddit Link

Pain, suffering, stress, these are the great obstacles to our
personal happiness. If we could eliminate all forms of pain in
our life, everything would be so much better. Or would it?

Nietzsche famously said, “That which does not kill us, makes us stronger.” Sounds profound, to be
sure, but is it a philosophy we should use to guide our lives, or is it just something that sounds cool?
Maverick scientists have found the answer to this question, and the implications of their research is
potentially life-changing. These are the kind of findings that we rarely hear about, because what
you’re about to learn challenges the fundamental assumptions our culture makes about what it takes
to be happy and successful.

The Importance of Pain

If you were to simplify human behavior to its most basic roots, it would be stated like this: We seek
pleasure and avoid pain. We chase good food, money, and sex because getting those things gives us
pleasure. We avoid conflict, fire, and our in-laws to avoid pain.
Seek pleasure, avoid pain – it’s an elegant system. . . except that it often fails us. Those things that
give us pleasure in the moment lead to long-term pain. Conversely, those things that cause us pain in
the moment, lead to long-term pleasure.
Eating fast food feels good in the moment, but it has a negative impact on our long-term health.
Smoking cigarettes feels good in the moment, but it’s the number 1 cause of avoidable deaths in
America.
On the other hand, going to the gym is uncomfortable when we first start, but it has numerous
benefits to our long-term health and well-being. Similarly, asking your crush out on a date can be
extremely anxiety provoking, but it could lead to a meaningful relationship.
We seek pleasure and avoid pain, but to create a better life tomorrow, we must accept pain today. We
are hard-wired to avoid pain at all costs. That’s why 70% of Americans are overweight (according to
the CDC), and that’s also why 480,000 Americans die due to smoking every year.
To live a good life, we must re-wire our relationship to pain so that pain is not something we avoid,
it’s something we embrace. That’s why Nietzsche said, “That which does not kill us, makes us
stronger.”

How Marshmallows Predict Long-Term Success

The Stanford marshmallow experiment is one of the most influential bodies of psychological research
of all time. In these studies Psychologist Walter Mischel found that one particular trait is more
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connected to long-term success than even your intelligence score.
In this series of studies, Walter Mischel had young children make seemingly innocuous choices. For
example, in one study, children could either eat one marshmallow immediately, or wait fifteen
minutes to be rewarded with two marshmallows later.
The children were being tested for their ability to resist the temptation for an immediate reward to
gain a larger reward in the near future.
Many of the children caved in to their desire for instant gratification. Some were able to hold out and
earn the two-marshmallow prize.
No, this study wasn’t about torturing kids, it was about measuring self-control (AKA willpower).
Mischel wanted to see if the children who were able to delay their gratification for 15 minutes would
have different life outcomes than those who could not.
Over the next 40 years, the children who took part in the marshmallow experiment were measured in
terms of their SAT scores, their level of education, their body mass index, among other things.
The children who were able to wait 15 minutes for the two-marshmallow reward scored an average of
210 points higher on their SAT’s, had a substantially higher level of educational attainment, made
more money, and had a lower body mass index than those who could not.
That’s right, a child’s ability to wait 15 minutes for a second marshmallow played a bigger role in
their educational success than did their intelligence scores.
The Stanford Marshmallow experiment was measuring willpower, which in layman’s terms is
defined as our ability to accept short-term pain, for a long-term gain. Willpower helps us accomplish
two important tasks:

It allows us to resist temptations (I.E. The temptation to smoke a cigarette).1.
It allows us to do something that is uncomfortable in the short-term (I.E. Going to the gym).2.

Psychologist Roy Baumeister made a fascinating discovery about willpower that can help guide us
towards success and happiness.
Baumeister found that willpower acts like a muscle. When you lift weights, you exhaust your
muscles, but they grow back stronger than before. Willpower works exactly the same way, you only
have a limited supply of it, but the more you use it, the stronger your willpower becomes.
Having a strong willpower is extremely beneficial. According to research, willpower is not only the
key to losing weight and accomplishing your goals, but people with strong willpower are also less
prone to anxiety and depression and are better at maintaining strong relationship with others.
And all these benefits are accessible to anyone, even if you weren’t born with a strong willpower,
because you can train your willpower like a muscle.
If you want to train your willpower, the best strategy is similar to effective muscle building. Your
goal should be to stretch your willpower, not break it. If you’d never been to the gym before, and you
wanted to build muscle, you wouldn’t start by trying to bench press 200 pounds, to do so would only
get you crushed.
Similarly, if you want to build willpower, you must set goals that aren’t too overwhelming.
Otherwise, you’ll just burn out and give up.
Here’s a few examples of activities that can help you build willpower:
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- Meditation
- Following a diet
- Taking cold showers
- Exercising
- Creative work
- Practicing an instrument
- Quitting a bad habit
- Etc.
Anything that requires you to embrace short-term pain for a long-term gain will build your
willpower. Just like the pain of lifting weights will build your muscle, the pain of giving up sugar,
will build your willpower.
And willpower is a universal resource, meaning the same willpower you use to resist the temptation
to eat sugar, will also help you stick to a fitness regimen. Building willpower in one area of your life
will help you exercise self-control in all areas of your life. Which, according to the research scientists
like Walter Mischel and Roy Baumeister, will lead to a richer, more successful existence
That’s why, “That which does not kill us, makes us stronger.”
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Recommended Reads II
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Dating Study: At What Age Are Men, Women Most Desirable?
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why-women-henpeck-men-secrets-of-the-henhouse-sisterhood
9 upvotes | November 14, 2018 | by Rugby11 | Link | Reddit Link
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standing up to bullies even after highschool?
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Traveling with class and efficiency
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Glossary - The Blackdragon Blog What does BD mean?
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Reach Out And Help Someone Else During The Holiday Season
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7 Years of Pride: Happy Birthday to Bold and Determined
8 upvotes | November 19, 2017 | by Rugby11 | Link | Reddit Link
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Great Deeds Of Valor From The Fourth Crusade
8 upvotes | November 13, 2017 | by Rugby11 | Link | Reddit Link
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Day 14 - Get on a 5-6000 calorie diet for 2 weeks.
8 upvotes | January 26, 2013 | by [deleted] | Link | Reddit Link

A lot of ectomorphs (like me) out there have trouble putting on weight, and they come up with lame
excuses to cover their shortcomings:

"I work out a ton and don't put on weight!"
"I eat a lot but don't put on weight!"

The truth is, most ectomorphs only have one problem, they don't eat enough. You can not put on
weight if you don't get enough calories and enough protein. You need a good balance of
macronutrients in your diet: protein, carbs, and fats (especially mono-unsaturated, think nuts,
avocado, olive oil, and free range meat).
I challenge you to try eating 6000 calories a day, everyday for two weeks. If you can achieve this,
then you'll know what it's like to eat a lot and you'll understand how lame that second excuse is.
Here's a short plan to get it done:

Meal 1: Muesli, fruit, 1 liter of whole milk, protein shake, 1-2 clips of raw broccoli (7AM)
Meal 2: Nuts, avocado, 1 liter of whole milk (9:30AM)
Meal 3: Rice, Chicken, 1 liter of whole milk (12PM)
Meal 4: Nuts, sweet potato, 1 stalk of asparagus (3PM)
Meal 5: Fish (pacific salmon), bread, all natural peanut butter, 2 kale leafs (sanchu)
Meal 6: Nuts, 1 liter of whole milk, protein shake

One thing about this diet is, you had better get your ass in the gym 5-6 days a week, because you're
going to have a shit ton of energy you need to burn off. With 2 protein shakes a day, nuts, milk and
meat in your diet, you'll hit your protein marks easily.
Last, don't do this for longer than a few weeks, it can be pretty tiring.
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Week 5.1 Take A Shot & Get Shot Down
8 upvotes | February 22, 2013 | by GaiusScaevolus | Link | Reddit Link

One of the toughest parts of approaching women is what we refer to as approach anxiety, or AA.
What AA really amounts to is fear of getting rejected. For some males, this is a crippling fear that
stunts their inner alpha potential, and by extension, their sex life. AA is not something you cure, but
you can build a tolerance so that you learn to ignore your fear. Eventually, you will even be able to
turn your AA into a strength, and use it to energize your approaches.
Weekend Challenge: Approach 25 women this weekend with the express purpose of getting rejected.
This will help you learn that rejection isn't fatal or even really personal. Build your tolerance to AA
and let your fear make you stronger.
Post results here in the comments.
EDIT: Attempt to get rejected in your opener or the next 5 minutes of conversation. If you get past
this point, you may convert to an actual #,k, or f close attempt.
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Muscle Tremors: When do they stop?
8 upvotes | February 25, 2014 | by TheRedPrivilege | Link | Reddit Link

Hello BaM.
I started serious strength training about a month ago and do 3/4 hours a week of gym. At the minute
I'm trying to incorporate cardiovascular into my strength training as I need to drop at least 20lb of fat
but I've found that even after a month of weight lifting I still get tremors in my arms and legs during
bicep curls, goblet squarts, deadlifts, etc.
I'm not doing any super intense training (the most I can bench at the end of my 5x5 set is ~170lb) and
22lb in each dumbbell for working on triceps and biceps. What can I do to help stabilize my arms or
will control over my muscles develop with training?
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Help becoming my own person.
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My 18 year old brother is leaving for college next month and I
want to send him off with a 'college survival kit'. What are
some essentials I should include? (ex. the book 'Models')
8 upvotes | July 18, 2014 | by destrucdave | Link | Reddit Link
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Alpha Anthems - Hip Hop Edition
8 upvotes | October 10, 2014 | by LazarusTRP | Link | Reddit Link

As promised, here is a playlist of Hip hop songs that fit the same criteria – songs that get you in a
frame of BEING THE BOSS.
Again, these are great songs for psyching yourself up before a meeting at work, starting your day or
heading to meet a lady at a bar. Suggestions are appreciated. Good luck, its Friday so hit the gym
after work and then go get LAID!
Aint no fun (if the homies cant have none), Snoop Dogg
As the world turns ,Eminem
Til I collapse, Eminem
Fastlane, Bad Meets Evil
Hate it or Love it, Game and 50 Cent
Hustle Hard remix, Ace Hood, Weezy and Rick Ross
Niggas in Paris, Jay-z & Kanye
Whats the Difference, Dr Dre
99 problems, Jay-z
Everyday im hustling, Rick Ross
Change Clothes and go, Jay-Z
Brush your shoulders off, Jay-Z
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Achieving balance between authenticity and competitiveness?
8 upvotes | October 29, 2014 | by [deleted] | Link | Reddit Link

I've always been (and think I still am) a competitive person. I've recently started to try being a little
bit more authentic, and, consequently, a little bit more vulnerable. I kinda like it, but I also enjoy
appearing to others as I'm indestructible; for example, when I'm around toxic people. I feel that, there
are two versions of me: the competitive one and the authentic one.
I don't know how to balance both in a healthy way, be it with family, at work, with friends, with my
SO, etc.
Just wanted to know your thoughts on this.
Thanks!
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Neighborhood seems to have gone to shit
8 upvotes | December 13, 2014 | by IntoTheFade5 | Link | Reddit Link

So last night I saw this gangsterish guy with tattoos all over his body at the local 24 hour food place
with his lackeys. He asked me if I was alone, I lied badly saying I was there with family and left asap.
Today I was coming back from my night run and there was this van parked in the lane between my
apartment and the adjacent mall.
There was this guy in a beanie leaning out the window beckoning me with a phone held out showing
a map of sorts. At first I moved closer, thinking he wanted directions, but then I recalled yesterday
and my mind went into overdrive- why the hell are his windows tinted completely black? Why the
hell is a shady looking guy beckoning me to his van in the middle of the night?
So I just went 'Sorry,' and ran diagonally away from the vehicle. He barked/yelled something at me
and I heard someone drop something. I turned mid-run and realized someone had been behind me,
and had dropped a 2l bottle. Then I just ran straight home.
Did I nearly just get abducted? My mind is full of fuck. How do I handle this- what do I do?
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Role Model/Mentor?
8 upvotes | July 31, 2015 | by [deleted] | Link | Reddit Link

Hey guys,
So brief background info: I'm 21, heading to college for my final year in the Fall, then returning to
the company I'm interning at this year full-time.
My parent's are divorced and I grew up without a good male role model (dad was always gone and
had cheated on my mom) so that obviously led to some psychological issues and dating issues: was
stuck on my high school ex for 2 years, get friendzoned frequently, etc.
Now that I'm about to start the rest of my 20's, how would I go about finding a good mentor? I'll be
on the old side at college, so this is more just when I start full time. A lot of the guys i work with tend
to be fairly old (like in their 40's) but there are some younger people around.
Aside from that, I'm trying to read up on how to not be such a nice guy anymore, work on my
physical alpha-ness (diet, exercise, lift), and be more aware of the crazy girls I'm surrounded by
sometimes
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How do you learn effective communication?
8 upvotes | April 6, 2016 | by j-pHil | Link | Reddit Link

Its come to my awareness that alot of my current frustrations stem from not being able to express
myself and connect with people on a deeper level. I get to interact with a lot of people on a daily
basis. I've noticed that most of my interactions even with propulsive known for years is entirely
superficial. Its really frustrating. I'm also horrible at small talk. Has anybody else gone through this?
Any ideas?
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I wasted my time.
8 upvotes | May 12, 2016 | by delux_bg | Link | Reddit Link

I've read thousands of articles, posts on reddit, watched lots of motivation videos, RSD videos and
lately started reading books... BUT never took action, but if i did and i failed i never tried twice.
So when i went in the real world i didn't know how to apply all of this knowledge, i though i was
steps ahead, i though i was confident, my anxieties gone, people would respect me, I'd be masculine, i
wouldn't be made fun of, i wouldn't fail, i wouldn't be awkward, my ego would be satisfied and well
fed with all the good results... Nothing like that. I though the mistake was that i didn't read or watched
enough videos, so i kept doing the same. You may guess the result - zero.
I now realized i have nothing to lose, i fucking admit i suck, i was the shy bullied kid in high school, i
was nowhere close what you call "alpha" even when i thought i was after being familiar with what
"ALPHA" is, i was LYING to myself to feel better... I was putting on an act just because people on
reddit would say that's the right way to do it, it put so much pressure on me that i forgot what is to
live, have fun, have purpose and not being obsessed with the results in the first place.
I wasted my time and fooled myself with fairy tales and not taking REAL action, don't do the same.
As always, any comments, advice's and criticism are welcome.
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Today's Women Are Yesterday's Prostitutes - Social Matter
8 upvotes | August 5, 2016 | by [deleted] | Link | Reddit Link

http://www.socialmatter.net/2016/08/05/todays-women-yesterdays-prostitutes/
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Confidence goes up and down... all the time
8 upvotes | October 25, 2016 | by delux_bg | Link | Reddit Link

Lets say I'm looking foreward to certain events that are gonna happen in week or month from now on,
im very entustiatsic that i'll deal with every single and each one of them, as they aren't that important
and don't affect my life or my happiness(at least they shouln't). But i'm certain and confident i'm
gonna handle everything that comes my way.
But at times i get anoxious. I worry about whats gonna happen. I worry about not being able to
handle them, i lose all my confnidence. Same events, just different mindset. I get obessive and give
too many fucks. I worry about every single detail and everything that can go wrong. I feel i can not
survive it.
I can't really completely describe the entire process i'm going trough, so let me know if theres
something i can add.
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What is the most cost-effective way to be clean shaven?
8 upvotes | January 9, 2017 | by solosolosolosolosolo | Link | Reddit Link

I live in London
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Critical Thinking The Citation Needed Fallacy
8 upvotes | July 27, 2017 | by Rugby11 | Link | Reddit Link

https://illimitablemen.com/2017/05/26/critical-thinking-the-citation-needed-fallacy
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Creating Your Slut | TheFamilyAlpha
8 upvotes | August 15, 2017 | by Rugby11 | Link | Reddit Link

https://thefamilyalpha.com/2015/12/30/creating-your-slut/
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The Review of Rational Male - Positive Masculinity You'll
Want to Read | Western Mastery
8 upvotes | August 31, 2017 | by Rugby11 | Link | Reddit Link

http://www.westernmastery.com/2017/08/29/review-rational-male-positive-masculinity-youll-want-r
ead/
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A framework for red-pill “therapy”
8 upvotes | September 26, 2017 | by Rugby11 | Link | Reddit Link

https://americandadweb.wordpress.com/2017/09/26/a-framework-for-red-pill-therapy/
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Why I am deeply grateful to feminists.
8 upvotes | October 19, 2017 | by Rugby11 | Link | Reddit Link

https://thesunshinethiryblog.com/2016/02/27/why-i-am-deeply-grateful-to-feminists/
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80/20 rule followup, masculine attractiveness analysis, and how
to fix a dysfunctional marriage
8 upvotes | October 19, 2017 | by Rugby11 | Link | Reddit Link

https://deepstrength.wordpress.com/2017/10/05/8020-rule-followup-masculine-attractiveness-analysi
s-and-how-to-fix-a-dysfunctional-marriage/
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Blue Pill Trauma | The Rational Male
8 upvotes | August 2, 2018 | by Rugby11 | Link | Reddit Link

https://therationalmale.com/2018/08/01/blue-pill-trauma
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Gendernomics: The 8Ps of Sexual Market Value
8 upvotes | September 21, 2017 | by Rugby11 | Link | Reddit Link

https://blacklabellogic.com/2017/09/21/gendernomics-the-8ps-of-sexual-market-value/
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Tom Torero Archive
8 upvotes | September 12, 2017 | by Rugby11 | Link | Reddit Link

https://tomtorero.com/archive/
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The Manipulated Man
8 upvotes | August 28, 2017 | by Rugby11 | Link | Reddit Link

http://www.naturalthinker.net/trl/texts/Vilar,Esther/The_manipulated_man.pdf
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The Best of The Rational Male Year Six
8 upvotes | August 23, 2017 | by Rugby11 | Link | Reddit Link
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Misperceptions of the Red Pill
8 upvotes | August 17, 2017 | by Rugby11 | Link | Reddit Link

https://therationalmale.com/2017/08/17/misperceptions-of-the-red-pill/
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How to be Alpha with women.
8 upvotes | December 7, 2017 | by ChuckFreeman | Link | Reddit Link

http://alphanextdoor.com/how-to-be-alpha-with-women/
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The Thotarchy Theory Of Asshole Game
8 upvotes | October 27, 2017 | by Rugby11 | Link | Reddit Link

https://heartiste.wordpress.com/2017/10/26/the-thotarchy-theory-of-asshole-game/
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The Trident of Masculinity
8 upvotes | October 22, 2017 | by Rugby11 | Link | Reddit Link

https://thefamilyalpha.com/2017/10/13/the-trident-of-masculinity/
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The Sacrifices You Make Won't Take Away From Your
Happiness
8 upvotes | March 1, 2021 | by AFriendlyTitan | Link | Reddit Link

Crosspost "Restricting Yourself Creates Happiness" from /r/FriendlyTitan:

We tend to view any form of restraint as “bad.”
We want to be able to swear when we want, play when we want, drink when we want, and rest when
we want.
We want the option to do whatever we want.
But do you remember how enjoyable eating out at McDonald’s was when you were younger? It was
like a treat that your mother allowed occasionally. And it was oh so sweet because it was not
common or easy to get.
And how wonderful weekends are! But when you’re on spring break or week-long vacation, the
feeling of being “free” feels less valuable than before.
Our brain thinks relatively. Our lives are defined by contrast.
Sure that makes sense, but we still hate restrictions being imposed on us. We would not like to go
back to our days of youth where we were confined by our parents.
But not if we choose to restrict ourselves. Not only are we strengthened by our own control over our
lives and ourselves, because we limit ourselves out of our own volition, it does not feel like we are
suffocating, or at the mercy of others.
Self restraint is the highest level of FREEDOM one can achieve. And it happens to give you the
greatest Happiness as well. If we can choose to eat M&M’s at any time. Then what would be
“special” is eating a whole box of M&M’s. Yet if our default state is to limit unhealthy sugar from
our body then an occasional pack of M&M’s a treat. And our mind and body will be all the better for
it.
Self-imposed limitations is what allows us to enjoy a sip of a gin and tonic without having to drain
half a bottle every day.
Living in deficit allows us to enjoy indulgence without destroying ourselves with excess.
So ask yourself what true freedom is. Is it the ability to get shitfaced every weekend or is it your
ability to choose when and how you enjoy yourself?
-FriendlyTitan

Posted by AFriendlyTitan | 1 March 2021 | Link
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Know Your Limitations, Don’t Be Icarus
8 upvotes | October 20, 2020 | by WekiTheDragon13 | Link | Reddit Link

https://thewolfwithkeyboard.wordpress.com/2020/10/20/know-your-limitations-dont-be-icarus/
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You are what you Consume, Do, and Believe
8 upvotes | December 11, 2017 | by Rugby11 | Link | Reddit Link

I hit 7,000 subscribers tonight for this email list. Thats A LOT of people.
I remember when I started this list, and was THRILLED when people even SIGNED UP for it. That
was a big deal.
"People are signing up to read what I write".
A little over a year later, this list is in thousands. That is cool, that is very very cool.
To commemorate this, Im sharing something I've not fully shared before. My personal philosophy to
living.
Most of you by now can likely identify that I value practically, application, simplicity. While I can
dive deeply into a subject, on a day to day basis, I prioritize tangible results and outcomes. My "Way
of Being" is no different.
This is not a philosophy of "why", but of HOW.
The Way...
This philosophy is based upon three meta archetypal concepts, which result in three principles, and
three praxioms (Pragmatic Axioms)
Spirituality-You become what you CONSUME, in all forms. Our lives our conceptualizations of
everything we have ever taken "into" us. Our spirituality, our sense of what makes up our reality, that
is manifest of EVERYTHING that has been stimulus to us, be it touch, words, teachings, sensations,
sight, and so on and so forth. Our subconscious and unconscious, which can be a far vaster world
than our physical one, its formed by the totality of our experiences, all of them.
Physicality-Life is ACTION. The realm of materialism is where time, memory, and moments all take
place. We recall our lives as series of events and happenings, we regard what is real by what can be
FELT.
Mentality-Meaning is found in INTENTION. We have the extraordinary power of sentience and this
allows us to think forward into the future of what MIGHT be and CAN be. We can create time as it
comes. Our mentality creates us and unmakes us in equal measure
The Principles

You are what you consume(Spirituality)- Everything you take into you will affect you/create1.
you. So pay attention on all levels to your environment and your consumption. This goes for
people, words, entertainment, books, ideas, culture, atmosphere, so on and so forth
Live according to Action, not feelings(Physicality)-How you live, and how you want to live,2.
and what you want to happen, all these things are dependent upon being set into motion. To
those who do, much shall be had, and to those who do not do, nothing shall be given. Your
emotionality is irrelevant to your reality if you find dissonance in your life.If your life is
discontent to you in any way, LIVE DIFFERENTLY. You cannot "think" anything into
existence without giving concrete form in the physical realm.
Be Purposeful, in everything (Mentality)-A purpose driven life is a good life. Acting3.
mindlessly, carelessly, with no intention to anything, that is always considered a wasted
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existence. Ignorance earns its own misery. Mankind since the dawn of time has sought to make
sense of mortality, and perhaps the only meaning that can be agreed upon is that to have
meaning is a good thing that serves living. We have gift the learning, we have the gift of seeing
into the future, we have the ability to make the future happen. Either you take that seriously, or
you do not.

The Praxioms
-Eat Clean Physically speaking, I consume a healthy diet of whole protein sources; beef, chicken, and
fish primarily. I eat so that I have great energy all the time. I eat in such a way that I believe my long
term health is as guaranteed as such things can possibly be. Sugar, processed, foods, fake fats, I keep
these zero to minimum in my diet. Beyond diet, I am very very judicious what I "consume" in all
other aspects. I don't put up with bullshit, I do not spend time with people I don't like, I don't go
places that I don't enjoy. I don't consume "outrage" media and get pissed over nothing. I keep my
consumption as "clean" as possible on all levels
-Live Lean -By living "lean", I don't engage and act in a way that encumbers me or ways me down. I
don't want excess fat on my body the same way I don't want wasted time and energy in my life. This
way of being comes with mistakes, of course, but overall I favor movement and usage of time, by
doing what is energizing, and avoiding what is not. This means I also maximize my sleep, and my
recovery, and I avoid things that cost me energy and sleep and negatively affect my performance in
any way shape or form.
Train Mean -In the gym, I train with clear intent and purpose.I train to be strong, muscular, and lean,
all the time, every day, 365 days a year. My training is driven by progression always. I follow my
AJAC Method, and I do not deviate from it. Nothing in the gym is aimless ever. I do not "workout"
needlessly, I do not have "throwaway" days where I mess around. Everything is for a purpose I view
all of life as 'training" in some fashion or another. I maximize my experiences the same way I
maximize the effects of my training. I remind myself to be grateful and do things with my full spirit
and focus. Even my aimlessness and wandering has intent to it. I don't waste days where nothing was
done. Something is always being done. And if you fuck with this in any way, I am mean about it.
FIN
And Talk again soon,
Alexander Iron Lion Creative Services 1215 15th Ave SW Los Angeles, California 90046
https://alexanderjuanantoniocortes.com/programs/
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What can I do to help my 12 years old brother?
8 upvotes | February 4, 2019 | by Rugby11 | Link | Reddit Link

What can I do to help my 12 years old brother?
9 points•11 comments•submitted 1 year ago by Asmtyuioop to r/JordanPeterson

Hey everyone,, I believe in this community most of us share a similar way of thinking so I chose to
seek guidance here,, I need an advice regarding my little brother,, we live in a chaotic house and
parents fighting all the time and no good male role model,, being his older sister I'm trying to help
him.. he is smart and loves to learn but the problem that he gets bored quickly so I'm thinking if there
are video games that he can learn from? or anything that can help? I'm planning to help him structure
his day since most of his time spent watching TV or playing video games!!!! Please share
ANYTHING you believe can be helpful!


Thank you in advance
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Miami University Hosts Training to Rid Students of Toxic
Masculinity | Breitbart
8 upvotes | August 12, 2019 | by Rugby11 | Link | Reddit Link

https://www.breitbart.com/tech/2019/08/12/miami-university-hosts-training-to-rid-students-of-toxic-
masculinity/
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Podcast #46 — Man Tools
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PTSD, infidelity, near suicide, saved by son
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PTSD, infidelity, near suicide, saved by son
21 points•5 comments•submitted 6 months ago by ELChangoPelon to r/Maps_of_Meaning

Listening to Rubin while on a bike ride.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QVK1CDeAXZI&feature=youtu.be&t=642
This man describes what we was going through and his desire to end his life. He says: “What did
keep me from doing it was my son … He’d be the one [to find me]”.
Peterson talks about taking deliberate action to go to the underworld to save our fathers, but I wonder
how many times fathers are saved by their sons without the sons knowing. Though i've not
experienced what this man has been through, I know I've been saved from my worst self by my own
children.
Not only do we need to rescue our fathers, but perhaps we also need to raise sons who can be there
for us when we unexpectedly find ourselves trapped leagues undersea in the belly of the beast.
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How to actually enjoy self-quarantine
8 upvotes | April 27, 2020 | by gnr9x | Link | Reddit Link

How to actually enjoy self-quarantine (Open the entire blog
post for a better read)

In the last weeks, you have probably stumbled upon some articles titled something like “SELF-
QUARANTINE : YOUR SURVIVAL GUIDE” or “HOW TO SURVIVE SELF-QUARANTINE”
and articles like these just elicit fear and anxiety among its readers. So I’ve decided to take another
approach, to change your perspective and encourage you to actually enjoy the remaining days of your
self-quarantine.
First and to ease your mind, allow me to point out that once you look beyond the fear and anxiety,
you will understand that there is an expiration date. You don’t know when, but you know there is
one. That alone will give you the strength to endure.  This is the power of impermanence.
I know as you’re going through it, it might not seem that way as there’s a natural human inclination
to think that whatever is going on is the way it’s always going to be. Obviously, that’s not the case.
This will be over again. It might be a few weeks, it might be a few months but it is going to end.
Allow me also to point out that you currently have one incredible asset in your possession that most
people usually don’t have in their lives which is time.
Time is maybe the one asset in life you can’t replace and we spend it usually running around going
paycheck to paycheck hustling and bustling… We have a period now where we don’t have a choice
but to have some time. We’re stuck at home and that is actually an incredible opportunity.
I am going to list a lot of action steps that I consider very important so you can choose the ones
you’re interested in and focus on them.
The idea is to get you doing those things and do as much relaxation or entertainment as you want.
That will be your reward! What’s important is that you enjoy your reward.
Let’s get right to it...


Be kind

Take 15 minutes from your day to call your grandparents or anyone you know who is especially at
risk of complications from the virus.
Check in on elderly neighbors you know (while keeping your distance). If they need supplies and feel
unsafe going to the store, offer to go for them; or just give them a call to see how they are doing. And
if you order something to your house, like pizza, generously tip the delivery guy.


Stay healthy (Physically)
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This is not a health pandemic. So please please please stay healthy!
Don’t get fat, keep eating well : get your fruits and vegetables. Take Vitamin D by getting some
sunlight.
This is a great moment to establish healthy routines by changing our diet and incorporating better
nutrients into it.
It’s also a great time to catch up on your sleep and let your body figure out your own personal
circadian rhythm.


Stay healthy (Mentally)

You can safely go outside while avoiding close contact with other people and touching surfaces that
may be infected, and sometimes, this is the best thing you can do for your mental health. Soaking up
sunshine and breathing fresh air will help rejuvenate you and make you feel better.
You can also practice your “walking past a stranger awkward” smile… you know the one…
We’ve all tried time and time again to get into a meditation routine, but there always seems to be
something (like life, y’know!) that gets in the way. Well, now that many of us are staying home
during the day we have the perfect chance to follow through on making this a new habit.
Another habit you can practice is self-care. It is one of the best things you can do to keep your mind
healthy and happy. And self-care is imperative to stress management.
And yes, for the guys reading this, it’s okay to practice some form of self-care. It’s not exclusive to
girls.


Stay fit

No gym? No problem! We are creatures of habit and as such we get used to our daily routines and
rituals. “This is a great time to try and challenge yourself in other ways.
Try a new fitness app. Do some push-ups, do some sit-ups, do squats in your room whatever you
have to do. The important thing is that you keep moving, get your blood pumping and sweat as much
as you can. This will benefit your mind and body equally.


Read and study

One of the most amazing resources we have as human beings is the fact that we stand on the
shoulders of giants. We don’t have to relearn everything from scratch we don’t have to figure
everything out, almost everything you want to learn has been written down somewhere, it’s been put
into a course by somebody or into a very good self-improvement blog (wink wink) so take advantage
of this time to read a good book or study a subject that you’ve been wanting to study.
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Stay connected

Remember the phone? A long time ago it was used for a lot more than just texting and Instagram.
Pick it up and call a parent, friend, or co worker. FaceTime with your friends. Improve your
relationship with your family.
It’s important to keep working on your social skills, don’t get rusty in that area and don’t go into this
depressive isolated place. This is actually in some ways an opportunity to bridge new social
connections or to deepen the social connections you already have.


Start your passion project

Not everyone is lucky enough to call their career or job their passion, but everyone has a passion. 
Maybe you want to start a home bakery or maybe you want to start your entrepreneurial adventure,
there’s really no better time than when you’re sitting around doing nothing to get that in place and get
that started.
You don’t have to complete whatever project you start in the amount of time we are on lockdown, but
you can definitely get the ball rolling and really create some momentum that would allow you to
finish it soon.


Learn a new skill

The business world is rapidly changing and new skills are needed constantly, but it can be nearly
impossible to learn something new while you’re just trying to keep your head above water at work.
So take that online coding class, practice your video editing skills, or start learning a foreign language
now. Imagine the surprise on your co-workers’ faces when you return from this hiatus speaking
German!
There are lots of ways to teach yourself, with blogs, apps and online courses at your fingertips. If you
learn a useful skill while away from the office, you will return to what may be a difficult job market
with a leg up on your competition.
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KARENS, COPS, & LOOTERS | Man Tools Podcast #65
8 upvotes | June 2, 2020 | by mantools | Link | Reddit Link
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Howard Schultz may be in the midst of the world's most
expensive "red pill" moment.
8 upvotes | May 26, 2018 | by remerbernoto | Link | Reddit Link

Howard Schultz may be in the midst of the world's most expensive "red pill" moment.
6 points•4 comments•submitted 2 years ago by sanity to r/JordanPeterson
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A Somewhat Comprehensive List of Hobbies and Activities
8 upvotes | May 11, 2018 | by remerbernoto | Link | Reddit Link

Crosspost "A Somewhat Comprehensive List of Hobbies and Activities" from /r/TheRedPill:

I recently read a post on askTRP asking about activities/hobbies you can do to raise
your SMV, so I wanted to go and make a list of activities and hobbies you can take
up to occupy your time or raise SMV if you so choose.

 

Exercise

Lifting - This is the holy grail of activities/hobbies that raise your SMV. It is the backbone of
becoming a true alpha male and every single person on the subreddit should be lifting. I am
basically against Starting Strength and would not advise it for those who are looking to lift.
Instead, I would direct you to a site called ExRx to put together your own plan, and follow the
training guidelines given by the site in order to get you into the rhythm of lifting without
overwhelming stress. The fitness subreddit is also another great source and is another one I
personally use to sharpen my knowledge.
Running - I personally don't run, but the FAQ on the Running subreddit is probably a great
start for those who are interested in running. I got a solid start with the Fitness subreddit, so you
most likely will get a solid start with the Running subreddit.
Walking - If running isn't your thing, but you'd like to get some light cardio in, you can find a
walking program on the aforementioned site, ExRx. It's suggested that you take the Rockport
Walk Test to establish which program you start at (ExRx also provides this calculator, but you
must have the test self-administered or administered to you by someone else in order to fill in
the values.) Read up on how to do it if you're interested.
Yoga - You can choose to take up yoga as a way to manage stress and keep a cool head on a
day-to-day basis. For a start, you can check out the yoga subreddit and read both their wiki and
FAQ.
Hiking - I personally have not hiked much, but I have gone on a long hike before while
travelling in Brazil. It took around 3 hours to reach the top of the location, and around 2.5 hours
to reach the bottom, but it was quite the experience and the view was gorgeous. You can look
around your area for hiking trails or mountains and get started that way. It's pretty interesting.
Swimming - I used to swim as a youngster, but never really picked it up myself as a hobby,
though I do love being in the water and going for a swim. If your gym has a pool, it wouldn't
hurt to go for a post-workout swim to wind down. Again, you can check out the subreddit for
Swimming to have some questions answered via their FAQ.
Biking - Never learned how to ride a bike, but eventually found out how to when I was a
teenager (not sure how.) Riding a bike is actually really fun and can be your alternative mode
of transportation if you want to do your part in saving the environment and limiting emissions
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from your car. The Biking subreddit allows you to meet up with other cyclists in your area so
you can find a group to go out for rides with.
Rock Climbing - I have a massive and debilitating fear of heights, so this is a no-go for me, but
it looks really fun to do if you're not a bitch like I am and can handle heights. If you're
interested, again, I'm redirecting you to the Climbing subreddit so you can review their wiki
and find out if you're down to go rock climbing.
Play Sports - There are literally countless sports you can play. I have experience playing
baseball, basketball, soccer, and volleyball, and enjoyed all of them except for baseball. I have
played a bit of badminton in college for certain labs, but didn't enjoy it much. Some sports you
can play are:

Tennis
Badminton
Baseball
Basketball
Soccer
Football
Hockey
Volleyball

Cultivate a Skill

Learn a language - I'm already going to insert Duolingo as my preferred way of learning a
language. This app has a lot of popular languages that you can learn, and I have previously used
it to improve my Spanish and do a bit of French and Chinese. You can also go to the subreddit,
LanguageLearning, to get a good start. Some languages you can learn:

Arabic
Chinese
French
Japanese
Portuguese
Russian
Spanish

Learn to code - Codecademy is a site I have used when I wanted to try out coding. Knowing
how to code is absolutely valuable, as you can start your own little business coding things for
people. Few people know how to code, so learning this skill can be very beneficial. Again, the
LearnProgramming subreddit is a good start for this.
Learn music/Practice an instrument - Piano and guitar are 2 instruments that come to mind,
as I've dabbled in both to no avail. Never really enjoyed these instruments, but I digress. You
can head over to the WeAreTheMusicMakers subreddit to read through their FAQ and decide
what you want to learn, whether it would be composing pieces, producing electronic music, or
finding an instrument to play. Instruments you can play:

Guitar
Piano
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Drums
Flute
Any sort of percussion instrument
Saxophone

Creating Art - There are so many types of art you can choose to make. I never was an artistic
person growing up (I suck at drawing). That said, you may have dabbled in art while growing
up and may want to get back into it if that's your thing. Types of art you can do:

Drawings
Painting
Scrapbooking
Crafting
Papier-mache
Sculpting

Photography - Photography is a cool skill you can pick up, as you can become a photographer
and charge people just to literally take good-looking pictures. Taking pictures of nature and
preserving them for your memory is also a very nice thing to do, and I wish I could afford a
camera to begin getting into photography myself! You can check out the Photography subreddit
to get your start.
Carpentry - Building things with wood is actually quite fun to do. I was tasked with building a
chariot for my fraternity and, while the chariot turned out to be a disaster, it was fun to get the
wood, have it cut, and put it all together in an effort to make what we thought was a great
chariot (it wasn't, it fell apart almost instantly.) You can get creative with what you choose to
make, and then you can also paint the pieces of wood in order to make something truly
awesome. The Woodworking subreddit is where you'd want to go for this.
Singing - Singing is good for bonding with friends and family alike. Having a good voice is
always good, and when combined with a certain instrument, can result in your pullin' bitches
with the sound of your voice and your guitar. You can take beginner singing classes to get a
start, or, of course, the Singing subreddit is somewhat small, but may have some good tools for
you to get started with.
Cooking - I think cooking is an awesome hobby to pick up. You can combine cooking with
your Fitness hobbies to really achieve the Hercules look and pull allllll the bitches. Again, the
Cooking subreddit helps. You can also learn on your own by trying to cook a really good recipe
you found online, though you most certainly may screw something up if it's your first time.
Nevertheless, still fun to do.

Additional Activities

Reading - I absolutely love to read. It's one of my main activities and provides an unlimited
amount of value to your life. You can choose to read the TRP handbook, a self-help book, or
any book that you enjoy reading. It not only provides knowledge, but also peace of mind, and
lets you tune out from the world and tune into the content. To find a book you may be
interested in reading, you can probably check the TRP sidebar for some books, look through
Amazon books under categories you're interested in, and see what interests you. I also look at
the Barnes & Noble website under relevant categories to see what I want to go and pick up and
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decide on a list of books that I want to start reading. I have a list of books currently that I
concocted just from looking at B&N's site.
Meditation - A lot of people like to meditate on this subreddit. While it isn't something I
personally do, though I have found it to be enjoyable, it is something you can choose to do to
wind down at night or begin your day. Meditation does have its benefits. Yes, the Meditation
subreddit may help you.
 

Disclaimer
Some of these activities or hobbies can only raise your SMV if you're successful at them.
Nevertheless, they're still beneficial as something that can be used to fill up your free-time so you're
not thinking about your oneitis. I personally do not enjoy having a bunch of free time as I end up on
my phone a lot, gaming, or watching Netflix, and those aren't things I would like to do for hours on
end. Occasionally using your phone, gaming, and watching Netflix isn't bad, but binging is never
good, and everything is fine in moderation. Moderate yourselves, and enjoy the things in life, as life
is too short to not enjoy and spend your time thinking about some bitch.
 

I really hope this post helps people with deciding what to do in their free time. I
never really thought about hobbies or activities that I could do with my free time,
but writing this piece already benefits me, as I now have a list that I can refer back
to when I feel like doing something new. Learning a language is probably going to
be something I pick back up again. Have a good one, gents.

Posted by kylerosa21 | 11 May 2018 | Link
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Crushing The Big Five by Stephen Marshall
7 upvotes | October 15, 2017 | by Rugby11 | Link | Reddit Link

Health. Marriage. Fatherhood. Friends. Career. Feel free to pull out the thesaurus and substitute your
preferred word, but these are the five most important areas of man's life. His body, his sexual partner,
his children, his team, and his work. Men have always related to these areas, and a man's quality of
life is usually connected to his success or failure in these areas.
Failure in one of these areas puts a blemish on his life. The man who has great relationships with his
wife and children, but who has no friends will put burdens on his wife and children that they should
not bear and won't be the father and husband that he could be. The man who has wonderful
relationships, but is fat and weak, will always be missing out and rely on others to take care of him.
The man who is fit, but stuck in a dead-end job will carry a deadness inside of him that diminishes his
happiness and affects his wife and children.
These are all interconnected. We need to thrive in every area in order to bring life to others. As you
know, that's a big reason that I started this site, to help men thrive. Today, I want to hear from you.
One question: in which areas do you struggle and need help?
Reply to this e-mail and let me know where you need support, and I'll try to make it happen.
Before I go, I want to give major props to all the guys who shared the page with your friends after my
last message. We're growing; let's keep it rolling. Don't forget to hit me back and let me know where
you need to grow.
Stephen themanslife.com
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You Don't Prioritize What's Actually Important.
16 points•submitted 12 days ago by AFriendlyTitan to r/FriendlyTitan

What do you think is the definition of wealth? What do you think is the purpose of being wealthy?
A lot of people envision that the rich indulge themselves with sports cars, massive mansions, and buy
anything that they want, and that’s what makes them happy. So they try to emulate it, purchasing
things to impress others and convince themselves that their life is happier.
But if you looked closely, you would notice that the rich have a different value system. And that’s
around time. They utilize it to patiently exponentiate their wealth using compound interest. They play
a long term game of not spending as much as their balance allows but instead thinking ten, twenty
years into the future.
It’s because they recognize that True Wealth is Freedom. If you’re truly wealthy you are not
obligated a minute of your time to doing things that you don’t wish to do. You’re not trapped by
credit card payments and day to day groceries. Your time is all yours.
And that’s the only thing that is finite. Money doesn’t allow you to make yourself happier. Our
baseline happiness ensures that. But we can extend that happiness through doing what we want all the
time.
You could be an upper middle class worker and be working your ass off to pay your mortgage and
car payments. Or you could be making just enough to get by as a writer doing what he wants. Who is
freer?
I’m not making the case that making less money or pursuing art is more noble. You must decide what
gives your life meaning and fulfillment. And ALWAYS keep in the back of your mind that time is
the only resource that matters, not money. Money enables time, but only to a certain extent. And
definitely not the other way around.
With this clarity, reevaluate your priorities.
-FriendlyTitan
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How To Tell If You're Free
14 points•submitted 2 months ago by AFriendlyTitan to r/FriendlyTitan

What’s your schedule today? How does it include your life goals? Do you have things that you’ve
always wanted to do? But does the schedule have work that you don’t want but have to do?
I don’t know about you but it felt strange to me when I set up life goals and pictured myself starting
them years down the line. I, like a lot of other people, expect my future self to be somehow a better
version of me now. We hope that [future me] will take initiative and stick with that goal. But what
I’ve realized is that it is just delaying what I truly should do for no apparent reason.
And what took me so long to internalize is that my time left never goes up, only down. It’s the only
real resource that we should be obsessed with. Sometimes it’s only the ticking of the clock that makes
each moment really worth living.
Many people seem to treat money as equivalent or near equivalent to time. But if we consider that
true wealth is having all your time to yourself, money is only important until you are free of
financial obligations. But some people go far beyond this.
Money replaces time in value and they are constantly concerned about financial security, and they
continue to buy expensive, unnecessary luxuries that’s forcing them to work harder and more on
things they don’t want to do. [Cite back to my article on being unable to raise baseline happiness with
wealth]
But it’s pointless to regret all the time we’ve wasted or trying to cut minutes off our schedule by
rushing and rushing. We should instead embrace the big, obvious time wasters in our life. One of
which includes the arbitrary “I’ll start x then” timeline we make for ourselves. Another is time spent
“stalling” or “burning” time running away from pain (e.g. surfing reddit during work). This is so
much time that can be spent your way.
So why do so many people enjoy throwing away their time? Many people like the idea of freedom
but are quite unhappy when they are free to do whatever they want. I’ve come to believe this is
because they have not yet figured out what they want to do with their lives [hence midlife crises]. But
it’s another huge time sink if you just wait until you figure out what to do with your life.
Remember, every day that goes by regardless. So you can choose to take things into your hands and
explore what you want to do with your life. Exploring all the choices that life offers is perhaps one of
the most liberating experiences you can give yourself.
Whatever point your life is in, you are able to find freedom. Many others won’t do this because they
do not see the value of freedom. It’s scary to them. Paradox of choice says that we regret more the
more choices we had. I don’t think “having too many choices” is what should scare you away from
living life on your own terms.
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Of Sepulchres and Suicides
7 upvotes | June 15, 2018 | by Rugby11 | Link | Reddit Link

https://blacklabellogic.com/2018/06/15/of-sepulchres-and-suicides/
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The Archwinger Series: We are here for the unhappy
7 upvotes | December 10, 2018 | by Rugby11 | Link | Reddit Link
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How to Sleep in a Thousand Star Hotel
7 upvotes | March 26, 2018 | by Rugby11 | Link | Reddit Link

https://boldanddetermined.com/thousand-star-hotel/
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The Red Queen Principle: Avoid Running Faster and Faster
Only to Stay in the Same Place
7 upvotes | February 21, 2018 | by Rugby11 | Link | Reddit Link

https://www.fs.blog/2012/10/the-red-queen-effect/
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Interviews | The Rational Male
7 upvotes | February 19, 2018 | by Rugby11 | Link | Reddit Link
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When the carousel ends
7 upvotes | January 4, 2018 | by Rugby11 | Link | Reddit Link
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The Shifting Tides of the Counterculture | Western Mastery
7 upvotes | January 3, 2018 | by Rugby11 | Link | Reddit Link
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Why Dave is sexy (language warning).
7 upvotes | October 27, 2017 | by Rugby11 | Link | Reddit Link
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Film Roundup (10/25/2017)
7 upvotes | October 26, 2017 | by Rugby11 | Link | Reddit Link
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How To Handle A Disrespectful Girlfriend
7 upvotes | October 4, 2017 | by Rugby11 | Link | Reddit Link

https://heartiste.wordpress.com/2017/10/04/how-to-handle-a-disrespectful-girlfriend/
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EPISODE #26 - Emotional Tampons | The Hanging Chads
7 upvotes | September 28, 2017 | by Rugby11 | Link | Reddit Link

https://media.zencast.fm/the-hanging-chads/episodes/43
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Wolves Vs Dogs | Alpha Jedi
7 upvotes | January 15, 2018 | by Rugby11 | Link | Reddit Link

https://alphajedi.com/2018/01/14/wolves-vs-dogs/
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Survival of the Fittest
7 upvotes | December 21, 2017 | by Rugby11 | Link | Reddit Link
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The neural basis of sex differences in sexual behavior: A
quantitative meta-analysis - Europe PMC Article
7 upvotes | December 18, 2017 | by Rugby11 | Link | Reddit Link

http://europepmc.org/articles/pmc5123903
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5 Lessons I Learned From Goldmund Unleashed While Hitting
the Streets of Charleston - Calm and Collected
7 upvotes | December 18, 2017 | by Rugby11 | Link | Reddit Link

https://calmandcollected.com/5-lessons-from-goldmund-unleashed/
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Romanticizing the Hunter-Gatherer - Quillette
7 upvotes | December 17, 2017 | by Rugby11 | Link | Reddit Link

http://quillette.com/2017/12/16/romanticizing-hunter-gatherer/
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The Riddle of Female Sexual False Consciousness
7 upvotes | November 26, 2017 | by Rugby11 | Link | Reddit Link
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The ‘Creep’ Part 1
7 upvotes | November 10, 2017 | by Rugby11 | Link | Reddit Link

https://therationalmale.com/2017/11/09/the-creep-part-1/
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The Gulag Archipelago in three volumes : Aleksandr
Solzhenitsyn (Total self Ownership)
7 upvotes | November 5, 2017 | by Rugby11 | Link | Reddit Link

https://archive.org/details/TheGulagArchipelago-Threevolumes
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Week 14: Dominance
7 upvotes | May 9, 2013 | by GaiusScaevolus | Link | Reddit Link

First off...welcome back. After events offline necessitated some away time, I'm glad to announce
we'll be resuming weekly posts. My intent was for everyone to build and reflect on what we've
accomplished so far, and hopefully you've done so. Now on to the main event.
...
In everyday interactions, a person is either dominant or submissive. This means that you are either in
charge, or not. You are either the leader, or the follower, the Alpha or the Beta, in command, or
taking orders. Clear yet? Good then, moving on.
Masculinity is directly correlated to dominance. One of the most basic components of being a man is
achieving that dominance; over nature, over his fellow man, over his whole world, (yes, especially
over his sexual partners)
But how can one achieve this? Surely we all have bosses, everyone answers to someone? I get that,
but as a man, you need to build and exert dominance where/whenever you can
Some ideas/ suggestions for increasing your dominance;
-Body At the very least, be dominant over your self. Eat right, exercise, develop great style.
-Social Build social dominance by having high social value. Throw the big parties, make friends with
the club bouncers and the bar owners. In short be the man to know.
-Work The toughest one. Most of us work infields which necessitate a boss, or senior partners, or
clients. Two ways to minimize this;
-Be indispensable
-Start your own business/ Work for yourself
Wk XIV Challenge: Identify your level of dominance in each of these three areas. Which one needs
the most work? What specifically can/will you do to become a more dominant man?
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Discuss Your Progress
7 upvotes | September 19, 2013 | by RedBigMan | Link | Reddit Link

Since some of the earlier posts have become archived and cant be posted on any more (I think it
automatically happens at like 6 months). I figure it is as good of time as any to create a thread in
which we all talk about our experiences on the program.
PS: You can always link what step you are on in your comment to help people figure out what you
are working on.
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I think all men should have certain amount of courage and
leadership in the face of calamity.
7 upvotes | January 10, 2014 | by LightsEnimeLE | Link | Reddit Link

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Kc2wo1dGL7o
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Ask RedPilkington
7 upvotes | March 28, 2014 | by GaiusScaevolus | Link | Reddit Link

By now, Some of you may have noticed that we promoted a new mod, /u/RedPilkington. He'll be
helping out with all the assorted moderation duties and keeping this place running smoothly as we
continue to grow. So in lieu of our normal AskBaM thread, I thought we'd do this.
Ask away.
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Time to make some MAJOR changes and I need some help.
7 upvotes | September 24, 2014 | by [deleted] | Link | Reddit Link

Fairly new (to posting) so if this is in the wrong place or something please correct!
Hey BaM. I am a 22 college student. Not quite in my major yet but should be by the end of the
semester (computer science) and have been blessed with parents who can afford to pay my way
through.
For such a great start on life I have made some major mistakes along the way. The kind you don't
realize are bad until it's too late. Such as giving up all my childhood hobbies for weed once I turned
15 and never looking back until now.
Now that I am looking back I have recognized my addictions for what they are. I don't buy weed
anymore because I can't control myself. However it is not that uncommon for my depression/anxiety
to take over and me to buy some and go on a smoke-athlon. Alcohol is still a problem sense I am 22
and use it to numb my anxiety and tend to go over board. However I have made some progress with
alcohol.
Also for the past few years I haven't worked out at all. I haven't meditated at all. I haven't done
anything but barely survive while attending classes while I am not even sure I want to do computer
science anymore because I haven't done anything remotely in the field sense I was like 12.
I know what I need to do but I am having all the trouble in the world doing it. I know it is not too late
for me I just need the proper balance of motivation/accountability but it is not easy when you've been
giving into yourself for years.
I am also not very aware of my own conversational style and as a result I am often condescending. I
don't mean to be and I catch myself doing it, but not until after it has already happened. Maybe I don't
filter my words enough? This is one of the few things I am not really sure how to work on but it has
cost me almost all my of my friends. I am very alone and have been for about a year.
I also don't really know how to engage with people anymore. I still get invited to parties sometimes
but I always leave early and while I'm there I just play beer pong and drink and don't really talk to
anyone.
I have a good meditation system that focuses on self-awareness/self-understanding and I am planning
on using StrongLifts as my beginning weight-training. There is also a Judo team at my school I want
to get involved in again and I plan to swim on the days I don't lift.
So to make the long story short the goals for my life are exactly the goals on the sidebar plus personal
finance as I would like to take full advantage of my debt free college education.
I need all the help I can get and would really appreciate any tips/comments. Also thanks for reading, I
know it was a long one but I needed my story out there as part of the accountability issue. I am ready
to make some major changes and I think this sub and others can really help myself and others like
me. I also plan on sharing my whole trans-formative experience with this group of subs to help others
who are in my same position and I think this is a good starting point, but I have to help myself before
I can help others.
TL;DR A little personal information about myself so I can receive relevant helpful advice and maybe
a little encouragement. It goes a long way.
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"Scroll down to day one"?
7 upvotes | February 26, 2015 | by SumaHoll | Link | Reddit Link

Just found this sub and not seeing a laid out 'program.' Is there one?
(It says scroll down to day one on the sidebar)
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Help with my voice?
7 upvotes | April 8, 2015 | by shadows_wolf | Link | Reddit Link

Im 19 Is there anyway to deepen my voice. Puberty was not kind to me and my voice got deep but
not enough. People think im gay because of it, and i just say no and ignore it but i hate it. I want to
get my voice deeper. Please help?
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What's the quickest way to get over an ex-girlfriend?
7 upvotes | August 11, 2015 | by elijahshack | Link | Reddit Link

We dated on and off for ~4.5 years. I'm a 21-year old college guy, and been together since high
school. She's broken up with me 4 times now throughout the years, and honestly I'm sick of dealing
with it. I'm done for good. I shouldn't have let it happen this many times, I know.
I'm looking to completely move on and get over her bitchy, unappreciative, wishy-washy self. I'm
also looking to build more self-confidence.
What are some things I can do to make it easier? My goal is to be completely over her. To not give
two shits about who she's with or what she's doing. To be emotionally free to move on and start
meeting other women.
Thanks.
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the first time she says no to sex...
7 upvotes | November 30, 2015 | by daddymonsterpoodle | Link | Reddit Link

This is going to happen. What is the best approach? Please no suggestions of violence.
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How do you find the motivation to change myself?
7 upvotes | January 31, 2016 | by babbab55 | Link | Reddit Link

I've tried dating for 2 years, but got rejected by everyone and haven't gotten a date. It's damaged my
self esteem and confidence a lot. Now I've decided to concentrate on myself. I've decided to stop
watching porn, change my appearance, and work out. I feel like I'm not manly enough. I'm a nerdy
bookworm that's very quiet with a very doughy body. I can't find the energy to do anything anymore.
My passion for life has disappeared. How do you get it back?
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Foundation of masculine dominance
7 upvotes | April 3, 2016 | by delux_bg | Link | Reddit Link

In the past i created A LOT topics on asking how to be dominant man, how to handle other dominant
males within a group(or overall), how to build that confidence to attract people to you, but it turns out
i don't have the foundation.
It turns out i secretly expect from other people to act in a certain way. To respect me. Like me. Love
me. To do what i tell them.
It's like looking for approval, but much worse, it's making background contract in my head that
claims and demands people should respond to me in a certain way. When they don't the result is
devastating, leading to negative self-talk, demotivatation... even depression.
First step to solving a problem is finding out what the root cause is. In my case it was due to getting
bullied in high school, as well as not so great parenting, asshole relatives and probably many other
factors that were out of my control, what is in my control deciding what I'm gonna do about it, now
that i realize all of this, but i need your help.
I heard (RSD)Tyler once saying we do not control the first 20 years of our life... Parents, peer groups,
social circles... Everything is arbitrary. I believe hes right.
My question is, how do i stop secretly demanding from people to behave in certain way?
I know its out of my control, but my theory is that due to HS bullying i expect everyone to treat me
nice and with respect, which is unrealistic, but i can't handle it. I care too much about how they
perceive me as well.
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How can I become a man?
7 upvotes | April 15, 2016 | by elemental55 | Link | Reddit Link

I am 14yo,60kg,170cm...
And i am fat,really fat.
I am girly,really girly.
Almost no testosterone on me,i have girly hands,girly hands.
I have no strength,no muscles,i am not tall because i only eat 1 meal a day to lose fat,i have only fat.
I want to ask you how can i become a man?=
I am shy,afraid of getting out of home because of my body,afraid of everyone and everything,i am
girly,i can't talk to anybody because of my shyness..
WHat bodyweight workout should I do and what diet without counting calories to get a better body?
I want to get a body like this guy (search on yt or google images)
CSGO Device or Gareth Bale from Real Madrid
I though about working out in the morning as a little warmup,in the afternoon the same and in the
evening the big workout
What do you think ? Should i do that?
Also how can i get better grades and have straight a's?
I want to become strong,muscular,lean,MANLY,make everyone fear me and not me fearing everyone
else.
Have manly face,manly body,be good at sports and athletic,stop being shy
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I feel like I'm finally changing - this is going to be a long one.
7 upvotes | May 18, 2016 | by The_Fat_Lannister | Link | Reddit Link

Hey, guys. Now, I'm just going to start this off pretty simply, and I'm going to attempt to write this
with as much brevity as I can muster. Firstly, I'm not bluepill. When it comes to the state of men in
society, I've already taken the red on that one. Personally, though, I am very much immature and
beta, and it's been a struggle I've been having for years. Eventually, I suppose I had just gotten used
to the idea that the struggle was going to be something that I'd have to live with and accept.
Big mistake number one. Unfortunately, I was lying to myself so hard that I didn't even realize I was
doing it. The other day (what, like three days ago now?), my friend commented to me that I was
probably depressed. He and I are practically inseparable, and on occasion we talk deep enough that it
hurts. It's when the idea of me being depressed came up, and it's when I realized that I was pretty
fucked up, lifewise.
Again, brevity. I'm a big guy (5''6', ~245 lbs) and I've always been this way. Every attempt I've had at
changing this has ended in resounding failure, and I might get back up on the wagon a few months
later. Romantically, I've only ever had one girlfriend. It was a comedy of errors on my part, and it
barely lasted a few months. It was fun (albeit non-sexual) while it lasted, but it left me with some
deep regrets that I still beat myself up over to this day (about two years later.)
Now, to the important part. The past few days, I've had some big changes subconsciously.
One: I have no appetite. As in, I could probably go through the entire day and not eat anything, and
not be really bothered by it. (Whether or not this information is important, I'm not really sure, but I'll
offer up any info for perspective and potential answers.)
Two: Most of the things I used to really enjoy (video gaming, eating, interactive literature) are really,
really not doing anything for me. As in; I could probably partake, but I'm not even sure I'd enjoy it
that much. I'm being told that I should just accept the silver linings as I can get them, but that isn't the
kind of guy I am. It's still concerning me.
Three: Stupid existential bullshit. So, I'm having to come to grips that I'm a 23 year old fat guy who
doesn't have any direction, and I'm basically a total loser. Instead of doing what people would
normally do and wallow in self pity or eat a bullet, I'm attempting to move myself forward from this
position, albeit overly cautiously. I'm inching my way toward taking control, I feel like, but it's never
happened like this.
I'm not entirely sure what else to put here. I'm obviously dissatisfied with where I was, and I'm not
entirely sure where I'm going. I just know it'll be better. Just in case that the changes I've described
above (if you managed to read down here, congratulations) aren't working, I've decided to restart a
prescription of ADHD medication called Vyvanse that I haven't taken in probably 4-5 years. The idea
behind this action is that I'm going to take the medicine (which gives me clarity, kills my appetite,
and hopefully channels my motivation and energy) until I'm in a position where a more mindful me
will be able to take the reins and get me to where I've always wanted to be: an awesome guy that
everyone loves, successful enough to support myself, with a great sex life on the side, if not having a
girlfriend who is as open-minded and trusting as I am.
So, if you've read this, thanks, and if you are willing to give advice, I really, really do appreciate it. If
you've actually managed to read this far, once more, I congratulate you. I'll admit, I lay my writing
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down a little thick, but that's just the kind of person I am.
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How To Deal With One's Haters - The Barbaric Gentleman
7 upvotes | August 5, 2017 | by Rugby11 | Link | Reddit Link

http://thebarbaricgentleman.com/2017/08/05/deal-ones-haters/
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You’re Not Spending The Night
7 upvotes | August 10, 2017 | by Rugby11 | Link | Reddit Link
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Recommended - Goldmund Unleashed
7 upvotes | August 13, 2017 | by Rugby11 | Link | Reddit Link

http://goldmundunleashed.com/reviews/
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8 Common Mistakes Younger Guys Make When Approaching
Older Women - PostGradCasanova
7 upvotes | August 15, 2017 | by Rugby11 | Link | Reddit Link
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Be a Víkingr
7 upvotes | September 8, 2017 | by Rugby11 | Link | Reddit Link
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How to Be an Attractive Man
7 upvotes | September 10, 2017 | by Rugby11 | Link | Reddit Link
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In Which I Condemn Metrosexuality – Things I Wish I'd
Known Sooner
7 upvotes | October 19, 2017 | by Rugby11 | Link | Reddit Link
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The Media Establishment Hires Soy Boys To Help Spread
Their Anti-Masculine Agenda
7 upvotes | November 13, 2017 | by Rugby11 | Link | Reddit Link
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Thoughts on Aziz Ansari
7 upvotes | January 24, 2018 | by Rugby11 | Link | Reddit Link
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Episode #117: How To Get Mentally Tough
7 upvotes | April 24, 2018 | by Rugby11 | Link | Reddit Link
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Preventive Medicine
7 upvotes | November 7, 2018 | by Rugby11 | Link | Reddit Link
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Baseball, America, and Fatherhood - How I Make the Most of
Being a Part-Time Dad. - Jack Murphy
7 upvotes | August 24, 2017 | by Rugby11 | Link | Reddit Link

http://jackmurphylive.com/baseball-america-fatherhood-parttime-dad/
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Why Every Philosophy Chooses Meaning Over Happiness
7 upvotes | March 6, 2021 | by AFriendlyTitan | Link | Reddit Link

Crosspost "Why Every Philosophy Chooses Meaning Over Happiness" from /r/FriendlyTitan:

The pursuit of happiness is an inalienable right.
If you’re not smiling people ask “are you okay?”
People don’t want “sad vibes” when you hang out.
There is almost a cultural fear of sadness. People run from it, they try to drown it with sugar or
alcohol, or watch Netflix until it goes away. From birth we have almost been instilled with the notion
that sadness is “bad” and we should always try to be happy.
But it’s undeniable that you need sadness in order to be happy. Happiness is a relative indicator of
the emotions you were feeling before. If you were sad and no longer feel sad, you feel happier. If you
are “happy” then you need even more happiness in order to stay happy. And biologically, it’s just not
sustainable for even an hour. Think about the last time you’ve been ecstatic for a full hour. Not
common at all right? Maybe it involved drugs or other superstimuli. Of course you can have an
extreme state of happiness without drugs, but undoubtedly they “synthesize happiness.”
But your baseline level of happiness cannot be changed. We cited the study of paraplegics and lottery
winners before, where two months after they measured to be the same level of happiness as each
other.
Doesn’t that make chasing happiness futile? A waste of our life? Take for example consumerism.
Buying a nice car and house seems to be the “formula of what makes a good life” but technically we
will be just as happy then as we are now.
So why do we doggedly chase money? Is it to tell ourselves that we have improved in status over our
career? How meaningful is that when we hate working? This feels no different that people who play
video games not because they enjoy it (it’s the same old repetitive button presses over and over again)
but because they enjoy “hitting milestones” in terms of levels or “rare items.”
But what if we could actually enjoy “working?” What if we could enjoy every moment of pursuing a
goal?
There has been a much ignored biological mechanic in modern times. It’s focus. When we are
pursuing a task that is challenging enough and for a bigger, meaningful purpose, we are able to
savor the moment. We can ignore the uncertainties of the future as well as the failures of the past.
Not until long ago, “focus” was easy to achieve and this was how many people lived a meaningful
life. But now in today’s world where we preach happiness and distractions over all else, focusing on
the present moment has been thrown aside. But when we are in the moment, we can accept the
sadness without being consumed by it.
Every person has different circumstances, but I promise that every person could change their lives to
include more of this flowing state of focus, and lead a fulfilled life.
-Friendly Titan
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Stoic Principles to Deal with Criticism
7 upvotes | September 22, 2020 | by WekiTheDragon13 | Link | Reddit Link

https://thewolfwithkeyboard.wordpress.com/2020/09/22/stoic-principles-to-deal-with-criticism/
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How To Avoid The Seduction Of Power
7 upvotes | February 1, 2022 | by MasteryOrder | Link | Reddit Link

-------------------------------------------------------
If the text seems long feel free to challenge these ideas in video format on YouTube, by searching for
How To Avoid The Seduction Of Power | Mastery Order
-------------------------------------------------------
In the real world, nothing can be done without some sort of control, some kind of authority, or a bit of
influence over others. To be able to act and produce an effect as a man and to engage in meaningful
pursuits in your life, you need some sort of power to change things. But ask yourself, on your pursuit
to gain the power necessary for those changes to happen, will you be able to resist the lure that comes
with it? Will you be strong enough to resist falling in love with power? Will you be capable to handle
your pride and remain grounded, exercising power with care and direction?
Try to remember, the conversations you probably had with the ones close to you about powerful and
influential people and how power seems to be labeled as an intoxicating quality that can often prove
to be devastating and even fatal. Observe how corrupt leaders abuse their power and think of
themselves above the law, by assuming that their position affords them some sort of pass when it
comes to deceitful and unethical behavior.
While having these remarks on power, remember also that without power nothing would get done.
Police would not be taken seriously if they did not have the power to arrest, you could be easily
robbed if you do not have the power to defend yourself, businesses could not accomplish much if
they did not have the power to hire and fire people.
Power can be used to better the lives of our loved ones and society as a whole if harnessed properly.
But be the kind of man that pays attention to avoid power’s potential to corrupt your soul, to blind
you to unethical decisions, and to bring you to your downfall.
Do not be fooled by your initial naivety when it comes to power. How many times have you heard
someone passionately proclaim, “If I were in charge things would be different!”, while strongly
believing in his mind that if he was actually in charge, somehow the stars would align, all war and
conflict would cease and everybody would hold hands and sign.
And how many of those times the same person goes to great lengths, often sacrificing his dignity and
integrity in the process, to obtain the power that he desperately wants. And when he finally gets a bit
of it, he clings to it tightly, because he has given up so much of himself to get it that the small speck
of influence that he has, becomes his only identity, not realizing that holding onto power is like trying
to secure a handful of sand - the tighter you squeeze the less you will have.
Keep in mind, that one day you will be given some power over someone or something. It may not be
the power over an entire nation, it may not be the power over an organization, but it will be power
nonetheless. At that point, how you will use your power will have a great effect, not only on those
under your authority but on your life as well.
To avoid becoming absorbed by the lust of power, here are a few ways to use power properly and
keep yourself grounded.
Don’t flatter yourself
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When you are the man on top, people are going to tell you how great you are, how awesome your
achievements are, and how much they envy you. More often than not, these statements are insincere,
but it is easy to start believing them because you naturally want to believe good things about yourself.
Accept the compliments as they come, but do not fool yourself by eating up these praises because
you will quickly lose your ability to honestly and accurately assess how you are really doing. By
listening to what everyone is telling you, you will end up thinking that you have no faults and can do
no wrong, and sooner or later you will fail miserably.
Do your best to have at least one person close to you who will honestly and without filters tell you
what’s what and keep you accountable for your actions and your actions alone.
Control your pride
Ask yourself, is your effort for success driven by the personal standards that you have set for
yourself, by values and service to others, or is it fueled by your desire to have a greater position and
more power than the next guy? Is your pride in control of your actions?
If you are guided by your pride, you will see your fellow men as competitors, and you will be driven
by the principle that if you do not take advantage of an opportunity, no matter how unethical,
someone else will. Your actions will have only one purpose: your need to stay “on top”.
Keep in mind that pride will inflate your ego and will cloud your judgment, making you justify
actions that you would have previously found immoral. Focus on meeting and exceeding your
personal standards and goals, instead of concentrating on how you stack up to others. Your quest for
power should not be about them, but about becoming the best man that you can be and serving a goal
that benefits others.
Don’t lose touch with reality
Once you will reach the pinnacle of your domain you will not rub elbows with the regular man
anymore, and it will become very easy to be out of touch with normal perspectives and concerns.
Becoming great at something involves some sort of isolation and removal from the regular world, but
remember that your power and influence will have effects and consequences on the ones around you
as well.
Even though you may no longer run in the same circles, deal with the same problems, or get the same
compensation as the ones you lead, your choices and decisions will still have to serve their best
interests. Make it a priority to spend time with the people you serve, to understand the problems they
are facing so that the power they have entrusted in you will serve everyone’s interests.
Use power to serve
Do not allow power to corrupt you by using it to serve yourself, and understand that in order to
become a great leader, you have to be a great servant. Serving those that have given you their trust is
the best way to keep the right perspective about power. This may not be the standard lesson that the
world seems to teach you about power these days, but serving others will guard your soul against the
corruption of power, by placing your efforts on helping and supporting others rather than yourself.
Spread your resources
Never forget, that the position of power that you might have is dependent on others giving you that
power. Do not become the fool that tries to keep, at any cost, all of the power, authority, and
resources for himself. Do not allow yourself to fall into the trap of thinking that if you give anything
up you will soon find yourself knocked off your so-called throne.
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Empower everyone around you, share your resources and knowledge, and bring the best out of each
person you have contact with. Show those you lead how to accomplish their goals and share your
power with them. Respect, admiration, and loyalty can only be gained if you have others' best
interests in mind.
Remember, that the quickest way to gain power is to actually give it away.
When entrusted with roles of leadership, power, and influence, will you become absorbed by the lure
of this privilege acting selfishly and disregarding everyone else or will you be the man who remains
grounded in his values, the man who uses the power entrusted in him to bring the best out of
everyone?
When the taste of power will touch your soul, will you become a tyrant or a servant?
The choice you make will impact not only you!
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Nine Traits of the Enlightened Man | Western Mastery
6 upvotes | August 31, 2017 | by Rugby11 | Link | Reddit Link
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An Inquiry About Love
6 upvotes | August 18, 2017 | by Rugby11 | Link | Reddit Link
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Have you ever questioned the origins of your dark heritage, the
source for your shame, guilt, envy, hate, pride, or greed?
Decode The Family Darkness Passed Onto You
6 upvotes | December 15, 2021 | by MasteryOrder | Link | Reddit Link

Shame, guilt, pride, fear, hate, envy, greed – elements that you might despise in everyone around you.
Elements which if you look deeper, you will also find in yourself. Have you ever questioned the
origins of these elements? Have you ever wondered how did you end up having them and why many
times, despite your disgust, exercising them feels so familiar and natural? Have you ever wished that
you would not have to fall prey to these elements?
To be able to explore these questions, and to find out how you ended up having these features in your
personality, you need to understand that just like you inherited your biological traits - your hair color,
blood type, or the shape of your nose - you also have a psychological heritage. This includes also a
dark legacy that is transmitted to you from your most close and intimate environment – your family.
This is the place where you will be exposed to your parents’ and siblings’ values, habits, mentalities,
and behavior. Even if you see your family members as faultless heroes, keep in mind that they have,
just like everyone else, dark elements that are transmitted to you in the form of dysfunctional coping
patterns, if the members of your family fail to address them and sort them out in their own lives.
Home is where you start from and your family is the stage on which you play out your individuality.
Your family is your emotional center of gravity, the place where you begin to build your identity and
develop your character under the influences of the ones that surround you.
This is the place where you begin the process of developing a self, and the climate created by your
parents, siblings, and other important sources of love and approval, has a great influence on how you
define and identify what you perceive as good and accepted behavior.
Behavior that was often regulated by the grownups that surrounded you, grownups that did not want
to see you, as a child, get hurt. Remember the early days of your life, when you were playing with
other children and every now and then someone would shout from the side “Stop pulling his hair” or
“Don’t throw rocks at him”. Maybe every now and then these shouts were addressed to you.
Instinctually, the people caring for you want you to disown actions and behaviors that they have
disowned themselves so that you, as a child, can fit an adult’s ideal of proper play. This process is
normal and useful, but from a young age, you start covering up what is happening under your
conscious awareness, just to be accepted by the important figures in your life, disowning parts of you
that are not rewarded with approval.
However, what you disown does not go away. It will live within you, out of sight and out of your
thoughts, in unconscious darkness hiding just below the edge of your awareness, bursting into your
reality under extreme emotional circumstances.
While this process is inevitable and necessary in your journey of developing the man you are in
everyday life and the image which portrays what you think you are, never forget, that the self that
you present to everyone else does not represent the whole you.
It is always hard to admit your own darkness, just like it was hard for your family members to admit
theirs, but remember that if you fail to recognize this, you will end up projecting your unaccepted
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tendencies into other people, just like other people did to you.
In every family, including yours, the members of the family will play a role in the formation of each
other’s dark and repressed traits. The repressed feelings and behaviors of other family members will
always have a strong influence on the creation of the self that you deny, especially when the dark
elements are not recognized or ignored by everyone in the family.
If you had the misfortune to be a part of a family with a very negative, abusive, or dysfunctional
dynamic, your sense of identity will probably be fragmented, and guilt and shame will be at the core
of the elements that you have repressed. Your parents are your first teachers, and in such a situation,
their lessons are not always loving.
If they refused to accept the darkness within themselves, you will probably know the effects of
rejection and betrayal. Envy, rage, and guilt coming from the ones you see as gods in the early years
of your life will always form the perfect circumstances for you to develop tragic and self-destructive
behaviors, which in turn, if left unchecked, you will end up passing to the next generation.
Keep in mind, that a dysfunctional environment can sometimes be masked in the bliss and glamour of
goodness and perfection, where, for example, you might have a father that could not imagine that he
had done anything wrong in his life, portraying the image of a saint scholar, while you, as a child ca
never fulfill his expectations.
You might end up acting out unacceptable behavior, by becoming a criminal, the black sheep of the
family, carrying out your father's darkness, just because he was too full of himself to observe the
imperfections of his nature, compelling you to live out the dark side which he had ignored.
Have the courage to honestly analyze yourself and your origins, and take note of the things that were
passed onto you by your family, either because of fear of facing the dark or simply out of ignorance
and lack of understanding, and make it your goal to become the man that has the strength to face the
darkness that was avoided for so long.
Understand the venom that was passed onto you and find a way to refuse to pass it on to the future
generation, by becoming the man that changes, in his lifetime, the entire course of his lineage.
It is a monumental task to filter and control the darkness and destructiveness from your personality,
but it is your duty to make sure that the next generation will have a better and more supportive
foundation upon which to build better lives.
Recognize and accept the darkness that you have inherited from your family and find the power
within you to decide and shout out loud: “IT STOPS WITH ME!” You will have to fight against
deeply ingrained patterns that you learned in childhood, and this journey will require you to
transform how you see and respond to everything around you, but it can be done.
Are you the man that can handle such a burden? Or are you just another that chooses ignorance and
covers up in fear, passing the task to the next generation, playing the victim, and leaving his troubles
for someone else to solve?
Your choice will shape the next generation!
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Sharing accurate knowledge can create the great men of
tomorrow --> "Mastery Order" - putting focus on pursuing
excellence with the goal of serving others.
6 upvotes | February 11, 2022 | by MasteryOrder | Link | Reddit Link

Complaining about the world will bring no change. If you are tired of what your community and the
society around you are becoming and if you want to see a change: BE THAT CHANGE.
We live in a time where men have not so many examples to look up to and learn what being a mature
man means, all while many are pointing their fingers at masculinity, trying to redefine it based on
their own convenience.
For this reason, Mastery Order was created (for now only on YouTube). A platform to share and
challenge ideas in order to pursue mastery, not for titles and recognition but to serve. To serve the
ones you care about, to serve a purpose or an ideal greater than you, to put yourself and your skills in
the service of a vision that is not selfish in nature.
Channel link: https://www.youtube.com/c/MasteryOrder/videos
Feel free to challenge some ideas as well as yourself and challenge back if you have different
opinions.
Only by having uncomfortable discussions and by embracing challenges, we can all become better
men.
All the best to you, reader!
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What's Motivated You to Become a Man?
6 upvotes | February 28, 2021 | by AFriendlyTitan | Link | Reddit Link

Crosspost "Why I'm Grateful for my Traumas" from /r/FriendlyTitan:

99% of us who want self-improvement came from a shock in life.
Wars never start when people are comfortable. Think of the hyperinflation of the Weimar Republic,
think of the starving people before the Bolshevik Revolution.
Were the aggressors equally capable of war if not for the pain they were experiencing? Of course.
But the truth of human nature is that we need to be deeply uncomfortable about our present situation
in order to take real, consistent action.
This “shock” could be as simple as the realization that we’re breathing but not really living life as we
shy away from going out and taking risks, too comfortable in front of our monitor and eating the
same “comfort” meal that we love every day. Or it could be the death of someone you believe was
going to live for decades longer. Or it could be a heartbreak that you believed was forever.Do people
consider these cliches? Of course. But that does not make the stark reality check they are any less
meaningful to you*.*
I spent two years in a puddle of misery after all three of the above happened to me. I wish I hadn’t
wasted so many years of my life playing video games and turning down real friendships. I blamed my
upbringing and childhood for making me the loser that I was.
I started working out because I hated my body. I started talking to girls because I hated being without
a girl. I constantly harassed myself if I wasn’t working on something productive like looking for an
internship or a job.
Did my circumstances improve? Undoubtedly yes. I was more fit and socially successful.
But I never stopped feeling miserable.
In retrospect, I believe that I was living a life of fear. I feared regretting, missing out even more on
life. And that created an insatiable vacuum of wanting what I didn’t have. I could never give myself a
moment to be truly happy and content. I always wanted more. I felt that I was still a loser.
Arguably the “improvement” mode I was in was making me heaps sadder and angrier than the
complacent mindless life I was leading. But I never wanted to go back. But I was an absolute
emotional mess on the inside.Then I stumbled upon a realization: getting everything that I wanted
was not what would make me happy. IT WAS THE PURSUIT.
I saw that the past me would’ve killed to have what I have today. The confidence, the body, the girls,
the friends.
I envisioned myself in my past self’s shoes and saw how far I’d come. I came to see that this was
how I felt in the present about my future self.
The thrill was in getting these things which I believed I would never achieve. Once I had it it became
but an afterthought.
So the key is changing your perspective. Always be striving towards a respectable goal (in your
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eyes). But know that the fun is doing the hard things that you need to do to get there. That’s just how
your body feels happy and fulfilled.
So did the traumas that showed me what a loser I am make me suffer? Yes. And did I suffer to get to
where I am today? Yes. And did I unnecessarily suffer a ton more because I didn’t realize that solely
focusing on the goal was guaranteed to keep me miserable? Yes and I hope you don’t have to go
through this kind of pain because you’re going through enough.
What you only really needed was the painful kick to your ass to get you moving in the right direction.
Realize that your life can be filled with beautiful sunsets and star skies even though you are not the
place where you want to be because you’ll get there by doing what you are doing now. Don’t sweat it
and trust the process. And live in the glory of your actions today.
-FriendlyTitan

Posted by AFriendlyTitan | 28 February 2021 | Link
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Making Room for Second Chances in the #MeToo Era
6 upvotes | January 14, 2019 | by Rugby11 | Link | Reddit Link

Making Room for Second Chances in the #MeToo Era
6 points•submitted 1 year ago by AndrewHeard to r/Maps_of_Meaning
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Your diet may be worse than you think
6 upvotes | June 25, 2018 | by realrickbrewer | Link | Reddit Link

Background:
I was miserable, like most of the guys on this sub one day were. A lot of them still are. Meet my
former self: skinny-fat, lanky figure, low energy, no social skills whatsoever. My daily diet consisted
of frozen pizzas, energy drinks
and sweets. I was a gamer. A filthy loser, that spent his whole day playing League of Legends, and
even prioritizing it over work or school.
Four years ago, I decided to pick
up lifting to try and change my life around. Results varied and were generally unimpressive, but it got
the ball rolling. What did not change was the way I felt. I was eating tons of calories to get my weight
up to a respectable amount and studied articles that kept reminding me about macronutrients and the
surplus I should be in. To be fair – I did grow. A caloric surplus will literally always make you grow.
People know they should keep their macronutrients in check, but what is often overlooked are
micronutrients.
 
Low energy
Even when I was nicely on the way of developing a respectable physique, I still felt like shit. My
sleep was alright, I consistently lifted four times a week and ate enough food. I started searching for
the cause of my low energy. I had the symptoms of a low testosterone man, so I tried to increase my
testosterone. I started taking vitamin D pills and zinc supplements. Although my state did improve, I
still had low energy.
I started dissecting my life to find out what could be causing my problems. One thing that I took
notice of was the amount of processed garbage I was eating. Sure, it helped me bulk, but it wasn’t
that nutritious. This led to me researching the topic of micronutrients.
Why are micronutrients so important?
Micronutrients are the essential components that help all the systems of your body run at full
capacity.  They ensure your brain, heart, kidneys, liver, lungs central nervous system, bone density,
joints, and ligaments—pretty much everything—each
have the vital resources they need to operate at full capacity, especially when you are beating the hell
out of them in your training. Without fully satisfying your micronutrient needs, your precious
macronutrients will not be utilized effectively. You'll end up wasting your time, energy, and training,
and leave both gains and health goals unrealized. That’s right – improper micros will fuck up your
gains.
Diet is so much more than simply calories in versus calories out. That concept is effective for weight
loss and weight gain, I 100% agree. But if you care about how your body functions, how you
perform while training, how good your focus is and what your skin and hair looks like, you
should look into micronutrients.
You can hit your
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micros and still get your macros, but if you solely focus on macros, your
micros may fall short. By cutting your micros short, you are literally shortening your life expectancy
and reducing potential gains. Don’t be foolish.
But how can I fix it?
I won’t be going into more theory, I will be giving you actionable steps you can take to improve your
overall diet.
1.       Fresh is best.
The fresher the food is you eat, the more nutrient-dense it will be. Simply said: It will make you feel
good. I know that a burger and some fries taste good, but fresh vegetables will make you feelgood.
Don’t give in to the short dopamine rush of a fat, processed meal.
2.       Whole foods
A lot of food that you find in the grocery store gets treated with preservatives that are not only
detrimental to the taste of the food, but also to the quality of the food. Try to buy real food instead of
the preserved knockoff. Buy some real tuna instead of canned tuna.
 
3.       Time your meals
I try to eat my complex carbs about 90 minutes before I am going to hit the weights. This way, my
body has enough energy to bust out as much volume as I can. Now, I know that we’re all just human
and you may not always be able to cook a meal with complex carbs 90 minutes before lifting. That’s
fine. In that case, get some fresh fruit and eat it approximately 15-30 minutes before training and
you’re good to go.
 
4.       Cut out the soda
Water is the way to go guys. Dehydration is a performance killer. I drink a gallon of water a day,
every day. Keep it natural and simple. Your ancestors did not drink mountain dew, neither should
you. I make exceptions on the weekend, on Saturday I allow myself to have a couple of drinks with
friends.
 
**TL;DR: Don’t just look at your macros, take note of your
micros as well. Your standard of living will improve.**
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Self righteous hypocrite (Here)
6 upvotes | November 18, 2017 | by Rugby11 | Link | Reddit Link

Care/harm: This foundation is related to our long evolution as mammals with attachment1.
systems and an ability to feel (and dislike) the pain of others. It underlies virtues of kindness,
gentleness, and nurturance.
Fairness/cheating: This foundation is related to the evolutionary process of reciprocal altruism.2.
It generates ideas of justice, rights, and autonomy. [Note: In our original conception, Fairness
included concerns about equality, which are more strongly endorsed by political liberals.
However, as we reformulated the theory in 2011 based on new data, we emphasize
proportionality, which is endorsed by everyone, but is more strongly endorsed by
conservatives]
Loyalty/betrayal: This foundation is related to our long history as tribal creatures able to form3.
shifting coalitions. It underlies virtues of patriotism and self-sacrifice for the group. It is active
anytime people feel that it's "one for all, and all for one."
Authority/subversion: This foundation was shaped by our long primate history of hierarchical4.
social interactions. It underlies virtues of leadership and followership, including deference to
legitimate authority and respect for traditions.
Sanctity/degradation: This foundation was shaped by the psychology of disgust and5.
contamination. It underlies religious notions of striving to live in an elevated, less carnal, more
noble way. It underlies the widespread idea that the body is a temple which can be desecrated
by immoral activities and contaminants (an idea not unique to religious traditions).
We think there are several other very good candidates for "foundationhood," especially:
Liberty/oppression: This foundation is about the feelings of reactance and resentment people6.
feel toward those who dominate them and restrict their liberty. Its intuitions are often in tension
with those of the authority foundation. The hatred of bullies and dominators motivates people
to come together, in solidarity, to oppose or take down the oppressor. We report some
preliminary work on this potential foundation in this paper, on the psychology of libertarianism
and liberty. Much of our present research involves applying the theory to political "cultures"
such as those of liberals and conservatives. The current American culture war, we have found,
can be seen as arising from the fact that liberals try to create a morality relying primarily on the
Care/harm foundation, with additional support from the Fairness/cheating and
Liberty/oppression foundations. Conservatives, especially religious conservatives, use all six
foundations, including Loyatly/betrayal, Authority/subversion, and Sanctity/degradation. The
culture war in the 1990s and early 2000s centered on the legitimacy of these latter three
foundations. In 2009, with the rise of the Tea Party, the culture war shifted away from social
issues such as abortion and homosexuality, and became more about differing conceptions of
fairness (equality vs. proportionality) and liberty (is government the oppressor or defender?).
The Tea Party and Occupy Wall Street are both populist movements that talk a great deal about
fairness and liberty, but in very different ways, as you can see here, for the Tea Party, and here,
for OWS. You can find out your own moral foundations profile at www.YourMorals.org.
The theory was first developed from a simultaneous review of current evolutionary thinking
about morality and cross-cultural research on virtues (reported in Haidt & Joseph, 2004
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[request paper]). The theory is an extension of Richard Shweder's theory of the "three ethics"
commonly used around the world when people talk about morality. (See this article: Shweder,
R. A., Much, N. C., Mahapatra, M., & Park, L. [1997]. The "big three" of morality (autonomy,
community, and divinity), and the "big three" explanations of suffering.) The theory was also
strongly influenced by Alan Fiske's relational models theory.
http://moralfoundations.org/
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Stop letting yourself drown.
6 upvotes | November 16, 2017 | by themaneffect | Link | Reddit Link

/////If you saw a child drowning in a pool, and no one else could see it happening what would you
do???\\\
I highly doubt you would keep walking on by. NO! You would jump in and do everything you
possibly can to save that young life. It would be the dad like reflexes that put ninja's to shame.
Let me ask you this, though. In life, you may be drowning, and no one else can see it. You are the
only person who can take the initiative to alter the imminent outcome. WHAT WILL YOU DO?
I am continually baffled by how many people I interact with who are drowning and they do nothing
about it!
Will you allow yourself to drown in the expectations of others, trying to keep everyone happy, or just
merely sacrificing what you desire because its not logical?
Will you allow yourself to be a passive man who lets the world smother you? That would be sad!
So take a deep breath, and ask yourself, are you drowning in any areas of life?
What are they?
What immediate action can you take right now?
Believe me, the longer you wait to save the drowning child the worse. Take action today!
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THE LOST EPISODE - Pop goes the Podcast | Man Tools
Podcast #32 — Man Tools
6 upvotes | September 16, 2019 | by mantools | Link | Reddit Link

https://mantoolsmedia.com/new-blog/the-lost-episode-pop-goes-the-podcast-man-tools-podcast-32
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What’s the Difference Between a Frat and a Gang?
6 upvotes | July 3, 2019 | by Rugby11 | Link | Reddit Link

What’s the Difference Between a Frat and a Gang?
3 points•1 comment•submitted 6 months ago by AndrewHeard to r/Maps_of_Meaning
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Sex-Specific Regulation of Fear Memory by Targeted
Epigenetic Editing of Cdk5
6 upvotes | January 22, 2019 | by Rugby11 | Link | Reddit Link

https://www.biologicalpsychiatryjournal.com/article/S0006-3223(18)32054-7/fulltext
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Some of JP's thoughts on sex and love taken further - let me
know if I'm out of my mind.
6 upvotes | March 15, 2019 | by Rugby11 | Link | Reddit Link

Some of JP's thoughts on sex and love taken further - let me know if I'm out of my mind.
23 points•12 comments•submitted 10 months ago by shallowblue to r/Maps_of_Meaning

Evolution in our ancestors dodged the first threat from our massive brain by a clever trick – giving
birth before it reached full size. A baby’s skull bones are soft so the brain can keep growing, and thus
human evolution wrangled both a large brain and females who could still walk. But from this came
more challenges. Any species you can name has offspring better equipped to survive than a human
baby: a newborn foal is up and running after only a few moments, even newly hatched turtles can
toddle for the ocean, but a baby is food for even the most hapless predator. Parents must remain close
for at least a decade before children can survive on their own and this forced nature to equip us with
caring feelings.
But now the mother was vulnerable, doomed not only to shield herself but a brood of helpless
miniatures. While the males of other species can make their DNA deposit and vanish, the human
father now risks his hard-won investment if his dalliance is only momentary. And so evolution is
primed to provide the male with caring feelings too, and again for the female who encourages those
feelings by reciprocating. Here is another positive spiral gifted by nature’s benevolence: the
hormonally-charged madness of falling in love.
Many of the classic mysteries in the eternal dance of romance coalesce into clarity with a little nudge
from evolutionary psychology. While each human being is a unique blend of influences both
conscious and unconscious, factors that affect everyone reveal themselves as broad, stable trends that
become recorded in myths, proverbs and folk wisdom well before being formally identified in
statistical research. This is especially true for something both emotionally intense and evolutionarily
discriminative (the two usually go together), and there is no clearer example than the vital
complexities of human courtship.
The love bond for men generally only forms from a single sexual encounter when he unconsciously
identifies the woman as a prime genetic vessel. Otherwise, he experiences the opposite, the love
repulsion, which urges him to flee and find another target. But the woman has potentially booked
herself in for nine months of vulnerability and feels the emotional consequences. This is the
evolutionary basis for the common experience of an ill-advised one-night stand leaving a woman
with crinkled bedsheets and heartbreak, as well as feelings of clinginess – which usually confirm the
male’s unconscious assessment of the woman’s genetic unsuitability and propel him further away.
Once a male has hung around long enough to form the love bond, any threat to his investment of time
and energy sparks rage – hence the tendency to pathological and possibly murderous jealousy. Men
become more enraged over physical infidelity and women over emotional infidelity. One instance of
a partner’s physical infidelity can lead to a male wasting all his effort on genes that are not his own
but little difference to a woman as long as the love bond remains intact. Hence the long history of
wives tolerating uncomplicated affairs – to a point. Emotional infidelity is an entirely different story:
genetically irrelevant to a male (unless it threatens physical infidelity) while potentially devastating
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for the female who might lose her protector. Since female ovulation is covert, the male has no idea
when a female is fertile which is another genetic incentive for forming a long-term bond. And so
from evolution comes the deep human feelings of love and care that provides the basis for a family
unit – and all originally evolving so much intelligence that brain size became a problem.
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How Feminism is hurting our children.
6 upvotes | January 29, 2019 | by Rugby11 | Link | Reddit Link

How Feminism is hurting our children.
13 points•2 comments•submitted 1 year ago * by JDRoedell to r/redpillfatherhood

We recognize, call out, and complain about what Feminism does to marriages. It’s better to focus on
the solution. I have a new blog post on just that for fathers who care.
Check out my blog called True Masculine Value at https://amasculinerenaissance.home.blog/ and on
Twitter at JDtheRed.
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JOHNNY DEPP, DOMESTIC VIOLENCE, & THE STATE
OF THE UNION | Man Tools Podcast #51 — Man Tools
6 upvotes | February 11, 2020 | by mantools | Link | Reddit Link

https://mantoolsmedia.com/new-blog/johnny-depp-domestic-violence-amp-the-state-of-the-union-ma
n-tools-podcast-51
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Widows & Warbrides | The Rational Male
6 upvotes | October 31, 2018 | by Rugby11 | Link | Reddit Link

https://therationalmale.com/2018/10/30/widows-warbrides/
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Past Indiscretions | The Rational Male
6 upvotes | October 24, 2018 | by Rugby11 | Link | Reddit Link

https://therationalmale.com/2018/10/23/past-indiscretions/
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Primordial Archetypes | The Rational Male
6 upvotes | September 4, 2018 | by Rugby11 | Link | Reddit Link

https://therationalmale.com/2018/09/03/primordial-archetypes/
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Life and the moment’s in between
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Objectivism and the Red Pill
6 upvotes | January 21, 2013 | by [deleted] | Link | Reddit Link

I apologize in advance that I haven't quite given this as much thought as it deserves, but when I read
many red pill writings, I can't help but think Rand would have approved. It seems that the problem
we are all overcoming is one of self-actualization-- becoming the man we want to be and asserting
our right to our own lives. In this view, beta-ism is completely synonymous with altruism (putting a
woman before our own lives), the blue pill is a code of value that are out of sync with reality (thus
morally wrong), and sex, just as Rand describes, is a reminder that life is great (being available only
to those who earn it).
Has anyone else made this connection and used it to discover things that are outside of the normal
focus of the manosphere?
PS: If you are unfamiliar with Rand's work, obtain "The Virtues of Selfishness" and read it ASAP.
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Week 11: Campaign Results
6 upvotes | April 9, 2013 | by GaiusScaevolus | Link | Reddit Link

In Week 4 otherwise known as Day 18 we challenged you to set a lofty goal for yourself and do it.
Well, it's results week, so share what you've learned and achieved.
My campaigns
-Drop 15lbs: Achieved
-Increase my bench to 200lbs, (from 175lbs): Achieved 210lbs
-Polish my Spanish and Italian verbal skills: Semi Achieved
-(Bonus: Cut my run time by 20%)
So how'd we all do?
Wk XI Challenge: You guessed it, pick another campaign. Try to do at least one every 2 months.
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Week 16: Never ask for permission
6 upvotes | June 6, 2013 | by GaiusScaevolus | Link | Reddit Link

Love may mean never having to say you're sorry, but being a man means never asking for
permission. Asking permission implies a subservience to whomever is granting you permission,
giving them control over a piece of your life, of your happiness and of your world.
When you ask permission, you throw up still another road block to your goal, of your own making. In
interpersonal relations, asking permission kills any attraction, any "mood" that existed by bringing
the primitive and the emotional into the rational part of the brain. For example, never ask a woman
for permission to kiss her, just do it.
In short, remember that it is always better to ask forgiveness than permission.
Wk XVI: Identify, somewhere in the course of this week, a point where you would usually ask
permission, then, don't.
Post results.
Edit: Because some people seem to have trouble with this concept, Understand the difference
between respecting the word 'no', and creating situations where they have excuses to say it.
Further objections in this vein will be labelled concern trolling and promptly removed. This sub
exists to help people, but if you aren't capable of grasping this concept, you don't belong here.
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Week 17: Forging your own way
6 upvotes | June 18, 2013 | by GaiusScaevolus | Link | Reddit Link

Recently, I looked around and found that many of my close friends are coupling off. My longtime
best friend has a new girlfriend, my friend who has the college town connections is establishing a
relationship, even Fred, my roommate and consigliere on all things red pill, has a new FWB that
occupies time previously spent going out and practicing game and getting women.
It kind of blows. To lose your 3 wing-men almost concurrently. It's annoying. You want to hit the
bars or clubs on weekends, go out, meet women, and your wing doesn't.
But maybe you're on the other side of the coin. Maybe you have a fun, new girl in your life (and bed)
and you'd honestly rather not go out. You don't get why anyone would want to go spend a min. of $50
a night in the city when you have the end goal of it right there.
In these cases your interests and goals are different, and that can lead to group tension. Here are some
things to keep in mind.
(Both)Remember it's a rational decision; If you had a girl you could call up and have her come
over with a 99.8% guaranteed bang at the end of the night, without the financial investment of going
out, ordering overpriced drinks, and talking to a bunch of awful people then you would do it.
Likewise, if you don't have that girl, the idea of not going out, leading to a guaranteed zero percent
chance of action, is an equally poor investment.
(Both)Don't get offended; In line with the first point, don't be offended by your friends desire to stay
in with his girl/ not stay in with you and your girl. It isn't personal, its the biological imperative on all
men to seek out attractive available women.
Don't Flake; Having a new girl in your life is no reason to act like one. If you make plans with a
bud, don't flake to go hang with the girl, not only is this generally douchey, but its beta as fuck. On
the same note, no I don't mind if she tags along to grab a beer, yes I mind if she tags along all the
time and yes, you should ask, or at least alert me of her unplanned invitation.
Go solo; Given that we now understand the rationality of both positions, your only option is to go it
alone, or use a different wing. I personally hate solo work, but with all of my quality wing-men gone,
its a necessary evil to get where I want to be.
Wk XVII Challenge: You guessed it, pick a night and go solo. Grab a coffee at a bookstore, a drink
at the bar, or check out a music venue. Go alone and do five approaches. Post results.
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Can being a man be broken into numbers?
6 upvotes | October 30, 2013 | by highentist | Link | Reddit Link

I have just found this sub and was wondering how this community percieves putting numbers to man
hood. Things like number of friends, number of sexual partners, places lived, cars owned (current and
past), all contribute to ones maturity level, but are there numbers between these that you all see as
making someone a man? Or do you see the numbers as false thoughts from Hollywood? Thanks for
the input ahead of time!
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Confidence through Dress: Business Attire
6 upvotes | November 28, 2013 | by SeedGuardian | Link | Reddit Link
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6 upvotes | March 24, 2014 | by 1701ncc | Link | Reddit Link
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6 upvotes | April 12, 2014 | by PlantNutrient | Link | Reddit Link
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Home Workouts?
6 upvotes | May 1, 2015 | by snakehayter | Link | Reddit Link

Hey, first time posting here.
Im 20, fat(around 260), and i live in an economically dead industrial shithole with a little to none job
market. Im currently unemployed for the next few months until I move with a friend, who is hooking
me up full time. The nearest gym is a half hour bus ride away, which i dont have the money for, not
to mention the gym membership. Workout equipment is too expensive. I have little to no control over
the food in the house, since my parents like to eat traditionally big European meals, and theyre set in
their lazy ways which is another battle altogether.
Most of my friends started working out, and it makes me want to improve myself even more. I want
to know if there are any good workouts i could do at home for the next few months, instead of just
sitting and doing nothing.
Any suggestions would help a lot, thanks.
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[24m] Need help in how to negotiate for a raise.
6 upvotes | May 18, 2015 | by howtoraisethrowaway | Link | Reddit Link

In 2-3 weeks my boss is coming back from his work trips and holiday and then I'll have to negotiate
with him about my salary.
I've read about it a lot on the internet as I had to apply for it at the HR department and had to pass the
HR "boss".
The HR-Boss told me that my request is way to high. I guess he hoped to scare me away but I know
that he has nothing to say and the definitive no or yes has to come from the boss of all bosses. I asked
for a rise to the next technician level, and added 20% on top of that. Just to give me some excitement
and to overcome my anxiety. If I don't get that extra 20% its ok. I just had to do it.
Now my question is, how do I go with the negotiation with the boss of all bosses? The large part of
the internet has lame advice with mainly not beeing bold and be happy with what you get, maybe
sucking some cock and hope that you're good at it so your boss might wan't to have you near him.
But that is the definition of opportunism and beeing a site dog. I don't want to do that. I love my
technican job and I've added a lot of value to this company. I know that positive things I can tell him
that I did that helped my company in improving security, lower costs and so on.
But thats just the facts. Is there any advice you guys could give me?
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Need some help regarding starting a new job.
6 upvotes | May 23, 2015 | by [deleted] | Link | Reddit Link

Alright, right now I am well on my way to getting my degree. I am doing an internship over the
summer and so far it sucks due to my own issues. Since I have to pass this to get my degree, I feel
very timid. I feel like I can't be myself, and I am uncomfortable speaking up and joking around with
the guys I am working with. Its very beta-esque and we all know how shitty it feels being a beta.
How do I get past this? I feel this way because I feel like I am at the mercy of these people to earn my
degree and it sucks.
I really don't want to be this way when I start my actual career. How do I go about being myself when
I start my career (or any job for that matter) and not put myself on the radar of being fired?
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What should I know, and where can I find it, before I join the
National/Coast Guard or AmeriCorps?
6 upvotes | July 25, 2015 | by huzaifa96 | Link | Reddit Link

I've always respected the park ranger aesthetic, and I think it is a fine way to earn a living as well.
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How to become less reliant on media.
6 upvotes | October 29, 2015 | by Billjohnson4 | Link | Reddit Link

I read all the time that I should take up a hobby, lift, read books etc. But I find all of that stuff
incredibly boring, due to becoming reliant on consumable media like games and TV shows.
Basically I find almost everything terribly boring, unless I'm drunk off my face.
Anybody on here know how to at least become a little less reliant, so that an hour at the gym doesn't
feel like 8 hours?
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Divorce advice?
6 upvotes | November 19, 2015 | by admiralclammyquim | Link | Reddit Link

Getting ready to go through a - probably pretty rough - divorce. Any good advice/resources
specifically for men out there that any of you know of? Tips from a lawyer on how to best prepare
and protect yourself, as a man; how to come out of the thing as unscathed as possible, etc? I'd like to
take the time to do it right and be prepared, or...as much as I can be. Any advice, resources, tips,
relevant info will be greatly appreciated, and if more info is needed, if anyone wants to offer advise
on something specific, let me know! Thanks!
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Angry feminists furiously slam the new SF movie "Passengers"
as "misogynistic, oppressive, problematic, sexist, toxic" because
it depicts men with empathy and understanding
6 upvotes | January 4, 2017 | by cryobabe | Link | Reddit Link

http://archive.is/AJcmd
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Are lecture halls alienating for anyone else?
6 upvotes | February 21, 2017 | by [deleted] | Link | Reddit Link

I feel like the act of having to be silent for an hour or more as a single person lectures on and on acts
as a sort of psychological castration system for me. I don't know if it works this way for any other
men. On days when I have class, I come home buried deep inside my psyche. Everything I say has to
be pried out and when it does, comes out feeling forced. This is in total contrast to days when class is
later and the first thing I do is hang out with my roommates.
The difference is how passive and active the social experiences are. There's almost a dehumanizing
quality to amount of passive absorption of information you have to do in lectures. Normally my mind
would like to question one thing at a time, but in a lecture of 300 students, there's not time for me to
have a personal conversation with my professor about X, Y, or Z.
Wondering if anyone has any similar thoughts or pallets cleansers to getting yourself in the pilot seat
of your brain again after being subjected to the shitty norm of our educational system.
I just don't think men are supposed to be put in really any significantly passive position like this.
When I think of masculinity I think of agency and movement and not simply absorbing information
but challenging every idea one encounters.
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Gorilla Mindset Seminar (Limited to 75 People) For anyone in
LA
6 upvotes | July 5, 2017 | by Rugby11 | Link | Reddit Link

https://www.eventbrite.com/e/gorilla-mindset-seminar-limited-to-75-people-tickets-35798824247
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25 hard truths from 25 years of life
6 upvotes | November 12, 2017 | by Sghenthrewaway | Link | Reddit Link

https://jkdgo.com/25-hard-truths/
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Shame, Fetish - Porn Addict
6 upvotes | December 25, 2017 | by [deleted] | Link | Reddit Link

Hi, I need some help/advice.
Background - 22yo, addicted to pornography, virgin and no friend no gf, total loser.
I have a big problem that's holding me
- Since I was 8-9 I use transsexual porn and I dressed in women's clothes.
- The cycle since then is this: stress/bored-> dress up -> Porn and Fantasie Trans -> masturbation ->
shame and regret.
- I'm starting to question my sexuality (maybe it's transgender) but I think I'm really being induced by
pornography, I do not know exactly.

So, how to abandon habits, how to deal with the shame of fetish and fantasies?
(feminisation, dress up like girl, make up - crossdresser)
I feel very bad about it after cum, but the desire returns and the cycle begins again.

I'm watching the time go by and so far, at 22 I did not do anything at all.
Please give me help.
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The Most Insidious Method Of Control Never Devised
6 upvotes | January 27, 2018 | by Rugby11 | Link | Reddit Link

http://www.rooshv.com/the-most-insidious-method-of-control-never-devised
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Free Your Spirit – 10 Powerful Tips On Getting Rid Of
Negative Energy - Mindvalley Blog
6 upvotes | March 20, 2018 | by Rugby11 | Link | Reddit Link

https://blog.mindvalley.com/get-rid-of-negative-energy/
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Pat Campbell on Twitter with Rollo
6 upvotes | April 17, 2018 | by Rugby11 | Link | Reddit Link

https://twitter.com/PC1170/status/985947858154160128
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He’s a bully.
6 upvotes | May 9, 2018 | by remerbernoto | Link | Reddit Link

https://dalrock.wordpress.com/2018/05/08/hes-a-bully/
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The Right Man In The Right Place Can Make All The
Difference
5 upvotes | February 14, 2018 | by Rugby11 | Link | Reddit Link

https://qcurtius.com/2018/02/13/the-right-man-in-the-right-place-can-make-all-the-difference/
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99% servant, 1% leader.
5 upvotes | February 2, 2018 | by Rugby11 | Link | Reddit Link

https://dalrock.wordpress.com/2018/02/02/99-servant-1-leader/
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The sexiest thing you do as a dude
5 upvotes | January 16, 2018 | by Rugby11 | Link | Reddit Link

https://krisgageblog.wordpress.com/2017/07/12/the-sexiest-thing-you-do-as-a-dude/
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The Alpha Wingman
5 upvotes | January 5, 2018 | by Rugby11 | Link | Reddit Link

https://alphajedi.com/2018/01/04/the-alpha-wingman/
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Gendernomics: Emergent Strategies
5 upvotes | January 4, 2018 | by Rugby11 | Link | Reddit Link

https://blacklabellogic.com/2018/01/04/gendernomics-emergent-strategies/
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The heartache of entitlement.
5 upvotes | December 11, 2017 | by Rugby11 | Link | Reddit Link

https://dalrock.wordpress.com/2017/12/11/the-heartache-of-entitlement/
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The Warrior Ethos: Wars Change, Warriors Don’t
5 upvotes | November 22, 2017 | by Rugby11 | Link | Reddit Link

http://www.stevenpressfield.com/2011/02/wars-change-warriors-dont/
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Week 5: Find a style
5 upvotes | February 21, 2013 | by GaiusScaevolus | Link | Reddit Link

Note: From now on we will be posting challenges and lessons in a weekly format. Since the
content will be progressively more advanced, the challenges and information in weekly posts
will take more time to complete/digest. Occasionally we will post mini-challenges or pearls of
wisdom which occur to us in our day-to-day, but may not merit a full week.
We're all familiar with the phrase "the clothes make the man", well, the good news for you is that's
not true. But they DO play a role in defining to the rest of the world who you are. All things being
equal, who is more likely to have a high value, the man dressed like he's homeless or the man in a
suit? For this week, evaluate your wardrobe and determine what 'style' you are presenting to the
world, what style do you want to present?
Challenge: Once you decide on your style, donate any clothes you own that don't fit that image to
charity. Over the course of the next year, rebuild your wardrobe to match the image you want to
present.
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Week 6: The upside of failure
5 upvotes | February 27, 2013 | by GaiusScaevolus | Link | Reddit Link

This past weekend I attended an after party following a friend's debut of his new single at a local
night club. The M/F ratio was better than the usual scene in the area, but not ideal. Since my group
and I (in total 3 guys) tend to be too overbearing together, we split up and worked the crowd
individually. A few minutes in, I opened an HB7. She was cute and fairly responsive. After a few
minutes I disengaged to freshen my drink and mingle with the other guests. I opened a few others,
including a HB8 and a HB6 who was in the midst of the wall. About 20 minutes later I spotted HB7
chatting with one of my friends. I could tell from her body language she was interested in him as
well. I continued on about my business.
Over the course of the evening My friend and I each found ourselves speaking to HB7. I saw no
reason to divert my game, nor did he. The summary of the end result is my friend ultimately managed
the # close.
At first, I confess that I felt annoyance at the girl, my friend and myself. What makes him so great?
Why did he get the # when i'm more knowledgeable in game and on average more polished? What's
wrong with me?
After this gut reaction (even the slightest whiff of rejection affects even the best of us for a moment) I
was able to remind myself of a few things;

Some women are just not/attracted to certain things:1.

My friend is a runner, I am a weight lifter and former heavyweight wrestler. My personality is loud
and forceful, his style is more quiet and introverted. We have vastly different body types and styles,
and at the end of the day, some people have certain preferences. In these cases, you change what you
can and accept the few things that can't be changed.

Even without a close, I still had a good night:1.

It's easy to look at an evening in terms of failure when it doesn't result in a close. But looking at my
night from a slightly different perspective, It was a success in 3 ways;

 -I successfully used an opener which I came up with.   -I
performed an escalation routine flawlessly.   -I used kino in a way
that felt natural and comfortable.

Especially on nights where you come up empty, it's important to focus on the positive smaller gains.

There's only so much you can do in a scarce market1.

No matter how good you are, when you're facing a M/F ratio of 2-3:1, you'll come up dry more than
you'd like. Don't take it personally. Power through it and come back better.
In the end, none of us win all the time. If you ultimately want to enjoy the higher quality of life that
comes with being an alpha, you need to keep the perspective of the alpha male.
EDIT: WEEK VI CHALLENGE: Consider the worst approach you've ever had, maybe you got a
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drink thrown in your face, or maybe she had a 6'5" bf who happened to play stadium football, or
maybe you got all the way to the close only to be shut down completely. Whatever it was, consider
the ways in which you can apply a positive frame to what happened. Share good stories here.
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Week 18: Man-Plan
5 upvotes | June 24, 2013 | by redpillschool | Link | Reddit Link

One of the most important aspects of a man's life for his own well-being is having comrades, making
sure you have the social interaction with like-minded men. Brotherhood is key to a healthy life, and
integral to growing into a man. You need men to aspire to be like, and men need you to aspire to as
well.
This week, call up your guy friends and make a man-plan. The activity should be strictly masculine.
Hunting, camping, fishing, hiking. No pottery.
Make it a plan, and make sure it happens. Men only.
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Emotional vulnerability and emotional training
5 upvotes | February 24, 2014 | by Crusene | Link | Reddit Link
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Personal Goals and Challenges for next 60 days
5 upvotes | May 1, 2014 | by jeezydasnowman | Link | Reddit Link
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Ask BaM
5 upvotes | May 10, 2014 | by GaiusScaevolus | Link | Reddit Link

A new monthly topic is in the works to be released early next week. In the meantime, ask questions
here.
P.S: We will be introducing a new weekly fitness post, in response to the large quantity of fitness
related questions.
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6 Months after taking the pill
5 upvotes | January 12, 2015 | by LazarusTRP | Link | Reddit Link

Hey gents, its been a while since I have posted because I have been trying to live the red pill life.
With the new year, it felt like a good time to take stock on how the red pill has affected my life in the
last 6 months. I wish you all well in your pursuit of the almighty alpha state of mind.
-The sharper the blade, the faster it dulls
A good analogy for being in an alpha state is the edge of a knife. A knife’s edge can be sharpened
regularly but the more it is used, the more it becomes dull. Alpha isn’t permanent; being alpha is a
state of mind more than anything. It can come and go naturally some days, but if you work to sharpen
it daily, you will be amazed by how deep it can cut and by how impressed others are at such a finely
honed tool (Tony Robbins has some great things to say on this, check out Unlimited Power). …But
the more you use the knife, the more it dulls. I have seen countless posts on the ‘alpha ennui’ across
the manosphere; being tired of always being ON, always working harder than the man next to you,
always chasing it. It truly is exhausting. Being in a beta state is so tempting. Come home from work,
eat tasty garbage and watch tv til I pass out. That used to be my idea of heaven.
Now I am “That guy” (sometimes), as in “Who is that guy?” As much fun as being “that guy” is, it
takes a lot of time, energy, money and most importantly, discipline to maintain an alpha state and
approach women in the right frame. So I notice every once and a while now I just get “tired” and
don’t feel like socializing or hitting on bitches and just want to order a stuffed crust pizza and watch a
mindless movie. I have let myself have these “cheat” days a couple times but I am always angry the
next day when I have the carb crash or I notice my clothes don’t fit like they did last week. Another
part of alpha ennui is that once you take that red pill, there is no going back. Every time you meet a
new girl and start to think “maybe she’s different, NAWALT”, every time your former blue-pill
programming tries to switch back on, you are hit in the face with cold hard reality. She isn’t different
That cycle can get annoying and eventually depressing. You have to steel yourself by simply
remembering women are not capable of giving men love the way that men want to be loved. You
wouldn’t ask your german shepherd to build you a steam boat, so don’t ask a woman you are fucking
to be your mommy and love you unconditionally. Enjoy women for what they are – an enjoyable
trifle or a rabid dog to be avoided.
…Around thanksgiving I got sick. Couldn’t go to the gym for almost 2 weeks. No more post-workout
rush and lots of alone time in bed. All I wanted in the fucking world was a girlfriend while I was sick.
Someone to rub my head, make me soup and leave me feeling loved. I am glad I toughed it out but
goddamn that “get a girlfriend” instinct was sickeningly strong in me. I realized over the last 11
years, I had always had a girlfriend during the holidays. It was difficult to get through the holidays
alone this year and not fall into a pit of depression or binge eating. But I got through it and I am so
thankful that I was able to find the inner strength to stay on task (for the most part) while feeling very
lonely. I found myself capable; I have ALL the inner resources a man could ever need to take care of
himself. I just needed to get over that old “someone comfort me while I suck my thumb” way of
thinking.
-Never complain, never explain
This aphorism has been more helpful to me with chicks than just about any other advice I have come
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across.
If you never complain (about your job, your problems, etc.) you look like an easy-going guy that is
always in a good mood, up for fun and can turn a problem (the waitress forgot about our food) into an
adventure (we get to eat for free and have a funny story!).
If you never explain (why you are divorced, if you want kids, where you see yourself in 10 years,
where you were last night lol) you have an air of mystery and women love that. Also, too many guys
are in the beta frame of qualifying themselves to women, so the more you “explain” the more you are
actually qualifying yourself to her, even if unintentional. Focus on asking questions that force her to
qualify herself to you and don’t be afraid to be evasive. Women love playful guys. If they ask a direct
question, like, “so why did you get divorced?” make a light hearted sarcastic reply like “she asked
questions like that ;)” or evade totally and reply with “hows your salad?” or “goddammit the niners
lost again.” Or simply give her an amused look, don’t respond, and chew your food. Youll be
surprised how well this works if you have the right frame and know how to knock down shit tests.
Since reading the 48 laws of power, I find myself mentally “silencing” myself during conversations
all the time. Where before I would normally jump in and respond, maybe talk for 30 sec to a minute
plus, I now silently tell myself “let them talk” at the natural breaks in conversation when it’s your
turn to talk. Or say a one word answer. And guess what? The women (and most men) have NO
PROBLEM with it, and are happy to continue blathering on. This makes you seem more interesting
(strong silent type) than the afc who runs his mouth for 5 minutes on every topic to qualify to the
other person (‘look how much I have to say on any topic you throw at me’). Always know you are a
quality person; you don’t need to qualify for people all the time, it looks needy and is needy.
-I can pretty much get laid when I want now…but
I can attest the hookup apps and websites etc. work if you all you want is to get laid (not
dating…laid) BUT the quality women are just not on these apps for the most part. There are few but I
haven’t gotten anyone hotter than a 6 and most are 4-5s. You can pretty much do whatever you want
to these chicks if your frame is strong from the outset and you come across as legit. But who cares?
Fucking these chicks is fine when you have low self-esteem and just want a boost, but you arent
going to find a lot of voracious porn-star quality lays. You are going to be doing all the work (which
can be fun sometimes, no denying haha) but trust me, it aint that great fucking a dead fish. Someone
who just lays there and waits for you to do everything instead of being passionately involved. Usually
its cuz a lot of these chicks are heavy.
So you can get laid easily but if you want to get the hotties, you need to work on your game and cold
approaching consistently in real life. This is something I have trouble with. I approach hotties
sometimes but the goddamn rejection anxiety still gets the better of me most of the time. I found that
mentally replacing the word failure with result/outcome. Very soothing to the male psyche. I have
had many, many instances of me not approaching women I was physically attracted to (we all know
within 2 secs of seeing em if we want to fuck em) and I know I should have. So I need to work on
being rejected more by hotties and not being lazy and getting validation from easy lay ups.
Another note: Don’t let chasing tail affect your red pill goals. I had to stop and reorient myself toward
my goals about a month and a half ago. I had been completely consumed with meeting chicks, getting
laid and partying, to the detriment of my personal mission (taken from roissy’s 16 commandments of
poon). (My mission: become a true musician. Side goals are lose weight through diet and exercise
and focus on reading for self-improvement.) I stopped hitting on chicks, stopped trolling the poon-
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apps, and rededicated myself. It felt good to be back on track.
…Remember most girls that recognize you as a high value man will make you into a high value
target, someone to take down and ‘fix’ (read: domesticate and betatize). You basically must keep
your head on a swivel to watch for trouble from all sides but never forget about the road in front of
you (your mission).
-I can run! Holy shit
As far back as I can remember I wanted to be a gangster. Haha I mean as far back as I can remember
I have been overweight and not capable of running. Or I would feel like a fatass that everyone is
gawking at. Either way, this meant that I have not run for years. I did brisk walking on the treadmill
and stair master but I was always too self-conscious or afraid of knee injury to risk it. My roommate
pushed me to try a few weeks ago and jesus Christ, I can run! I can run for multiple songs! That night
I left the gym and went home and had a truly emotional moment. I realized that other people could
see things I was capable of and for some reason I was not capable of seeing those same things. I have
been so hard on myself, so negative, so against believing I can succeed that I never really tried to run.
It’s scary how much your current thinking can poison your future progress. So you have to work
toward having a good, confident, positive, active state so that you can behave in a way that supports
your way of thinking. Tony Robbins can tell you more about this than I ever can, so check out his
work.
-Hey everyone, come and see how good I look!
As of yesterday I weigh 258 lbs., down from 315 in May 2014. I think I weighed 240 in highschool
so this is just insane to me. I started going to the gym right before I found out the ex-wife was done
with me and had lost about 15 pounds before discovering this subreddit. Once I found yall I went into
beast mode. Today I feel good, I can finally wear the style of clothes I like best instead of thinking “I
just have to buy whatever they have in XXL” and the ladies are noticing (hotter and hotter ladies too,
haha). I have tried to do this shit my whole life fellas and failed every.single.time. EXCEPT THIS
TIME BITCH. When I was younger, my dad paid for a gym membership to encourage me to lose
weight; I went maybe twice in a year before he rightfully cancelled it. My ex was also very
supportive of me losing weight. Didn’t matter. I secretly hated myself and thought I deserved to be
fat. Sabotaged myself secretly. It doesn’t matter how much others support you; if you don’t believe in
yourself, you will fail. BELIEVE IN YOURSELF MAN. YOU ARE FUCKING AWESOME. Self-
doubt is literally pussy-repellant. Once I realized I had no one to believe in me but myself, it lit a fire
in me that I pray never goes out. My goal weight is 220. I WILL MAKE IT there and I will definitely
write a post about it.
-I have lost some really good friends.
It hurts to say it but it’s the truth. Friends that I couldn’t fathom losing. Friends that were there for me
when I was a crying, sniveling mess after my wife left me. Friends that have given me so much.
Friends who I will always consider brothers (In my heart I know we will someday come back to
being bros.) 95% of my bros are still with me, but a couple of them (ultra beta providers) literally
don’t answer my calls or texts and apparently run me down behind my back. I have heard they think I
lead a frivolous life (I do hahaha); I drink and enjoy ‘party favors’ too much (I do hahaha) and I am
not the kind of guy they want around their wife and kids (C'est la vie). It could be that they can’t
reconcile the old guy I used to be (beta chump) with the guy I am now (unapologetic Man).
Personally, I think some part of them preferred pitying me more than seeing me succeed and turn my
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life around. It hurts but I try not to take it personal. Or they see me as attacking my old life, which is
their current life. These guys are just on a different journey than me and I wish them and their
families the best. Truly, one of the greatest things about being a man and brotherhood is we can
forgive and move on. …But be prepared, there will be some redpill fallout. Especially if you talk
about red pill in front of guys like this. I was also forewarned about this on the manosphere but didn’t
want to believe it would happen to me.
Remember: dont be like Bruce
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It’s time to be bad
5 upvotes | January 16, 2015 | by ChuckFreeman | Link | Reddit Link

http://alphanextdoor.com/time-bad/
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Who are some well know person or celebrity who has unique
expressions or phrases that add to there personality/charisma?
5 upvotes | January 3, 2016 | by cuckoo22 | Link | Reddit Link

I'm looking for some expressions and phrases that people have, that add characteristics like humour
to their personality. I want add certain charismatic traits to my over all persona, and i think that
mimicking some of these phrases and expressions in certain situations can help me accomplish this.
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First post, kinda lost and in dire need of guidance.
5 upvotes | February 28, 2016 | by foulheart | Link | Reddit Link

So, i'm not really sure what to do or say at this point but as the title states, i'm currently in a rut that I
can't seem to get out of. Some background, my name is Mostafa, i'm 22 years old and currently live
in Egypt (I know, pretty random). I don't want to turn this into a sob story but right now, I don't know
where else to go. I came across become a man via TRP and it's been good to me. My father hasn't
been around for the majority of my life, so a lot of life lessons about becoming a man, I had to learn
for myself. I just got out of a 5 year, abusive relationship inwhich I believe I developed a form of
stockholm syndrome. Not to mention that I also just left my job and as of right now, i'm slowly
becoming a waste of space. All I want to do is sleep, the urge of interacting with other people has fled
and any ounce of motivation that i've had, has also flown away. There's also a lot of stuff going on
that slowly can eat away at a person that I wont get into. I want to be strong again, I want to be
interesting again but I don't know where to start. What books to read, what to work on and how to
work on it. I'm here turning to you, reddit for help because with how things are, i'm not quite sure
how much deeper i'll fall into this pit without guidance.
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Help me start on the path again
5 upvotes | February 28, 2016 | by PluggedInNeo | Link | Reddit Link

I got side tracked. I used to follow the red pill, but I met a girl and I pussied out. I let myself fall off
the wagon. She's different, I thought. Christian girl, I was her second boyfriend in her entire life, and
so on. You know this story.
Well this morning she broke up with me. Why? Because I told her that it was unacceptable that she
went out, without me and with her girlfriends, 3 times this week. Apparently I 'just don't want her to
see her friends", am "trying to control her", and "don't trust her at all". This was a wakeup call for me.
I was wrong. She's just like every other girl out there, and heaven fucking forbid I not want her to be
out dressed like a slut and surrounded by horny guys THREE TIMES IN ONE WEEK. Not gonna lie,
I'm pissed.
Where things stand with me personally:

I work as a graduate assistant at a major university branch. I'm working on a Masters in1.
Business Administration and I'm the assistant coach of 2 sports, Men's/Women's Swimming
and Men's/Women's Water Polo.
I was a competitive swimmer for 13 years, including college. I still swim about 2-3 times a2.
week and life 3-4 times a week. 178lbs, not sure of body fat % because all I have is one of
those pinching things and I don't think it's remotely accurate.
Socially, I'm not that great. My friends have moved to different cities,3.
Chicago/Pittsburgh/Philly and so on, so I don't have any bros where I live currently.
I have ADHD. I'm not great at focus, but I take Adderall for it (prescription) so it's something I4.
deal with and actually IMO a source of strength. I'm smart and when I get set on something I
am incredibly driven.

So, where do I go from here? Some things in my life, like my workouts and future prospects, are in a
great place. Other things, like my social life and my school grades, are not great right now. How do I
start moving forward again towards being the man I know I can be?
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Just saw a cool Iron Maiden fan..gave me some hope and
motivation
5 upvotes | March 16, 2016 | by [deleted] | Link | Reddit Link

I'm a big classic metal fan and a year ago I saw this dude in an Iron Maiden T Shirt. He looked
miserable, unhealthy, pale, greasy hair, he was shuffling forward with his head down and all
creepy/withdrawn looking. And I thought FFS, I don't wanna be friends with that guy, and I love that
band..what's wrong with me, can I not relate to anyone? Anyway I was at the exact same place
tonight, and I saw another dude in a Maiden shirt..this guy had short hair, normal jeans and denim
jacket... he looked healthy and full of energy, bouncing along with a bright, confident looking face. I
feel like I must take it as a message to kick my own ass and get on with life.
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Ramblings
5 upvotes | May 4, 2016 | by usingthisforporn96 | Link | Reddit Link

The inherent nature of life as we know it exists on the basis of competition. At the very pure core of
who we are as organisms existing on Earth we are guided by the rules that an individual cannot
benefit without removing that same opportunity from another individual. To put it in a cliche, there is
no "free lunch". I comment from a position of a healthy, well educated, financially stable white man
who has basically passed the more primordial competition of competing for the more basic things to
survive. I don't have to engage in physical competition for shelter, food, or water and for the most
part I basically in a sense have "beaten the system". Yet society hasn't always existed like that, I think
that the guiding principles upon which culture is built around still have elements of the struggle to
survive still embedded within them. How did human culture come up with such things as honor,
chivalry, kindness, and charity when the examples around us in nature clearly show no such things?
Why do social institutions such as the church, government, education system attempt to regulate our
inherent nature when for much of history our ancestors were engaged in a struggle for survival?
Should I, as a privileged and very lucky member of society be doing everything within my power to
attempt to help as many people as possible (essentially ignoring the rules of nature) or attempt to take
as much as much from the system as I can? What is stopping me from doing anything I want (within
a limit created by a higher power such as a government), where is my sense of conscience coming
from? What is the point of my existence? Why was I raised in a model that contradicts the struggle of
survival? Is any of this making any fucking sense? (probably not lol)
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Glad to finally find an accepting community!
5 upvotes | May 19, 2016 | by thatcatsmeow | Link | Reddit Link

I am a female right now, but I am beginning the process to become male (I'm trans). If y'all could
give me some good tips and tricks to becoming a man and share your story with me I would be glad
to hear. It's really nice what y'all have got here
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The Problem with "Being Yourself"
5 upvotes | June 12, 2016 | by Deadprez_ | Link | Reddit Link

"Just be yourself" is something we've all heard a thousand times. However, there are many problems
with that advice. Being content with who you currently are WILL NOT solve any problems. The
main problem with this advice is that by following it you become passive, and continue to indulge in
destructive habits.
I was inspired to make this post by a few passages in The Book of Pook that changed my outlook on
the issue:
"So Pook summoned two young men. Each stood in a corner. Pook then said, “Before us are two
youths who are on the threshold of life. Both have the same origins. Yet, the destinations are
different. Let us look at the first one.”
What was witnessed was that young man growing up. If he got a bump on his head, he would cry to
his mother. He would pull on her apron strings. He felt safety and comfort in his mother. With his
father, he felt an uncertain fear within him. His father was the one who set the punishments, the
deadlines, the lessons that had to be learned. He preferred the company of his mother who seemed
free from those hard edges.
Now the second young man’s childhood came into view. His life was exactly the same!
“Is there a point to this?” protested the impatient young man.
“Watch,” said the Pook.
The first young man never broke free from the enticing womb-like feeling around his mother. He
sought to replicate it over and over. Off he tumbled into reality like tumbleweed blown every which
way by the winds of the age. He didn’t know what he wanted to do in life so he did what everyone
around him did. He was captive to his friends, never seeking to break apart to tend to his own matters
or such. The playtime was too important to him, a part of that sense of ease and joy he had around his
mother. He eventually found a girl, chose the first one that actually liked him (or tolerated him, he
couldn’t know) and married. Alas! The marriage lasted only a few years until divorce came. “Why
did she leave me?” whined the pathetic male. “I CHERISHED her! I bought her flowers everyday. I
sang her sonnets. I always told her I loved her!” She complained, “He disgusted me.” The man goes
through life, broken and re-broken, trying fruitlessly to re-build that sandcastle of childhood fun
whiles waves of reality kept on crashing down on him. He dies forgotten and irrelevant.
“Oh!” cried the young man. “That is awful!”
“What is so awful?” Pook replied. “He was, after all, just being himself! Now for the second young
man.”
This young man quickly realized that childhood was over. Rather then looking towards forever
replicating that sense of summer vacation of escapefulness and feminine bliss, he launched himself at
reality. “I will not live my life as a nothing!” he declared. His friends and friendly were astonished at
his constant self- improvement, his constant blossoming of talent and will. He, in turn, was
astonished at them. “It is like,” he would say, “That they are stuck in a type of stasis. I have changed;
they acknowledge that. But THEY are exactly the same!” He got to PICK what woman he wanted.
He got to PICK what career he wanted. He got to PICK his destiny. He answered life’s challenges
and refused to retreat from them. Whereas the first young man was defined by the age within he
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lived, the second young man defined the age himself! When he died, countless people mourned. For
they thought he was a genius. Others thought he was talented beyond description. Yet, others thought
he was touched by heaven itself! After all, how else could these poor fools realize such success? “It
couldn’t have been made,” they said. “He had to be born with it.” No, it was because he was a Man
who chose to ground up the world, culture, and all to his vision rather than to be grounded up into the
worldly culture’s axing wheel of routine and fashion.
“The difference is simple,” said the Pook. “The first young man is facing TOWARDS infancy. The
second young man is facing AWAY from infancy. The first one wishes to climb back into the womb;
the second one wants to fly from it. The first wishes a cushioned place in the world while the second
one leaves the cushions behind. The first one is ordinary; the second one is extraordinary. Thus, the
second one becomes the Great Catch while the first one merely becomes a filler of a void."
If I was being myself, I would never have left my comfort zone, I would have just played dota and sat
on my ass all day. Excessive participation in instant gratification habits WILL inevitably destroy you,
it's only a matter of time. Do not get comfortable with yourself; always strive to be greater.
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You are what (you think) you eat
5 upvotes | June 17, 2016 | by incans | Link | Reddit Link

http://www.marksdailyapple.com/placebo-effect-food-diet/#axzz4AqKNJNKs
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Monk Mode - Wk 6/7 Recap
5 upvotes | July 6, 2016 | by youssarian | Link | Reddit Link

Recap
Life has been really unstable the past two weeks. It's almost as though the powers that be are trying to
stop me from establishing any kind of routine.
Originally I was planning to return to campus July 11. Then I found out someone at the college was
wrong, and I wouldn't get in until August 1. Then last week my manager contacted the housing
department and they said there were summer housing options that would let me get on campus at my
originally intended date. And I really wanted to do it. I spent a week grinding on Amazon Mechanical
Turk and made about $100. But after a week I realized the cost was way too high, so now I'm solidly
home until August 1.
This means 26 days remain for my monk mode experience. It has been long, somewhat productive,
but also quite frustrating. An unreasonable amount of obstacles have been put in my way, and I doubt
I'm going to meet the goals I set for myself. However, as I basically have fuck-all to do when I'm
home, I may as well make the best of my time.
New Plan
I'm really fond of planning out my days in a fashion similar to a college schedule. When I started
monk mode I made a calendar for myself and was crammed with stuff from morning to evening. I
simply could not keep up with it, it was too much change in too short a time. So now I'm going to
ease up on myself a bit and see if I can get a new flow established.
The parts I want to schedule are reading, writing, programming, working (via Mechanical Turk and
related sites), and self-teaching discrete math, a class I've been struggling with. I don't mind giving
my self "homework" to due outside of the actual scheduled times. It's nice to have something to do.

MWF: 10-2 online work (mTurk mainly), 2:30-4 writing
TTS: 10-1 online work, 1:30-2:30 programming, 3:00-4:30 discrete math
Every day: 4:30-5:00 fiction reading, then as for TRP reading I'll squeeze in a half hour of that
daily where I can.

Projects
In the realm of programming, I've recently figured out the basics of procedural generation. I found an
online textbook that I'll use to guide my efforts, and generally I'll read the chapters during the "class"
times and during off hours I'll likely try to implement what I learn.
For writing, I finished the June writing event, falling short of my goal by about 3,000 words. I have a
new writing project being baked up that I want to get started with.
For discrete math I have a textbook PDF that, again, I'll be using during the established times. The
textbook comes with problems and solutions, so I'll do those. I may also assign myself "homework"
based on them.
Learning But Not Applying
Part of my frustration in monk mode has been the lack of application of the things I've been learning.
I don't just want to read the RP literature. I want to apply it. Otherwise this is all a waste of time.
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Right now I have few social contacts in my hometown, and even though I'm only here another 4
weeks I may as well practice expanding my social circle. I've taken the first steps by emailing a few
places to see if they have volunteering positions open.
Of particular interest in me is Machiavellianism. It's not really in me to deceive others or use them to
my gain. But I fantasize of doing just these things. I see myself acting this out by joining some online
real-time strategy game, getting into an existing faction, then basically trying to weasel my way into a
position of power using game mechanics and social skills. For now, the real-life opportunities just
aren't there.
As for trying to get with women... forget it. I'm pretty sure all the good looking ones are taken. And I
say that - there aren't many good looking ones around here. So many of them just don't take care of
themselves. I suppose I could try talking to local women on Match or Plenty of Fish.
Any ideas in this regard?
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Become a better man by understanding the ways in which your
brain is tricking you everyday
5 upvotes | January 4, 2017 | by cryobabe | Link | Reddit Link

http://youtu.be/VX3MVBP8ZrA
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Going my own way... Critique my escape plan?
5 upvotes | February 4, 2017 | by twisted-balls | Link | Reddit Link

Issue
I work as a senior manager in a government job. Pay is good (AUD $80k) and overall it's a cushy gig.
However, it doesn't offer much by way of being a man. Most days I have to mentally put my balls in
the fridge. My unit focuses on customer service. The sector I am in is highly feminized and I have to
pretend crazy is normal on a daily basis. Prospects for change are slim. I am unhappy, getting soft
and want to reclaim my testicles while I remain young.
Plan
There are two phases to the plan.
In approx 3 months I quit work with about 6 months worth of living expenses saved. Enroll in a
personal training course and spend my half year getting much fitter, learning a new skill, and
refreshing my mind.
Commence work as a PT. Now, I'm under no illusions that the PT life is perfect. Pay is okay but I'll
be taking home less than I do now. However, the PT career change provides a free time during the
middle of the day (clients morning & after work hours). This time becomes my time. (Income
estimate AUD $65k).
Plan to work as a PT for approx 5-7 years. Enjoying my prime. At the same time I am studying an
accounting course which morphs into a home business when I am approx 40. Sail on to retirement.
(Income range AUD $70-110k during phase 2).
My intention is this path provide me life balance, opportunity for personal growth and freedom from
the sperm-count-lowering career path of soft upper management of which I am currently staring
down the barrel.
Some bio stats... single, no kids, no mortgage, good looks, good health but softer body than 3 years
ago...
Am I foolish?
I have reflected on this plan daily for a fortnight, including confirming my intention after
masturbation. I know where my mind is at. I'm seeking critical commentary and to have my thinking
challenged by you.
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In modern times of peace and prosperity, men are searching for ways to manifest their manliness in a
world captivated by selfish self-expression, forgetting the only quality that is identical with manhood.
It is not elegance and beauty, for beauty is only for self-glorification. It is not charisma and appeal;
even a fool can make himself agreeable. It is not slickness, nor compassion, nor brilliance, but
strength.
In today’s world, full of sentiments and useless gossip, nothing can awake greater disgust than a thin,
lifeless, sentimental twig dressed up in man’s clothes, but without a speck of a brain or a gram of
manhood in his anatomy. Such a man is worse than weak, such a man is fragile.
In times of comfort, the drag in that direction becomes dangerously seductive, but keep in mind that
many men have failed in life for no reason other than they were weak. Men with a great heart, but
weak. Men that were popular and generous, but weak. Men with great opportunities, great financial
situation, but weak.
To be at your best, you must be humble, but strong. Strength calls for self-restraint and self-control,
but also for self-respect and self-assertion. If you expect to amount to anything in life, you must be
strong. Limits have to be conquered, discouragements silenced, temptations resisted, and for all this
to happen, you need to become an invincible and self-reliant man. A strong man.
Strength is the absence of excuse-making. Become a man that removes the word “excuse” from his
vocabulary.
Strength is hard work. Understand that success will only come if you are a tireless worker. When
you fail, put yourself together and try again. Be humble enough to accept your flaws, but bold enough
to learn from them and keep going.
Strength is reliable. Be the man that can be counted on when the going gets tough.
Strength must be moral. Be a man that has the courage to stand for his convictions, regardless of
what people think or say. To be a man of moral virtues you must be able to back your virtues up
when challenged. Having principles is important, but make sure you are prepared to fight for your
moral principles when the time will call for that. Do not allow your words to remain just noises in a
room that are fading away with the eco.
Embrace strength in purpose and strength in action, and become a man that is strong internally and
strong externally. Prepare yourself physically and mentally, and show respect and honor to the men
that came before you, men that had to be physically and mentally strong so that you might exist and
enjoy all the comforts of today.
Strive to be stronger today, stronger than yesterday, and I promise you that your mind, body, and
spirit will transform you into a man that needs neither title nor crown to prove his manhood, for
manhood and strength are one and the same.
All the best to you, reader!
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If the text is too long, feel free to challenge yourself with these ideas in video format on YouTube:
What Is Evil? Understanding The Concept Of Evil | Mastery Order
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Evil… The element, the entity we learn from a young age that we need to oppose and neutralize.
Evil… A collective dark element of our reality that strikes fear and rapid heartbeats upon mere
mention.
Have you ever asked yourself, friend, what is this darkness that we commonly call evil? What does
this force, which leaves you with the feeling of complete powerlessness, represent? And more
importantly, how can you fight against it?
Throughout history, many have found refuge from this despair in faith and obedience to absolute
value systems of religions and ideologies, which have provided some psychological protection from
the evil threats of the world. As long as these standard values support your own values, this approach
may feel to you as a protection against the negative effects of evil.
But I dare you to keep an open mind and observe, friend, that each generations’ climate dictates the
perceptions of what good and evil represent. In the Stone Age, evil always has been associated with
darkness and the night, leaving people filled with superstitious beliefs linked with the disappearance
of the sun. In those times, people literally and symbolically associated the idea of evil with the
shadows, with the darkness.
As the times evolved, evil was personified through different gods and symbols, representing the
source of scourges, pests, and curses that the human culture suffered in those specific eras. With time,
life was symbolized as a battle waged between opposing forces, between light and darkness, truth and
deceit, life and death.
If you pay attention, friend, to our recent history, you can see clearly the representation of evil in the
moral stories of the Christian or Jewish bibles, or in the Greek mythology. The tales of Jesus and the
dark angel Satan can give you the most basic symbols for understanding human evil. In every culture,
there are tales, fables, or myths that share basic concepts of what evil represents, but, can the stories
and the symbols of the past protect us from the evil of our present time?
Keep in mind, friend, that your perception of evil is imposed on you by the conflict between what
you hope life would be and what it actually is. You sometimes see the evils in the world with
frightening clarity, but other times you do not see them at all. Your optimistic vision about the world
and its beauty can make you ignore evil at great cost, and your nativity that can obscure the reality of
evil can lead to wrongdoings enacted in the name of a good cause.
If you will ever embark on a quest of eliminating evil, keep in mind, friend, a question that you
should always ask yourself. Are you sure that your perception of evil represents the objective reality
or is the evil that you identify just a projection of your own fears, doubts, nightmares and ignorance?
There are many examples in history when people or even entire nations became possessed by the
force of evil, whereby they identified with an idea, an ideology, or a leader that gave expression to
their fears and inferiorities.
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Fanatical fascinations such as religious persecutions, racial bigotry, scapegoating, or genocidal hatred
can lead to projections of what the majority rejects, and the potential for extraordinary evil will be
activated. The past century alone bears witness to these types of cruelties that reached unimagined
proportions. From the persecutions in the Second World War to the genocide in Rwanda, tragic
events like these were only possible through denial of evil and refusal to think about evil.
To avoid such catastrophes, you have to develop your moral strength and constantly find ways to
think about evil, rather than living with the idea of a utopia, ignoring it until it is too late.
Keep in mind friend that viewing the world as a possible paradise and denying evil is a learned
behavior. You have probably experienced evil since your early days, through the behaviors of others
and through images from media, stories, or fairy tales. Since you can just bear so much reality, your
mind developed explanations for what evil represents.
Your default adaptions to such frightening experiences removed the immediacy of danger from your
life through ignorance and by looking the other way, but at the same time, the lack of guidance and
the avoidance of looking into the darkness produced symptoms ranging from fear of the dark to
debilitating phobic reactions.
Recognize, friend, the strength of the coping mechanism that you possess and how the idea of evil is
always a subject of avoidance. It is hard to accept the idea that evil is a permanent part of the human
condition, but such a denial is perhaps the most dangerous kind of thinking. Pay attention to your
own tendencies of believing that evil is nothing more but the absence of good and that evil can be
completely eradicated by good works.
Evil is a permanent part of life, merged together with the best of humanity. Never forget that the
greatest misfortunes of our history have resulted when humans have become blinded to the full
realities of evil, have pursued to create an imaginary perfect world, and have enforced miseries much
worse than the evil they wanted to eradicate.
If you want to have any real power in meeting the challenge of the world’s evil, you must become the
man who takes responsibility for the evils he might create and who is not afraid to look into his own
darkness.
You have to recognize and accept that you are human and have developed an ego, a process that also
created in you the potential for destructiveness and decay and the best way to combat this great force
in the real world is to first acknowledge it in you.
Remember, friend, that your life as a man consists of inescapable opposites – day and night,
happiness and misery, good and evil. You will never be sure that one part of you will prevail against
the other, that goodwill overcomes evil. Your life is not a fairy tale. Your life is a battleground. It
always has been, and it always will be, because if it were not so, your existence would come to an
end.
I dare you to become the man that is not afraid of provoking his own incomplete ideas about evil. I
dare you to become the man that instead of destroying others in his attempt to destroy evil, finds in
him the strength to destroying the sickness within himself.
In your fight against evil, are you looking for confrontations in the world or in the mirror? The former
may have an impact only on you, the latter may have an impact in the world.
Understanding evil means understanding yourself.
Are you able to face your darkness?
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All the best to you, reader!
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"That woman was a genius in the daytime and a beauty at
night. She was both an apple and a snake."...
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"That woman was a genius in the daytime and a beauty at night. She was both an apple and a snake."
"She was perfect, pure maddening sex. And she knew it, and she played on it, dripped it, and allowed
you to suffer for it. She was a full-time job. She seemed a bit crazy but I kept looking at her body and
I didn't care."
"Sex with her was one of the nine reasons for reincarnation. The other eight were unimportant. That
was naked poetry. She smelled like love, wine, and home. She smelled like nakedness, even when she
was warmly dressed."
Check out short story about rebel, wild, thrilling woman, with quotes and thoughts of Charles
Bukowski, Henry Miller, and John Fante. With little notes of Oscar Wilde, and Charles Baudelaire.
FREE ON KINDLE.
https://www.amazon.com/dp/B07933S7GP
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Did I Die?
I want to tell you about a strange thought I had a few weeks ago, what I learned from it, and how it’s
given me a fresh perspective on life.
For the most part, life has been good this past year. In every area of my life, I’m happy and growing.
I don’t have everything I want yet, but I get to wake up each day and vigorously pursue it.
I’ve got a partner I enjoy who makes me better, my writing is growing more popular everyday, I’m
nearly done with my physics degree, and I’m making money the way I want to. My health is great
and I’m surrounded by love.
But it wasn’t always like this. Sometimes, when life is going very well, I think about how terrible of a
person I was during my heavy drinking days. I think about how self-destructive I was and how many
people had the displeasure of crossing my path while I was in this self-destructive state.
I think of all the times I got lucky no one was hurt or that I didn’t wind up dead or in jail.
From the foolishness that was my life during the ages of 22-28, I should at least have a criminal
record. However, I’m living a life which is significantly different from the one I was living 5 years
ago. After I pondered this for a few days, I came to the conclusion that the only way this change
could happen was if I had died.
Even though I intellectually understand that it only takes 2 years to change your life, here I was 5
years later doubting that I even existed because things were so different. I figured I must be dreaming
in my prison cell, or that I died and went to heaven (though I hardly think I deserved to go there)--or
maybe I was in a coma after drunk driving accident.
The point is that my life is so different that I couldn’t believe I was alive. I actually called a good
friend who recently married and finished the police academy. I can’t give details about her life and
story, but this was a very different outcome for her compared to the trajectory she was on.
She was the only person I could think of to call and discuss this idea with. She said she also felt
similar.
Then I met another friend of mine a few weeks later. This is a gentleman who runs a thriving
counseling business, is an accomplished public speaker and holds a master’s degree. He’d actually
been arrested before, but now his life is on a very different path. I gave him my comparison to dying
because I was interested in his thoughts.
The following was roughly his response. I not only paraphrased, but mixed in some thoughts of my
own insights:
Your actions in the universe set things in motion. Certain actions put certain things in motion. There
is variance in a system as large as the universe so you don’t get EXACTLY the same experience each
time. However, it’s precise enough that you’ll create and reinforce you own conditions every time.
You know this world as your reality. Your brain learns to function in this world you’ve created as a
result of your actions. Your brain gets wired in a way to help you deal with the reality your actions
have created.
This reality is very convincing for most people. They never try to change because they don’t even
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believe change is possible. Everything about their world says change isn’t possible. Their conditioned
behaviors reinforces this reality.
But one day, you DO change. The change is in your entire being, but it starts with one little thing. It’s
driven by one tiny action which forces the universe to react differently. At first, the changes are
subtle. Over time, they build on one another--especially as you’re forced to behave in a different way
to function in this new universe.
For my first friend, it was meeting her husband. For my speaker friend, it was meeting his wife. For
me, I often think it was my sobriety. However, the truth is that I probably wouldn’t have gotten sober
if it wasn’t for meeting my girlfriend.
I don’t know if there’s something to it being another person who serves as a universe changing
catalyst, but this seems to be a commonality. I’ve since had a few conversations with a few different
people, it often is a romantic interest who sparks change.
Although your actions have changed and your brain has rewired itself, you still have deep seated
triggers and memories. Much like how a smoker smells cigarettes and wants to smoke or some
alcoholics can’t go into a bar, occasionally you see or think of something in this new universe which
reminds you of your old self.
Immediately, you feel drawn back to your old thoughts and habits. However, now you live a new life.
Those old behaviors are strictly incompatible with the new you. Instead of being pulled back into the
nightmare, you reflect and you wonder: how are you the person you are today, given the person that
you once were? The obvious answer is that you died.
Not an actual physical death. It’s death in of the world you once knew which no longer exists. You no
longer engage in the actions which sustain that world. People intuitively know their actions create
their world, but they get it wrong when they try to use this idea to change their life.
Instead of changing what they do, they try to change their location. This never works because your
physical location is irrelevant. Your actions create the world you inhabit. Not vice-versa.
This feeling of death is symbolic. What my friends and I, and countless others, are experiencing are
memories which are incompatible with the life we lead now. How could the person you are now ever
behave as the person you remember being? I seriously entertained the idea that I died doing
something stupid in my old life.
The reality is that I started doing one thing differently. From there, a ripple was created which
eventually brought down the old structures I built my life upon. This forced the emergence of a new
life.
In reality, I didn’t really died. What really happened is that I was reborn. https://edlatimore.com/
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I won't write a massive article detailing all of the ills of social media. That would be a lie, and those
who write those articles do so out of rationalization rather than sincere concern for their fellow
tweeter.
I will share with you, however, what it has been like to quit Twitter cold turkey. It has been about two
or three weeks now, I think, since I pulled the plug. I haven't been counting the days or anything like
that.
Today was the first day that I really missed Twitter. I miss my friends over there, I almost logged
back in. But I held off. I decided to write here instead of falling back into the abyss.
Twitter was a vice.
More than anything, this is my main takeaway from quitting. Is my life dramatically lighter and more
free post twitter? Nope. In fact, many vices that I had before I even joined Twitter started to
resurface.
The old porn habit came back almost instantly. I hadn't really "quit porn", I had just replaced it with
the dopamine rush of twitter notifications. Perhaps that's a good trade off, something to think about.
Old eating habits started to come back as well. I felt stronger cravings for junk food than I had in
years. It turns out it's a lot easier to do intermittent fasting when you can go on Twitter and distract
yourself from the fact that you're not eating anything.
I simply replaced Twitter with other forms of mindless internet surfing. Who am I kidding to say that
quitting Twitter saved me time? It didn't. I just found myself spending more money on Amazon or
endlessly researching the newest set of golf clubs to hit the market. I'm not sure how many times I
refreshed gmail today, but it was easily triple digits.
Twitter was a substitute for interaction with real folks.
I know there are real people behind these Twitter accounts, many of whom I would consider good
friends. However, I was neglecting my real relationships, the real life friendships that form the core
any man's life.
Last night I bantered with an old friend for a few hours via text. If I had Twitter on my phone I
probably would've clicked away from the conversation and never returned, missing an opportunity to
connect with a good, lifelong friend.
Twitter changes the way you think.
When I had Twitter I would constantly think to myself "this would make a good tweet." Then after
the tweet was sent the idea was gone, as if I had done it justice by putting it into 140 characters of
witty prose.
Now, I take ideas and kick them around in my head all day long. Some of them, rightfully so, fall flat.
Others gel into bigger ideas that occupy my mind for days at a time.
I am more present without Twitter.
When I am spending my precious time with my kids I don't want to be thinking of the latest Twitter
drama or formulating tweets in my head, I want to be present and attentive. It is far easier to stay in
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this present state without the draw of a twitter account just a finger tap away.
I most certainly wouldn't be writing these emails if I had Twitter, I would be spending the last hour of
my day mindlessly tubing down the river of tweets rather than digging deep to express they day's
learnings. Perhaps this is the biggest gain from quitting Twitter, the ability to connect my experience
with words in a concrete way.
I care less about politics.
I don't watch the news, and since I don't have any social media accounts at the moment, I hear very
little of what is happening in the political arena. This I am thankful for. The latest and greatest twitter
storm passes me right by. This frees up mental space for other things. It also allows me to build better
relationships with others as I listen and share moments with them as they share the news with me.
People love sharing information with you, and since I have no knowledge I don't feel compelled to
try to interrupt or speak over them.
I am able to test my ideas.
I picked up a lot of knowledge on Twitter. Now it is time to put it to the test. Does it hold up to my
real world observations? This is ongoing, but fascinating. Without being told daily what "lens" I
should view the world through I am free to view it as it is, with all of its gray areas and imperfections.
I can see more clearly now the divide that is being created by the 24/7 political news cycle. I can see
reality for what it is.
Overall, I'd say the effect from quitting twitter has been about 70 percent positive and 30 percent
negative. Maybe 60/40 if I really squeeze the rationalization out of it.
Will I come back to Twitter? I might, someday, but not until I know I have put into place routines for
getting my deep work done first, before I join the banter.
Til next time.
Mark
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Dealing with slight Kyphosis
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I'm stuck with it. The pain isn't as bad as having to look like I'm always a little slouched over. This
affects how others see me, mainly in the confidence department.
How do I overcome this? Just keep working out?
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THE EAGLE AND THE DRAGON - CHRIS "THE MAD SCIENTIST" DUFFIN INTERVIEW |
MAN TOOLS PODCAST #23 LIVE STREAM FRIDAY 12 JULY
1 point•1 comment•submitted 6 months ago by mantools to r/Masculinity

Friday July 12th the “Mad Scientist” of strength, Chris Duffin will be joining us on Man Tools. Tune
in to the live stream 7:30 MST at https://mantoolsmedia.com. We’ll be discussing his autobiography,
“The Eagle & The Dragon” which comes out July 9th. Chris is truly a mad scientist, he’s the Chief
Visionary & Co-founder of Kabuki Strength, a world record holder in powerlifting, his inventions
include the transformer safety bar, the shoulder rock, the boom stick, and he’s developed a
supplement line.
Learn more about Chris’s approach to strength & the equipment he’s developed at
https://store.kabukistrength.net/
Find Chris’ supplements at https://buildfastformula.com/
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How Feminism is Hurting our Children: Part II:
17 points•3 comments•submitted 1 year ago by JDRoedell to r/redpillfatherhood

The second post in this series. Don’t let them rob your sons and daughters of the joy of being a
parent.
”My six year old daughter talks much about the babies she’ll have some day. My biggest fear is that
Feminism will convince her otherwise. It’s on me and me alone, as a Red Pill aware father to ensure
this doesn’t happen.”
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Kids' Observations
6 points•3 comments•submitted 2 years ago by kauainihilist to r/Fatherhood

My kids (girl 7, boy 4) like to talk about what they like about their mommy and daddy sometimes...
we make it into a bit of a game, but it's an interesting exercise in understanding how your kids
perceive you. My wife gets great feedback... she's an amazing photographer, she loves horses, etc.
Daddy is "the best worker" and "the best at working out". It's not an unfair characterization,
especially from their perspective, but it makes me a little sad that that's the extent of their knowledge
to who I am outside of "Dad".
To fight that perception I've taken up learning the bass guitar, and bringing my board with us to the
beach, even though I Michigan-white-boy suck at surfing. They're things I'm genuinely interested in
learning, so I don't feel like I'm putting up a facade, but my dad passed when I was young, and my
stepdad was an asshole, and sometimes I feel like fatherhood is something I'm making up as I go
along... but I keep trying to be involved and give them good memories with me, and to be something
more than just "the best worker".
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After eating the metaphorical Red Pill, when I play back the reels from the memory, I am often like
“Damn, why didn’t I see this earlier!” I have often called women 5-6 times in the hope they would
call me back. Rollo answered, “women don’t want men who put them on the pedestal”. Women have
often told me that they would call me the next day before hanging up, and the next day they didn’t
call, while I kept waiting. Rollo answered, “women are always spinning the plates subconsciously.”
I am so happy that I discovered this now when I am 28. I am not married. Though it would have
saved me tons of time, if I’d discovered TRP earlier. Now, when women don’t call me back or don’t
pick my call, I don’t give many fucks. I keep spinning plates, and often they call me back themselves.
I don’t get too emotionally involved with any single girl. My biggest mistake has been that I have
always initiated the relationship. THAT I’D NEVER DO AGAIN! My heart fills up with a lot of
gratitude for people like Rich Cooper, Rollo Tomassi, Jack Donovan and Jordan Peterson (lowkey)
for what I have learnt in the last three months.
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